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Preface
முன்னுைர

This major special exhibition of the state of Baden-
Württemberg at the Linden-Museum is dedicated 
to the Tamil culture of South India and the global Tamil 
diaspora, which has so far received little attention 
in the museum context.

The exhibition “Of Love and War: Tamil (Hi)Stories 
from India and the Diaspora”, jointly curated by Dr 
Georg Noack and Dr Meenakshipuram Deivakumar 
Muthukumaraswamy, director of the National Folklore 
Support Centre in Chennai, India, will be shown in 
our museum from the 8th of October 2022 to the 8th 
of May 2023. It highlights historical and contemporary 
aspects of Tamil culture, everyday life and religion and 
takes our outstanding collection of bronze statues from 
the time of the Cōḻa dynasty of the 9th– 12th centuries 
as a starting point. 

The exhibition integrates modules developed by a 
broad range of partners, which, as polyphonic artistic 
and scholarly forms of expression, offer diverse per-
spectives on Tamil culture to our visitors. Klaus Öhler 
from the University of Tübingen undertook the selec-
tion and translation of Tamil poetry for the entrance 
installation. The accompanying photos were submitted 
by the entrants of a photo competition initiated by 
Kombai S. Anwar, director of the Quaide Milleth 
International Academy of Media Studies (QIAMS), 
Chennai. Deneth Piumakshi Wederaachchige and 
Shobasakthi have artistically explored the war in 
Sri Lanka, the resulting migration to Europe, and the 
Tamil diaspora. We thank Prof Dr Gabriele Alex of the 
Asia-Orient Institute at the University of Tübingen 
for a virtual tour of a Tamil village and a presentation 
on health and healing. Dr Hélène Guétat-Bernard and 
her team at the Institut Français de Pondichéry and 
the SITA cultural centre in Pondicherry developed a 
presentation on Tamil cuisine. The research collective 
S.T.A.R.S (Studies in Tamil Studio Archives and Society, 
Pondicherry, Chennai and Paris), represented by  
Dr Zoé Headley, Dr Kasha Vande and photographer  
M Arun curated a module on historical portrait 
 photography in Tamil Nadu. Yoganathan Putra and the 
community of the Sri Sitti Vinayagar Hindu Temple in 
Stuttgart assisted in the implementation of the temple 
section in the exhibition. Livingston Edinborough  
and Muthurajah Edinborough from the Catholic Tamil 
community in Stuttgart advised the curators on how to 
present Tamil Christian contributions to Tamil culture. 
We are deeply indebted to all these partners for their 
contributions and perspectives.



We would also like to thank Dr Subashini Kanagasundaram 
and the Tamil Heritage Foundation for donating the 
statue of the poet Tiruvaḷḷuvar – a Tamil cultural icon  
of great significance – which is shown in the exhibition, 
but also for their tireless commitment to connecting 
the museum with Tamil communities, institutions and 
specialists in Europe and India, as well as important 
contributions to the programme accompanying the 
exhibition.

We are also very indebted to the many scholars 
who advised the curators, provided their expertise and 
thus made an important contribution to the success  
of the exhibition. In particular, we would like to thank 
Prof Dr Gabriele Alex and Prof Dr Heike Oberlin from 
the University of Tübingen, Dr Margret Frenz from the 
University of Stuttgart, Prof Dr Ulrike Niklas from the 
University of Cologne, Prof Dr Anand Amaladass SJ 
from Sacred Heart College in Chennai, Kombai S. Anwar 
from the Quaide Milleth International Academy of 
Media Studies (QIAMS), Chennai, as well as Dr Torsten 
Tschacher from the University of Heidelberg.

Special thanks are also due to the state of Baden-
Württemberg for their sponsorship of the exhibition, 
which made realisation in this form possible in the 
first place. In particular, we would like to thank Minister 
Theresia Bauer, State Secretary Petra Olschowski and 
the Museum Department in the Ministry of Science, 
Research and the Arts of Baden-Württemberg for 
their support.

An important contribution to the exhibition came 
from the Goethe Institute, which funded an exploratory 
and networking trip to Tamil Nadu for Dr Noack.

Our generous lenders contributed immensely to  
the success of the exhibition. We would like to take  
this opportunity to thank the numerous institutional 
and private lenders from Germany and abroad.

We would also like to thank the design office 
Opera Amsterdam with project manager Boaz Bar 
Adon, who implemented the curatorial concept in 
a wonderful way.  

My very special thanks go to the two curators of 
the exhibition Dr Georg Noack and Dr Meenakshipuram 
Deivakumar Muthukumaraswamy. They have combined 
their different academic perspectives into a wonderful 
concept and, together with all the collaborating 
 partners, have developed an exhibition that is well 
worth seeing. Both curators were assisted by Lisa 
Priester-Lasch as a knowledgeable and committed 
 curatorial trainee.

An exhibition of this size involves a large number of staff. 
Many thanks are due to the entire exhibition team of 
the Linden Museum for their intensive and good 
 cooperation over the past years. On behalf of all those 
involved, who are listed by name under the  heading 
Exhibition Team, I would like to thank our CEO Susanne 
Barth, junior curator Nandini Thilak, the project manag-
ers from our conservation department Ute Doberschütz 
and Isabel Klotz as well as our exhibition coordinator 
Katja Scharff.

 Prof. Dr. Inés de Castro 
Director, Linden-Museum Stuttgart
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Tamil people living in southern peninsular India, Sri 
Lanka as well as in diasporic communities and highly 
diverse social and cultural contexts around the world 
are connected in many ways, but particularly through 
a common language – Tamil – and through shared 
 narratives. These narratives, some of which are pre-
sented in this book, have perpetuated social imagin ar-
ies tracing the ancestry of Tamil people and the 
 antiquity of the Tamil language back 3000 years. 

The loss and recovery of ancient Tamil literary texts, 
known as Caṅkam literature, played a central role in 
shaping these social imaginaries and determining the 
course of contemporary political histories in Tamil 
lands.1 Caṅkam literature, its central themes and poet-
ics, aided the self-perception of Tamils, formed their 
distinctive identities, and helped them grasp the herit-
age of successive eras of their history. This book, titled 
“Of Love and War” in reference to the two main genres 
of Caṅkam literature, aims to retell such Tamil narra-
tives about Tamil histories in a non-linear and polyvocal 
way by presenting multiple perspectives.

Tiṇai: The Inner Poetical Landscapes 

In the legendary Caṅkam age, the ancient work 
Tolkāppiyam classified the arts into three categories: 
iyal (literature), isai (music) and nāṭakam (dance and 
drama). The themes of the arts were named tiṇai. 
A tiṇai consisted of a complete poetical landscape – 
denoting a definite time, place, season, flowers, people, 
deities, and social organisation. The five types of land-
scapes and their associated emotions are: kuruṇchi 
(mountains – associated with secret, premarital love), 
mullai (forests and pastoral lands – waiting for the 
loved one), marutam (agricultural lands – couple fights 
and reconciliations), neytal (sea coast – pining for the 
lover in a most unbearable long-term separation) and 
pālai (desert or wasteland – danger, separation, and 
challenges faced by the male hero). The two broad cat-
egories of tiṇais are: akam tiṇai (inner modes) and 
puṛam tiṇai (outer modes). Akam tiṇais consist of the 
five tiṇai as used in love poetry. Puṛam tiṇai are the cor-
responding five tiṇai as used in heroic, philosophical 
and moral poetry associated with war. The tiṇai classifi-
cation provides critical tools to understand literature, 

	Í 2 �Kuruṇchi�landscape�in�the�Kurangani�Hills,�Tamil�Nadu.�
Photo:�Prem�Kumar,�Chennai.

	Í 1 �Tiruvaḷḷuvar:�Philosophical�poet�of�the�caṅkam�period�
and�Tamil�cultural�icon�today.�Sculpture�by�the�artist�
“Chandru”�(G.�Chandrasekaran,�Tirunelveli,�2019),�
donated�to�the�Linden-Museum�by�the�Tamil�Heritage�
foundation.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

√



music, and performing arts in all strands of culture, 
namely folk, classical, popular, commercial, and experi-
mental arts. If one were to ask whether separation 
of lovers cannot take place in, say, mountain settings, 
Tolkāppiyam would answer that of course all kinds of 
human drama can take place in all physical landscapes 
but the poetical landscape (tiṇai) of a poem (and hence 
the category) would be decided by the emotional con-
tent (uripporuḷ) of the poem. That makes tiṇai an inner 
emotional landscape having an external physical refer-
ence. This system is breathtakingly elaborate. It con-
nects and corresponds to many subdivisions of the 
binary opposites akam (inner, concerned with love) 
and puṛam (outer, concerned with war). This ancient 
Tamil poetics and its epistemology were not readily 
accessible to the Tamil society until the rediscovery 
of Caṅkam literature in the 19th century.

The Rediscovery of Ancient Tamil 
 Literature and Its Impact

U. V. Swaminatha Iyer’s (1855–1942) relentless efforts 
to search for, collect, edit, and publish manuscripts of 
ancient classical Tamil literature, spanning over a period 
of five decades, led to the rediscovery of Caṅkam litera-
ture. U. V. Swaminatha Iyer published over 90 books 
and collected nearly 3 000 manuscripts in his lifetime.
The force of his work, along with that of C. W. Damo
daram Pillai, motivated several other Tamil scholars to 
search for, collect, and publish early Tamil literary 
works. The corpus of rediscovered texts thus assembled 
led to several studies on the uniqueness of Tamil iden-
tity and literary heritage that came to be known as the 
Tamil renaissance of the nineteenth century. The poet-
ics of Caṅkam literature’s binary classification of akam 
(interior) and puṛam (exterior) came alive with U. V. 
Swaminatha Iyer’s publication Puṛanānūṛu (puṛam liter-
ature, 1894) celebrating the ethics of war and bravery 
and Ainkuṛunūṛu (akam literature, 1903) detailing the 
nuances of love and its contours as having permanent 
binary relations of shaping one another. The leaders 

	Í 3 �Marutam�landscape�near�Theni,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo: Seekan�Paul,�Villupuram,�Tamil�Nadu.
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of the emerging Dravidian movement2 were quick to 
capture the bravery of Tamil men and women (espe-
cially mothers) in their oratory described in Puṛanā
nūṛu. Poets and scholars continue to discover the rich-
ness of Ainkuṛunūṛu love poems. In addition to making 
the central axioms of Tamil literary heritage available 
and accessible to the successive generations, U. V. 
Swami natha Iyer’s publications of Caṅkam poetry and 
the later classical Tamil epics provided the aesthetic 
and historical tools to understand core concepts that 
constitute Tamil identity.

Another landmark event was the publication of 
Robert Caldwell’s book, A Comparative Grammar of the 
Dravidian or South Indian Family of Languages in 1856. 
Caldwell’s book firmly established that the South Indian 
languages form a separate linguistic family distinct 
from the family of Indo-Aryan languages to which most 
of the North Indian languages including Hindi belong. 
While Sanskrit is the proto language for the Indo-Aryan 
family of north Indian languages, Caldwell proved that 
Tamil is the prototype for South Indian languages such 
as Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada, and Tulu. Although 
the word “Dravida” was used in many ancient texts 
to refer to the southern peninsular India, Caldwell’s 

naming of the South Indian language family as 
“Dravidian” fueled the imagination of the subnational-
ist political tendencies taking shape in the Tamil Nadu 
of post Independent India. As North versus South and 
Hindi imposition versus Tamil preservation determined  
the political discourse in the rise of the Dravidian 
 movement, Caldwell’s book provided the theoretical 
grounding for Aryan versus Dravidian arguments. 
With the rediscovery of Caṅkam literature and Dravidian 
politics’ ascent to power, the crescendo was reached  
in 2004 when Tamil was declared a classical language  
of India, meaning that it met three criteria: its origins  
are ancient; it has an independent tradition; and it 
 possesses a considerable body of ancient literature.

	Í 4 �Marutam�landscape�near�Madurai,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo: Prashanth�Swaminathan,�Chennai.
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Rediscovery, Revivals, Retellings  
and Innovations in the Arts

The historical trajectory of the rediscovery of Caṅkam 
literature during the Tamil renaissance, which lead to 
the rise and rule of Dravidian political parties in Tamil 
Nadu, overlapped with the struggle for independence 
that culminated in the formation of a sovereign Indian 
nation in 1947. In the rediscovery and revival of the 
arts, the national upheaval played a key role. With 
India’s freedom movement gaining momentum in the 
background, Rukmini Devi Arundale (1904–1986) 
searched for  traditional Indian dance forms and dedi-
cated her life to their revival. Rukmini Devi Arundale, 
as a dancer and choreographer, revived a traditional 
Tamil temple courtesan dance called satir and estab-
lished it as the Indian classical dance, Bharata Nāṭyam. 
U. V. Swaminatha Iyer’s publication of the Tamil epic, 
Cilappatikāram, with elaborate notes on the ancient 
Tamil music, led to the reconstruction of Tamil isai, that 
is, “pure Tamil music” as a movement. Parallel to that, 

Carnatic music evolved from the ancient paṇisai (music 
in melodic mode) and adapted to the stage concert 
format in the city of Madras (now called Chennai). 
Confronted with the quest to find and express Indian-
ness in their arts, South Indian artists initiated a search 
for authenticity in modernism that was to be rooted 
in its region’s cultural heritage. The Madras art move-
ment opened artistic dialogues and negotiations 
between regional visual arts and the forms and idioms 
of Western modernism. Tamil cinema shifted from 
retellings of oral tales,  legends, and mythologies to 
adaptations of the narratives of anti-colonial struggles 
of the Indian nationalist movement and social reforms 
presented by the Dravidian movement.

	Í 5 �Mullai�landscape�near�Kolukkumalai,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo: Siva�Prasad�B.,�Vembanoor,�Kanyakumari,�Tamil�Nadu.
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The Rediscovery of Bhakti Literature

On a closer look at the Tamil cultural histories, we find 
that the tale of loss, rediscovery, and revival is not lim-
ited to Caṅkam literature in the period of Tamil renais-
sance and subsequent times; it occurred to bhakti 
poetry during the tenth century under the Cōḻa empire. 
King Rājarāja Cōḻa (who ruled c. 985–1014 CE) discov-
ered the palm leaf manuscripts of the Tēvāram in old 
boxes at the Natarāja temple in Chidambaram and 
revived their singing in the temples. The first wave of 
the bhakti movement was from the sixth century to the 
ninth century when the Śaivite Nāyaṉmārs and the 
Vaiṣṇavite Āḻvārs travelled from temple to temple, sanc-
tified them with their hymns, and thus created a sacred 
geography in the Tamil country. The second wave of  
the bhakti movement then began with the rediscovery 
of the bhakti manuscripts in the tenth century and  
the canonisation and compilation of Śaivite (Tirumuṛai) 
and Vaiṣṇavite (Nālāyiraṭivyaprapantam) sacred texts.  
This second wave of the bhakti movement stretched to 
the thirteenth century and spread over the entire 

Indian subcontinent. Reciting and singing bhakti poetry 
in households, temples, and in concerts is a vibrant 
living tradition today in Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka, and 
among the diasporic Tamils all over the world.

Many Historical Streams but  
One Central Axis

In retrospect, Tamil social movements revolving around 
bhakti, the Tamil renaissance, the Indian independence 
struggle, and Dravidian politics show an amazing conti-
nuity of underlying themes and goals. They all sought 
to establish a casteless, classless, egalitarian society 
where women were emancipated and treated equally. 
If we position the ancient Tamil Caṅkam age poetics of 
akam (love, interior) and puṛam (war, exterior) as a 
 central axis and run it through the social movements, 
we would see akam (love) being directed towards God 
in the bhakti era, towards Tamil antiquity in the Tamil 
Renaissance, towards mother India (Bhāratmāta) in  
the time of the Indian struggle for independence, and 

	Í 6 �Neytal�landscape:�Marina�Beach,�Chennai,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�Sangeetha�Madhavan,�Chennai.



	Í 7 �Neytal�Landscape:�Kasimedu,�Chennai,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�P. K.�Prasad,�Chennai.

towards the Tamil language as the Dravidian political 
movement unfolded. As a corollary, one would surmise 
that Tamils would have gone to war for the sake of 
love in the Caṅkam age, for God during the bhakti era 
(the Śaivite and Vaiṣṇavite bhakti movement van-
quished Jainism and Buddhism in Tamil Nadu), for  
the nation (against the British rule in India), and for  
the Tamil  language (against the imposition of Hindi 
as the national language). 

Manifold Aspects of Tamil Arts, Culture, 
and Society 

Given the centrality of the topics above, it is obvious 
that they run through historic and contemporary Tamil 
arts, popular culture, and aspects of everyday life 
among Tamil communities in India, Sri Lanka, and 
around the world. Tamil cinema, for instance, not only 
draws on mythological and historical themes around 
Caṅkam age poets, bhakti mystics, and Cōḻa kings, but 
also often uses tiṇai imagery as a way to make the lead 
characters’ emotions visible. Portrait photography, 
on the other hand, plays an important role in both 
 private (akam) and public (puṛam) contexts and in the 
past often used hand painted landscapes (tiṇai) as a 
backdrop ...

In this book, a broad range of international special-
ists from India, Denmark, France, Germany, Great 
Britain, Sri Lanka, and the United States highlight mani-
fold aspects of Tamil lives, arts, history, and culture. 
Some of the authors would identify as Tamils whereas 
others take on the perspective of a foreign observer. 

17
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The book begins with a chapter on the physical geogra-
phy of the Tamil heartland in Tamil Nadu, India (Landy) 
that provides a general backdrop for what is to follow 
by describing the physical landscapes. 

Next comes an initial series of chapters introducing 
social movements: the bhakti movement that ended 
the Brahmin monopoly on interacting with Hindu 
 deities and allowed direct access to the gods for all 
believers regardless of their caste and occupation 
(Venkatesan), the Tamil renaissance that established 
the antiquity and independence of Tamil language, 
 literature, and philosophy from the earliest time 
(Lehmann), Tamil faces of India’s struggle for independ-
ence, who fought for national independence and a full 
scale emancipation of Indians from the European colo-
nizers (Baskaran), the Dravidian movement that sought 
to free Tamil people from the hegemony of Hindi, 
Sanskrit, and north Indian social forms (Niklas), and the 
struggle for Tamil autonomy in Sri Lanka, as seen from 
the  perspective of two artists who grew up in the war 
that came about with it (Piumakshi and Shobasakti). 

In addition to their literary adaptation, the themes of 
love and war are also part of various Tamil forms of  
art and popular culture. A second series of chapters 
provides an insight into the diversity of aesthetic and 
cultural elaboration through the themes of Carnatic 
music (Ravikiran), Dalit drumming (Lillelund), the 
Bhāratakūttu Tamil folk theatre (Muthukumaraswamy), 
Tamil cinema (Krishnan), Tamil portrait photography 
(Headley), and the Madras Art Movement (Bhagat).  
In all these art forms, people produce and perform,  
in one way or the other, specific ways of being Tamil, 
while carrying on and interpreting local stories, myths, 
scriptures, and poems. In this way they take part in 
 creating Tamil culture. 

	Í 8 �Pālai�landscape�near�Aliyar,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�G.�Sivanantham,�Thiruvallur,�Tamil�Nadu.
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Apart from arts and traditions of popular culture, prac-
tices of everyday life play a central role in the making of 
Tamil identities. Thus, a third group of chapters focuses 
on Tamil cuisine (Guétat and Soumer), clothing and 
adornment of the body (Priester-Lasch), and health and 
healing (Alex). Even if cooking, clothing and adornment, 
healing traditions, and ideas of health are not seen as 
specifically Tamil, because of cultural exchange and the 
influence of modern markets and global trade, specific 
developments of those traditions and practices find 
their expression in the everyday life of people in Tamil 
Nadu. Cotton, silk, and dyes are produced locally in 
Tamil Nadu and weaving has a long tradition in the 
region. The use of certain colours or garments is linked 
to local customs, social and religious rules. Tamil Nadu 
is also famous for its cuisine, based on recipes that pro-
duce mouth-watering rice pancakes (tōsai) filled with 
spicy fillings and sauces as well as steamed rice cakes 
(iṭli) with delicious chutneys of coconut, tomatoes, etc. 
The colourful and diverse health landscape of Tamil 
Nadu is characterised not only by Siddha  medicine, 
which originated in Tamil Nadu, but also by a broad 
spectrum of traditional medicine, the nāṭṭu maruntu 
(rural medicine), various Western traditions, Islamic 
and Tibetan traditional medicine, orthodox medicine, 
as well as religious healing practices, which are offered, 
among other things, at rituals in temples. In the use 
of local plants and ingredients in Tamil  cuisine, as well 
as in local healing traditions, people experience a direct 
connection with the landscape and the cosmic place, 
which in this way also shapes Tamil identities.

Religious objects form the core of the Indian collec-
tions in most European museums and religious tradi-
tions often lie at the heart of European fascination with 
India. The great wealth of the Tamil’s religious diversity 
therefore forms the largest section of our exhibition in 
Stuttgart as well as of this book. 

While Buddhists and Jains today only constitute small 
communities in the regions discussed here, their 
 contributions to arts, literature, and philosophical 
thought in the past cannot be overestimated. Relics  
of their former grandeur can be found in many sites: 
sacred caves with the oldest surviving inscriptions in 
Tamil, monumental sculptures, and major literary epics 
that were, together with Caṅkam poetry, rediscovered 
during the Tamil renaissance (Branfoot). 

Inspired by the bhakti movement, the Cōḻa empire 
of the 9–13 century adopted Śaivism as its main 
 religion. By investing an unprecedented amount of 
resources into the construction of temples and art-
works, the Cōḻas sparked a period of efflorescence of 
the arts: architecture and sculpture reached great 
heights – especially the art of casting sacred images in 
bronze – as also music, dance, poetry, and drama 
(Dehejia). Contemporary Hinduism and folk religion are 
so diverse and multifaceted that they can hardly be 
covered in a single chapter. A focus on the festival of 
Navaratri (navarāttiri), as it is celebrated in Tamil Nadu, 
was chosen to highlight one particularly colourful and 
fascinating aspect (Hüsken). Muslim traders arrived on 
the coasts of Tamil Nadu already in the very first dec-
ades of Islam. Through their activities as traders 
between the Middle East and the Indian coasts, they 
not only brought prosperity to these regions, but also 
facilitated intellectual and spiritual exchange. Today, 
Dargah shrines containing the graves of Sufi mystics 
who once wandered the streets of Tamil Nadu have 
become multireligious pilgrimage sites that are attrib-
uted great healing powers and are visited by Tamil 
Muslims, Hindus, and Christians alike. Studying Arabic 
and Persian, Tamil Muslim writers and scholars also 
introduced new thought and new forms and genres of 
art, literature, and music that have since become essen-
tial parts of Tamil culture (Anwar and Tschacher). 
Stories about Christianity in the Tamil lands usually 
begin with legends about the apostle Thomas – the one 
who had to put his finger in Christ’s wounds before 
he came to believe in the resurrection – who is said 
to have reached India, established the first Christian 
communities here, and was martyred on a hill near 
today’s Chennai. But while Tamil Christianity may pride 
itself of a history of almost two thousand years, very 
important contributions to Tamil culture happened with 
the arrival of Portuguese, Spanish, and Italian Jesuits 
in the 16th century and German Lutheran missionaries 
in the 18th, who not only introduced printing in Tamil 
letters – thereby making the mass distribution of texts 
possible and creating a new kind of public sphere –  
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but together with their Tamil students and partners 
also made important contributions to Tamil literature 
and philosophy as well as supporting Dalits in their 
struggle for emancipation (Amaladass).

This book, and the exhibition it accompanies, was 
created with the help and dedicated contributions 
of many people. It has been of great importance to us 
from the beginning not to provide a single narrative, 
but to bring together many different stories and histo-
ries of Tamil people, told from many different perspec-
tives and with very different voices. Together, we 
hope they will provide the reader of this book and the 
visitor to our exhibition a colourful and multifaceted 
picture of an ancient civilisation that continues to live 
a vibrant life and is very dear to many people all around 
the world. 

We wish to thank everyone who contributed their 
ideas, views, creative inputs, texts, and voices to this 
project and who worked hard on its implementation – 
the authors whose names you find in this book, many 
others whose comments and critiques have inspired  
us, the artists and photographers who have offered  
us their works, the providers of loan objects, and the 
 wonderful teams of the Linden-Museum Stuttgart, 
Opera Exhibition Design (Amsterdam), and Sandstein 
Publishers (Dresden).

	Í 9 �Pālai�landscape�in�Chennai,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�Seekan�Paul,�Villupuram,�Tamil�Nadu.



Notes on Transliteration and Translation 

A particular concern of this book, as well as of the exhi-
bition, is to depict the coexistence of many Tamil narra-
tives and stories. Diverse voices speaking in different 
languages also presents challenges when we wanted 
to present them to a German and English speaking 
audience. The editors of the catalogue have translated 
English texts into German and German texts into English. 
Many of the English texts were not written by native 
speakers, but by authors who have learned English as a 
second language alongside their native Tamil, German 
or French. These translations become particularly visible 
where idioms or expressions typical of one language but 
non-existent in the other language. Untranslated words 
can be found in our glossary in the appendix of this book. 

Cities and well-known persons of modern history 
are written in their commonly known anglicised form, 
while gods (for example Śiva and Viṣṇu) and religious 
sites are written in transliterated Tamil or Sanskrit. We 
have based our transliteration on the UNESCO standard 
Tamil transliteration. It has special characters for the 
letters specific to Tamil, so that one specific Latin letter 
stands for each Tamil letter. The transliteration then 
 follows the Tamil spelling (but not necessarily the 
 pronunciation). 

The basic element of the Tamil script is a consonant 
sign with an inherent vowel, e.g. ச (ca). Other vowels  
(i, e and u) replace the inherent a, e.g. சி (ci), ெச (ce), 
சு (cu); long vowels are indicated by a diacritical mark 
(ā, ī, ē, ū). 

The Tamil letter ழ், here rendered as ḻ according to 
the UNESCO standard, can appear as ẓ, ṛ, or as zh in 
other publications. Retroflex sounds, produced by 
bending the tongue backwards while pronouncing ḷ, ṇ, 
ṭ, or ṭh, are indicated by the dot below. In some cases, 
the pronunciation may differ from the spelling; 
for example, a க் (k), may be pronounced k, g or h, and 
a ச் (c), may be pronounced c, ch or s, as in the word 
Caṅkam that is pronounced sangam. Ś is always pro-
nounced sh (like Śiva, pronounced Shiva).

in non-academic publications, there is no standard 
transliteration and there can be several alternative 
spellings in Latin script. This often occurs with place or 
personal names where several different spellings can 
occur for the same place of person. These spellings 
usually depends on the transcription of varying pronun-
ciations of a Tamil word (that does of course have a 
standard spelling in Tamil script). Transcriptions of such 
pronunciations are mostly based on English pronuncia-
tions of the Latin alphabet. 

1 Apart from well-known place and personal names, all terms 
from Tamil, other Indian languages and Arabic are rendered 
in scientific transliterations, which may differ from the pronun-
ciation. In India, there are often widely varying transcriptions 
of the pronunciation. For example, the Caṅkam literature is also 
spelled Sangam literature and the Cōḻa dynasty is often spelled 
Chola or Chozha dynasty.

2 Borrowing the old term “Dravida” as a designation for southern 
India, Robert Caldwell in 1856 named the languages related 
to Tamil that were widespread in southern India as “Dravidian 
languages” and assumed that they originated from an ancient 
civilisation that preceded the introduction of Sanskrit. The 
Dravidian Movement argued for the preservation and revival 
of this heritage and against the influence of concepts and 
values borrowed from (North Indian) Sanskrit culture, such 
as the caste system.
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Tamil Nadu, a Geography of Contrasts
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         a Geography  
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In Tamil Nadu, history is everywhere in the geography. 
At Chennai airport, you will be welcomed by landscape 
representations supposed to represent the famous 
tiṇai of the twothousandyearold Caṅkam poetry. 
The Kaveri Delta is still one of the rice granaries of the 
state, even though the first diversions on this river date 
back to the Caṅkam period (first centuries CE). The 
regional urban network is marked by the permanence 
of temple cities (Madurai in the first place) whose 
 influence often extends beyond the state borders. 

But let’s not sing too much about ancient legacies. 
The capital, Chennai, is indeed a colonial creation. On 
the other hand, Tamil Nadu lives in the present. It is 
the most urbanized state of the Indian Union. Its auto-
motive industries and IT services are exported all over 
the world. Agriculture still occupies the relative major-
ity of its population, but today’s rice farmers have often 
abandoned the irrigation canals of yesteryear for indi-
vidual borewells, and they now usually plough, harvest 
and even transplant using machines.

So, let’s talk about the present geography.

The Tip of the Peninsula,  
or a Center of India?

At the southern tip of India, Kanyakumari is 2 800 km 
away from Delhi, and 3 600 km from Srinagar. For many 
“northerners”, Tamil Nadu is far, very far away. One 
does not speak Hindi there, it is like an alien periphery. 
With 130,058 sq. km, it is only the 10th state of the 
Indian Union for size. But it is the 6th by population 
(72 million inhabitants in 2011), the third best Indian 
state in terms of life expectancy, and second by the 
value of its domestic product. In their race for popula-
tion growth, the leading trio Mumbai-Delhi-Kolkata has 
got away from Chennai that is almost caught up by 
Bangalore and Hyderabad – but is this such a bad thing 
if a humanely sized city is desired, with infrastructure 
that is too inadequate? (The urban agglomeration has 
already over 10 million inhabitants).

But Tamil Nadu is much more than a demographic 
or populated mass. It is another center of India – a 
country that has so many! Just see figure 2 to 

understand that it is very easy to consider Tamil Nadu 
a center, not a margin. First of all, it is a major cultural 
area, characterized by the Tamil language that was 
declared as the second “classical language” of India in 
2004 and has a prestigious cultural past. Tamils like to 
say that it is one of the oldest languages in the world, 
even if it has evolved a lot since the time of the Caṅkam 
 literature, which means that certain complex old poems 
are largely incomprehensible without paraphrasing 
and commentaries even to well educated Tamil speak-
ers of today. This poetry does not only have a literary 
value, it also has a political value which testifies to an 
identity that was already strong two thousand years 
ago, distinct from the Sanskrit world – at least this is 
what is commonly stated (cf. Lehman in this book). 
This strong identity explains the recurrent refusal to 
generalize the learning of Hindi, the language of the 
northern power, in all schools. The Dravidian parties 
(the two enemy brothers DMK and AIDMK who have 
shared power since 1967) have developed on this 
regionalist base, which forbids the Hindu nationalist BJP 
to establish itself as elsewhere in India: the secular, 
even  atheist, anti-caste and anti-Brahmin foundations 
of the Dravidian movement have declined – but the 
essence remains: the regionalist base. How else can 
we understand the violent demonstrations that took 
place when the Supreme Court of Delhi wanted to ban 
jallikattu (bullfighting), seen as consubstantial with 
Tamil identity?

And yet, Tamil Nadu has come a long way. The 
 different kingdoms that succeeded one another, 
the Pandya (Pāṇṭiya), the Pallavar, the Chola (Cōḻa) 
or Vijayanagar dynasties have never ruled within its cur-
rent borders, overflowing on one side, too narrow on 
the other. The British had created the Province of 
Madras by including a Telugu-speaking region to the 
north, and leaving Kanyakumari to the raja of 
Travancore. The creation of independent India in 1947 
therefore did not create a Tamil state: it was not until 
the reorganization of 1956 that Tamil Nadu (“the Tamil 
country”) acquired its current borders – and its name. 
Chennai found itself a capital with a peripheral location, 
much better connected to neighboring Andhra Pradesh 
than to the southwest of Tamil Nadu. Nevertheless: 
here is a state “feeling good about itself”, without 
border problems (if not minor ones with Karnataka), 
with as its only enclave the Union Territory of 
Pondicherry, also Tamil-speaking. It is welded by a 
common language and culture, and this beyond all 
internal differences between communities, castes, 
 religions, classes, regions ...

	Í 1 �In�Thennampakkam,�Cuddalore�district,�thousands��
of�offerings�given�to�fulfill�a�vow�surround�the��
rural�temple�dedicated�to�the�village�god�Aiyaṉār.��
Photo:�Frédéric�Landy.

√
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	Í 2 �Map�of�India�upside�down:�http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00maplinks/overview/�reversemap/big_map.gif
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From the Mountains to the  
Deccan Plateau

The medieval commentators of the poetry of the 
Caṅkam saw five environments, which led to the  
corpus being described as “landscape literature”:  
the mountains, the forest, the cultivated fields, the 
desert  wastelands and the coastline. Contemporary 
reality is much more complex, between the mountains 
of the Western Ghats and the eastern coastline.

The Ghats culminate at an altitude of 2 695m.  
On the border of Kerala but also Karnataka (Nilgiris), 
they are still largely covered by forests, even if colonial 
coffee and cardamom plantations were followed by 
other clearings. During the colonial period, these for-
ests were managed for producing notably railway 
 sleepers; today it is the place of the great national parks 
of Tamil Nadu (Anamalai Tiger Reserve, Mudumalai ...). 
Tourism is flourishing there (Ooty is the most well-
known “hill resort”), a source of prosperity but also of 
environmental nuisances; homestays are also more and 

more numerous in these areas where it is so pleasant 
and a sign of good fortune to celebrate your honey-
moon in the rain (It is the wettest area of the state, 
with often more than 2 000 mm per year) (figure 2). 

Going down the Ghats is to arrive on the Deccan 
pediplain, on red fersiallitic soils, with a semi-arid 
 climate: without irrigation, crops can only grow during 
the short rainy season, centered around November, and  
we have there the strongest pockets of rural poverty in 
the region. Madurai is the southern capital of this area, 
haloed by its rich past, with a vast temple whose plan 
is reflected in the grid of streets. To the north, this 
 position is taken by Coimbatore which is more indus-
trial thanks to the machines, tools and textiles indus-
tries boosted by the early irrigation of cotton.

	Í 3 �The�Western�Ghats�at�the�hill�resort�of�Kodaikanal.�Photo:�Frédéric�Landy.
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The north of these plateau lands is bumpy with the  
hills of the Eastern Ghats (Javadi, Kalrayan ...) which  
are home to agricultural areas often cultivated by poor 
tribal populations, but also some hill resorts (Yerkaud) 
which are overcrowded in the heart of the hot season 
in April–May. We then arrive in the vast sedimentary 
plain that surrounds the coastline, particularly flared in 
the Kaveri delta – the largest river in Tamil Nadu that 
like all the others has its source in the Ghats. Crossing 
semi-arid zones on its way from west to east, it began 
to be diverted by local authorities, kings, nobles, tem-
ples, as early as the 2nd century to represent a major 
source of irrigation, later supplemented by thousands 
of ponds (tanks). These small reservoirs, damming the 
streams, were used to prolong the monsoon to allow 
irrigated rice growing or even a second crop in the year, 
as well as to prevent flooding. They are now often 
abandoned, since the boom in borewells since the 
1970s: The Green Revolution encouraged groundwater 
irrigation. It has also spread the consumption of white 
rice, at the expense of millets and other crops consid-
ered coarse but are now being reintegrated for their 
nutritional virtues (cf. Guetat and Soumer, this book).

The Coasts and Chennai

And here we are on the coast. The sandy beaches give 
rise to isthmuses like Rameshwaram’s, which connects 
to the Tamil-speaking region of Sri Lanka nearby. The 
Indian coastlines were slow to become places centres 
of activity and population; today they bear heavy 
 den sities, often at their own expense. The mangrove, 
a lagoon vegetation, has mostly disappeared, and the 
fishing communities, whose traditional boats are called 
kattumaran (litt. tied trunks, which gave us our “cata-
marans”) are suffering, because industry (Thoothukudi), 
thermal and nuclear power plants along with aquacul-
ture are developing. Tourism is also growing rapidly: 
Indians still rarely bathe in the sea, but love its prox-
imity, and many Hindu and even Christian (Velankanni) 
places of pilgrimage have become tourism centers. 
Other tourism cities combine sea and history 
(Mahabali puram, Pondicherry).

And then of course, there is Chennai, the former 
Fort St. George, established by the British in 1639. This 
large port from which many slaves, later “indentured 
labourers” left in the past remains the third largest in 
India. The population density of the city is still relatively 
low, without strong centrality. The area north of the 
Cooum River is poorer and industrial, while the area 
south of the Adyar River is more bourgeois and marked 

	Í 4 �Transplanting�irrigated�paddy�near�Pondicherry.��
Photo:�Frédéric�Landy.
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by the activities of the upper tertiary sector, while in 
between are the command centres (State administra-
tion, financial and banking activities, corporate head-
quarters). The suburbs extend, sometimes structured 
around Chennai’s two flagship industries: the automo-
bile industry to the north and west, and information 
technology to the south.

Richness in Halftone

Chennai’s economic power does not prevent it from 
accounting for about 15 per cent of the state’s GDP, not 
more than its share in the population of Tamil Nadu. 
This shows how much the entire state is urbanized and 
industrialized – at least in comparison with the rest 
of India. At the last census in 2011, Tamil Nadu was 
the state with the highest proportion of urban popula-
tion (44 %). 

	Í 5 �The�port�of�Chennai.�Photo:�Ganesh�Kumar�(stock.adobe.com).



Its textile (silk from Kanchipuram, cotton from Tiruppur) 
or mechanical industries, combined with the heritage 
of merchant castes (Chettiar) and the recent attraction 
of foreign investment and the multiplication of excellent 
academic centres (IIT-Madras), explain in particular that 
the share of the secondary sector in the GDP is 34 %. 

However, a good part of the industrial workers 
belong to the informal sector, and may come from rural 
areas staying for a few years or only for the dry season. 
This circulation of migrants is a welcome support for 

the villages, as is work in brick-kilns or rice mills, which 
is very hard and does not comply with labor laws. 
Tamil Nadu retains more than 40 % of its workforce in 
agri culture, which partly explains the small average 
farm size (0.8 ha). 

The situation of the micro-farmers and landless 
is aggravated by the fact that they are often Dalits 
(former Untouchables), who in some regions remain 
dominated by the peasant castes (Gounder-Vanniyar), 
while most of the high Brahmin castes have sold their 
land to go to the cities over the last century. 

Tamil Nadu only has the 7th highest GDP per capita 
in India. However, the situation appears to be better 
than in many other regions of the country thanks to the 
mobility of the population, which seeks to make use of 
the complementarities between town and countryside, 
the relatively high level of education (literacy rate of 
80 %), a better situation for women than in northern 
India, a voluntary affirmative action policy that reserves 
quotas of jobs and college seats to the lower castes, not 
to speak of the efficient NREGA public works program 
or the Public Distribution System of subsidized food.

Yes, Tamil Nadu is a geography of contrasts. But 
India is even more so! Let us beware of considering this 
state as an island, whereas it is inserted in dense inter-
relationships with neighbouring states (daily cross- 
border work mobility), with distant states (immigration 
from Biharis, emigration to Mumbai or Delhi), not to 
mention the contacts with foreign countries, profit able 
at least since the time of the Chettiar merchants in 
South-East Asia.
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சமூக இயக்கங்கள்
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Tamil Bhakti:  
  Songs of Love  
and Longing 

தமிழ் பக்தி:  

          காதலும் காதல் 

   ஏக்கப்பாடல்களும்
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Tamil Bhakti: Songs of Love and Longing

Beginning in the mid-sixth century, Tamil-speaking 
southern India incubated and nurtured a major reli-
gious and literary shift that is retrospectively identified 
as the bhakti network.1 In the hands of several extra-
ordinary poets, bhakti was shaped into an intimate, 
ecstatic experience of a knowable and describable 
divine, who abided in local shrines. Thus, Tamil bhakti 
was as much about making god known as it was about 
revealing and reveling in his special places that spread 
across the Tamil landscape. The poets creatively 
adapted the Caṅkam poetics of akam (private) and 
puṟam (public) to fashion a god who is king and lover, 
transcendent and immanent, and a being at once pres-
ent and absent. Bhakti poetry’s power is rooted in the 
poet’s powerful ability to capture their direct experi-
ence with the divine, and to invite fellow devotees into 
that experience. 

The Āḻvār and the Nāyaṉmār

The formative period of Tamil bhakti (6–9 CE) was 
dominated by Śaiva and Vaiṣṇava poets, who travelled 
the Tamil country singing in praise of Śiva and Viṣṇu. 
The Śaivas refer to their foundational figures as the 
Nāyaṉmār (leaders) while the Vaiṣṇava address them  
as the Āḻvār (those who are immersed). 

The Tamil Śaivas identify 63 Nāyaṉmār, but not all 
of them were poets or indeed, even historical figures. 
Of these, the most important are Appar, Campantar, 
and Cuntarar, considered the founders of Tamil Śaivism. 
A very important Śaiva poet, Māṇikkavācakar (c. late 
9th century), is not included in this list of 63 Nāyaṉmār. 
The poems of the Śaiva bhakti poets are collected into 
a twelve-volume book called the Tirumuṟai (Sacred 
Work). Within this, the poems of Appar, Campantar 
and Cuntarar are collectively called the Tēvāram and 
comprise the first seven books of the Tirumuṟai. 
Māṇikkavācakar’s two long compositions – Tiruvācakam 

and Tirukkōvaiyār – make up the entirety of Book 8. 
The Śaivas count one woman, Kāraikkālammaiyār, 
among their 63 leaders; her four poems are included  
in the Tirumuṟai’s eleventh book. 

The Tamil Vaiṣṇavas revere twelve poets called the 
Āḻvār. Their poems are compiled into a four-volume  
text called the Nālāyira Divya Prabandham (The Divine 
Collection of Four Thousand). The earliest Āḻvār are the 
abstractly named Poykai (Lake), Pēy (Ghost) Pūtam 
(Demon) and Tirumaḻicai, who takes his name from his 
hometown. The most important of the Āḻvār poets is 
Śaṭhakōpaṉ, who comes to be known as Nammāḻvār 
(“Our Āḻvār ”). He has contributed more than a quarter  
of the verses to the Divya Prabandham, including his 
 massive Tiruvāymoḻi (Sacred Utterance), which Tamil 
Vaiṣṇavas hail as the Tamil Veda.2 The poet, Kōtai, 
 pop ularly known by the epithet, Āṇṭāḷ (she who rules), 
is the sole female Āḻvār.

The Śaiva Three: Appar, Campantar,  
and Cuntarar

Appar (formally, Tirunāvukkaracar), Campantar (for-
mally, Tiruñāṉacampantar) and Cuntarar lived between 
the sixth and eighth centuries and are collectively called 
the Mūvar (“The Three”). While Appar and Campantar 
were rough contemporaries, Cuntarar is separated 
from them by nearly two centuries. All three poets 
are closely linked to major royal houses – Appar with 
a Pallava king, Campantar with a Pāṇṭiya king and 
Cuntarar with a Cēra king – attesting to the importance 
of royal patronage in establishing Śaivism in the Tamil 
country, which was dominated by Jain and Buddhist 
communities. As early pioneers of Tamil Śaivism, Appar 
and Campantar’s polemical arguments against compet-
ing religious  communities looms large in their poetry. 
In his poems, Appar often speaks of his remorse at 
having been a Jain until he was converted to Śaivism 
by his sister, while Campantar reserves at least one 
verse in every cycle of songs to denounce the Buddhists 
and Jains. For example, Campantar says in III.297.4:

With Araṉ of Ālavāy by my side,
I will easily defeat
those blind fools with names like
Candusena, Indusena, Dharmasena,
dark Kandusena, and Kanakasena,
who roam about like apes, and know
neither good Tamil nor the Sanskrit language.
(Peterson 1991: 278)

√ 	Í 1 �Māṇikkavācakar.�Processional�statue�from�the�time�
of the�Cōḻa�dynasty.�Bronze,�h:�54 cm.�South�India,�
c. 10th –12th�century.�Linden�Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33908�L.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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The verse exemplifies many of the themes that animate 
Śaiva bhakti poetry – place making, intimacy between 
god and devotee, and the harsh polemics against the 
powerful Buddhist and Jain religious communities,  
who are othered as uncivilized, illiterate, and deluded. 
For the poet, Śiva, immanent at the temple of Ālavāy,  
is not a distant, transcendent deity, but a companion 
who enables the poet to defeat his opponents, thus 
affirming the primacy of the Śaiva path. While Campantar 
turns his scathing critique outward, Appar is more 
self-deprecating, lamenting his past as a Jain monk.  
For instance, in IV.39.1, he says:

O god who pierced the delusion
that afflicted me
when I joined the Jains 
and became a wicked monk!
O bright flame, celestial being
who stands as the pure path,
bull among the immortals,
honey who dwells in Thiruvaiyaru!
I wander as your servant,
worshipping and singing your feet.
(Peterson 1991: 278)

Here, the unnamed, transcendent deity sunders 
the poet’s false belief and is immediately made intimate 
and accessible at the local shrine of Tiruvaiyāṟu. However, 
the poet is not content to remain rooted to a place, 
but instead wanders singing in praise of Śiva, making 
him at home in the Tamil country he knows so well. 

Appar is not alone in his desire to make the Tamil 
country Śiva’s home. The Mūvar diligently sang into 
sacrality a total of 275 sites, of which 269 are South 
Indian shrines. Cuntarar was particularly attached to 
Śiva at the temple of Tiruvārūr in the fertile Kaveri 
region. According to legend, Cuntarar served Śiva here, 
along with his first wife, Paravai. However, when he 
 visited Tiruvoṟṟiyūr in the northern Tamil regions, he fell 
in love with another woman, whom he married, but 
under the condition that he never leave her or that 
temple. Soon, Cuntarar, compelled by memories of Ārūr, 
broke his promise and sought to return to there. On- 
route, he was struck blind. Many of Cuntarar’s poems 
speak movingly about his affliction, of his deep attach-
ment to the god at Ārūr and the pain of his separation 
from him. In Cuntarar’s poems, Śiva is a friend, comrade, 
and companion, whom he scolds, pleads, and bargains 
with. For instance, in a cycle of verses, Cuntarar chastises 
Śiva for robbing him of his sight by sarcastically using a 
well-known blessing – may you live long – as a refrain: 

	Í 2 �Campantar.�Processional�statue�from�the�time��
of�the�Cōḻa�dynasty.�Bronze,�h:�43 cm.�South�India,�
c. 10th –12th�century.�Linden�Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33588�L.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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You may dwell in Arur, to whose groves
aṉṟil birds flock every day!
What do you care if your servant,
who tirelessly sings your praise,
clinging to you like a calf at the cow’s flowing teats,
loses his sight, runs into hills,
falls into a pit?
May you live, long, my Lord!
(Peterson 1991: 311)

Two Vaiṣṇava Poets: Tirumaḻicai  
and Nammāḻvār

One of the early Āḻvār poets is Tirumaḻicai (c. 7th cen-
tury), who was likely from that town, today an outer 
suburb of Chennai. We do not know much about his 
life, although legend tells us that he was initiated into 
Vaiṣṇavism by Pēy Āḻvār. He composed two poems – the 
Tiruccanta Viruttam (120 verses) and the Nāṉmukaṉ 
Tiruvantānti (96 verses), both of which are included in 
the Nālāyira Divya Prabandham. He is most famous for 
refusing to sing in praise of a local king of Kanchi result-
ing in his banishment. Accepting his fate, he asked 
Viṣṇu at the local temple to follow him in his exile. 
Out of love for his devotee, Viṣṇu obliged, earning the 
title, Coṉṉa Vaṇṇam Ceyta Perumāḷ (the great god who 
did as he was told). Even if not historically verifiable, 
such stories express the symbiotic, mutually sustaining 
relationship between god and devotee that animates 
the heart of the Tamil bhakti experience.

	Í 3 �Tirumaḻicai.�Detail�of�a�sculpture�by�the�artist�
Vidyashankar�Sthapathi�(*  1938).�1981,�Copper�sheet,�
bronze�and�iron�parts,�h:�92,8 cm,�Linden-Museum�
Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07007.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

	Í 4 �The�Coṉṉa�Vaṇṇam�Ceyta�Perumāḷ�temple.��
Photo:�Archana�Venkatesan.
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As with the Śaiva Mūvar, Nammāḻvār too is interested 
in establishing Viṣṇu in local sacred places and through 
this making the transcendent, supreme god, accessible 
to his devotees. He sings of a total of 33 terrestrial 
sites, concentrated in the Tamil country. In addition to 
these external sacred places, Nammāḻvār also embeds 
Viṣṇu within his heart, drawing a parallel between the 
god outside and the god within:

Wondrous Nārāyaṇaṉ, Hari, Vāmaṉaṉ
lives in my heart and in Tirukkaṭittāṉam
where the sound of the Veda
echos through groves of kalpaka trees. 
(Tiruvāymoḻi VIII.6.10, in: Venkatesan 2020: 267)

In the above verse we see how Nammāḻvār, in a 
move characteristic of many bhakti poets, establishes 
multiple equivalences to resolve a paradox of a god 
who is both distant and close. Viṣṇu is transcendent as 
Nārāyaṇa and Hari, immanent as an avatāra (Vāmana), 
and so very close, abiding in the poet’s heart and in the 
temple of Tirukkaṭittāṉam.

Two Women: Karaikkālammaiyār  
and Kōtai-Āṇṭāḷ

The two female poets of the Śaiva and Vaiṣṇava 
 traditions are separated by roughly three centuries. 
Whereas Kāraikkālammaiyār (c. mid 6th century) is one 
of the earliest bhakti poets, KōtaiĀṇṭāḷ (c. mid9th 
 century) likely composed her works during a mature 
phase of Vaiṣṇava bhakti. We know little about either 
woman, and what we do know is wrapped in legend 
and hagiography. However, both stories point towards a 
fundamental and pervasive tension between a woman’s 
duty to family and her unremitting desire to serve god. 

In the case of Kāraikkālammaiyār, the tension is 
resolved when her husband, terrified of her miraculous 
power emerging from steadfast devotion to Śiva, aban-
dons her. Her beauty now useless, Kāraikkālammaiyār 
asks Śiva to transform her into a shriveled ghoul. 
Free of her husband, her femininity, and her filial obli-
gations, Kāraikkālammaiyār dedicates herself fully to 

	Í 5 �Nammāḻvar.�Bronze,�h:�11 cm.�South�India,�c. 14th –17th�
century.�Private�collection.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

Although Nammāḻvar is one of the later poets of  
the Tamil Vaiṣṇava tradition, he is by far the most 
 consequential and influential Āḻvār. His four composi-
tions, especially the 1 102verse Tiruvāymoḻi, are 
revered by Tamil Vaiṣṇavas as the Tamil Veda; the 
Tiruvāymoḻi has been commented on almost continu-
ously since at least the 11th century. We do not know 
much about the poet, Śaṭhakopan, except that he 
hailed from the deep south, in the region around the 
Tamiraparani river. From the title, Māṟaṉ that he uses in  
his poems, we can deduce that he was connected in 
some way to the Pāṇṭiya kings who ruled this region 
around the mid-9th century. Despite Śaṭhakōpaṉ’s lofty 
status as the foundational figure of the Tamil Vaiṣṇava 
traditions, he is approached within this community with 
a spirit of intimacy, as exemplified by his title, Our Āḻvār 
(Nammāḻvar). 
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Śiva’s service, ultimately earning the title, “mother”,  
from Śiva himself. There is little evidence of this story  
in Kāraikkālammaiyār’s four poems, although she 
describes herself as a demon-woman, who haunts 
the same cremation grounds as her beloved Śiva, to 
whom she is utterly beholden (Tiruvālaṅkāṭṭu mūtta 
 tiruppatikam 1). In most of her verses, she describes 
a relationship of an almost congenital dependence  
on Śiva as in the opening verse of her longest work,  
the Aṟputattiruvantāti (100 verses):

When I was born and learned to speak
I was overcome with love
and I reached your red feet—
lord of gods, lord with the splendid black throat,
will my sorrows never end?
(Cutler 1987: 119)

	Í 7 �“The�dream�I�dreamt�...”.�Interpretation�of�a�poem�of�
Āṇṭāḷ�by�the�artist�A.�Selvaraj�(b. 1943),�2018.��
Acylic�on�canvas,�150×150 cm.�Linden-Museum�Stutt-
gart,�inv.-no.�SA�07152�L.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

Indeed, the notion that bhakti is seeded in the poet 
even prior to birth is a theme that runs through both 
the stories and legends of the Nāyaṉmār and the Āḻvār. 
According to her wellknown legend, Kōtai is really  
the goddess Bhū, born on this earth to reveal an easier 
path to Viṣṇu. In keeping with this mandate, Kōtai 
pledges herself to Viṣṇu as his bride, adorns herself in  
a garland meant for him, and rejects marriage to any 
mortal man. When her father despairs at Kōtai’s unreal-
istic desire, Viṣṇu himself intervenes and promises to 
wed her at the temple of Srirangam. When she arrives 
there, much to the astonishment of everyone assem-
bled, she merges into the reclining Viṣṇu. For this 
 singular act of devotion, she earns the epithet, Āṇṭāḷ 
(she who rules), for she won Viṣṇu’s heart like no other. 

Kōtai’s poems offer a rich resource for the later 
Vaiṣṇava community to weave the remarkable legend 
of her story. Kōtai addresses Viṣṇu as her beloved and 
befitting her status as his bride, describes herself as a 
vibrant, beautiful woman. She left us two poems – 
the short, immensely popular, thirtyverse Tiruppāvai 
(Sacred Vow) and the longer Nācciyār Tirumoḻi 

	Í 6 �Śiva�transforms�Kāraikkālammaiyār�into�a�ghoul.�
Modern�mural�in�the�Kāraikkālammaiyār�temple�in��
her�hometown�Karaikkal.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.
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	Í 8 �Āṇṭāḷ�on�a�popular�devotional�image�for�veneration�at�home.�Collection�of�the�author.�Photo:�Archana�Venkatesan.
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(A Woman’s Words) consisting of 143 verses. In the 
Tiruppāvai she imagines a group of gopī girls undertak-
ing a vow to win eternal service to Kṛṣṇa as a reward. 
The poem emphasizes the joy of a shared experience 
of the divine, and this may explain its continuing popu-
larity. The Nācciyār Tirumoḻi, on the other hand, fore-
grounds individual desire and describes a solitary quest 
for Viṣṇu as the longedfor beloved. The Nācciyār 
Tirumoḻi is exemplary of what Friedhelm Hardy called 
viraha bhakti (the bhakti of separation). In this, Kōtai 
deftly deploys the poetics of love inherited from the 
rich Caṅkam literary past but reorients them towards a 
god who is both near and far. This verse from the eighth 
section of the Nācciyār Tirumoḻi expresses the idea 
beautifully:

O clouds spread like blue cloth
across the vast sky
Has Tirumāl my beautiful lord
 of Venkatam, where cool streams leap
come with you?
My tears gather and spill between my breasts
like waterfalls.
He has destroyed my womanhood.
How does this bring him pride? 
(Nācciyār Tirumoḻi 8.1 in: Venkatesan 2010: 168)

	Í 10 �Kaṇṇappar,�the�hunter.�Bronze,�h:�43 cm.�South�India,�
c.�15th –17th�century.�National�Museum�of�Denmark,�
inv.-no.�Da.168.

	Í 9  �Āṇṭāḷ�on�a�devotional�image�for�veneration�at�home.�
Acquired�in�2018�at�the�Āṇṭāḷ�temple�of�Srivilliputhur,�
where�the�Āṇṭāḷ�legend�is�set.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.
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	Í 11 �Kaṇṇappar�worships�Śiva�with�his�foot�and�gouges��

out�one�of�his�eyes�to�offer�it�to�the�god.��
Wood,�h:�26 cm.�South�India,�c.�18th –19th�century.�
Private�collection.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

Kaṇṇappar: Devotee but Not Poet

While all twelve Āḻvār are poets, the case with the 
63 Nāyaṉmār is far more complex. Several are poets, 
while many others are legendary devotees, whose 
 stories are recounted in the twelfth century Periya 
Purāṇam (“The Great Legend”), the final book of the 
Tirumuṟai. These hagiographies celebrate exemplary 
Śaiva devotion, envisioned as an allencompassing duty 
that springs from an overwhelming, single-minded love 
for Śiva. Neither one’s own body, nor the usual markers  
of caste or filial affections and kinship bonds can stand 
in the way of loving service to Śiva. The story of 
Kaṇṇappar is perhaps the most famous Nāyaṉmār-
articulation of this vision of Tamil bhakti. Briefly, 
Kaṇṇappar, a hunter, stumbles across a Śivaliṅga in a 
forest. Drawn to it, he worships it in the only ways he 
knows, offering the meat he hunts, bathing it with 

water he carries in his mouth and adorning it with flow-
ers he wears in his hair. The brahmin caretaker of the 
forest shrine is horrified by these transgressive offer-
ings and asks Śiva to reveal their origin to him. The fol-
lowing day, when Kaṇṇappar arrives, the liṅga begins to 
bleed from one of his eyes. Undaunted, Kaṇṇappar, 
plucks out one of his eyes as a replacement. Just as he 
fixes the eye, using his foot to guide him, the other eye 
too begins to bleed. Kaṇṇappar unhesitatingly readies 
himself to pluck out his second eye. Śiva stops him, 
demonstrating to the watching brahmin priest the full-
ness of the hunter’s devotion.

As with bhakti poems, the story of Kaṇṇappar 
emphasizes the intimate relationship between god and 
devotee, where their bodies are almost contiguous. In 
these stories, bhakti is defined not by caste status, but 
by the quality and purity of one’s love, and that love 
itself is often transgressive, breaking the boundaries of 
what is normative or acceptable – whether it is Kōtai
Āṇṭāḷ offering a ritually impure garland to Viṣṇu or 
Kaṇṇappar used flowers. Tamil bhakti foregrounds an 
experiential, somatic experience of the divine, captur-
ing that experience in moving poetry. While the Āḻvār 
and Nāyaṉmār are unusual figures who are impossible 
to emulate, their poetry and stories allow us to enter 
their world, to taste through their words, some small 
portion of the sweetness of their boundless love for 
their beloved deities.

1 Bhakti refers to the passionate love of God as a path to salva-
tion. It is associated with intense devotion to one chosen god.

2 Veda, Sanskrit for “knowledge” or “sacred teaching” denotes 
the oldest authoritative texts of Hinduism.
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Towards the end of the 19th century, a new awareness 
of the distinctiveness and antiquity of Tamil culture 
and, in particular, of Tamil language and literature 
emerged in the Tamil-speaking region of southern 
India – the former Madras Presidency. This new realiza-
tion of a long cultural Tamil tradition, over two thou-
sand years old, with its rich cultural heritage and dis-
tinct Tamil identity, led to a great sense of cultural and 
linguistic pride as well as an extraordinary enthusiasm 
to explore the ancient Tamil language and literature 
 scientifically. This cultural phenomenon, which flour-
ished from about 1880, is commonly referred to as the 
“Tamil Renaissance”.

The Tamil Renaissance is one of several fascinating 
cultural phenomena that emerged or prevailed in the 
Tamil region during the 19th century. The interactions 
and connections among these phenomena, each of 
which had its own origins and goals, are outlined below.

Through the continuation of the European missionary 
tradition of Orientalism, which emerged as early as  
the 16th century, there was a continuous engagement 
of European missionaries with indigenous Indian 
 languages and literatures. In the previous 4 centuries, 
Christian missionaries in South India showed great 
interest in the study and learning of South Indian 
 languages and especially Tamil. During these centuries 
they wrote the first bi-lingual grammars and dictio-
naries of Tamil and thus of any Indian language. 
Further  more, they created the first translations of texts 
from European languages (catechisms, Bible texts, etc.) 
into Tamil. Within this tradition, the development of 
the Dravidian ideology by the Scottish missionary 
Robert Caldwell around the middle of the 19th century 
was one of the most important cultural events of that 
century. By highlighting a contrast between South 
Indian or Dravidian culture and North Indian, Aryan, 
Sanskrit culture, this postulated for the first time a 
 separate, original, indigenous Dravidian culture and 
 civilization.

	Í 2 �The�outer�walls�of�the�Brihadiśvara�temple�in�Thanjavur,��
built�by�Rājarāja�Cōḻa�between�1003–1010�CE�are�covered��
with�inscriptions�in�ancient�Tamil.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 1 �The�statue�of�the�Tamil�poet�Tiruvaḷḷuvar�at�the�south-
ern�tip�of�India�holds�a�palm-leaf�manuscript�of�
his work,�the�Tirukkuṟaḷ.�The�monument�is�133�feet�
(40.5 m)�high,�corresponding�to�the�133�chapters�of�
the Tirukkuṟaḷ.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.

√
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Furthermore, at the beginning of the 19th century, the 
European colonial tradition of Orientalism established 
itself in Madras i. e., the study of South Indian languages 
and literatures by British colonial officials- cum-scholars, 
who in the process demonstrated for the first time the 
linguistic distinctiveness of the South Indian language 
family. 

Then, in the second half of the 19th century, an 
indigenous Tamil Śaivism revival movement developed, 
which regarded Tamil Śaivism as the original religion of 
India and propagated it through a variety of publica-
tions. The Śaivism revival movement, which became 
known as “Neo Śaivism”, considered Tamil Śaivism to 
be the original religion of the Tamils before the arrival 
of the Brahmins in South India, which had been cor-
rupted by the foreign Sanskrit Śaivism of the Brahmins. 
This Tamil Śaivism was especially characterized by 
 praising Śiva by means of pure Tamil rituals, which did 

not require Brahmin priests. God Śiva was portrayed as 
originally Dravidian and thus inseparable from the Tamil 
language. The god himself, according to one legend, 
even chose Tamil as the favored language for his praise. 
The Dravidian ideology was penned by the European 
missionary Robert Caldwell and postulates an ancient, 
pure Dravidian, or Tamil, culture. With the simultane-
ous revitalization of an ancient TamilŚaivism closely 
associated with the Tamil language, this Dravidian ide-
ology has now been extended into the realm of religion, 
on the one hand, and also indigenized into the Śaivism 
revival movement, and thus into a Tamil movement, on 
the other.

In addition, the last quarter of the 19th century saw 
the so-called “rediscovery” of classical Tamil literature 
in the form of the first editing and publication of 
ancient classical Tamil texts.1

The emergence and dissemination of the ideas of 
these different traditions and movements, their interac-
tion and dialogue emerged on the general cultural 
background of the 19th century, the emergence of 
printing in India. The proliferation of printing presses 
and printing machines enabled the production of 
printed resources, such as books, magazines, newspa-
pers, pamphlets, and thus allowed the proliferation  
of the concepts and ideologies of the various cultural 
traditions and movements in the 19th century.

In order to clarify the complex interrelationships of 
the various cultural traditions, movements, ideologies 
and events, the following section first outlines the two 
cultural phenomena that formed the causes and origins 
of the development of the Tamil Renaissance towards 
the end of the 19th century: the emergence of 
Dravidian ideology and the so-called “rediscovery” of 
classical Tamil literature.

	Í 4 �An�Indian�stamp�issued�in�2010,�
featuring�Robert�Caldwell�and�the�
scripts�of�the�four�main�Dravidian�
languages�(Tamil,�Malayalam,�Kannada�
and�Telugu)�in�the�background.

	Í 3 �Robert�Caldwell:�A�Comparative�Grammar�of�the�
Dravidian�or�South�Indian�Family�of�Languages.�
First Edition,�London:�Harrison�1856.�Württembergische�
Landesbibliothek�Stuttgart,�Phil.oct.�6968.
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Within the European missionary tradition of Orientalism, 
the publication of the grammatical work A Comparative 
Grammar of the Dravidian or SouthIndian Family of 
Languages by Caldwell (1819–1891) in 1856 was one 
of the most significant cultural events of the 19th 
 century. Forty years earlier, in 1816, the British colonial 
official Francis Whyte Ellis (1777–1819) had shown  
in a little-noticed preface to a Telegu grammar that the 
main South Indian languages of Tamil, Telegu, Kanarese, 
and Malayalam are structurally so different from the 
Sanskrit language that it is impossible for the South 
Indian languages to be descended from Sanskrit, as the 
European colonial Orientalists in Calcutta had previ-
ously propagated. Ellis thus brought for the first time 
the linguistic proof that the South Indian languages 
form a language family of their own, independent of 
the Indo-Aryan languages (Sanskrit). Caldwell subse-
quently consolidated this finding in his grammar 
through extensive linguistic argumentation, making the 
discovery of the independent existence of the South 
Indian language family really popular in scholarly circles 
in the mid-19th century. Of crucial importance, how-
ever, is that in his extended preface to his grammar, 
Caldwell goes beyond the field of philology and enters 
the field of ethnology, race and cultural theories, estab-
lishing a new cultural theory in which he coined the 
word “Dravidian” for “South Indian” as a counter term 
to the term “Aryan”. The main contents of Caldwell’s 
new cultural theory, which became known as the 
Dravidian Ideology, are as follows: 1. the Dravidian lan-
guages are a distinct language family independent 
of Sanskrit. 2. the speakers of the Dravidian languages 
are also a different race or ethnicity than the speakers 

of the Aryan languages (Sanskrit). 3. the speakers of 
the Dravidian languages had a distinct, independent 
culture and civilization, different from the culture and 
civilization of the Aryans, which was highly developed 
to boot. 4. linguistic, social and cultural colonization of 
the Dravidian society and civilization took place through 
the migration of the Aryan, Sanskrit Brahmins to South 
India e.g., through the import of Sanskrit and the impo-
sition of the caste system. 5. This resulted in a cultural 
and social degradation of Dravidian civilization. Caldwell 
concludes with a call for the original glorious Dravidian 
civilization to be restored – an impetus for the Tamil 
Renaissance. Caldwell’s Dravidian ideology had far- 
reaching cultural, social, and political consequences for 
the 19th and 20th centuries in South India and was one 
of the two important triggers for the Tamil Renaissance.

	Í 6 �Ci.�Vai.�Tamōtaram�Piḷḷai,�after�Hoole�(1997).�

	Í 5 �Robert�Caldwell’s�statue�at�Marina�Beach,�Chennai�
was erected�by�the�Government�of�Tamil�Nadu�in�1968.�
Photo:�Rasnaboy,�(https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:MarinaBeach_RobertCaldwell.jpg)��
(CC�BY-SA�3.0).
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In the second half of the 19th century, many traditional 
Tamil scholars devoted themselves to what they called 
the “rediscovery of classical Tamil literature”. The works 
of classical Tamil literature from the first six centuries 
were indeed known to Tamil scholarship in the 18th and 
19th centuries through their mention by name and their 
citations in the surviving grammatical literature studied 
by traditional Tamil scholars. Also, the palm-leaf manu-
scripts of these texts continued to be handed down as 
part of the general transmission of palm-leaf manu-
scripts through regular copying of the manuscripts. 
However, the manuscripts of classical Tamil literature 
were not read, studied, or even taught further by 
 traditional Tamil scholars in the 19th century and the 
centuries before. In the education of traditional Tamil 
scholars, the study and teaching of these texts had 
been “forgotten”, so to speak. It was not until the 
second half of the 19th century that Tamil scholars 
such as Āṟumuka Nāvaḷar (1822–1879), Ci. Vai. 
Tamōtaram Piḷḷai (often spelled C. W. Damotaram Pillai, 
1832–1901) and U. Vē. Cāminātaiyar (often spelled 
U. V. Swaminatha Iyer, 1885–1942) devoted themselves 
to the search for manuscripts of classical Tamil litera-
ture and to the indexing of these texts for the first time. 

	Í 7 �A�portrait�of�U.�Vē.�Cāminātaiyar�by�the�Tamil��
artist�K.�M.�Adimoolam�(1938–2008).

	Í 8 �Title�page�of�an�important�classic�of�Tamil��
literature�edited�by�U.�Vē.�Cāminātaiyar:��
The�Cīvaka�Cintāmaṇi,�a�verse�epic�by�a�10th�century�
Jain�author.�Roja�Mutthiah�Research�Library,��
Chennai.

In this way, the works of classical Tamil  literature were 
proudly “rediscovered”, so to speak, edited and pub-
lished for the first time. Crucial in this context was also 
the development of printing, so that these works could 
be disseminated in book form for the first time in the 
Tamil scholarly world. This so-called “rediscovery” of 
classical Tamil literature, which describes a glorious 
society of two thousand years ago, substantiated 
Caldwell’s  theories of a unique ancient Tamil culture. 
A central role in this context was played in particular 
by the Tamil scholar U. Vē. Cāminātaiyar. He was the 
editor of most of the ancient texts of classical Tamil 
 literature and additionally wrote valuable commentar-
ies on the individual literary works.
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In the last quarter of the 19th century, a significant 
change in the cultural milieu took place in the Tamil 
region. Responsible for this were the two outlined 
 indological pioneer works, which acted as an impetus 
for the Tamil Renaissance: On the one hand, the new 
realization postulated by Robert Caldwell that not only 
Dravidian languages but also Dravidian culture and 
 civilization had a distinct, independent origin and that 
Tamil, with its literary history of over 2000 years, 
revealed a glorious past comparable to Sanskrit and 
other classical languages, and on the other hand, the 
beginning of the publication of classical Tamil texts 
that proved and described the two-thousand-year age 
of Tamil culture postulated by Caldwell and thus func-
tioned as documents for a legendary past.

The new cultural milieu was now characterized by 
a new cultural pride and self-confidence based on the 
rediscovery of the history and tradition of Tamil culture. 
This new national pride prevailed above all in the edu-
cated social class and in the world of Tamil scholars and 
culminated in the urge to research and reconstruct the 
Tamil language, Tamil literature and thus the entire 
ancient Tamil cultural history. In this we see the begin-
ning of the Tamil Renaissance, which aimed to research 
and substantiate the history and ancient glory of Tamil 
culture. The main activities of this period consisted of:

	≤ editing and publishing classical Tamil texts 
	≤ writing a history of Tamil literature 
	≤ writing a social and cultural history of Tamil
	≤ lexicographic work
	≤ epigraphical and archaeological works
	≤ discourses on the classicism of Tamil
	≤ discourses on the formation of a classical Tamil 

canon
	≤ the deification of the Tamil language and the 

 emergence of Tamil language worship in the form  
of the writing of poems in praise of the mother 
 goddess Tamil 

	≤ the establishment of academic research institu-
tions, such as the Madurai Tamil Sangam (1901)

	≤ the founding of academic journals

In this context, the search for manuscripts of classical 
Tamil texts, their editing and publication was the  
most important and fundamental work of the Tamil 
Renaissance, since on the one hand these texts were 
the basis for many other activities, providing the 
 material for the reconstruction of the past, such as  
the writing of literary histories; on the other hand,  
the texts themselves provided the evidence for the 
antiquity of Tamil culture.

Lastly, the deification of the Tamil language and  
the emergence of language worship during the Tamil 
Renaissance requires special mention. The central 
 personality within this phenomenon was Pe. Cuntaram 
Piḷḷai (1855–1897), English educated and a major sup-
porter of the NeoŚaivism movement. He prefaced his 
famous drama Maṉōṉmaṇīyam (1891), in the form of 
a hymn to the “Goddess Tamil”, which acted as a key 
element in a new Tamil language worship. With this 
hymn, Cuntaram Piḷḷai created a model for the writing 
of a variety of devotional poems by means of which 
a passionate love for the Tamil language was expressed. 
Inspired by Cuntaram Piḷḷai’s hymn, numerous poets 
henceforth composed poems of praise to the “patron 
goddess of the Tamils” referred to as tamiḻttāy 
(Mother Tamil). This praise of the Tamil language not 
only expressed the Tamil speakers’ love for their 
mother tongue, Tamil, but also strengthened the iden-
tity of the community of Tamil speakers. By taking 
shape in this very figure of the mother goddess tamiḻt
tāy, the Tamil language was not only personified and 
deified, but more importantly feminized and maternal-
ized. The speakers of the Tamil language were imagined 
here as sons and daughters of a common mother, the 
mother Tamil tamiḻttāy. As siblings, it was believed 
that their task was to honor and defend their common 
mother tongue. The mother of all Tamils, imagined as 
tamiḻttāy, no longer represented the Tamil language 
as an abstract entity, but as a close person capable of 
true feelings and, faced with the threat to the Tamil 
 language posed by Sanskrit and Hindi, capable of weep-
ing real tears.

1  Editing here means that texts from palm leaf manuscripts were 
first edited into a printed book format with sectioning and 
punctuation.
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	Í 9 �Painting�of�Tamiḻttāy,�the�goddess�Tamil,�at�Tamil�University�Thanjavur.�Photo:�Manuel�Malten.
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	Í 1 �Subramania�Bharati,�Sketch�by�the�artist��
K. M.�Adhimoolam�(1938–2008).�

	Í 2 �Virapantiya�Kattambomman.�Postcard,�artist�unknown.�
Collection�of�the�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart.

There exists a huge gap in documenting the freedom 
fighters of Tamil Nadu during the independence move-
ment. R. S. Reddy, the former Assistant Secretary-
General of the United Nations (1924–2020), who spent 
his young years in Madras presidency during those 
momentous times, once said, “researching and docu-
menting the work of unacknowledged freedom fighters 
in India was a worthwhile way of spending time”

Resistance to British Rule rose even as they were 
tightening their tentative grip on South India by the end 
of the 18th Century. The land was ruled by a number 
of administrators known as Poligars with allegiance to 
the Madurai-based Nayak dynasty. When the East India 
company troops bulldozed through the territory around 
Dindigul, Velayudhan Nayak the poligar resisted. 
After a few engagements, he was caught and impris-
oned in Dindigul fort. We do not hear any more about 
him in the records . Most probably he was hung in 
a roadside tamarind tree and forgotten. Some other 
Poligars who stood up to the British, like Kattabomman 
have found a place in history books, dramas and films. 
But Velayudhan Nayak has gone unnoticed, symbolising 
many such figures from South India are discounted in 
the freedom struggle story. 

Why do historians of India’s independence move-
ment tend to overlook the personalities from Tamil 
Nadu? While tracing popular movements they rely 
mainly on archival material, written mostly in English, 
from the point of view of the Government. Even when 
they used press as a source, it was the English press 
they relied on. However, much of the political activism 
of the common people was chronicled in Tamil, in folk 
songs and plays. These were completely neglected, as 
they were not considered a reliable historical source. 
To this extent the history of political movements has 
remained unidimensional. Another argument is that the 
national elite were uneasy with the Tamil identity poli-
tics. Little wonder Madras was known as ‘Benighted 
province’ among scholars of the last century. 

Historian Venkatachalapathy points out the career 
of poet Subramaniya Bharathi (1882–1921) as a prime 
example of such neglect. One of the earliest records of 
Bharathi in action is a report on a public meeting held 
in the Marina beach in Madras on November 23 1907, 
celebrating the release of Lala Lajpat Rai. Bharathi 
earned a reputation as a pioneer journalist, particularly 
in the use of political cartoons and satires. When he 
worked in the nationalist weekly “India”. He used songs 
set to popular tunes as an instrument of political propa-
ganda. With remarkable understanding of the hold of 
folk music on people, he adopted popular genres like 

√
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	Í 3 �Comic�strip�on�the�life�of�Subramaniya�Bharathi.�
Published�by�Amar�Chitra�Katha,�Mumbai,�2008.�
Collection�of�the�Linden-Museum.

	Í 4 �Movie�poster�“Menaka”�(1936).�
Author’s�collection.

Kummi (folk dance) and Chindhu (folk theatre). His 
songs provided the pattern for patriotic songs used to 
drum up support for the nationalist movement in Tamil 
Nadu. The poet died in 1921 but the popularity of his 
songs and his influence on modern Tamil literature kept 
soaring. Though the British government banned his 
songs from print media, they could not prevent their 
use in gramophone records, and in meetings. A number 
of Tamil films, beginning with “Menaka” (1936), fea-
tured his patriotic songs. Venkatachalapathy raises the 
question why Bharathi is little known outside Tamil 
Nadu in spite of his tremendous work for the nationalis-
tic cause? He draws a comparison with the Bengali poet 
Rabindranath Tagore, and observes that unlike the 
Bengali educated middle class, its counterpart in Tamil 
Nadu has let Bharathi down.

One of the celebrated songs by Bharathi describing 
the meeting between Winch, the District Magistrate 
of Tirunelveli and V. O. Chidambaram Pillai had a strong 
impact on the public. In his judgement on a sedition 
case, the Judge Sankaran Nair referred to this song, 
as charging the political atmosphere in Thoothukudi. 
Chidambaram Pillai, (1872–1936) had met the poet in 
Thoothukudi in 1906 while working there as a lawyer 
and was drawn into the vortex of freedom struggle. 

 When Coral Mill workers in the town agitated for 
wage rise, Chidambaram Pillai led the strike. This was  
a time when the Swadeshi movement1 was spreading  
in the country and it was his dream project to operate  
an Indian shipping company. He travelled around the 
 country, raised money and bought two vessels S S Gallia 
and S S Lavo. The first Indian-owned shipping company 
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began regular passenger service between Thoothukudi 
and Colombo and Chidambaram went down in history 
as the “Tamil helmsman”. But the company did not last 
long and Chidambaram’s political activism led him to 
imprisonment on charges of sedition in 1908. He was 
released only in 1912. Even as he languished in prison, 
he devoted his attention to Saivite ideology, in which 
he had been interested for many years and wrote 
 prolifically on the subject. After his release, he moved 
to Madras, set up a grocery store and eked out a pre-
carious living. 

The marina meeting mentioned earlier had another 
political activist whose presence was noticed by the 
hawk-eyed British police and promptly recorded in their 
report. Vengal Chakkarai Chettiar (1880–1958) was 
a Gandhian, a trade union leader and was later mayor 
of Madras in 1941–42. He was an unusual combina-
tion, a Christian theologian who was active in national-
istic politics and became the president of All India Trade 
union Congress during 1954–57. It was a time when 
not many Christian leaders got involved in the national-
ist movement; Chakkarai did not look upon Christians 
as a separate political entity and was against political 
remedies such as separate electorate.

Even as the nationalistic struggle under the rubric 
Swadeshi movement was catching on in India, M K 
Gandhi, then a young lawyer, had taken up the cause 
of Indians in South Africa and was honing his skill in 
Satyagraha, the non-violent weapon of civil disobedi-
ence. In this fight a number of Tamils working in South 
Africa like Joseph Royappan who courted arrest in 
Durban in 1911, lent their support. In fact the weekly 
“Indian Opinion” started by Gandhi was published 
there in Tamil also. Talking about this struggle, Gandhi 
acknowledged the significant support he received from 

the Tamils living in South Africa. Well known among 
them is Thillaiyadi Valliammai, (1898–1914) a fiery 
teen-age activist who died young. In December 1913 
she set out from Tolstoy farm, leading a group of eleven 
women who marched in the streets of Dundee and 
Durban, defying police orders. Valliammai was impris-
oned and sentenced to hard labour. She refused clem-
ency. She fell ill and never recovered. When he was on 
a tour of Tamil Nadu a grateful Gandhi remembered to 
visit her native village, Thillaiyadi near Thanjavur, where 
a memorial has been erected . Gandhi considered her 
the first satyagrahi (Passive resister) in his fight against 
the British. In 2008 the Government of India issued 
a commemorative postage stamp in her honour.

During a visit to Madras in 1919 Gandhi addressed 
a mammoth gathering on Marina beach to protest 
against Rowlett Act. In this meeting along with 
Chidambaram Pillai, was George Joseph (1887–1938) 
a young lawyer. After studying law in London, he had 
settled in Madurai to practice. When Gandhi visited 
Madurai in 1919 he stayed in Joseph’s house and the 

	Í 5 �Postage�stamp:�V. O.�Chidambaram�
Pillai,�India�1972.
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	Í 6 �The�salt�march�to�Vedaranyam�led�by�Rajagopalachari,�1930.�Photo:�Author’s�collection.

bond grew strong. Joseph, his wife and daughter Maya 
went and lived for some time in Sabarmati Ashram in 
Ahmedabad. There he edited Gandhi’s “Young India” 
and later was in charge of Motilal Nehru’s magazine 
“Independent”. He angered the British through an arti-
cle he wrote lampooning the Government, was impris-
oned and thrown into jail in Lucknow. One of his 
co-prisoners there was Jawaharlal Nehru. 

 Back in Madurai, he supported agitating mill work-
ers and took up the cause of Kallar caste people, 
labelled by the British as a ‘Criminal tribe’ and fought 
their cases in court. A grateful community called him 
Rosapoo dorai (a mutated form of Joseph, meaning 
Rose) and, until today, observe his memorial day and 
name their children Rosapoo. Taking part in what came 
to be known as Vaikam Satyagraha, he led a group that 
included some Dalits, and walked through the temple 
street in Vaikam, in 1924 defying the traditional ban 
imposed by the upper castes. Joseph acted as the polit-
ical mentor for a budding nationalist, K. Kamaraj, who 
was later to become the chief minister of Tamil Nadu. 

In 1937 Joseph was elected to the Central Legislative 
Assembly where he, with remarkable foresight, argued 
for a Uniform Civil code, a contentious subject still 
being discussed in India: but he did not live to complete 
his term. When he returned to Madurai he fell ill and 
died in 1938. 

In the thirties, the nationalist struggle gained 
momentum in South India. One important factor in 
 creating this mass basis was the work of artists from 
commercial stages and the popular songs that went 
with it. Following the Jallianwallabagh massacre of 1919 
in which hundreds of unarmed people were mowed 
down with machine guns, the artists of the stage all 
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over South India, like one person, were electrified 
into action. To begin with they sang patriotic songs 
on stage and then there were political plays. While 
books could be proscribed, it was difficult to control 
songs that spread aurally. Many artists took direct 
part in  politics, by joining demonstrations such as 
burning foreign textiles and risking to be arrested. 

A political event that focused on the power of 
 popular songs was the march from Tiruchi to 
Vedaranyam to defy salt laws. The walk had been 
planned to coincide with the historic Dandi march 
of Gandhi in 1930 marking the beginning of the Civil 
Disobedience movement. The volunteers, led by 
Rajagopalachari, marching towards the coastal village 
of Vedaranyam kept up their spirits by singing patri-
otic songs. Ramalingam Pillai, (1888–1972) known 
as the poet of Namakal, had composed a march 
song for the occasion.

Here comes a war, 
without sword, without blood
All those who believe in
The eternity of truth, join. 

Pillai was thrown in jail for a year for his writings. 
In Independent India he served in the Legislative 
Council for a term.

No career is so symbolic of this group of politicised 
artists as that of K. B. Sundarambal (1908–1980). She 
acted on stage and screen, recorded patriotic songs 
and campaigned in the elections. As a concert vocalist 
she was immensely popular and this was utilised by 
her political mentor S. Satyamurthy, congress leader. 
She would sing in political meetings and draw mam-
moth crowds. It was at this phase that she had a break 
in films and emerged as a star. The most popular role 
she play ed on the screen was that of the iconic poet 

	Í 7 �K. B.�Sundarambal�in�the�movie�“Avvaiyār”�(1953).�
Photo:�Author’s�collection.
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of the medival era, Avvaiyar, in the film with epony-
mous title (1953). In 1958 she was nominated member 
to the Legislative Council in Madras, making her the 
first film personality to become a member of a legisla-
tive body. With her began the interaction between film 
artistes and politics in Tamil Nadu which has assumed 
ramified forms.

From the ideological plane support rose from Tamil 
Nadu for Gandhi in the person of Joseph Cornelius 
Kumarappa (1892–1960). Born in an orthodox Christian 
family in Thanjavur, Kumarappa studied Chartered 
Accountancy in London. Later, while working for his 
doctorate in Columbia University, the exploitative 
nature of the Raj and the economic state of India cap-
tured his attention. He sent his thesis to Gandhi 
who saw the force of his arguments. His meeting with 
Gandhi in the Sabarmati ashram changed his life and 
he began working in close association with Gandhi. 
His fiery articles in “Young India” and “Harijan” caught 
the attention of the British who threw him in prison 
in Jabalpur for two and half years. Later, living in the 
Sewagram ashram headquarters of Gandhi, he wrote 

prolifically. After Gandhi’s death, Kumarappa saw how 
different were the priorities of Prime minister Nehru 
and resigned from the Planning Commission, the apex 
planning body of the country. He moved down south, 
set up an ashram in Kalllupatti near Madurai and lived 
there until he died 1960 January 30th, the same date 
as Gandhi. Kumarappa believed that only a nonexploit-
ative economy, which he labelled ‘Ahimsa Economy’ 
could save India. He wanted attention to be given to 
 village economy. He advocated traditional water man-
agement methods and the articles he wrote on lakes 
in South Tamil Nadu contain prophetic warnings.

Kumarappa was forgotten in Independent India.  
Not even a postage stamp was released to commemo-
rate him.

1 Swadeshi is a compound of two Sanskrit words: swa (“self” or 
“own”) and desh (“land”). The Swadeshi movement propagated 
the production of all necessary goods and services by Indians 
in India and the rejection of imported products. 

	Í 8 �J.�C.�Kumarappa�(left)�in�Jabalpur�jail.�Photo:�Author’s�collection.
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	Í 2 �Periyar�blackens�Hindi�place�names�on�a�railway�station�
sign�in�Tamil�Nadu.�Image�provided�by�the�Dravidian�
organization�(Dravida�Kaḻakam)�founded�by�Periyar.

	Í 1 �Erode�Venkatappa�Ramasamy,�affectionately�
called �Periyar�(“the�big�one”)�by�many�Tamils.��
Photo:�Dravida�Kaḻakam.

√

Introduction

If one looks closely, Tamil India is very different from 
the rest of the country. 

It may take Indological expertise to realise that even 
the writing system of Tamil is different from all other 
Indian scripts: The Tamil script is the only script that 
cannot be used to write Sanskrit texts. This also distin-
guishes Tamil from all other Dravidian languages – and 
the Tamils are proud of it! 

In the politics of the state of Tamil Nadu the pro-
motion of Tamil language and Tamil culture are given 
a high priority. This is mostly accompanied by a clear 
and open rejection of Hindi and even more of Sanskrit. 
Sanskrit as the ritual and spiritual language of India 
is seen in Tamil Nadu as an instrument of North Indian 
cultural hegemony from which Tamil must be pro-
tected.

Substantial parts of the Tamil population reject the 
caste system, which was formed under Brahmanical 
guidance and still largely divides Indian society. This 
goes hand in hand with the rejection of all “Brahmin” 
cultural elements – a movement that has also become 
known as the “Anti-Brahmin Movement”.

Discrimination on the basis of caste or gender is 
frowned upon in Tamil Nadu more than in other parts 
of India, and countermeasures play an important role 
on the state’s political agenda.

One could go on with many more details, but let 
us content ourselves with this and simply ask the ques-
tion: why is Tamil India so different?

The reason lies in the so-called Dravidian Move-
ment – a socio-political agitation that officially began 
with the founding of the Justice Party in 1916, but 
whose roots reach further back into the past. The influ-
ential “father” of the movement is Erode Venkatappa 
Ramasamy, affectionately called Periyar (“the Great”) 
or Tandai Periyar (“the great father”; thandhai means 
“father”) by many Tamils. Periyar has greatly influenced 
and shaped Tamil politics, worldview and in some ways 
modern culture. Therefore, it seems appropriate to 
introduce him here in some detail.
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E. V. Ramasamy – Short Biography

Ramasamy1 was born on September 17, 1879 in the 
small town of Erode. His parents – father Venkata 
Naicker and mother Chinna Thayammal alias 
Muthammal – were rich merchants and devout Hindus. 
From the age of six to ten years, Ramasamy attended 
a small primary school set up in the teacher’s house. 
This was the end of his school career. At the age of 12, 
he started working in his father’s shop.

In his youth, he heard many mythological stories  
at his parents’ house. Very early, however, he began to 
critically question these stories, their contradictions 
and illusions.

In 1898, at the age of 18, he was married to the 
then thirteen-year-old Nagammal. He influenced his ini-
tially very religious wife with his rationalist thoughts.

In 1904, after a quarrel with his father, Ramasamy 
left his family and went on pilgrimage to northern India. 
In Benares (Varanasi), the most important pilgrimage 
site for devout Hindus, he had an experience that was 
to have a fundamental impact on him: in a Brahmanical 
eating house in the pilgrimage city, he was rudely 
rejected as a non-Brahman and thrown out into the 
street. He had no choice but to fight with the street 
dogs over the scraps of food. Then it struck him that 
the eating house was in fact the donation of a Tamil 
businessman to the Brahmins. He then asked himself 
the following questions: “Why do Brahmins refuse to 
allow a Tamil non-Brahmin to eat in a dining house set 
up by a Tamil nonBrahmin?” – “Why do Brahmins act 

so mercilessly, fanatically and relentlessly, and with ref-
erence to their caste system, drive a non-Brahmin to 
near starvation?” He felt deeply hurt by the humiliation 
and reacted by disliking the Hindu religion and Hindu 
gods, as well as Brahmins and their caste system. 

After his return to Erode, he took over his father’s 
business. In 1905, Ramasamy began to become socially 
active and also took up positions on a regional level.

In 1919, he joined the Congress Party, then led by 
Mahatma Gandhi. Under Gandhi’s influence, Ramasamy 
henceforth strove for a very simple way of life without 
any luxury. He also influenced his entire family to adopt 
this new lifestyle. Ramasamy as well as his wife and 
sister took part in various agitations, as a result of 
which he was sentenced to prison several times. Since 
several resolutions initiated by him for the benefit of 
the non-Brahmin population were not passed in the 
Congress Party, because the majority of the Brahmins 
voted against them, Ramasamy left the party in 1925 
finding that Brahmins had too much influence in it.

In December 1931, Ramasamy began an almost 
year-long tour of Europe, which took him via Egypt to 
Greece, Turkey, Russia, Germany, England, Italy, Spain, 
France and Portugal.

	Í 3 �Portrait�of�Periyar�on�a�stamp�issued�in�1978�to�
�celebrate�Periyar’s�centenary.�The�“Hero�of�Vaikom”.�
Author’s�collection.

	Í 4 �Periyar�and�Gandhi.�The�“Hero�of�Vaikom”.�Author’s�collection.
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On May 11, 1933, Ramasamy’s wife Nagammal 
passed away.

At the Women’s Conference in November 1938, 
Ramasamy was given the honorary title of Periyar  
(“The Great”),2 by which he would henceforth be 
known.

In 1939, Ramasamy took over the chairmanship of 
the Justice Party, which he renamed Dravidar Kalagam 
(DK; “Dravidian Organisation”) in 1944. The DK estab-
lished itself as an ideological umbrella organisation 
without becoming an electable political party. It still 
defines itself defined as a social revolutionary move-
ment until today. However, the DK later gave rise to the 
two Dravidian parties – Dravida Munnetra Kalagam 
(DMK) and (All India) Anna Dravida Munnetra Kalagam 
((AI)ADMK) – which have won the state elections in 
Tamil Nadu almost without interruption since 1967.

In 1946, a DK conference in Madurai was sabotaged 
by Brahmins who set fire to the conference tent. As 
a reaction and sign of protest, all conference delegates 
wore black shirts. The black shirt has remained the 
symbol of the movement ever since. 

	Í 5 �Awarding�of�the�honorary�title�“Periyar”.��
Image:�Author’s�collection.

	Í 6 �Periyar�and�his�wife�Maniammai�at�the�conference�
in Myanmar.�Among�the�participants�is�Ambedkar�to�
the right�of�Periyar.�Image:�Author’s�collection.

	Í 7 �Periyar�giving�his�last�speech.�Image:�Author’s�collection.
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	Í 8 �Millions�of�people�took�part�in�Periyar’s�funeral�
�procession.�Photo:�Dravida�Kaḻakam.

The Main Agitations of  
E. V. Ramasamy Periyar

Anti-alcohol agitation. While being a member of the 
Congress Party led by Mahatma Gandhi, Ramasamy was 
involved in the “Non-Cooperation Movement” against 
the British colonial rulers since 1920. He gave up all 
offices he had held and also closed the family business 
in order to devote himself completely to political work.

Ramasamy opposed the ban on assembly 
imposed by the British and was arrested for the first 
time in 1921. 

Ramasamy, his wife Nagammal and his sister 
Kannamai initiated demonstrations against alcohol 
 consumption in 1921, inspired by Gandhi’s anti-alcohol 
movement. They tried to persuade the British rulers 
to introduce prohibition. Ramasamy cut down over 
500 coconut trees from which the palm wine “toddy” 
is made. He was then arrested again and sentenced 
to one month in prison.

Communal Reservation. Despite his affiliation to the 
Congress Party, Ramasamy supported some Justice 
Party projects, such as the proposal in 1923 to establish 
a Hindu Religious Endowment Board to control 
Brahmins in temples to fight corruption and discrim-
ination. In 1924, he supported the Justice Party’s efforts 
to introduce a “Communal Reservation”, a quota system 
that would end discrimination by Brahmins against 
 disadvantaged castes and caste groups and guarantee 
them access to university places and jobs. Further 
related agitations were repeatedly obstructed by 
Brahmin groups – also within the Congress Party. 
Ramasamy coined the term “Brahminocracy” in this 
context. When a resolution presented by Ramasamy 
at a Congress Party meeting was again defeated by 
Brahmins in the Congress Party, he left the party in 
1925 in anger. Finally, with Ramasamy’s support, 
Communal Reservation was introduced in 1928, but 
was repealed in 1950, to which Periyar reacted in anger. 
The reservation policy became one of the major con-
cerns of the Dravidian movement and continues to 
 generate debate and agitation even today.

Vaikom agitation against untouchability. In the 
temple town of Vaikom (in present-day Kerala), mem-
bers of lower castes were forbidden to enter the 
streets around the temple. Ramasamy took the lead 
in a demonstration led by local Congress members in 
the town in 1924. Although he was arrested and sen-
tenced to 6 months in jail – the demonstration 

In 1949, the 71-year-old Ramasamy married the 
31-year-old Maniammai, especially in an effort to 
 preserve the legacy of his reform movement. Some of 
his followers disagreed with this marriage and parted 
ways with Ramasamy – including C. N. Annadurai,  
who founded the DMK and became the first Dravidian 
inspired Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu State in 1967.

Ramasamy became interested in Buddhism and 
in 1954 travelled to Myanmar with his wife, where 
they attended the World Buddhist Conference. He ex 
changed views with Ambedkar (an Indian lawyer, politi-
cian and social reformer who was himself a Dalit) and 
advised him on conversion to Buddhism. For himself, 
Ramasamy rejected conversion because he wanted to 
continue to fight Hinduism vehemently “from within”. 
The journey continued to Malaysia, where he taught 
his rationalist principles.

On December 19, 1973, Ramasamy gave his last 
public speech. The following day he was admitted 
to hospital in severe pain due to a hernia. 

On December 24, 1973, Periyar passed away 
and was laid to rest in a state funeral in Madras 
(now Chennai) on December 25, 1973.
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eventually succeeded, and the streets were opened to 
all. Ramasamy was awarded the title “Hero of Vaikom”. 
The Vaikom agitation can be seen as the forerunner of 
the Self-Respect Movement, which was and is  striving 
to restore human dignity to all the oppressed and 
 disadvantaged.

Self-Respect Movement. The first provincial confer-
ence of the Self-Respect Movement was held in 1929. 
Ramasamy introduced the so-called “Self-Respect 
Marriage” – a marriage without priests and religious 
ceremonies. The bride and groom would choose each 
other voluntarily – not under pressure from the two 
families; the only ritual is the exchange of flower 
wreaths. The marriage takes place without pomp and 
without economic expenditure. Marriages that defy 
religious and caste barriers were particularly encour-
aged. In 1930, Ramasamy organised the second provin-
cial conference of the Self-Respect Movement. This 
conference had four main focuses: Youth Conference, 
Women’s Conference, Conference for the prohibition  
of Alcohol and Conference for the preservation of  
Tamil Music (“Tamilicai”). – The Self-Respect Movement 
is still the core of the Dravidian movement today. 
Conferences under this name continue to take place at 
irregular intervals. The first “International Self-Respect 
Conference” took place in 2017 at the University of 
Cologne, Germany, the second in 2019 in Washington 
D.C., USA.

Feminism. Ramasamy was an early proponent of femi-
nism in many ways. As early as 1929, he advocated  
that in a “Self-Respect Marriage” the bride should not 
wear a tali, the usual symbol of married women, as he 
considered this a sign of the oppression of women in 
marriage. In 1930, Ramasamy published his book 
“Family Planning”, in which he called for limiting the 
number of children. In a later essay, he even advocates 
the conscious decision not to have  children if they 
would hinder the development of personality and thus 
the personal happiness of the young spouses, especially 
that of the women. Ramasamy also propagated the 
remarriage of widows, which was revolutionary in early 
20th century India. In 1930, he supported the abolition 
of the institution of temple dancers called “devadasi”, 
young girls who had been given to temples (and thus 
to Brahmin priests’ power) by their families.

Anti-Hindi agitation. In 1936, Ramasamy drew up 
a resolution against the introduction of Hindi as a 
 compulsory subject in schools. This was the beginning 
of the anti-Hindi agitation. After Hindi was introduced 
as a compulsory subject in 1937/1938, Ramasamy 
organised a “Tamil Conference” at which he propagated 
the idea of an independent Tamil state as the only way 
to ward off the dominance of Hindi over Tamil. In the 
course of further demonstrations and agitations against 
Hindi, he was arrested in 1938 and sentenced to two 
years in prison. In 1940, Periyar reiterated the demand 
for an independent state at a conference and held  
a “Dravida Nadu Separation Conference” in 1947.  
In 1948, Periyar began a second anti-Hindi agitation.

Rationalism and agitation against idolatry. To show 
that there is no divine power in statues of gods, Periyar 
led a campaign in which statues of the god Ganesha 
were destroyed in public places. In 1955, he had images 
of the god Rama burnt. As a result, he was arrested. 
The anti-idolatry agitation is only one aspect of Periyar’s 
rejection of all religion. Since religion was obviously 
often used as an instrument of oppression – in India 
especially through the religiously underpinned caste 
system and through the related concept of untouch-
ability – Periyar fought tirelessly for a “rationalist” 
worldview characterised by scientificity. This South 
Indian rationalism, combined with the Self-Respect 
Movement, still forms the basis of the DK ideology 
today.

	Í 9 Poster:�The�“Hero�of�Vaikom”.�Image:�Author’s�collection.
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Anti-Brahmin Movement. Several of the mentioned 
agitations can be summarised under the keyword 
 Anti-Brahmin Movement. Contrary to frequently held 
opinions, this movement is not directed against 
Brahmins as individual persons, but against an assumed 
north Indian cultural hegemony supported by Brahmin 
values. This results in the vehement rejection of north 
Indian Hindi as the official national language of India 
(see above, anti-Hindi agitation), together with the 
rejection of Brahmin culture based on the classical 
Sanskrit language. Hence, the pride of many Tamils 
mentioned at the beginning of this article is based on 
the fact that they possess the only Indian script with 
which Sanskrit texts cannot be written. 

Important periodicals published by Periyar 
Among the most important periodicals  
founded by Periyar are:

	≤ 1925: Weekly magazine Kudiyarasu (“People’s 
Rule”), banned by the British in 1933

	≤ 1928: English-language magazine “Revolt”
	≤ 1933: Magazine Puratchi (“Revolution”)
	≤ 1934: Magazine Pakuttarivu (“Rationalism”)
	≤ 1935: Ramasamy takes over the publication  

of Vidutalai (“Liberation”), the Justice Party’s 
 magazine, which appears daily since 1937 –  
until today.

	Í 10 �Periyar’s�publications.�Image:�Author’s�collection.

Periyar’s Influence on the Tamils

Periyar remains an icon of the Dravidian movement to 
this day – statues of him can be found in almost every 
town in Tamil Nadu, and he is honoured with floral gar-
lands every year on the occasion of his birthday and 
death anniversary. His political legacy is still repre-
sented in the party programmes of DMK and AIADMK 
and he remains the central, spiritual father of Tamil pol-
itics. In 1979, the Indian government even honoured 
him with a postage stamp bearing his portrait. His most 
important legacy is, on the one hand, the Self-Respect 
Movement and, on the other, the founding of a radical 
neo-rationalism, which is gaining more and more fol-
lowers in today’s south India and is also widespread in 
Tamil diaspora communities worldwide.3 

1 The Tamil naming system differs from ours: a person is given 
their own name (in Periyar’s case “Ramasamy”), which is 
preceded by the place of origin (for Periyar “Erode”) and the 
father’s name (for Periyar “Venkata”). It should be noted that 
the place name does not refer to the place of birth, but to the 
original place of origin of the family – even if they have lived  
in another place for generations. – The addition of “Naicker” 
after Periyar’s father’s name is a caste designation. Since Periyar 
rejected the caste system, he never used this caste name.

2 In India, it was and is customary to confer honorary titles on 
outstanding personalities on given occasions, which are formu-
lated to suit the occasion and the person. (The best-known 
example is certainly Mahatma Gandhi, where Mahatma – i.e., 
“he who has a great soul” – is not a name but also such an 
 honorary title). E. V. Ramasamy was given the title of Periyar 
by Annai Meenambal Shivaraj, the first female president of 
the Scheduled Caste Federation (SCF) in South India and a radi-
cal feminist leader of the Self-Respect Movement, in recogni-
tion of his struggle against the oppression of the lower classes 
of society.

3 My thanks to Lisa Priester-Lasch for adding some details.
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D E N E T H  P I U M A K S H I  V E D A  A R A C H C H I G E  
A N T O N Y T H A S A N  J E S U T H A S A N  A L I A S  S H O B A S A K T H I

War and Peace –  
 Perspectives of Two Artists  
on the Srilankan Ethnic Conflict  
  and Migration Abroad

War and Peace – Perspectives of Two Artists

ேபாரும் அைமதியும் – 

இலங்ைக இனப்ேபாராட்டம்   

 மற்றும் புலம்ெபயர்வு  

பற்றி இரு கைலஞர்களின் 

பார்ைவகள்
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One country, two ethnic groups live together, then 
a war begins, a war for a separate state, people 
become homeless, some people flee to another part 
of the world as asylum seekers, others run away 
to a different part of the country, some survive, 
some die ...

Another country gives refuge to people coming 
from various corners of the world, refuge from 
war and conflict. The new country offers a chance 
to begin a new life ...

Life begins again with new culture, language, 
food, religion, weather and education.

Now we wonder: who are we?
Do we accept this new strange culture?  

Do we reject it? Do we make a third culture?

My name is Deneth Piumakshi Veda Arachchige. 
I am visual and performing artist born in 1980 
in Kurunegala, Sri Lanka. I was brought up in  
an environment that was unusual, compared to 
a traditional Sri Lankan family. My father is a 
visual artist, communist, atheist, and a believer 
in nature.

The conflict between ethnic Tamils, who 
are mostly of Hindu, Christian, or Muslim faith, 
and the ethnic Sinhalese, who are generally 
Buddhists, has been in the background of my 
life since my childhood. My father was an active 
member of the LSSP (The Lanka Equal Society 
Party) who engaged in standing up against 
the ethnically and politically motivated killings 
and he taught us the importance of peace and 
solidarity.

These experiences made me feel less like 
an ethnic “Sinhalese” and more of a woman 
linked to “all ethnicities in my own body”. I grew 
up to be rebellious. Refused to be religious, 
 sectarian, or follow any traditions. Instead, 
I developed a curiosity in ‘my brothers and sisters 
from another mother’, the Tamil people. This 
personal journey made me discover Sri Lankan 
people outside the country, including in the 
‘Tamil Diaspora’ of France and Europe.

Antonythasan Jesuthasan, aka Shobasakthi, 
is a Writer and an Actor. He was born in 1967 
in Allaipiddy, Northern Sri Lanka into a Tamil 
Christian family. The Sri Lankan ethnic Civil War 
affected Shoba’s life as a child. He joined the 
LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam) armed 
movement when he was 16 years old. He was 
a soldier for four years. He lost his childhood, 
education, as well as family members during his 
fight against the Sinhalese government, for the 
equal rights of Tamil people in Sri Lanka. 

He left the LTTE when at around 20 years old, 
his own beliefs did not match with the group’s 
ideology and actions. Since then, to save his own 
life, he has moved frequently. After escaping 
the war and violence in Sri Lanka, he became a 
refugee in France in 1993. From there he was 
led on an unexpected journey that – in 2015 – 
saw him become the lead actor in the French 
film ‘Dheepan’. Shoba’s performance was 
 critically acclaimed and the film – directed by 
Jacques Audiard – won the ‘Palme d’Or’ at 
the Cannes Film Festival in 2015, as well as 
 nominated for the French ‘César Award’. He had 
lived in France as a ‘stateless’ resident and 
asylum seeker for 26 years, when he received 
the French nationality in 2019. This short profile 
only covers a small part of his complex life.
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INTERVIEW – SHOBASAKTHI AND DENETH 

During my time in Paris in 2015, I was looking to meet 
Tamil people involved in the visual arts, performance 
arts, and writing for my art project. I sought to share 
the stories of Tamil immigrants living in France which 
led me to meeting ‘Shoba’ for the first time.

In September 2020, Shoba and I recorded an 
 interview together we discussed our experiences as 
Sri Lankanorigin artists living in France.

The following are passages from the interview 
 transcript:

Shoba, how did you become an artist?
I don’t know exactly how I became an artist. In 
Allaipiddy, Jaffna where I grew up we did not have 
 television or any other media requiring electricity. 
But we had Theatre! Theatre plays were mainly organ-
ized by the village people during the religious festivals 
in Hindu temples and Christian churches. All villagers 
were  writing scripts and acting. All of my family friends 
were acting too; I started acting when I was 10 years 
old. This led me to writing my own first script when 
I was about 13–14 years old. The themes were based 
on social issues such as the cast and dowry systems 
in Tamil culture. Sometimes I copied some ideas from 
the South Indian Cinema. We would play popular 
South Indian film songs between the scenes to attract 
the audience. After joined the LTTE (Liberation Tigers 
of Tamil Eelam), I began to write propaganda theatre 
plays for the LTTE. I remember that once a few of my 
poems were published in a Jaffna newspaper, which 
made me very proud. 

Deneth, how did you become an artist? 
I grew up in an artistic environment as my father was 
a visual artist. His only advice was not to follow his 
path. Therefore I got first involved in other pursuits, so 
as not to become an artist. However over the years 
I discovered ‘the arts’ is actually in my genes. I did not 
have the financial means to pursue higher education. 

	Í 1 �Deneth�Piumakshi�Veda�Arachchige�in�front�of�the�
landscape�of�her�current�place�of�residence�in�the�French�
alps.�Photo:�Deneth�Piumakshi�Veda�Arachchige.

	Í 2 �Anthonythasan�Jesuthasan,�alias�Shobasakthi,�in�front�
of a�photograph�of�his�current�place�of�residence�
in Paris.�Foto:�Deneth�Piumakshi�Veda�Arachchige.

	Í 3 �An�image�of�‘Shobasakthi�in�Allaipiddy�1986’�–��
Family�archive�©�overlaid�over�an�image�of��
‘Allaipiddy�in�2017’�photographed�by�Deneth.
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	Í 5 �Installation�of�‘Red�rice�and�White�rice’�by�Deneth.

	Í 4 �An�image�of�‘Asylum�housing�in�suburban�Paris’�
�overlaid�over�an�image�of�‘a�house�in�Shoba’s�village�
in Allaipiddy�in�2017’�photographed�by�Deneth.
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Therefore, I travelled to the nearest countries, India, 
Nepal and Bhutan, to see other cultures and work with 
other artists. This led me to discover and experiment 
with visual arts, fashion, and a creative multi-cultural life.

As an artist I also use my body to represent symbols 
of specific identities; e.g.: In Sri Lanka, primarily Tamil 
and Muslim women pierce their noses, but in 2009 
at the end of the long Sri Lankan civil war I decided to 
pierce my left nostril so as to mark in my own body 
the mixing of Sri Lankan identities. 
 
Shoba, what is your experience with the European  
art circle as a South Asian male immigrant artist  
of Sri Lankan origin?
I find it is easier to work with a European film set. 
They are disciplined and total workaholics. They give 
us  freedom to improvise and consider our point of 
views and ideas. 

Being a South Asian male actor in French Cinema 
isn’t very common. As brown colour people, we are 
few and don’t have a long history with France. Hence, 
when French authors write, there is no place for us. 
Another factor is that the Tamil community is sticking 
only to themselves. The African or Arab community 
along with their long history with France, are always 
interacting with the French Society. So the writers 
always include them in their works in theatre or cinema.

Scripts that mention other ethnics groups, like 
the film ‘Dheepan’, are only recent. It was one of the 
first French films about the story of a brown man. I think 
since then, writers have begun to change in France.

Shoba, how did you start your life as an actor and 
then take a role in the film ‘Dheepan’ that became 
an award winning film in France? 
In Sri Lanka, I did not act for a long time, as I was con-
tinuously moving. There was the war, then I was in 
prison, then in Thailand, then a refugee in France. 
But I always kept writing. Before I acted in ‘Dheepan’ 
at the age of 47, my last theatre experience was back 
in Sri Lanka when I was 18 years old. So both writing 
and acting are equally very much present in my 
daily life.

The original film script ‘Dheepan’ was not written 
for a Sri Lankan Tamil character. It was just about three 
people who newly arrived in France as refugees. It is 
inspired by the book ‘Persian letters’. This film is not 
political. Jacques Audiard himself said ‘Dheepan’ is just 
a love story. When acting, I felt this is 50 % my story 
as well as it can be any other Tamil, African or refugee 
person’s story.

Some of the Tamil audience thought this film brought 
the Sri Lankan Tamil stories to the mainstream film.  
But overall the Tamil community liked it. When the film 
screened at the Colombo International Film Festival  
in 2015 Sri Lankan ministers mentioned to a Sri Lankan 
Newspaper, that “Dheepan is welcome in Sri Lanka”. 
I think he meant that ‘Dheepan, the film’ is welcome, 
but not me.

Deneth, what is your experience with the European 
art circle as a South Asian female immigrant artist  
of Sri Lankan origin?
In 2012, I was invited by the ‘Institute Française’ and 
‘City of Paris’ to take part at the art residency ‘Cité 
Internationale des arts’ in Paris. I was the first Sri 
Lankan artist to have been selected since 1965. I feel 
Sri Lanka is not a priority country, when European 
 institutions call for artists. After five years of mingling in 
the ‘Parisian art scene’ I noticed how categorizations – 
such as identity, background story, nationality, age, 
practices that match with the ‘latest trends’, as well as 
what institutions are representing – play a role. If you 

	Í 6 �An�image�of�‘Shobasakthi�in�May�day�2002�in�Paris’�
–�Family�archive�©�overlaid�over�an�image�of��
‘Nallur�Kandaswamy�hindu�temple�in�Jaffna�in�2017’�
photographed�by�Deneth.
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	Í 7 �War�is�over�I�–�acrylic�on�Sri�Lankan��
‘cheetha’�fabric�2009.�
A�painting�I�made�when�I�heard�Prabakaran�was�
killed.�I felt�empathy�towards�the�female�tigers�
who�died�during�this�war.�This�is�my�imagination�
of�finally�their�souls�been�freed.

are an artist, not fitting in to the above categorization, 
your art has no value. It is rare to meet the right gallery 
or a curator who has an open mind and without any 
ideology. 

Shoba, to you, what are the main characteristics 
of Tamil cultural identity? How is the identity affected 
by your migration to Europe?
I hate Tamil cultural identities. Language and literature 
in Tamil culture are functioning according to the caste 
system. People’s lives from birth to death, are sur-
rounded by cultural events that are defined by the 
caste system. In the Hindu temple in the 18th district 
of Paris, only members of the Brahmin caste can touch 
the feet of the gods. Others are not allowed. 3000 to 
4000 years ago, in the original Tamil culture there were 
no Hindu gods, no statues and no caste system. 

I never lost my identity but I don’t have a particu-
larly Tamil culture. As an unmarried man, without caste 
and against the Brahmin caste, supporting the trans-
gender community, I stand against the Tamil cultural 
identity. I can express myself without any fear here in 
France. So I think my identity got expanded.

Deneth, how is your cultural identity affected  
by your migration to Europe? 
Whether I like it or not, I do have a Sinhalese cultural 
identity witch comes with heavy burdens. It does 
not primarily come from the fact that I am a devout 
 traditionalist Buddhist or ethnically linked to the 
Sinhalese population, it comes from the fact that I grew 
up in a predominantly Sinhalese cultural environment. 
My childhood was influenced by the belief of my  
atheist father, my uncle who is a Buddhist monk and 
the  multi-cultural community I grew up in. Over the 
years, I observed and integrated what is good and 
important from both Buddhist and Hindu spirituality. 
I also integrated ‘humanist’ cultures that I encountered 
in Nepal, India and France. 

As a part of my migration, I was able to leave be -
hind most parts of my identity which seemed ‘forced’ 
and to conciously choose parts of my identity I wanted 
to ‘integrate’ and ‘value’ inside me and keep alive. 
The use of ‘Cheetha’ textiles – which is worn by women 
of all ethnic groups in Sri Lanka in my artwork, is an 
example of how I integrated Sri Lankan cultural identity 
into my art, even when living abroad.

I recall that one time in Paris a Tamil grocery store 
owner told me “if one buys Red rice they are Tamil”, 
“if one buys White rice they are Sinhalese”. This is not 
true when you look at life in Sri Lanka, as both 
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	Í 8 �An�image�of�‘Shobasakthi�at�his�home�in�Sevrian,��
France�in�2016’�overlaid�over�an�image�of�‘the�road�
to his�home�in�Allaipiddy�2017’�photographed�by�
Deneth.�(After�meeting�and�listening�to�his�story�in�2016�
Paris,�I�decided�to�visit�his�village�Allaipiddy�in�2017��
to�bring�back�his�memories�and�images�of�the�present�
environment.)

	Í 9 �Untitled�–�water�colour�drawing�and�embroidery��
on�raw�cover�fabric�2016.�
Inspired�by�courageous�young�female�fighters�who�
sacrificed�their�life�to�the�Tamil�Eelam�War�in�Sri�Lanka�
and�who�lost�their�education�and�youth.
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	Í 10 �An�image�of�‘Shobashakthi�with�his�elder�brother�and�
his�sons�in�1995�Stuttgart,�Germany’�–�Family�archive�
© overlaid�over�an�image�of�‘Allaipiddy�bus�stop�in�
2017’�photographed�by�Deneth.

communities eat white and red rice. However it was 
interesting to see how, in the mind of a member of 
the Sri Lankan diaspora in France, even our common 
food ‘rice’ was linked to a divided ethnic identity.

Shoba, how did the war change you in Sri Lanka  
and how did it impact you after you left to Europe?
I was 22 years old when I left Sri Lanka in 1999. I have 
lots of bad memories of war, the military and death. 
But the good memories are from my village, the early 
years of my life, swimming in the sea and the theatre.  
We are the 1st generation of this war. I think my father 
was the last generation who had good memories of 
Sri Lanka. Since I was seven years old, every day we saw 
dead bodies in the streets of Jaffna and on the beach 
every day. I have nightmares still to this day. I am afraid 
of going to Sri Lanka. Even in France, it was not safe 
until 2009, as I was a target by the LTTE network here 
in Paris. It was pointless to inform the French Police. 
They do not care about the internal problems of the 
Tamil  community.

Deneth, how did the war change you in Sri Lanka  
and how did it impact you after you left to Europe? 
My childhood memories of the civil war start at 8 years 
old with my father’s propaganda activities, rallies and 
May Day marches. At the age of 14, he took us to 
Vavuniya, Northern Province for a peace rally to bring 
solidarity and support to the Tamil people during the 
war. The Vavuniya District was under the control of the 
LTTE for many years during the civil war. The noises  
of gun shots and the lights from guns being fired by 
both sides at night, how people of all ages came 
together to draw, paint, and talk at an art workshop 
organized by my father are the memories that marked 
my heart deeply as a young teenager to this day.

Those experiences made me become brave and do 
meaningful things with life and in my artistic career. 
The opportunity to work in France, the space to express 
myself without fear, encouraged me to work on the 
sensitive subject such as war and the Tamil diaspora. 
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	Í 11 �DHEEPAN�a�film�by�Jacques�AUDIARD,��
Winner�of�‘Palme�d’Or’�at�the�Cannes�Film�Festival�
in 2015�and�French�‘César�Award’.

	Í 12 �First�French�publication�of�six�stories�written�by�
Shobasakthi.�Publication�Zulma,�Paris�2018.

Shoba, this is the 2nd project you are doing together 
with Deneth. What do you think of her work, her 
interest in working on the subject of Tamil diaspora?
I remember the 1st collaboration we did together. I liked 
her work. Even though the Linden-Museum’s curator 
asked me to introduce him to a Tamil artist, I intro-
duced him to her, who is a Sinhalese artist. Because 
I believe in her work as she is very courageous. I believe 
art is not an easy job. It is hard work. I have seen she is 
working hard. Also, it is not very usual to see Tamil and 
Sinhalese artists working together. It is very rare. I know 
many Sinhalese people, friends and artists. But when 
we are together it is always a fight. Either they are 
Sinhalese extremist or either they are pro-LTTE. There -
fore it was never a dialogue or exchange between us. 
I think the two of us get along, as we do not hold any 
political ideas.

Deneth, what do you think of Shoba’s work,  
and his interest in collaborating with you?
I found Shoba’s work in acting and writing is very 
 powerful and true to his heart. I also respect the fact 
his creative thought process came out of his personal 
experience rather than an academic process. 

By collaborating with Shoba and other Tamil people 
I met in Europe and Sri Lanka, I am in a way ‘re-living 
the past’ of my own country. A part of Sri Lankan iden-
tity that I was not ‘told’ or ‘taught’ in any history book. 
These are the stories that are forgotten, hidden, erased 
and made to disappear by the power of Sinhalese lead-
ers. For me this one step of ‘openness’ we made with 
each other is more than receiving any award or recogni-
tion as an artist. 
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Food is an important aspect of culture (Srinivas, 2011). 
This article looks at food culture in Pondicherry and 
provides a framework and context for understanding 
the objects related to Tamil cuisine on display in 
the exhibition. It is based on interviews with two 
women from the SITA Cultural Centre in Pondicherry 
who were involved in developing the display on 
Tamil  cuisine.

The Tamil lands are characterised by three different 
landscapes: coasts, plains, and hills and each of them 
has their own culinary characteristics. Typical for the 
cuisine of the coastal city Pondicherry are fish dishes 
(for non-vegetarians), especially Meen Kulambu 
(mīn kuḷampu), a fish curry with tamarind and toma-
toes, which is popular along the entire Coromandel 
coast. The diversity of food cultures is also further 
 differentiated by rural or urban contexts, the various 
caste communities, religions and, of course, social 
classes. 

The widespread preference for a predominantly vege-
tarian diet in India is closely linked to caste identities 
and to political discourses. Ideas of purity and impurity 
as well as the specific categorisation of food derived 
from the ancient, classical scriptures of Hinduism serve, 
on the one hand, the social dominance of the upper 
castes over the lower castes and the so-called untouch-
ables and, on the other hand, are means of spiritual 
self-discipline.

Although each family has their own recipes,  
people also cook dishes with international influences: 
Pondicherry is cosmopolitan due to the proximity of 
Auroville and the presence of a French community. 

Tamil Cuisine: A Material Structure  
within a Cultural Framework 

The organisation of meals is based on a very structured 
grammar of meals and ingredients.

Breakfast consists of one or more dishes and a hot 
drink such as coffee or tea, usually with milk. The most 
typical dish is iṭli (idli), steamed dumplings. To make 
them, a dough made from rice and soaked, ground len-
tils is left to ferment overnight. In the  morning, it is 
salted and mixed again, then steamed in small moulds. 
Iṭli are eaten with a lentil-vegetable sauce (cāmpār – 
sambar) and various chutneys, such as tomato, coconut 
and onion chutneys with peanuts. Iṭli are also often 
bought in small street kitchens. 

During the day, people take breaks when they 
will often have tea with sweet milk and spices such as 
ginger, cardamom, pepper and cloves.

For lunch, because canteens are hardly available, 
but also for economic and religious reasons, women 
prepare lunch in the early morning which is then 
packed and brought in specific stackable containers. 
Lunch often consists of white rice with a sauce such 
as kōḻampu (kozhambu) and few side dishes like pōriyal 
(poriyal), a fried vegetable dish. Women often prefer 
the simplicity of ‘variety rice’, which is already sea-
soned and therefore a dish in its own right. There are 
many varieties, the most common options being with 
tomato, with tamarind, with curry leaves, with lemon 
or with curd.

At the end of the afternoon, snacks are often 
enjoyed during the tiffin time. Tiffin refers to a variety 
of snacks or a light dinner and may include of tea or 
coffee with sweetened milk and a combination of iṭli 
and tōcai (dosai) – thin pancakes made from the same 
batter as iṭli – with sambar. When resting en route, 

	Í 2 �Fish�market.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

	Í 1 �Market�stall�selling�spices,�pulses,�rice�and�other��
food�in�Pondicherry.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�
Pondicherry.

√
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	Í 3 �Thali:�All�components�of�a�meal�are�often�served��
on�a�stainless�steel�tray.�Photo:�Olaf�Krüger.

	Í 4 �Food�for�the�Diwali�Festival.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�
Centre,�Pondicherry.
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and pakkōṭākkaḷ (bajji, pakodas – deep-fried vegetables 
in a chickpea batter). The town comes alive with small 
colourful carts that serve as street restaurants and are 
lit up after dark.

Finally, for dinner, depending on the mood and time 
of the lady of the house, the leftovers from lunch are 
put on the table again, alternatively tōcai with a sauce 
or a full, newly cooked meal.

The daily rhythm of meals is often interrupted by the 
festivals that all religious communities celebrate in their 
own way. Each of these auspicious days calls for special 
culinary components. Recipes for these special dishes 
are often elaborate and prepared with expensive 
 ingredients such as ney (clarified butter) or dried fruits. 
At the same time, food is not only a culinary aspect 
of such festivals, but also part of rituals in which it is 
sacrificed to the gods by serving it to them as food 
(in Vaishnavism) or pouring it over them (in Shaivism). 
Food also emerges from the gods as a gift of grace 
(Tamil: piracatam) and thus returns to the devotees, 
who attribute purifying, auspicious and health-giving 
properties to it.

Even families who are not vegetarians still would 
not eat meat or fish every day. Exceptions are fishing 
families, for whom fish and seafood are part of every-
day life, and Muslim families, where daily meat dinners 
are especially valued. For most people, the greeting is 
connected with the question of what one has eaten. 
Many Muslims and Christians would then be proud 
to mention that they have eaten meat, especially if they 
belong to a poorer family. Hindu families who are not 
vegetarians eat meat, for financial reasons, mainly on 
Sundays and, if something is left over, sometimes also 
on Mondays. The consumption of meat on Sundays 

	Í 6 �Vegetable�Market.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

	Í 5� �Kirāy:�Arai,�Siru,�Murukatan,�Manta,�Kali,�Moulei.�
Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.
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is evident in the cities, where one can see long queues 
in front of the butcher’s shops on these days. The con-
sumption of green leaves and vegetables, kirāy, is 
often seen as a substitute for meat, but they can also 
be  prepared with egg or dried fish, depending on the 
social group. Kirāy can be cultivated or wild, coming 
from gardens or the city’s horticultural belt. For the 
middle class, they are the subject of new discourses 
about healthier eating, including in the context of fears 
associated with covid-19 transmission. However, lower 
class people may ignore them because kirāy, though 
cheap, are too much associated with times of scarcity. 
Knowledge about the characteristics of kirāy is une-
venly distributed among the population: Men know 
some of them because they are often the ones who 
would buy them at the market. However, they are 
hardly familiar with the preparation methods. The 
knowledge about this is passed on from grandmothers 
to daughters and granddaughters – provided they are 
interested. This is not always the case, because the 
younger generations prefer a more globalised eating 
style, often consisting of ready-made meals and associ-
ated with the big brands that appear as a symbol of 
urbanity and modernity (Staples, 2014).

The Act of Eating as Relation between  
Man and Environment, Body and Soul

Without humans being necessarily aware of it, the act 
of eating responds to three kinds of needs (S. Sujatha, 
2015): One is the well-being of the human body 
and its physical need for food. But food is also seen 
as a remedy and knowledge of its healing properties 
is often shared by both men and women. However, 
it is predominantly women who have the knowledge 
of proper preparation. Certain kirāy lose their healing 
properties or even become harmful if they prepared 
in a wrong way. Certain leaves that are prepared as 
kirāy are also used as mooligai, medicinal herbs.

Many people in Pondicherry advise certain combi-
nations of food depending on the season, based on the 
qualities attributed to them and related to notions of 
warmth and coolness they evoke in the body. Concepts 
of disease are closely linked to nutrition in both popular 
and scholarly understandings (Sujatha, 2015). Many 
spices are used both for their taste and for their diverse 
healing properties. For example, after the birth of  
a child, women are served chicken dishes spiced with 
pepper, or certain fish such as skate, to warm and 
strengthen the body and to promote lactation.

	Í 7 �Vegetables:�moringa,�flat�beans,�snake�gourd,�ridge�gourd,�
long�gourd,�chowchow,�aubergines,�bitter�gourd,�white�
raddish,�gombos.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

	Í 8 �Spices:�turmeric,�cumin,�red�chili,��coriander,�chicken�masala,�
fish�masala.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.
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In the morning or on the evening, it is common for 
father, mother and the older children to express their 
perceptions about the state of their bodies and their 
moods. The conversation aims at choosing certain 
 vegetables, such as a kirāy, to be prepared. The cook 
tries to meet the wishes and needs of the different 
family members as much as possible. She decides 
according to the availability and prices of ingredients at 
the market, according to her understanding of what is 
good for her family, as well as according to the wishes 
of the family members. In many families, the wishes 
of the father and sons are given priority; in contrast, 
the wishes of the wives and daughters are often consid-
ered of secondary importance (Dey, 2020).

Women are keen to diversify food, which is easily 
possible due to the wide range of available ingredients 
and their flavours (sweet, salty, bitter, sour, astringent 
and spicy). Due to the tropical, hot and humid climate 
and the difficulty in storing prepared food, fresh food 
is cooked daily. A few curries, such as kōḻampu with 
tamarind, are often saved for the next day because 
their taste improves and the acid contained in them 

	Í 10 �Coconut�grater�and�lemon�squeezer.��
Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

	Í 9 �Whole�spices:�dal,�fenugreek,�mustard,�urad�dal,�star�
anise,�black�pepper,�green�anise,�cloves�and�cinnamon.�
Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.
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preserves these dishes. Women cook one to three 
times a day, depending on the time available and the 
economic situation of the family. Apart from staple 
ingredients such as rice and oil, ingredients such as 
fruits, vegetables, kirāy and meat are bought fresh on 
the day of consumption at the market or from street 
vendors who sometimes still sell door-to-door (par-
ticularly fish and seafood).

Either due to lack of financial means or the convic-
tion that refrigerators damage the nutritional and taste 
quality of the food, fresh cooking is done daily. Only 
spice mixtures are often bought ready-made, as fewer 
and fewer women take the time to buy the fresh in -
gredients, dry them in the sun, roast and grind them. 
The most striking changes are in the kitchen utensils: 
The first blenders, for example, appeared in house-
holds in the late 1980s.

Finally, it is also about the ecology of place (vaza 
kam in Tamil stands for the close connection between 
food and ecology (Sujatha 2015)). This ex  plains the 
preference of many to eat food made from locally 
grown ingredients. The underlying idea is that of an 

	Í 11 �Mortar,�Idyiappam�and�Murukke�maker.��
Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

	Í 12 �Tawas�and�kadais�–�frying-pans�s�and�woks.��
Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.
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	Í 13 �A�typical�modern�kitchen�in�an�urban�setting.�Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

essential similarity between things that grow in the 
same place, i.e. an analogy between people and their 
environment: The consumption of what comes from 
the immediate surroundings enables humans to adapt 
to and thrive in that place. This is why eating a  broad 
variety of locally grown plants is valued, even those 
that are bitter, because they are part of the  diversity of 
life and contribute to the adaptability of humans to 
change. However, such ideas about the  relationship 
between humans and food do not prohibit the inclu-
sion of foods from far away, such as vegetables once 
brought from Europe and now grown in wetter and 
cooler soils around Bangalore or in the hill country 
near Ooty. For the middle class, the preference for 
locally produced food and local distribution networks 
is also becoming an increasing preference in view of 
a growing awareness of health and ecological issues. 
A citizens’ initiative for the local food system in 
Pondicherry, which has been in existence for four 
years, is an example of this.

At the same time, foreign food attracts more and more 
people, especially due to the widespread use of the 
internet and the growing presence of western fast food 
chains, but there is also criticism that this entails a loss 
of identity (Chera, 2020). Many people’s hearts and 
 palates tend to turn back to the tastes of childhood and 
thus also to local Tamil dishes once they are past the 
age of forty, often also for health reasons.

The Kitchen, a Space of Its Own: Valorising 
Women’s Skills and Knowledge

Food as a cultural common (Vivero-Pol et al., 2019), 
involves ambivalence: the value of women’s knowledge, 
skills and care, but also their workloads. It is common 
for women to spend at least four hours a day cooking.

Without having any illusions about the constraints, 
the two women we spoke to emphasise above all the 
positive aspects that preparing and serving food has 
on their female identities. The kitchen is experienced 
as their own space in the context of the nuclear family, 
which is increasingly the norm. In the case of extended 
joint families, which are rare in Pondicherry today, it 
is instead a space of surveillance and of norms to be 
respected under the watchful eye of mothers-in-law 
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	Í 14 �Reproduction�of�a�traditional,�rural�kitchen�where�cooking�takes�place�on�the�ground.�

Photo:�SITA�Cultural�Centre,�Pondicherry.

and sisters-in-law (Appadurai, 1981). One of our in -
formants also spoke about how the repetitive activities 
help to concentrate and block out negative things like 
domestic violence. Girls learn from an early age that 
they are to enjoy cooking because they touch and 
knead food with their hands and these hands should 
transmit positive – not negative – energies to the 
eaters. Preparing food requires the use of the body and 
there is symbolism associated with the fact that the 
cook is sitting on the ground while doing this: she is in 
touch with the earth, grounded. However, the joy of 
cooking is also ambiguous: it is the task of mothers 
and wives to make their families happy, to take care 
for them and to create connections from the kitchen, 
between the members of the community but also 
between them and the world, the place into which 
one is born, in which one lives. However, the effort 
to “make happy” also has sexual connotations –   

for example, at the time of menstruation, women are 
prohibited to cook or even enter the kitchen. For three 
days, the  husbands cook, the food is bought ready-
made or brought by relatives.

Meanwhile, more and more women are working 
and have to combine domestic and professional tasks. 
Yet, there are still very few ready-made products  
and aids for cooking available such as ready-to-cook 
dough for tōcai and iṭli. In Pondicherry only a few small 
grocery shops sell a rather small selection of such 
ready-made products. For many women from all social 
classes – except perhaps for the wealthiest, who have 
their employees do the housework – cooking remains 
an important task of which they take great pride – even 
if it consumes a large part of their time.
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L I S A  P R I E S T E R - L A S C H

“You Are What You Wear”: Clothing and Textiles in Tamil Nadu

     “You Are What You 
Wear”:  Clothing and   
    Textiles in Tamil Nadu

“நீங்கள் என்ன  

  அணிகிறீர்களேளா 

அதுேவ நீங்கள்”: 

தமிழகத்தில் ஆைடயும்    

  ஜவுளியும்
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	Í 2 �Dozens�of�images�of�Tamil�actress�and�politician�
Jayalalithaa�Jayaram�on�a�roadside�billboard,�
near Madurai.�The�images�highlight�a�passion�of�
the politician,�who�wore�a�different�sāṛī�for�every���
public�appearance.�Photo:�Olaf�Krüger.

Clothing has the capacity to embody worldviews. It is 
part of what constitutes and shapes life. Religious and 
social beliefs in Tamil Nadu are closely linked to cloth-
ing styles and rules. “You are what you eat” can be 
 re  framed here to “You are what you wear”. This is 
because clothing is an expression of a set of rules 
around social relationships and socio-economic status. 
Every day, regional, religious, economic and political 
affiliations as well as social gender are expressed 
through the way people dress. In addition, the history 
of textile production illustrates how social and eco-
nomic relationships develop in the region and how 
they shape cityscapes and infrastructure. It also shows 
that styles and materials change and evolve due to 
external influences such as political changes, trade 
relations, colonial influences or technical  innovations 
like the development of artificial colours (e.g., aniline 
dyes) and textile fibres as well as electric spinning 
and steam-powered looms.

The history of fabric manufacturing in Tamil Nadu has a 
long tradition and is characterised by widely  networked 
trade relations dating back to antiquity. Cotton fabrics 
from Tamil Nadu were valued primarily for their fine 
weaving techniques, and thus achieved great renown in 
royal courts and in the homes of the wealthy in the 
Middle East, as far away as Egypt. 

There is little evidence of trade to the East in the 
first century CE, though there are archaeological finds 
in Myanmar and Thailand. Muslin, a loose, fine-
threaded and smooth fabric also known as »woven 
air«, was highliy prized in China, widely worn in the 
Southeast Asian kingdoms and reached its peak in 
the late Roman world (Guy 1998).

The earliest archaeological evidence dates from the 
5th century CE and was found in Berenice, an Egyptian 
port on the Red Sea. In addition, Tamil stone inscrip-
tions on Sumatra (Lubo Tuo, Barus) from 1082 CE testify 
to the trade agreement of a South Indian artisan guild 
ainnurruvar with China and the Middle East. The pres-
ence of Arabic and Tamil-speaking traders in the port 
cities of Southeast Asia and China, commemorated by 
Muslim tombstones and Tamil inscriptions, indicates 
extensive trade relations. Textiles from the Tamil coast 
were exported through established trade routes of the 
various caliphates in exchange for horses from Arabia 
and Persia. The textiles brought by traders to Arabia 
and Persia reached the trading ports of Mocha (near 
Aden) and ultimately the Egyptian port of Alexandria, 

	Í 1 �A�Kanchipuram�sāṛī.�Silk,�660×109 cm.�Kanchipuram,�
2018.�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07011.�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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	Í 3 �A�Kanchipuram�sāṛī�with�zari�work.�Silk,�660×125 cm.�
Kanchipuram,�2018.�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07012.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

from where they were further transported and traded 
to Venice and Genoa, among others. The Tamil coast 
was an important site of relations between these regions 
and cultures until the 15th century (Stephen 2014).

In 1502, Portuguese traders landed on the Tamil 
coast and established a textile trade with the Malay 
coastal city of Melaka. The British East India Company 
followed, but also traders and trading companies from 
the Netherlands, France, Denmark and Sweden. They 
all traded with Tamil Nadu and imported textile goods. 
The Tamil export of textiles thus generated global 
demands. For instance, cotton from Tirunelveli and 
indigo from Cuddalore were first exported from the 
Tamil coast to America in 1809. To this day, Indian tex-
tile products have a high market share in the global 
market.

These extensive trade relations have also had an impact 
on clothing styles in India, showing the many influences 
by which, they have been and continue to be shaped. 
For example, the sāṛī (Sanskrit for “strip of cloth”) as 
we see it today, consisting of the 5.5-metre-long strip 
of cloth with a blouse (colī) and underskirt, only came 
into being in the 19th century under the influence of 
the British colonial power – the British saw women’s 
clothing in particular as inappropriate and underdevel-
oped. The sāṛī, the long unworked length of cloth, 
although worn in many parts of modern India as early 
as the late Vedic period and first mentioned in writing 
around 1500 BC in the Hindu hymnal Ṛgveda, first was 
worn as a single garment, leaving the woman’s chest 
partially uncovered. The clothing of men and women 
usually had no differences. Later, two garments were 
often combined, consisting of a dhoṭī, a leg dress, and 
a catar (chadar), a shawl wrapped around the upper 
body. The clothes were mostly made of cotton, often 
natural white for the men and dyed for the women 
(Tarlo 1996: 26–28).
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To this day, the sāṛī is a garment worn in all 29 states of 
India, which also serves as a symbol of national pride 
and whose design can be an expression of regional 
identity and local craftmanship. In Tamil Nadu, with its 
long history of textile production, there are still well-
known centres of sāṛī manufacturing, such as the city 
of Kanchipuram, which is known throughout the coun-
try for its magnificent and traditionally woven silk sāṛīs. 
These are now favoured as wedding sāṛīs by  families 
all over the country, mainly because of their intricately 
woven gold and silver yarns (zari). In fact, the sāṛī is still 
a widely worn garment today, worn by some on an 
everyday basis and by others only for holidays, religious 
festivals and temple visits, life cycle rituals and signifi-
cant social events. 

The white cotton cloth traditionally worn by men, 
wrapped around the waist and tucked between the 
legs, is called the dhoṭī (this term originates from Hindi 
and is used throughout India, in Tamil it is called vēṣṭi). 
This garment has become the political symbol of India’s 
independence movement. As part of the Swadeshi 
movement (“swa” – self, “desh” – country: own land), 
Mahatma Gandhi stylised this garment as a symbol of 
Indian self-determination (Hind Swaraj). This political 
act criticized, on the one hand, the economic domi-
nance of the British colonial power in the textile indus-
try, and on the other hand, the assumption that 
European clothing was an expression of higher civilisa-
tion. In Madurai, Gandhi is said to have donned a dhoṭī 
for the first time in 1921 in solidarity with field workers. 
A plaque in the Gandhi Memorial Museum (Madurai) 
reads: “Gandhiji for the first time adopted the loin cloth 
here in Madurai (...)” The handmade, simple cotton 
cloth (khadi) was used as a political and ideological 
symbol and henceforth served as the official clothing of 
political actors, demonstratively replacing the western 
suit. The spinning wheel also found its way into the 
Congress Party flag (Bayly 1986, Bean 1989, Tarlo 
1996). Clothing was deliberately used as a political 
symbol in India’s independence process as well as in 
the Dravidian Movement, whose members wore black 
shirts with their dhoṭīs. These served as a sign of pro-
test against the caste system and the related ideal 
of ritual purity, with which the atheist-oriented move-
ment consciously broke (cf. Niklas in this book).

Even today, most party members in Tamil Nadu 
wear a dhoṭī with borders in the party’s colours lining 
the edges in their everyday work and on festive occa-
sions. The white, unprocessed cotton fabric stands 
for purity, which manifests itself where the garments 
are worn or given as gifts on central festive days such 
as Diwali or Pongal or are given to priests on ritual 
occasions as a reward for their services. The dhoṭī is 
the appropriate garment for festivities, Hindu life cycle 
rituals and temple visits. For field work or even at 
home, however, the luṅgī is preferred, a mostly checked 
hip cloth of Muslim origin that was already produced 
in the Tamil Middle Ages (1000–1500 AD) in Cuddalore 
in southern India, a centre of weaving on the Coroman -
del coast. Today, Tamil Cuddalore is the main centre 
of manufacture of luṅgīs, and exports to Sri Lanka, 
Myanmar, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and the 
Middle East (Vasantha 2016). 

There are dress codes closely linked to people’s life 
stages, indicating a person’s status as, for example, a 
married woman or a representative of a political party. 

	Í 4 �The�father�of�the�Tamil�Independence�Movement,�
Periyar�with�his�followers�in�black�shirts�and�white�
dhoṭīs.�Photo�from�the�collection�of�Ulrike�Niklas.
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	Í 5 �Wedding�sāṛī�with�zari�work.�Silk�and�gold�threads,�660×120.5 cm.�Kanchipuram,�2018.�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07010.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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In village communities, religious communities and 
especially in the higher castes of religious Hindus 
(something similar happens in the other religious com-
munities of India), these rules of dress and adornment 
are taken very seriously and serve as a visible symbol 
about how and with whom social contact is possible. 
The caste system is strongly influenced by distinct ideas 
and ritual rules of purity and impurity. For example, the 
clothing features, hairstyle and specific ritual marks on 
a priest’s forehead indicate his social role, which is to 
receive and transform impurity absorbed through 
touching, i.e. blessing or accepting offerings from the 
devotee. Thus, under normal circumstances, the 
Brahmin priest may not eat with a person who is below 

	Í 6 �Cotton�sāṛī.�660×120 cm.�Kanchipuram,�2018.�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07014.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

him in the social hierarchy, as this would make him 
physically impure and he would thus no longer be able 
to fulfil his social duty (Dumont 1960, Malinar 2018).

Women’s life cycles manifest themselves in dress 
characteristics and thus become visible to the commu-
nity. For example, the outward appearance of a woman 
dressed in a sāṛī is accompanied by specific social role 
expectations. First of all, the sāṛī distinguishes the 
woman as a married woman, which classically goes 
hand in hand with the following ideals: she lives in her 
husband’s house, either alone or together with her 
mother-in-law and sisters-in-law, and stays there to 
do housework and, if necessary, to care for and bring 
up her children, which is also considered to be the duty 
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	Í 7 �White�cotton�sāṛī.�660×125 cm.�Kanchipuram,�2018.��Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07016.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

of the wife. Social contact is ideally limited to people 
living in the household, family members and other 
women. There are explicit rules in a household 
regarding social interaction, which is reflected in the 
hierarchy of women living in a household, with the 
youngest daughter-in-law holding the lowest position. 
Here, the amount of jewelry (bracelets, necklaces, 
rings, a nose ring, earrings, anklets and toe rings) and 
the bold colouring and rich ornamentation of the sāṛī 
indicate that a woman is newly married. To this end, 
a young bride might wear 2 dozen bangles (vaḷaiyalkaḷ) 
on each arm, which she initially wears every day and 
carefully coordinates with the colours of the sāṛī. The 
art of “matching” here is a creative skill for which 

women show and express much appreciation among 
themselves (Shukla 2008). The anklet is heavy, has large 
bells and is to be worn constantly with the rest of the 
jewelry in the beginning, as well as with the ornamen-
tation of red colour on the crown of the head (kungu
mam). However, the lavish ornamentation and colour-
fulness of the clothing and the rich furnishing with jew-
elry in everyday life subsides more and more in the 
course of marriage, so that in old age sāṛīs with discreet 
colours (pastel shades) and small patterns are pre-
ferred, and in the case of widowhood jewelry is often 
even renounced entirely and only white sāṛīs are worn. 
In many parts of India, such ideal concepts and practices 
of dress are still widespread. However, the increasing 
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	Í ��9 �Such�heavy�gold�ear�ornaments�(known�in�Tamil�
as ‘Pampadam’)�are�today�sometimes�still�worn�by�
old women.�Gold,�rubies,�c.�3.5×4.5 cm.��
Tamil�Nadu,�19th�century.�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�
inv.-no.�SA 39620 a+b.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.�

	Í 10 �Gold�ear�ornaments�worn�by�Tamil�women�exhibit�
intricate�design�and�serve�as�a�fashion�statement.�At�
present,�ear�ornaments�in�this�design�are�no�longer�in�
vogue.�Gold,�h:�4.5 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 19th�century.�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�39633 a+b.�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.�

	Í 11 �Gold�ear�ornaments�are�worn�by�most�Tamil�women.�
Gold,�h:�2.5 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 19th�century.�
�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�39632 a+b.�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

urbanisation and industrialisation of India has been 
accompanied by a dynamisation of dress styles. The sāṛī 
is now usually donned by a young woman when she 
graduates from college, and the calvār kamīs (calvār, 
shalwar – trousers, kamīs, kameez – tunic, shirt), intro-
duced with the Persian influence of the Mughals in the 
12th century, are also preferred by many women today 
for their practicability in everyday life and are worn even 
after marriage (Shome 2014). They have also become 
the school  uniform of girls and young women. Fashion 
and the market have created a variety of choices here. 
The regionality of sāṛīs is also on the decline as cheap 
mass-produced sāṛīs made of synthetic fabrics are 
imported from China and are preferred by many Indian 
women for their convenience (quick-drying and 
non-wrinkle). A specific style of draping the sāṛī, the 
so-called Nivi style, has also become prevalent and 
regional differences are no longer apparent at first 
glance (Banerjee and Miller 2003).

Expressing social status through clothing is still 
 practised by many women. However, the adoption of 
western dress in modern cities such as Chennai shows 
an increasingly emancipatory tendency among many 
women. Nevertheless, traditional dress remains an 
important part of life cycle rituals because of its social 
and ritual significance.

Basically, it is difficult to make general statements 
about a region that is characterised by its diversity and 
variety. In addition to the different religious and ethnic 
communities living in Tamil Nadu, which express their 
religious and ethnic affiliation and identity partly through 
their specific items of clothing, there are class and 
caste- specific styles of dress, which are particularly 

evident in urban areas. In addition to traditional cloth-
ing, such as the sāṛī or the calvār kamīs for women, and 
the dhoṭī or luṅgī for men, men and women also wear 
western clothing, such as suit trousers or jeans with 
a Tshirt or shirt, as well as a skirt and top, Tshirt or 
blouse, mostly in accordance with family rules. Many 
young women in India are also modernising traditional 
garments and developing new wrapping techniques 
or combinations with other garments. Influencers on 
these topics are very popular on Youtube and Insta-
gram. On the one hand, clothing serves as protection 
against the weather and also against social exclusion, 
by marking a belonging to a certain group and attitude; 
on the other hand, it is also a means of creativity, when 
it embodies self-determination through the practice 
of everyday matching of colours, jewelry and accesso-
ries and thus consciously expresses personal values and 
can even exercise social or political criticism.

	Í 8 A�group�of�neighbours.�Photo:�Lisa�Priester-Lasch.
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Health and Healing in Tamil Nadu

Health and Healing  
      in Tamil Nadu

தமிழ் மக்களின் 

   உடல் நலமும் 

மருத்துவமும்
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In Tamil Nadu, when people meet on the street or any-
where outside the house, the usual greetings in collo-
quial Tamil are cāppiṭāccā, ‘have you eaten’, or caukki
yamā, ‘are you healthy’? Both ask about the wellbeing 
of the other person and indicate the close connection 
between nutrition and physical health. On the one 
hand, food scarcity and hunger are still experienced 
realities for many people, while on the other hand, 
nutrition is seen as the key to good health. Tamil Nadu 
has a multitude of different healing traditions, a medi-
cal pluralism that can be linked to the ethnic and reli-
gious diversity of South India. The diversity of healing 
methods is mirrored in India’s state health-care system, 
which recognizes six non-biomedical healing traditions: 
Ayurveda, yoga, naturopathy,1 Unani,2 Siddha, 

SowaRigpa3 and homoeopathy.4 The further develop-
ment and practice of these traditions are organized  
by the Ministry of Traditional and Non-Conventional 
Healing Traditions (AYUSH), which is part of the state’s 
public health system and which guarantees free 
 treatment for Indian citizens in institutions like public 
hospitals and health centres. Thus, both conventional 
medicine and alternative and complementary therapies 
are supported by the state. At the same time, the pri-
vate health sector is growing at the expense of public 
health care (Sangupta et al. 2017, Jaffrelot 2020). 
In addition to these established and state-supported 
 medical practices and systems, there are a variety 
of other healing practices, described below. 

	Í 2 �A�Siddha�statue�with�a�mortar�in�the�Madurai�region.�Photo:�Justus�Weiss.

	Í 1 �Siddha�Shri�Puttru�Maharishi�in�Vellore,�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�Justus�Weiss.√
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Siddha 

One of the greatest and most thoroughly institutional-
ized health traditions in South Asia originates in Tamil 
Nadu: Siddha medicine. Knowledge of Siddha derives 
from palm-leaf texts written in Tamil script by South 
Indian scholars, the so-called Siddhas, which can be 
translated as ‘the accomplished ones’. Perfection here 
means above all wisdom and the possession of eight 
superhuman abilities (siddhis), for example, the ability 
to leave the body or to levitate. The texts on which  
the Siddha tradition is based on were written over 
a long period of time, estimated at between the eighth 
and nineteenth centuries CE. The text called the 
Tirumantiram, by the Siddha Tirumular (Natarajan and 
Natarajan 1991), probably dates from the eighth 

century CE and is considered the oldest and most sig-
nificant of the extant texts (Subbarayappa 1997:1841). 
At the time of the Tamil national movement in the early 
twentieth century, Siddha was interpreted as a purely 
Tamil tradition, but other scholars emphasize the influ-
ence of Buddhist, Jain and Muslim texts and knowledge 
on the formation of Siddha medical traditions and  
show how medical knowledge was created through the 
exchange of different traditions (Subbarayappa 1997). 
Like any tradition, Siddha medicine is not static and 
cannot be firmly demarcated, but is dynamic and in 
a constant state of flux.

A central impulse that shaped Siddha medicine in 
its present form is the influence of Śaivite itinerant 
ascetics from the sixteenth century CE onwards. At this 
period, yogis were experimenting with transforming 
their bodies through meditation, visualizations and 
alchemical elixirs. Many elements of these esoteric 
practices rubbed off on the Siddha texts of the time and 
became part of everyday healing practices and of the 
stories and myths that surround Siddha medicine in 
general (Little 2006). 

	Í 3 �A�popular�representation�of�Siddhas�on�a�house�wall�in�Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�Justus�Weiss.
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What is striking about the texts underlying the Siddha 
tradition is that they deal not only with health problems 
and medical applications, but also with what we 
 understand today as well-being. Keeping the body 
healthy and vital for as long as possible is a central goal 
of the Siddha because a healthy body is essential  
for spiritual development, which is at the core of the 
understanding of health. Thus, it is not just a matter  
of treating pre-existing illnesses, but also of having  
a healthy lifestyle that incorporates everyday religious 
practice and also addresses issues such as diet, yoga, 
astrology and alchemy (Kumuraswamy 1985). The 
Siddha’s remedies include plant and animal agents, 
 natural salts, and minerals and metals, especially 
 mercury and sulphur.5 

Tamil Siddhas are in the tradition of cultural heroes, 
as not only medical knowledge, but also Tamil grammar 
and other central scientific knowledge are attributed 
to them. However, they are not only transcendent 
saints, but also popular superheroes of everyday Tamil 
culture, and countless popular stories have the Siddhas 
and their adventures as their subject matter. The mythi-
cal Siddhas are also still alive today, and pilgrims and 
other seekers told us of having encountered them in 
physical or spiritual form and of feeling a personal rela-
tionship with them. 

In Siddha, health is equated with a balance between 
three basic bodily constituents, or muppini in Tamil 
(vaddham, pittham, kapam).6 The diagnostic practice 
of Siddha medicine specializes first in pulse diagnosis 
or nadi, in which the pulse is measured at three points 
on the wrist. Examination of the patient’s urine and 
stool, eyes, voice, tongue, tissues and skin provides fur-
ther information about possible disturbances to the 
health balance,7 imbalances of the muppini being seen 
as the cause of the disease. 

Siddha, like the other state-sponsored medical 
 traditions listed above, can be studied at select Indian 
universities, especially in Tamil Nadu. Many government 
hospitals also have Siddha wards and doctors. Research 
is being conducted at the National Siddha Research 
Institute in Chennai to develop pharmaceuticals and 
therapies further. In 2017, over four thousand officially 
registered Siddha therapists were recorded in Tamil 
Nadu. 

	Í 4 �A�Siddha�doctor�examining�a�patient.�Photo:�Shalu�Anel.
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	Í 5 �A�nāṭṭu�maruntu�healer�in�a�makeshift�practice�in�a�roadside�tent�near�Madurai,�combining�ritual��
and�naturopathic�elements�in�his�practice.�Photo:�Gabriele�Alex.

Traditional Healing Methods in Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu has a wide range of traditional healing prac-
tices that show many overlaps with the above-men-
tioned healing traditions in terms of medicines and 
therapies. In Tamil, these are called nāṭṭu maruntu 
(country medicine), pacillai (green leaves) and colloqui-
ally also Siddha. Nāṭṭu maruntu has no underlying 
 textual corpus and, unlike Siddha medicine, has not 
been institutionalized and standardized by government 
programmes. As a result, it does not represent a 
 delimited tradition but consists of many different local 
healing traditions and a broad spectrum of specialist 
healers, many of whom specialize in individual diseases 
or disease groups. For example, there are healers who 
treat only snakebites or dog bites, others who are 
responsible for eye diseases, and yet others who deal 

only with broken bones and sprains. The spectrum of 
these healers in a way reflects Tamil disease classifica-
tions and provides information about which disease 
patterns have developed historically. For parts of the 
rural population, as Alex was able to show in her 
research (Alex 2010), nāṭṭu maruntu is often the first 
point of contact and also the one most frequently 
resorted to. This has to do with the physical distance  
of public health services from patients’ homes (many  
state services, such as general hospitals, are only found 
in the larger cities), as well as the experienced effec-
tiveness of many traditional therapies.
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	Í 7 �Blessing�of�medicinal�herbs�before�sale�at�a�market�in�
the�Kolli�Malai�Mountains.�Photo:�Justus�Weiss.

A distinction can be made between: 
	≤ 1. use of home medicine, mainly for members of 

the household or family, usually an elderly relative 
	≤ 2. traditional specialists, who are only responsible 

for certain diseases and the majority of whom do 
not work as full-time healers 

	≤ 3. professional, full-time nāṭṭu maruntu healers, 
who increasingly work in the cities as well, opening 
their own practices there.

Many of the medicinal plants, formulations and thera-
pies described in Siddha medicine are also used in 
nāṭṭu maruntu (Sujatha 2003). Well-known home reme-
dies include, for example, the medicinal plants tur-
meric, nutmeg, sandalwood, ginger, neem tree leaves, 
pepper, moringa leaves and fruits, and aloe vera, many 
of which are used in everyday cooking. Such plants  
and also ready-made recipes can be found in the local 
markets or the nāṭṭu maruntu shops in every major  
city in Tamil Nadu. Ready-made mixtures can be bought 
in the pharmacies, such as Neelavembu Kudineer,  
which is widely used against infectious diseases and 

	Í 6 �Medicinal�herb�stall�at�a�weekly�market�in�Madurai.�Photo:�Justus�Weiss.
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	Í 8 �Selling�medicinal�herbs�in�the�Kolli�Malai.��
Photo:�Justus�Weiss.

to strengthen the immune system. But animal products, 
such as the meat of the native monitor lizard (udumbu), 
which is said to help against erectile dysfunction, are 
also part of the nāṭṭu maruntu. Midwives (maruttu
vacci), who still provide important help with births 
and postpartum care in rural regions, occupy a special 
position within the same tradition. 

	Í 9 �Distribution�of�Neelavembu�Kudineer.��
Photo:�Justus�Weiss.
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	Í 10 �Offerings�in�the�form�of�body�parts�at�a�Mariamman�
temple�near�Thanjavur.�Photo:�Gabriele�Alex.

	Í 11 �Two�Hindu�women�seek�healing�from�a�Muslim�Hakim�
who�treats�with�both�herbal�remedies�and�amulets�
at the�Syed�Shahul�Hameed�Dargah,�Nagore.��
Photo:�Gabriele�Alex.

Religious and Ritual Healing

When a family member or other person falls ill, the 
question of the cause of the illness always arises, which 
may involve religious or ritual forms of healing. In cases 
of illness, as in other misfortunes, the cause may be 
sought in natural or supernatural forces. In most cases 
we have observed, ritual or religious therapies are used 
in parallel with or following other forms of treatment. 
Here too we encounter a wide range of practices and 
practitioners: ritual healing and health counselling are 
offered by individual healers or temple priests (pujaris) 
and performed at religious sites or other places in 
established rituals. 

An example of a ritual specialist is the kotanki, who, 
through chanting accompanied by a drum, enters into  
a trance in which he contacts the patient’s family deity 
or other deities and reveals both the cause of the illness 
and the therapy to the patient. This therapy usually 
consists of tasks to be performed for the deity, such as 
carrying out certain rituals and making certain 
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offerings. Often, however, specific dietary prescriptions 
are also recommended, such as fasting or abstaining 
from certain foods, or even taking herbal remedies. 
Here too, the parallelism of different healing traditions 
becomes visible when the healing effects of certain 
foods or diets are associated with certain ritual places 
and times. 

In general, visiting religious sites, whether shrines, 
churches, temples or mosques, is very often associated 
with a request for health or for the blessing of children. 
The Hindu goddess Mariamman occupies a special posi-
tion here; she is considered protective and life-giving 
and is associated with healing diseases, especially chol-
era and smallpox. Smallpox vesicles are sometimes 
called the ‘pearls’ of the goddess Mariamman, who is 
considered the goddess of the lower castes, a deity 
who can kill but also heal. She is also associated with 
the rain, which is essential for agriculture and food 
security. According to popular belief, she protects and 
heals those who are pure in spirit. Even though small-
pox epidemics disappeared from Tamil Nadu in the 
1950s, her worship has remained extremely popular. 
During the summer months, temple festivals are held 
in Mariamman temples large and small and attract 
thousands of pilgrims (Egnor 1984). At the entrance 
to the temple, replicas moulded from clay, reliefs 
stamped from sheet metal and other images of body 
parts are sold to be offered in the temple, along with 
other offerings to the goddess. These replicas indicate 
the seat of the physical ailment. On the outskirts of 
some temples there is a demarcated area (ammai man
tapam), a kind of quarantine station, where people suf-
fering from smallpox used to be housed. These areas 
are still used today, often by elderly people who are sick 
and homeless. We were able to observe how, in some 
of these ammai mantapam, the patients were being 
cared for by nurses from the government hospitals, 
one of the many examples of how the different tradi-
tions of healing are combined and are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive. 

Besides the parallelism of different healing practices 
and notions of health and healing in Tamil Nadu, medi-
cal pluralism is also evident in the way people deal 
with medical provision and offerings that are claimed 
to promise healing or fertility. Thus, the major pilgrim-
age sites associated with health and healing, such as 
the Catholic Church dedicated to the Virgin Mary in 
Velankanni, the Punnai Nallur Mariamman Temple 
in Thanjavur or the Syed Shahul Hameed Mosque in 
Nagore, are visited by Hindus, Muslims and Christians 
alike in the hope of health and healing (Alex 2018). 

Conclusion

The health landscape of Tamil Nadu is colourful and 
diverse, characterized by the coexistence of different 
body concepts, health classifications, explanations 
of illness and health theories, therapies and medicines 
originating from very different time periods and 
regions. In addition to Siddha medicine, which is over 
two thousand years old, a sick person can choose, for 
example, between the homeopathic and naturopathic 
healing traditions originally developed in Germany, 
the Islamicinfluenced Unani medicine, the Tibetan 
SowaRigpa or conventional medicine. In addition to 
the institutionalized and standardized medical services 
offered by the state and private sector, there is also 
a broad spectrum of traditional medicine, the so-called 
nāṭṭu maruntu (country medicine). Religious and ritual 
healing takes place in religious places such as temples 
or shrines, as well as in private. It is precisely this living, 
dynamic fabric that constitutes healing in Tamil Nadu 
in the 21st century. 

1 Naturopathy has a health-promoting, disease-preventing, 
regenerating and healing effect; it strives to harmonise the con-
structive principles of nature on the physical, mental, moral 
and spiritual levels of life. Indian naturopathy was co-influenced 
by early German naturopathy.

2 Unani is a tradition originating from the Persian-Arabic region, 
which is practised in South Asia today mainly by Muslim thera-
pists.

3 SowRigpa is the name given to the Tibetan healing tradition.
4 Homeopathy, which originated in Germany, is very popular in 

India and is widely practised and taught in universities. 
5 The use of mercury has been heavily criticized in recent dec-

ades for its harmful effects (Sebastia 2015), yet many Siddha 
healers insist on using it, claiming that, through the Siddha’s 
own purification processes, mercury loses its toxic effect 
(Zysk 2008).

6 According to the natural philosophical epistemology of Siddha 
medicine, both man and nature are composed of 5 elements 
(earth, water, air, space and fire). The muppini as basic con-
stituents of the body are also composed of the 5 elements 
(vaddham of air and space, pittham of fire and kapham 
of earth and water). An imbalance of the muppini is expressed 
by a lack or predominance of a specific element and can be 
 balanced by its opposite element (e.g. by specific food and 
medicinal remedies).

7 A more detailed but nevertheless easily understandable 
and compact description of the Siddha has been provided 
by Zysk 2008. 
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C H I T R A V I N A  N .  R A V I K I R A N

Tamil Music and Carnatic Music over the Centuries – a Brief Overview

Tamil Music and  
      Carnatic Music over  
the Centuries –  
 a Brief Overview

நூற்றாண்டுகைளக்

  கடந்து தமிழிைசயும் 

கர்நாடக இைசயும் –  

ஒரு சுருக்கமான பார்ைவ
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Music – known as isai (also pronounced as ishai) – was 
one of the three important components of ancient 
Tamil culture along with iyal (literature) and nāṭakam 
(theatre). Isai can refer to both “movement” and “in 
agreement” and this term fits music perfectly as music 
is about organized agreeable vibrations. Literary works 
set to music were referred to as pāḍal. 

The origins of Tamil music can be traced back to at 
least the Caṅkam period, between 500 BCE to 200 CE1. 
It is widely accepted that the musical evolution of the 
region in both theory and practice was of a high order 
and contributed in no small measure to the eventual 
formation of Carnatic Music – one of the two Classical 
musical streams in India. Early Tamil musical creations 
– especially of the saint composers āḻvārs and nāyan
mārs was referred to as draviḍa vēda by the parallel 
Sanskrit culture, which shows the high esteem this 
musical civilization was held in.2 

Carnatic music, though practiced predominantly 
by South Indians across the world today, also owes 
its  evolution to the theory and practices of music in 
the Aryan/Sanskrit culture. There is no doubt that 
the Sanskrit and Tamil cultures interacted actively.

Misconceptions 

Certain websites such as https://shaivam.org/  
have suggested that the current Carnatic music has 
given new names to ancient terms in Tamil music 
such as ārōhaṇam for ārōshai (ascending notes) and 
avarōhaṇam for amarōshai (descending notes) or used 
Tamil music terms like tāḻam, which is not really the 
case. All three are Sanskrit terms that were adopted 
with or without modifications in Tamil music, which 
again testifies to a healthy interaction between the 
two cultures. 

Certain Tamil terms differ sharply to their Sanskrit 
counterparts. For instance, a musical note (swara in 
Sanskrit) was referred to as padam in Tamil music and 
scale/mode (rāga in Sanskrit) was called as paṇṇ3 in the 
South. Some Sanskrit words like tantri (strings) simply 
got Tamilised to tanti. 

	Í 2 �The�Vīṇa�is�one�of�the�most�important�solo�instruments�
in�Carnatic�music.�Wood,�brass,�steel�and�brass�strings,�
wax,�papier-mache�resonator,�113×27×17 cm.�
South India,�20th�century.�Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,�
inv.-no.�2009.1219.�Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger.

	Í �1 �The�tavil,�is�a�double�sided�barrel�drum�played�in�South�
Indian�folk�music,�religious�processions,�temple�festivals�
and�in�the�classical�music�of�South�India.�It�usually�
ac��companies�the�reed�instrument�Nātacuvaram�and,�
together�with it,�shapes�the�typical�sound�of�Tamil�festi-
vals.�Wood,�goat,�synthetic�drum�skin,�fabric.�Kattucheri,�
Tamil�Nadu,�2007.�National�Museum�of�Denmark,�Copen-
hagen,�inv.-no.�D.�6081 a – c.�Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna.

√
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Names of the Seven Notes in Tamil Music 
and Their Indian and Western Equivalents

Most evolved music systems in the world have divided 
an octave into seven notes and Tamil music is no excep-
tion. In some systems, like in Indian classical music, 
the seven notes are given names rather than just calling 
them first, second ... and so forth. Further, these names 
are shortened to single syllables for musical rendition 
called swara in Carnatic and Hindustani music (listed 
in Col 3). Tamil music gave the notes names but chose 
to adapt the shortened versions from Sanskrit culture 
somewhere down the line, as the table shows.  
Note that in Western systems, the term for swara is  
the  combination of the fifth and fourth notes Sol-Fa.

Tamil Name Carnatic and Hindustani 
Music

swara Western4

kuṛal
tuttam
kaikkiḻai
uzhai
iḻi
viḻari
tāram

ṣhaḍjam
ṛiṣhabham
gāndhāram
madhyamam
panchamam
dhaivatham
niṣhādam

Sa
Ri
Ga
Ma
Pa
Dha
Ni

Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
Ti

Music of the Ancient  
Caṅkam Period5

Caṅkam literature was broadly classified into five main 
types called tiṇai based on moods associated with 
 natural landscapes – kuruṇchi (mountains), mullai 
(forest), marutam (cropland), neytal (seashore) and 
pālai (desert). It is interesting that each of these had 
specific types of music and musical instruments associ-
ated with it. The instruments mentioned give clues of 
the various types that had evolved by then. Each tiṇai 
had specific musical modes (paṇṇ), a harp-style melodic 
instrument (yāḻ) and a percussion instrument (paṛai) 
associated with it. For instance, the neytal tiṇai, which 
is centered on love around the seashore and the 
theme of longing for one’s mate, featured sevvaḻi paṇṇ 
(later famous as rāga Yadukulakāmbhōdhi) and used 
viḻari yāḻ as the melodic instrument and navayapambai 
for the percussion. 

While the melodies of the compositions have not 
survived, a lot can be gleaned from literature that talks 
about the music of those times.
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Musical Instruments and Ensembles

Though giving primacy to vocal music, ancient Tamil 
music used numerous instruments including harp and 
lute type string instruments and also wind and percus-
sion instruments of various types. The flute (kuḻal) was 
one of the most popular in these times. There are 
 references to several types of harps (yāḻ) – based on 
number and arrangement of strings and structure – 
such as sevvaḻi yāḻ, makara yāḻ and pālai yāḻ in books 
like Tiṇai mālai.6 Percussion instruments included parai, 
murasu and tudi, some of which were outdoor instru-
ments producing loud volumes. 

There are references to musical ensembles consist-
ing of harp, flute and percussion. 

Of these, the harp types gradually vanished from 
the scene due to its limitations in keeping pace with 
the microtonal nuances, graces and variety of modes 
rendered by vocalists.7 

Evolved theory 

Cilappadhikāram (also pronounced Shilappadhikāram), 
though primarily a romantic epic (2nd – 5th century CE), 
reveals that the Tamil music exponents and musicolo-
gists were advanced in music theory, including a cycle 
of fifths and a cycle of fourths to derive the 12 tones 
from seven notes.8 Major notes were called as niṛai 
and minor notes kuṛai. 

They also derived the fundamental seven hepta-
tonic scales, known as pālai. These are the same ones 
seen in parallel cultures through modal shift of tonic, 
listed below9. 

Tamil name Rāga Western Medieval Modes

Shem pālai Harikāmbhōdhi Mixolydian mode
Padumalai pālai Naṭabhairavi Aeolian mode
Sevvaḻi pālai Tōḍi Phrygian mode
Aṛum pālai Shankarābharanam Ionian mode
Kodi pālai Kharaharapriya Dorian mode
Mērchem pālai Kalyāṇi Lydian mode
Vilari pālai 

Later works like Pancha marabu (10th century) also 
reveal how early Tamil music had time theories for its 
modes, something that both North and South Indian 
music also adhered to with respect to their rāgas. 
This work classifies a day into eight parts – jamam – 
and lists rāgas appropriate for each. Earlier works such 
as Tiṇai malai also touch upon harp players choosing 
different paṇṇs for mornings and evenings.

Likewise, rhythm was also very structured in Tamil 
music. Cyclic time signatures (tala in Indian classical 
music) were referred to as seer (pronounced as sheer) 
or paṇi and these in turn consisted of various configura-
tions of parts involving beats and hand gestures like 
kottu, ashai and tookku each of different measure.

4000 Divya Prabandham –  
Music of the Āḻvār

Āḻvārs are a group of 12 saints who lived between the 
5th and 10th centuries CE. Their principal commonality 
was that they were devotees of Viṣṇu who collectively 
sang 4000 verses known as divya prabandham (auspi-
cious songs). The entire lot was about the Lord except 
Madhurakavi’s dozen verses or so, which eulogized 
his junior contemporary, Nammāḻvār.

There are references to musical terms in 161 places 
in the divya prabandams. The names of paṇṇs such 
Kurinji, Kāmaram, Pālai and Panchamam occur in nine 
of these verses10. A few of the Āḻvārs have used musical 
terms but we have little idea of how they had set the 
melodies. It is generally accepted that the verses were 
set to music by Nathāmuni (851–923). 
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Tirumuṛai – Music of the Nāyaṉmār

Śiva has been equally venerated in ancient Tamil 
 culture, primarily by the 63 Nāyaṉmār and others 
whose works were compiled as Tirumuṛai (divine 
appeal), compiled between 6th and 11th centuries.  
Of its 12 chapters, the first seven consist of Tēvāram 
by three pioneering composers – Tiruñāṉacampantar, 
Appar and Cuntarar, which won acclaim as the best 
music of that period. Most scholars agree that while 
there were at least 103 ancient Tamil paṇṇs, about 
24–27 seem to have been favoured in Tirumuṛai.11 

Tamil Paṇṇs and  
Equivalent Rāgās 

One of the first scales employed by the ancient Tamils 
was mullaippaṇṇ, a 5-note scale popular later as rāga 
Mōhanam.12 Tamil musicians eventually developed this 
into a 7-note scale by adding the major fourth and 
minor seventh and called it Shem pālai, popular subse-
quently as rāga Harikāmbhōdhi. 

There are a few instances where multiple paṇṇs 
have the same rāga equivalent. For instance both 
Takkeshi and Takkaragam correspond to the Carnatic 
rāga Kāmbhōdhi while Sādāri and Nattarāgam re -
semble Pantuvarāli. Some renditions of paṇṇs like 
Viyāḻakkurinji differ from the rāga equivalent 
(Sowrāshtra) that is usually listed. It resembles more 
an allied rāga, Chakravākam. However certain paṇṇs 
such as Kuranji 13 are still called by the same rāga name 
whereas some have been only slightly modified like 
Naṭṭapādai = Nāṭṭai. But the most remarkable feature 
is the very names of paṇṇs like Naṭṭa rāgam and 
Takka rāgam featuring the Sanskrit term rāga. 

Evolution into Carnatic Music

In the postCōḻa period, Tamil and Sanskrit musical 
 concepts got so intertwined that they collectively 
 developed into what is now famous as Carnatic music, 
thanks to great composers who flourished during the 
period of the Vijayanagara empire (1336–1646 CE). 
In fact, the term Carnatic itself can be traced to this 
empire in some ways as it was also known as Karnāṭa 
Empire.14 

Fathers of Carnatic Music 

The credit for systematizing Carnatic music goes to 
Purandara Dāsa (1484–1564) whose basic exercises 
and practice songs (gītaṃs) formed the founding sylla-
bus of almost every Carnatic music school up until the 
present day. He also composed hundreds of advanced 
pieces and he has been eulogized by many influential 
later  composers. Tālapākkam Aṇṇamācharya (1408–
1503) was another phenomenal composer of that era. 
They were followed by Kṣhētragnya (1600–1680), 
Bhadrāchala Rāmadāsa (1620–1680), Nārāyana Teertha 
(1650–1745), Sadāshiva Brahmēndra (? – 1756), to 
name a few. These composers created songs written 
predominantly in the languages Kannada, Telugu and 
Sanskrit.

Arunagirinathar, the Tamil Trinity  
and Others

In parallel, Tamil culture was served admirably by 
Aruṇagirināthar (15th century), a phenomenal creator 
of songs in unique, complex meters that have few 
 parallels in world music. In his case, the fascinating 
diverse poetic meters dictate the music, most of which 
were set by latter day musicians.

Muttuttāṇḍavar (1525–1600), Mārimuttāh Pillai 
(1717–1787) and Aruṇāchala Kavi (1712–1779; known 
for his operas like Rāma Nāṭakam) have been regarded 
as the Tamil music Trinity in recent times, but most of 
their music, dance and operatic creations have been set 
to new melodies as the original tunes were lost. Gopa-
la  kriṣhṇa Bhārati (1810–1896) and Neelakaṇṭha Sivan 
(1839–1900) were prominent composers of the next 
generation. 

Oottukkāḍu Venkaṭa Kavi (c. 1700–1765) was a 
 phenomenal creator of music, but the magnitude of 
his contributions to melody, lyrics, rhythm, dance and 
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	Í 3 �The�Nātacuvaram�(Tamil)�also�known�as�
Nādasvaram�(Hindi),�is�a�double-reed�instru-
ment�that�is�one�of�the�loudest�instruments�
in Tamil music.�It�leads�temple�rituals�and�
processions,�accompanies�weddings,�but�has�
also�produced�some�very�virtuoso�soloists�in�
the�Carnatic�art�music�tradition.�Wood,�reeds�
and�nylon�cord,�l:�86.5 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�2018.�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07009.�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

operas is only being gradually appreciated by the art 
world as they have only been rediscovered post 1940s. 

Eminent composers who predominantly created 
music with lyrics in other languages but also attempted 
Tamil songs include Shyāmā Shāstri and Muttuswāmi 
Dikṣhitar (who composed two songs blending Tamil, 
Telugu and Sanskrit), Rāmaswāmi and Mahā 
Vaidyanātha Sivan. 
The growth of Carnatic music owes a lot to the patron-
age of the culturally inclined kings of Tanjore, Mysore, 
Trivandrum and other regions, some of whom, such as 
Swāti Tiruṇāl, Tulajāji, Jayachāmarāja Woḍayar, were 
themselves creators of music and poetry.
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1 Early dates given here are based on widely accepted timelines. 
2 Ranganatham anisham vande, a song by Oottukkāḍu Vēnkaṭa 

Kavi (1700–1765) uses the term draviḍa gāna.
3 Paṇṇ literally means refined and forms the root of the word 

paṇbu which means cultured. Also known as rāga (first intro-
duced by Matanga in the 5th cent in his treatise, Brhaddeshi), 
it refers to musical entities with specific characteristic notes 
used in particular sequences with signature combinations 
and ornamentation, capable of evoking emotions.

4 Western systems also use the Roman alphabet to identify 
these notes, often from C (the first key in piano) followed  
by D, E, F, G and then by A & B.

5 Caṅkam (or Sangam) literally refers to an exalted academy of 
Tamil poets who assessed works produced between 3rd cen-
tury BC and 3rd century AD, held in the city of Madurai under 
the Pāṇṭiya rule. This period saw immense growth of Tamil 
 literary works. There have been references to two earlier 
Sangam  periods but 

6 Written around the 5th century.
7 There is a famous story of the master musician composer 

and child prodigy, Tiruñāṉacampantar demonstrating even 
by the 7th century the limitations of the harp by rendering 
a mode that uses accidentals (foreign notes), which could 
not be reproduced by its greatest exponent at that time, 
Tiruneelakaṇtha Yāḷpaṇar. Famous as raga athaṇa in Carnatic 
music, this mode then came to be referred to as yāḷmuri 
paṇṇ, which can literally be translated to a “mode breaking  
the harp”.

8 Cycle of fifths is a process by which new notes are derived 
by taking the fifth note from the original note and from each 
derived note, resulting in 12 notes seen in most major music 
systems and the interval between each of these is called 
a  semitone. The same 12 notes can be derived using cycle 
of fourths. 

9 A pālai consists of all the 7 musical notes in both ascent and 
descent.

10 Music in the Divyaprabandams – Uma Maheshwari, Music 
Academy Lecture on 27th December 2010.

11 Hundreds of divya prabandhams as well as tēvāram have been 
re-set to music by artists over years.

12 This has the same notes as the Western Major scale but sans 
the 4th and 7th notes. 

13 Some scholars believe it to be Harikāmbhōdhi.
14 Carnatic also means ancient and pleasing to the ears. The term 

does not connect to the South Indian state Karnataka, which 
was only formed in 1956 but that region has definitely contrib-
uted substantially to the growth of music for hundreds of 
years.

Political and Social Movements 

Poets such as Subramaṇya Bhārati (1882–1921) used 
music as a vehicle to spread romantic and political 
ideas which inspired the Indian Freedom movement in 
the region. 

The 20th century also saw the emergence of 
Pāpanāsam Sivan (1890–1973), an important contribu-
tor to the Tamil isai movement that evolved especially 
in Chennai (Madras) because lovers of the Tamil lan-
guage felt that the Carnatic music repertoire did not 
represent the language sufficiently. Though a composer 
of original merit, Sivan was also encouraged by the 
Tamil lobby to adapt popular melodies of composers 
like Tyāgarāja (1767–1847) and create lyrics in Tamil 
for them. 

Periyasāmi Thooran, Ambujam Kriṣhṇa and others 
also created a significant body of Tamil compositions 
and there have been scores of others who have added 
to them over time, including celebrity performers such 
as G. N. Bālasubramaṇiam, Dr. Bālamuralikriṣhṇa and 
Lālgudi Jayarāman, to name a few. 

Today, we have a vibrant culture of thousands of 
democratic music associations that are serving the 
cause of Carnatic music across the world. But more 
importantly, Carnatic concerts form a part of leading 
international events all over the globe.

Chitravina N Ravikiran, hailed as “Perhaps the great
est slide player in the world today” (Radio Australia) 
for his “Teasing precision and dazzling effects” (New 
York Times) made his debut at the age of two has won 
acclaim as an artist who had “Brought new audiences 
to Indian music” (CNN TV). A prolific composer with 
over 800 original music and dance compositions to 
his credit in five languages, Ravikiran also created 
 history by setting to tune the entire 1330 Tirukkural 
verses of ancient Tamil poet Tiruvalluvar in 16 hours. 
Creator of the paradigm shifting concept of Mel -
harmony (www.melharmonymusic.com) in World 
music, Ravikiran has mentored a substantial number 
of performers, authored books, lectured extensively 
and has been decorated with prestigious awards  
in various countries.
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C A R O L I N E  J O H A N N E  L I L L E L U N D

Sounds of Death and Danger: The Disquieting Paṟai Drum

Sounds of Death  
and Danger:  
      The Disquieting 
Paṟai Drum 

மரண, அபாய  

 ஒலிகள்:  

பதட்டமான பைற 

  ேமளம்
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‘Thakata, thakata, thakata, thak.’ The sharp, inciting 
beat of drums pierces the air. It announces a death in 
the village. An old peasant has died. Outside the 
house of the deceased, three men and a boy drum 
energetically. Facing each other, they move back and 
forth in dance-like movements holding their flat circular 
drums wedged between their left arms and their 
chests. They are barefoot. Sweat runs from their fore-
heads. The sound is ear-splittingly loud. The drummers 
pause and the adults go aside to have a smoke and 
gulp down a few mouthfuls of cheap liquor. Then they 
resume. Inside the house, the body of the dead is 
washed and prepared for the funeral, then put on a 
bamboo stretcher decorated with flowers and banana 
leaves. When the all-male procession to the burial 
ground begins, the drummers will walk in front. 
Only when the body has been put into the ground, 
they will stop drumming and start fighting for their 
 payment. 

In the area around Tharangambadi (Tranquebar) close 
to Karaikal on the south Indian east coast, the practice 
of funeral drumming is still alive. During my first visit  
in 2007, the relatives of a deceased person would 
immediately call on the village vettiyan, who served as 
funeral drummer, gravedigger and cremation attendant 
for all Hindus in the village and the nearby hamlets. 
Depending on individual agreements, the  vettiyan 
would collect a band of up to four drummers from the 
area, including his son and son-in-law, who would drum 
for the last rites and for the funeral procession. 
Everybody in and around the village would then know 
that a death had occurred. The sound of funeral drums 
is used for warding off the evil spirits that are believed 
to flock around the corpse of the deceased. It is an 
inauspicious sound that signals death and danger. In 
Tharangambadi, the drum played for funerals is gener-
ally known as thappu, while the vettiyan himself would 
call it cahatai. In other regions of present-day Tamil 
Nadu, the drum is variously known as thappatām or 
paṟai. The last name is etymologically connected with 
the name of the Paṟaiyar caste, which constitutes the 	Í 1 An�old�vettiyan.�Photo:�Caroline�Johanne�Lillelund.√

	Í 2 �Drummers�in�front�of�the�house�of�a�deceased�peasant.�
Photo:�Caroline�Johanne�Lillelund.
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largest and most socially differentiated of the formerly 
so-called ‘untouchable’ castes in Tamil Nadu and whose 
cultural identity is closely associated with the drum. For 
centuries, select male members of the Paṟaiyar caste 
have been obliged to play the drum for funerals and 
temple festivals as tōlil (service) for the higher-ranking 
non-Brahmin Hindu castes against remuneration in kind 
and cash. Because of their close association with death 
and potentially malevolent spirits, funeral drummers 
are regarded as inherently inauspicious and polluting, 
even by members of their own caste. Funeral drum-
mers regularly suffer verbal and physical abuse and 
most of them drink heavily during service. This was also 
the case in Tharangambadi, where the vettiyan and his 
family lived isolated on the verge of the Paṟaiyar settle-
ment towards the open land. ‘We are the lowest of all 
people in the village’, he straightforwardly stated when 
I asked him about his family’s social position. 

Though the sound of drums used to be prerequisite 
of funerals all over Tamil Nadu, it is seldom heard today. 
Since the late 1980s, Paṟaiyar drummers have increas-
ingly refused to drum for the higher-ranking castes at 
funerals and festivals as a measure to free themselves 
from stigma and discrimination. As the feudal caste-
based organisation of labour in rural areas gave way to 
capitalist market economy and wage labour relations, 
patron-client relationships between higher caste land-
owners and low caste landless peasants and artisans 
collapsed. Accordingly, higher caste patrons are no 
longer able to impose the formerly hereditary duty 
of drumming on men from the Paṟaiyar caste. In many 
places, nobody plays the drum for neither funerals, nor 
festivals any longer and drumming is either done by 
other kinds of hired-in Paṟaiyar drum orchestras or not 
done at all. This development has also taken place in 
Tharangambadi. Forty years ago, there were four 
Paṟaiyar drummers in the village, now there is only one. 
The remaining drummer learned to play the drum as 
a child and took over the vettiyan duty after his father’s 
death, when he was just nine years old. He had never 
learned any other vocation and did not have the 
strength, resources or social network to resist drum-
ming for members of the locally powerful caste of 
 pattinavar fishers. When playing for funerals in the 
fisher caste the vettiyan only got a minimal payment 
in addition to the daily quantum of fish he was entitled  
to all year round, although he was free to negotiate 
a higher rate when he rendered his services to other 
castes. Nonetheless, he usually had to pick a fight with 
the relatives of the deceased to get the agreed upon 
amount. When I interviewed the vettiyan in 2007, he 

strongly wished that his twelve-year old son would not 
take over the business of funeral drumming after him. 
Nonetheless, he often took his son with him to play 
for funerals. 

Social Hierarchies of Drums and Humans 

The funeral drum (hereafter paṟai) is a single-headed 
frame drum covered on the one side by a tightly 
stretched calfskin or goatskin that is glued to a wooden 
frame with tamarind seed paste and tightened with  
a string of leather or cotton. Paṟai drums typically 
measure about forty centimetres in diameter, but there 
is great variation. Today drummers make their drums 
themselves and refurbish them with new skins, when 
the old ones break or wear out but earlier on, paṟai 
making may have been a vocation of its own (Clarke 
1998). Today, however, drummers increasingly prefer 
readymade drums with metal frames and synthetic skin 
because they are more durable and do not carry the 
connotations of filth and pollution associated with 
animal skin. The paṟai is played either with two sticks 
– a thick wooden stick and a thin bamboo stick – like in 
Tharangambadi (Lillelund 2009) and Endavur1 (Moffatt 
1979) or with one stick and the palm of the left hand 
(Clarke 1998; Arun 2007). Paṟai drums are often played 
together with the smaller satti pot drum that is made 
of a shallow, wide mouthed clay pot with a goatskin 
attached on the top and played with two thin bamboo 
sticks. Earlier, paṟai melam orchestras of typically four 
paṟai drummers and one satti drummer seem to have 
been the standard for funeral ceremonies in Tamil vil-
lages. The drummers play different tāḻams (rhythms) for 
different occasions and times in the ritual’s execution. 
Clarke (1998) describes twelve different tāḻams – both 
auspicious and inauspicious – while the vettiyan in 
Tharangambadi enumerated forty-two different 
rhythms. 
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	Í 3 �Paṟai.�Wood,�goatskin,�cotton�cord.��
Kattucherri,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007.�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,�
Copenhagen,�inv.-no.�D.6072 a    –    c.�
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna.�

	Í 4 �Satti.�burned�clay,�goatskin,�cotton�
cord.�Kattucherri,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007.��
National�Museum�of�Denmark,�
Copenhagen,�inv.-no.�D.6075 a    –    c.�
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna.

	Í 5 �Refurbishing�an�old�drum�frame�
with�a�new�skin.�Photo:�Caroline�
Johanne�Lillelund.
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The paṟai drum is one of a range of different drums 
played by Paṟaiyar folk musicians for religious and 
 recreational purposes. The typical instruments of the 
Paṟaiyar folk orchestras are wooden drums like the 
 double-headed urumi drum, which is played with a 
straight stick on the one side and rubbed with a curved 
stick on the other and the pampai double drum, which 
is also played with sticks. Other drums are the small 
ravanai, and the tavil, a large double-headed barrel 
drum. These drums do not have the power to chase 
away malevolent spirits and are not associated with any 
of the negative properties that adhere to the paṟai 
drum and and therefore the drummers, who play these 
instruments, are not affected by the stigma of pollu-
tion. The tavil drum is an important instrument of the 
classical music tradition and regarded as very auspi-
cious by all castes. Local status hierarchies thus encom-
pass both drums and humans. Folk drums are often 

accompanied by the nayanam, a double-reed wind 
instrument. Unlike, the classical south Indian music 
cherished by the elite, the folk music of the Paṟaiyars 
has attracted little scholarly attention. In the 
Tharangambadi area, urumi and pampai drums have 
gradually been replaced by tavil drums and European-
style side drums, while the nayanam is  typically 
replaced by a clarinet. When I visited the  village, a folk 
orchestra of six to twelve musicians  regularly played 
for festivals, low caste weddings and even for funerals 
together with the vettiyan. Contrary to paṟai 
 drummers, however, they do not play because they 
have inherited a caste specific duty. 

	Í 6 �A�folk�orchestra�plays�for�a�funeral�procession�in�Tharangambadi�2007.�
Photo:�Caroline�Johanne�Lillelund.
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	Í 7 �Ravanai.�Wood,�goatskin,�cotton�rope.�
�Kattucherri,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007.�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,��
Copenhagen,�inv.-no.�D.6082 a    –    c.��
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna.

	Í 8 �Pampai.�Wood,�goatskin,�cotton�rope.�
Kurangu�Puthur,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007.��
National�Museum�of�Denmark,�
Copenhagen,�inv.-no.�D.6084 a    –    c.�
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna.
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While the sound of paṟai mēlam orchestras is seldom 
heard today in rural settings, the paṟai drum has had 
a revival in towns and cities all over Tamil Nadu. In the 
late 1980s, at the time when rural Paṟaiyar drummers 
in large numbers began to refuse drumming for the 
higher-ranking castes, paṟai drums were introduced 
in congregational activities by protestant priests who 
wanted to connect with the cultural traditions of 
Paṟaiyar Christians converts, who constitute the bulk  
of protestant congregations in the region (see Clarke 
1998; Sherinian 2017). Later drumming was also taken 
up by the Dalit movement that struggles for the social 
and political rights of the formerly untouchable castes. 
Today, paṟai performances are ubiquitous in the rallies 
and demonstrations of the movement and in Dalit cul-
ture festivals where drumming is recast as a traditional 
art form typical of the Paṟaiyar caste. Lately, even alter-
native Tamil rock and rap bands have taken up paṟai 
drumming as can be seen on YouTube. One example 
is the Casteless Collective from Chennai that sings and 
raps in Tamil and integrates the paṟai drum with electri-
cal guitars and a classic rock drum set. In transferring 
the paṟai drum from the burial ground to the stage, 
the ritual, inauspicious drumbeats are transformed to 
pleasant-sounding music. The broader musical tradition 
of the Paṟaiyars, however, still awaits revival. Unlike, 

the paṟai drum, less symbol-laden  instruments like the 
pampai and the urumi drums are not granted the same 
renaissance on stage. Among Paṟaiyar intellectuals and 
social activists, not everybody supports the attempts to 
resignify the paṟai drum (Gorringe 2016). Adversaries 
of the current revivalism of paṟai drumming find that 
the negative symbolism of the drum is too strong and 
that the persistent use of the paṟai drum as a cultural 
and political symbol will only continue the negative and 
polluting status assigned to members of the Paṟaiyar 
caste. Instead, they argue, Paṟaiyars should identify only 
with un  ambiguously  positive cultural symbols and traits. 

In Tharangambadi, as in many other villages across 
Tamil Nadu, the sound of paṟai drums continues to be 
experienced as experienced as inauspicious and pollut-
ing by most villagers. A few years ago, the vettiyan died 
sick and impoverished. As patrons of the vettiyan, the 
fishers helped the family with rice and cash during the 
difficult time and therefore the vettiyan’s son, who is 
now a young adult, felt obliged to continue his father’s 
service as a funeral drummer. When I visited him in 
2017, he told me that he only wanted to do the funeral 
drumming for a few years to pay back his moral debt to 
the fishers. Then he would quit and find a decent job to 
support his family. 

1 Endavur is a pseudonym for the village in Chengalpattu district 
studied by Moffatt (1979). 

	Í 9 �Nayanam.�Wood,�brass,�cotton�cords,�straw�reeds.�
Kattucherry,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007.�National�Museum�of�
Denmark,�Copenhagen,�inv.-no.�D.�6085.��
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna.
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The Tamil folk theatre is variously referred to as Koothu, 
Therukoothu and Bharathakoothu (Tamil: Paratakūttu). 
The Tamil name Therukoothu translates itself into 
‘street drama’. The etymology of the word Koothu 
goes back to the ancient Caṅkam literature of the first 
century C.E. meaning ritual enactments involving 
sacred possession or trance. The urban colloquial usage 
of the word Koothu refers to ‘commotion’, ‘fun’, or 
 ‘melodramatic situation’ in everyday life and never to 
the art form. 

Bharathakoothu (Koothu performance of 
Mahābhārata)1 is a large-scale festival that takes place 
for nearly a month in the northern districts of 
Tamilnadu during the summer months (April-June). 
The festival usually takes place in more than forty vil-
lages simultaneously though not in the same villages 
every year. As a post-harvest festival, the wealth of 
the harvest determines the capacity of the village to 
host the festival. A village may decide to host the 
Bharathakoothu in its entirety or on a small scale last-
ing for three to seven days. The site of the Mahābhārata 
festival is normally the Goddess Draupadī’s temple. 
Since the Draupadī temples are found all over the 
northern districts of Tamil Nadu (including the city 
of Chennai), the festivities are widespread and have 
a huge following. In the northwestern districts of Tamil 
Nadu (Salem, Krishnagiri and Coimbatore), the Koothu 
exists as a folk theatre with a slight difference in per-
formance style and costumes. There are nearly fifty 
professional full time Koothu groups functioning under 
the leadership of a renowned guru. There are also 
semi-professional groups that come together during 
the Koothu season and disband when the season is 
over. It is also not uncommon for villagers who are not 
part of any groups to perform Koothu. The professional 
Koothu groups have names with a title Caṅkam or 
Manram (poetry- or literature-association). The leader 
of the professional Koothu groups known as vathiyar 
(teacher) composes the plays and songs and he trains 
the actors through rehearsals that run throughout 
the year. Professional Koothu groups charge anything 
between Rs. 100,000/– to Rs. 200,000/– for one cycle 

of Mahābhārata performances in a village. Besides, 
the villagers who host the Koothu groups also here 
have to take care of their food and accommodation. 
The leader of the Koothu group shares the fee with 
the actors and musicians according to the roles and 
the number of days they perform. During the off-sea-
son the professional Koothu groups perform stage plays 
in the nearby town to sustain themselves. The reper-
toire of the stage plays has snippets of Mahābhārata, 
contemporary plays with social themes and plays based 
on local histories and temple mythologies. Koothu 
teachers, actors and musicians hail from all castes 
except Brahmins. In a month-long Bharathakoothu, 
mornings are devoted to rituals and processions. 
The rituals are conducted and managed by the non- 
Brahmin priests of the Draupadī Amman temples. It is 
becoming increasingly common, to hire a Brahmin priest 
as well for the festival seasons. For the first fifteen days, 
the afternoons are dedicated to narrating the Mahā
bhā  rata by professional storytellers. Though conven-
tionally the storytellers narrate Mahābhārata in the 
afternoons and the Koothu would take place as all-night 
theatrical performances, during Bharathakoothu there 
are many occasions where the storytellers play crucial 
roles guiding and narrating the course of events. 
The professional storytellers known as ‘pirasangiyar’ 
are also paid equally like the Koothu groups. The 
Professional storyteller groups consist of three people; 
one main storyteller, a musician who plays the cyma-
bals and an assistant storyteller. The main storyteller 
alternates between reciting, singing, narrating, and 
improvising Mahābhārata. The main storyteller plays 
harmonium and keeps the seventeenth century Tamil 
text of Villiputurar’s Mahābhārata on the harmonium 
and he constantly recites from the text. Though the 
Mahābhārata storytellers are highly regarded for their 
scholarship and interpretative skills their numbers 
have dwindled to less than fifty. In addition, few women 
storytellers thrive in the profession. From the 16th day 
onwards Mahābhārata episodes are performed as 
Koothu in night-long performances. Many of the epi-
sodes in Mahābhārata are performed not just on the 
stage but also in the village streets, and sometimes 
in the entire village with the villagers in the audience 
participating in the play as citizens of the kingdoms 
in the Mahābhārata. The participatory aspects of 
Bhara thakoothu make it one of the  largest environ-
mental theatres in the world. The Bharathakoothu 
 festival  culminates with fire-walking by the devotees 
of Draupadī and the coronation of Dharmaraja, the 
eldest of the Pandava brothers.

	Í 1 �A�Koothu�performance.��
Photo:�M. D.�Muthukumaraswamy.

√
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The setting of the Draupadī Amman temple is an 
 integral part of the Bharathakoothu performances 
since the entire theatre, festivities and rituals are 
addressed towards the goddess Draupadī, who is also 
the heroine of the epic. Being the principal deity and 
a character in the epic, she listens to her own story 
being performed and narrated in the Bharathakoothu. 
The complex set of rituals, theatrical events and fes -
tivities of Bharathakoothu would not be complete 
 without the festivities dedicated to Koothandanvar 
 (literal  translation would be ‘lord of Koothu’). The 
shrines for Koothandavar are also well spread in the 
geographical area where Bharathakoothu thrives and 
the festivities and rituals at the shrines of  Koothan-
davar need to be considered as part of Bharathakoothu. 
Koothandavar is also known as Aravan, the son of 
Arjuna and a Naga princess. The Pandavas beheaded 
Aravan as war sacrifice before the Kurukshetra war, 
and apart from having separate shrines dedicated to 

Aravan worship, his statue remains a salient part of 
the Draupadī Amman temple settings.

Koothu’s acting style involves rotating rapidly, 
 rolling the eyes, sticking out the tongue and vigorously 
dancing. The dialogue alternates between singing and 
speaking. Koothu’s make-up and costumes greatly 
 facilitate its style of acting and help the audience to 
understand the nature of the characters. While the 
colour scheme and symbolism of Koothu make-up are 
shared with the other South Indian performing arts, 
minor regional variations exist.

Koothu actors apply make-up on themselves and 
the process may take three to four hours before the 
performance. The extensive make-up is also the way 
the actors get into their characters. Among the three 
facial colours used in Koothu make-up green indicates 
a valiant and good character, red is for a valiant but 
negative character and rose symbolises a neutral char-
acter. The nature of the character is determined by 

	Í 2 �A�Koothu�actor�puts�on�make-up.�Photo:�M. D.�Muthukumaraswamy.
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	Í 3–6 �Koothu�performances.��
Photos:�M. D.�Muthukumaraswamy

	Í 4
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the episode in the Mahābhārata and not by the charac-
ter itself. For instance, Karna in the Koothu play ‘Karna 
moksham’ (The ascent of Karna to heaven) is good 
character so the Karna actor has to wear green as the 
facial colour but in all other episodes the Karna actor 
would wear red as the facial colour indicating a valiant 
but negative character. The bright lines on the fore-
head, dotted circles on the chin and the nose and 
sometimes lines across the ridge of the nose are part 
of the Koothu make-up scheme and they facilitate 
 highlighting the eyes and their movement. The head is 
covered with a cloth so that a wooden crown can be 
worn over it. Koothu actors wear straight straw skirts 
over their tight pants. The skirts are then covered with 
colourful clothes. The straw skirts are slightly tilted 
upwards at the back to give an uneven umbrella shape 
and it helps the Koothu actors to rotate rapidly and 
jump whenever necessary. There are two types of 
wooden crowns used in the Koothu performaces. 
The smaller ones are called ‘chikerek’ and they are 
worn by the princely characters who are not kings. 

The big crowns, ‘kreetam’ are worn by the kings. 
The wooden ornaments worn on the shoulders are 
known by the name ‘pujakeerti’. The wooden orna-
ments for the shoulders and the crowns together 
 constitute the appearance of the most important 
royal characters in Koothu. Traditionally male actors 
play the roles of women characters too in Koothu. 

The hand-held curtain plays a critical role in 
 enabling the Koothu actors to get into their characters. 
After entering from the green room on to the stage  
the Koothu actors address their characters in the 
third person. The musicians sing along with them in 
the third person. When the actors enter, the audience 
can only see the legs of the actors and their crowns. 
Only when the curtain is removed the actors switch 
over to singing in the first person narrative. By that 
time the actors are already fully merged with their 
characters.

	Í 5
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The music ensemble of the Koothu consists of back-
ground singers, Indian harmonium, cymbals and muka
veenai, a small wind instrument that makes a piercing 
sound. Usually the leader of the Koothu group would 
play the harmonium or play the cymbals and sing along 
with the group and the actors on stage. Koothu uses 
a complex dramatic musical structure and shares the 
names of the ragas (the basic melodic structure of 
Indian classical music; cf. ravikiran in this book) with 
the classical Carnatic music. Cymbals accentuate the 
dramatic quality of high-pitched singing that blends 
with the shrill sound of the mukaveenai. 

The kattiyankaran (the clown) is an essential char-
acter in Koothu plays. He announces the entries of the 
royal figures, acts as a representative of the audience and 
mediates between the characters and audience, wakes 
up the members sleeping in the audience and fills the 
gaps in the performances. Since the kattiyankaran is 
required to be there on stage all night long it is a physi-
cally demanding role too. The actors playing the role 
of kattiyankaran are expected to have a ribald sense 
of humour and extraordinary improvisational skills. 
The Koothu clowns wear colourful pants and shirts, 
anklets, a clown’s cap and carry a stick in their hands.

The villagers perform many episodes from the 
Mahābhārata as extended and participatory events. 
Prominent among them are the burning of the lacquer 
palace, the slaying of Bakasura, the fight for cattle, 
Arjuna’s penance, the marriage of Draupadī, and the 
final war of Kurukshetra. Blurring the distinctions 
between ritual, theatre and social gathering, these per-
formances in the cycle of Bharathakoothu may qualify 
as what Richard Schechner, an American performance 
theorist and theatre director calls ‘environmental thea-
tre’. While the environmental theatre movement aimed 
to heighten audience awareness by eliminating the 
 distance between the actor and audience; in the ex -
tended theatrical events of Bharathakoothu that take 
place all over the village, the audience becomes a part 
of the play. Further collective action and participation 
from the audience in the events give Bharathakoothu 
an unparalleled uniqueness. 

	Í 6
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	Í 7 �The�clay�statue�of�Duryōdhana�in�the�temple�of�Goddess�Draupadī.�
Photo:�M. D.�Muthukumaraswamy.

The enactment of the final battle between Bhima and 
Duryodhana, known as padukalam, is the most spec-
tacular event in the cycle of Bharathakoothu perfor-
mances. For the performance, the ground adjacent 
to the Draupadī Amman temple is transformed into 
the dramatic space of Kurukshetra by constructing 
a slain mud statue of Duryodhana. In some villages, 
the figure of Duryodhana is shaped as a stucco sculp-
ture and then partially destroyed during the enactment 
of padukalam. The actors playing Bhima and Duryo-
dhana dressed in their Koothu costumes run around 
Duryodhana’s statue chasing each other. Finally, when 
Bhima hits Duryodhana on the thigh, Duryodhana 
 collapses and dies on the statue, while the storytellers 
narrate what is happening in the field of Kurukshetra. 
On one side of the ground, the villagers bring in a Kali 
icon who watches the destruction of the war; while 
on the other side, Aravan watches the battle through 
the eyes of his severed head.

After the enactment of the final battle between Bhima 
and Duryodhana at Kurukshetra, the Bharathakoothu 
festivities conclude with the devotees walking on 
 burning coals to proclaim their faith in Draupadi 
Amman. It is believed that Draupadi, born of fire, 
is also the goddess of fire and she would protect her 
 devotees who undertake this walk.  

1 The Mahābhārata is about a war between the brothers of  
the Kauravas and the Pandavas, two related royal families,  
on the battlefield in Kurukshetra.
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	Í 1 �A�bicycle�rickshaw�decorated�with�pictures�of�film�stars�
and�politicians�on�a�street�in�the�centre�of�Madurai,�
Tamil�Nadu.�Photo:�Olaf�Krüger.

√

A Tamil film song by lyricist Vaali in 2009 began thus: 
“Whoever saw who the God was? It was cinema that 
made God visible to our eyes.” In penning this lyrical 
opening of the nostalgic song praising the prowess of 
cinema and its role in the popular psyche of Tamil Nadu 
in the 20th century, the lyricist invoked, willy-nilly, 
the famous rumination of D. G. Phalke, the pioneer of 
Indian cinema, upon seeing, in 1906, a film made in the 
west on the life of Jesus Christ, as to when would sons 
of India see their Gods walk on the screen. What Vaali’s 
echoing of the “originary impulse” of Indian cinema a 
century later in 2009 signifies is that the predominant 
approach in Tamil cinema has been to treat the art of 
film making a visualization of imaginary worlds rather 
than the suturing of fragmented images of the real 
world, prompting inference of action in the viewer’s 
mind. In brief, one could say, Tamil cinema took to the 
example of Georges Mèliés rather than of Lumièrre 
brothers in the choice of mis-en-scene. Subsequently, 
the reason why Tamil cinema became vibrant after 
sound synchronization became possible in 1930s is that 
it could then tether such visualizations of imaginary 
worlds to the predominantly oral narratives rendered 
through songs and dialogues in the sound track. Instead 
of the subsumption of physical reality to a narrative 
propelled by action, the sound track oriented Tamil 
cinema freed the images from the need to produce 
the illusion of reality, redeeming, as Kracauer would 
say, the profilmic physical reality to the realms of free 
imagination imbued by cultural consciousness articu-
lated in the sound track. The painted screens of the 
studio sets transformed into heavenly abodes of Gods. 

Early Cinema: 1931–1950

As a result, images of mythologies, folk narratives and 
fantasies, the past worlds of imaginary and legendary 
kings and queens flooded the screen delighting the 
audience who now, with a great relish, saw in moving 
images what they imagined through the oral or theatri-
cal narration of such stories. The exploits of child 
Krishna, the courting of Valli by charming Velan, the 
ruse of Ganesha to send her into his arms, the miracu-
lous survival of the boy Prahlad in every deathly ordeal 
wrought by the wrath of Hiranya were all there on the 
screen alongside well-known musical expressions. 
However, there was a difference. Instead of imagining 
the events individually they had an imagination pro-
jected for their collective absorption. The affective 
potential of the plethora of performative traditions, 
 balladeering, folk theater and musical theater could 
now have conjoined seepage into the unconscious 
bringing forth hitherto unknown potential for solidarity. 
Thus, in the first two decades of the talkie, thirties and 
forties, Tamil cinema screen spread a new cultural 
canopy over the land with the magic of the art 
of mechanical reproduction that could have same 
images flitter across the screens thousands of times 
in the towns and hamlets. The great singing starts  
M. K. Thyagaraja Bhagavathar (1910–1959) and  
P. U. Chinnappa (1916–1951) cast a magnetic spell 
on the populace even as N. S. Krishnan (1908–1957) 
regaled the people with his comic genius. 

Tamil cinema slowly learned to transfer the melo-
dramatic potential of the folk and the mythological to 
narrate the stories of conflicts, trials and tribulations in 
the contemporary society. The supernatural gave way 
to the ethical and moral imperatives of social cohesion 
as well as transformation. This is the context in which 
political movements aspiring for social transformation 
found a synergy with the narratives strewn with moving 
images on the cultural canopy of the film screen. Given 
widespread illiteracy, the film narratives assumed a sig-
nificance in carrying messages to the populace. The 
Indian nationalist movement first produced narratives 
of anti-colonial struggle combined with social reform, 
a trend best exemplified by Thyaga Bhoomi (1939) 
based on a script by Kalki Krishnamurthy (1899–1954), 
directed by K.Subramanyam (1904–1971). This was 
 followed by an alternative vision of politics under the 
rubric of Dravidianism that sought to reform the society 
ridding it of casteism and Brahmin hegemony. Since 
the Dravidian politics was also heavily invested in Tamil 
identity, the sound tracks came to be filled with 
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	Í 2 �A�scene�from�the�movie�Parasakhti�(1952).��
Photo:�Author’s�collection.�

	Í 3 �A�songbook�from�the�movie�Parasakhti�(1952).��
Rojah�Muthiah�Research�Library,�Chennai.

	Í 4 �K. B.�Sundarambal�in�the�movie�“Avvaiyār”�(1953).�
Photo:�Author’s�collection.�
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alliterative monologues that breathed fire and brim-
stone against the status quo. C. N. Annadurai (1909–
1969) the founder of the DMK1 lead the way in script 
and  dialogue writing followed by his able lieutenant 
M.Karunanidhi (1924–2018) and a host of others. 
Velaikkari (1949), with script and dialogue by Annadurai 
and Parasakthi (1952), the quintessential Dravidian 
movement film, with script and dialogue by Karunanidhi 
proved to be milestones that signaled a decisive turning 
point. It did not end the mythological and the devo-
tional genres as Gemini Studio’s Avvaiyār (1953) was 
to show. The film had Gods respond to the musical 
appeal of the poet-devotee Avvaiyār sending the audi-
ence into raptures and occasional spirit possessions 
in the cinema halls. Some of the folk stories that saw 

	Í 5 �Songbook�from�the�movie�Avvaiyār�(1953).��
Rojah�Muthiah�Research�Library,�Chennai.

	Í 6 �Sivaji�Ganesan�in�the�movie�Parasakhti�(1952).��
Photo:�Author’s�collection.

the first film version in the singing era were remade 
again with fiery dialogues replacing songs, adding 
a greater humanist hue, Kathavarayan (1958) being 
the best example of the trend. As Tamil cinema started 
depicting the aspects of the real social life, elements 
of the mytho- poetic narrative mode continued to be 
present in the melodramatic plot most importantly 
in song sequences. Even after dialogue and a realist 
mis- en-scene becoming the vogue, a film needed to 
have songs to underscore the emotional high points 
of the narrative. 



Cinema and the Political: 1950–1975

The transition from song filled film to dialogue oriented 
film, with greater disenchantment and in the humanist 
template gave rise to two important stars propelled by 
the dialogues of M.Karunanidhi, who as an agonistic 
pair, dominated the Tamil screen for twenty five years 
between 1952 and 1977. Sivaji Ganeasan (1928–2001) 
debuted in 1952 and M.G.Ramachandran (1917–1987), 
upon becoming Chief Minister of the state, quit acting 
in 1977. The quarter century in which a fierce compe-
tition between the two stars defined Tamil cinema was 
the period in which post-colonial Tamil Nadu made 
rapid strides in social transformation with the spread 
of education, industrial production, structures of gov-
ernance, rural electrification, transport network and 
urbanization. In an extension of the major aesthetic 

	Í 7 �M. G.�Ramachandran�in�the�movie�Mantiri�Kumāri�
(1950).�Photo:�Author’s�collection.

division of ancient Tamil literature, akam (interiority) 
and puṟam (externality), Sivaji Ganesan excelled in char-
acter portrayal that would carve out and make legible 
on screen the internal agony of the individual caught in 
the tides of times and M.G.Ramachandran played the 
swashbuckler or the vigilante who takes on the greedy 
and the villainous usurpers to restore social order in the 
polity often saving not only the meek and the virtuous 
but also the imaginary republic or the country. They 
hence combined to produce the modern individual with 
a sovereign self in the privacy of its internal emotions 
while being agentive and enunciatory in its partaking 
in the collective sovereignty of the republic. Every 
young boy had to decide whether he was an MGR fan 
or a Sivaji fan to sketch out his position in order to 
build rudimentary solidarity. The MGR-Sivaji agonistic 
combination on film screen presided over the collapse 

	Í 8 �Poster�advertising�the�movie�Nāṭōṭi�maṉṉaṉ�(The Nomad�
King,�1958)�directed�by�M. G.�Ramachandran�who�also�
plays�several�of�the�main�characters.�Linden-Museum�
Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07375.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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	Í 9 �A�mural�on�a�house�wall�features�the�Tamil�actress�and�
politician�Jayalalithaa�Jayaram.�Madurai,�Tamil�Nadu.�
Photo:�Olaf�Krüger.

of primitive semiosis in favor of the individuating and 
totalizing axes of modern self. The steady growth of 
Draividian politics in the electoral arena in opposition to 
Indianist politics located MGR and Sivaji in oppositional 
camps politically as well. However, Sivaji’s Tamil interi-
ority only strengthened MGR’s sovereign image as rep-
resenting Dravidian-Tamil identity resulting in him 
becoming chief minister in 1977 after falling out with 
Karunanidhi. Jayalalitha (1948–2016), a female lead 
who debuted in the sixties acting with both MGR and 
Sivaji but was personally close to MGR became his 
political successor as well. For half a century, from 1967 
to 2017, Tamil Nadu was ruled by Chief Ministers who 
had made their mark in Tamil cinema: C. N. Annadurai 
and M. Karunanidhi, script and dialogue writers, MGR 
and Jayalalitha, lead actors. In an anthropological sense, 
Tamil cinema brought historical narratives of social 
change and empowerment of the masses and film 
 narratives into a combined web of signification. This 
constituted Tamil society as one of the, if not the most, 
cinephilic society in the world. 

	Í 10 �Gemini�Ganesan�in�Missiamma�(1955).��
Photo:�Author’s�collection.
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For example, as a society in which rigid caste endogamy 
was preserved and kinship ties were held sacred, the 
birth of the free individual and their right to chose their 
partner implied a sociological nuclear fission; Tamil 
cinema created a virtual space where celebration of 
love leading to the choice of one’s own partner became 
a ubiquitous theme. It has been inconceivable to  
think of popular cinema without some blossoming of 
love between a man and woman forming part of the 
narrative. As song and dance routines continued to be 
integral part of the cinema, it was the love track that 
would provide scope for them, whatever else happens 
in the film. Love united men and women on screen 
across caste, class and religious boundaries shaking up 
the foundations of patriarchy; they either successfully 
defied parental authority or perished in their defiance 
sacrificing their lives at the altar of love. Innumerable 
songs expressing the joy, exhilaration, pain of separa-
tion and rejection in the love life have constituted an 
amazing archive of popular music. Apart from MGR 
and Sivaji, it was Gemini Ganesan (1920–2005) who 
personified the cupid struck individual, earning him 
the title “King of Love”. Heterosexual love has remained 
the perennial thematic of Tamil cinema till today. 

The Rural and the Urban –  
Transitional Cinema: 1975–2000 

The sensational arrival of Ilayaraja (b. 1943), a prodi-
giously talented music director, who hailed from an 
oppressed caste in rural Tamil Nadu, became the sign 
post of radical shift in the images and narratives Tamil 
cinema produced. His debut film Annakkili (1975) con-
stituted rural life, pristine in its ethnicity but being 
brought under the penumbra of modernity, the primary 
site of action. His music which blended the folk, classi-
cal and the western became the most appropriate tem-
plate of the hybrid selves the transitional narratives 
produced. Bharathiraja (b. 1944), hailing from the same 
Theni-Cumbum region as Ilayaraja, who was a friend in 
his youth, became the path ground-breaking film maker 
who revolutionized the Tamil screen with an ethnic 
and rustic mis-en-scene to the accompaniment of 
music by Ilayaraja. His debut film 16 Vayathinile (1977) 
cast Kamal Haasan (b. 1954) and Rajinikanth (b. 1950) 
in iconic roles, who were soon to become the pair that 
would replace the MGR-Sivaji pair as star duopoly 
that Tamil cinema had gotten used to. With the spread 
of rural electrification, the number of semi-permanent 
theaters that dotted the rural landscape steadily 

increased. In the language of film business, the urban 
area was known as A center, the second-tier cities or 
district capitals as B center and the rural small town as 
C center. The expansion of C center in the seventies 
spawned narratives and stars who particularly satiated 
those audiences as exemplified by T. Rajendar (b. 1955) 
and Ramarajan (b. 1958). The increasing strength of  
A centers produced film makers reputed for making 
a difference like Balu Mahendra (1939–2014) and 
J. Mahendran (1939–2017). However, the countervail-
ing process of rapid urbanization and the introduction 
of satellite television in rural households ended the era 
of semi-permanent theaters in the nineties. 

Film music once again signaled a transition. In his 
nationalist fable, Roja (1992) that secured national, 
international critical attention, Mani Ratnam (b. 1956) 
introduced A. R. Rahman (b. 1967), who synthesized 
music for the era of globalization. S. Shankar (b. 1963) 
began producing urban fantasies like Gentleman (1993) 
and Kadhalan (1994). Film making acquired a techno-
logical sophistication matching international standards. 
A diversity in narratives slowly emerged even as popu-
lar narratives still used the trope of Manichean dualism. 
The villains began embodying pure evil whether they 
are feudal aristocrats, corrupt politicians, mafia dons 
or terrorists and mercenaries who needed to be sum-
marily annihilated by the good Samaritan/vigilante/
PoliceMilitary officer/patriot of a hero. Film makers 
had contemporary stories deftly woven with epic 
 templates. If Mani Ratnam’s Thalapathy (1991) had  
the Karna-Duryodhana-Arjuna triangulation of 
Mahābhārata reworked, another Rajinikanth block-
buster Baasha (1995) cleverly used the trope agnatha 
vaasa when Pandava brothers had to live incognito  
for a year in the same epic. 
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	Í 11 �Movie�poster�advertising�Subramaniapuram�(2008)�by�M.�Sasikumar.��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07399.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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Contemporary Tamil Cinema:  
2000 Onwards

Tamil cinema has not completely broken with the past. 
However, with the successful spread of education 
during the second half of 20th century and a near total 
spread of literacy, a much greater diversification of film 
narratives has become possible releasing it from the 
clutches of the transcendental hero as moral agent. 
Such a change is also helped by the arrival of multiplex 
theaters where screens can be hired for a particular 
number of shows. The possibility of digitally streaming 
films has obviated the need to make prints for screen-
ing in a particular location. There is a new set of highly 
talented film makers who penetrate everyday life to 
produce stories that speak to the concerns of contem-
porary society. The success of Kaadhal (2004) by Balaji 
Sakthivel (b. 1964) heralded the new trend. It was fol-
lowed by films like Veyil (2006) and Angaadi Theru (2010) 
of Vasanthabalan (b. 1972), Subramaniapuram (2008) 
of M. Sasikumar (b. 1974) and Aadukalam (2011) 
of Vetrimaaran (b. 1975) to name only a few of the 
trend setters. Tamil cinema continues to make big 
budget hero-based films as well as medium and small 
budget films of diverse genres promising a far greater 
reflection of the diverse aspects of the transformative 
prisms of contemporary society. Films like Pariyerum 
Perumal (2018) of Mari Selvaraj (b. 1984), produced 
by another talented film maker Pa. Ranjith (b. 1982), 
that has powerfully expressed the agony of Dalit con-
sciousness and its resolve to fight caste discrimination 
point to the vibrancy of the cultural canopy that the 
film screen has constituted over a century. 

1 The DMK, Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (Tirāviṭa Muṉṉēṟṟak 
Kaḻakam), “Dravidian Progressive Federation” is a political party 
of the Dravidian movement (cf. the article by Niklas in this 
volume). Originally fighting for an independent Tamil state, 
today its demands are focused on the preservation of Tamil 
identity, language and culture within India. Social justice 
and overcoming the Brahmindominated caste system are also 
central DMK demands.
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Z O E  E .  H E A D L E Y

Tamil Studio Photography from Within

 Tamil  
Studio Photography    
   from Within

தமிழ் ஸ்டுடிேயா  

   உள்ேள இருந்து

புைகப்படம்  எடுத்தல் 
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In present-day Tamil Nadu, studio portraits are omni-
present, both in the private sphere of the household 
but also in a large number of public places. Indeed, in 
virtually every home, shop, office, government building 
in Tamil Nadu, one or several portraits of individuals 
and groups, alive and deceased, are displayed. They 
may be family, founding members, benefactors, etc. ... 
These frames are often found garlanded and with san-
dalwood paste applied on the protecting glass at the 
level of the forehead. Āratti 1 is performed -occasionally 
or daily- in front of them. Surprisingly, though  millions 
of studio portraits adorn private households, commer-
cial spaces and public offices, we know very little about 
Tamil studio photography, about its production and its 
practitioners. 

In the field of Social Sciences, photography re -
mained for a long time relegated to the status of mere 
‘illustration’. However, in the last three decades, signifi-
cant contributions have made important inroads into 
the study of photography in India. Many of these stud-
ies consists of beautifully illustrated and aptly com-
mented anthologies focusing on a few select themes: 
the daily life of the British and Indian elite during the 
colonial period (Worswick and Embree 1976; Gutman, 
1982; Falconer 1995, 2001), historical and archaeological 
sites (Michell, 2008), political events such as the revolt 
of 1857–58 (Gupta, 2000) or expected representations 
of the »natives« according to racial classifications. 
Indeed, the colonial administration commissioned the 
production of photographic corpuses documenting 
 natural resources, archaeological remains,  historical 
monuments2 and ethnic groups and stimulating 
accounts of photography as a practice of power in the 
colonial context have emerged (Ryan, 1997; Boetsch 
and Savarese, 2000; Pelizarri, 2003; Edwards, 2013). 
The handful of studies which address the work of 
Indian photographers have so far focused on the most 
well-known figures who are either very close to the 
princely courts, such as Lala Deen Dayal (Worswick 
1980; Dehejia 2000, Carotenuto, 2003) or from royal 
families, such as the famous Maharaja Sawaj Ram 

Singh II of Jaipur (Sahai and Singh, 1996). These histori-
ographical biases are partly explained by the nature of 
the photographic archives available for research and 
which are largely representative of the photographic 
practice of local and colonial elites in the subcontinent. 
Is another history of photography feasible?

The first photographic equipment arrived by boat  
in the port of Madras as early as 1840. During the 
first two or three decades, photography remained in 
the hands of the British administration as well as 
 several European practitioners. However, as attested in 
the trade lists of the yearly Asylum Press Almanac 3, 
around the 1880s Tamil-owned studios appeared, first 
in the capital and then onto the medium-sized cities of 
the Tamil speaking districts of the Madras Presidency. 
The first Tamil photographers to open their own  
studios were former assistants of British and European 
photographers. Recent ethnographic surveys I con-
ducted in the context of the STARS project4, revealed 
that commercial photography became – from the  
second generation onwards – a profession that was 
passed down from father to son, decade after decade. 

	Í 2 �Exterior�of�a�temporary�photo�studio�(Nalla�Pillai�
Studio)�during�a�fair.�Celluloid�negative.�Date�unknown�
© Nalla�Pillai�Studio�(Kumbakonam).�[Stars�Archive-�
EAP946_KMU_SD_NAAI_00190]

	Í 1 �Portrait�of�a�couple.�Gelatin�print.�Date�unknown.�
Current�Studio�(Madurai),�©�stars�archive.

√
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This socio-professional specificity of Tamil photo stu-
dios has made it possible to partially retrace the stages 
of the technical history of this media. It has shed light 
on the great endurance of certain materials,  processes  
and devices that were long abandoned in other parts 
of the world. This is largely explained by the difficulty 
of purchasing recent equipment that necessarily had 
to be imported (and were heavily taxed) until the liber-
alization of the Indian economy in the early 1990s. 
This factor had decisive consequences for both the 
 consumption and the production of photography in 
this part of the world. 

First, the very limited access to cameras (and film) 
until the introduction of digital media, meant that a 
visit to the photo studio was often the sole access of 
photography for the majority of the Tamil population, 
both in smaller towns but also in the large cities. The 
arrival on the market of all-in-one amateur cameras 
(such as the Kodak Brownie) in the early 20th century 
did not – as it did in Europe – bring photography from 
the studio into the households as these contraptions 
simply did not reach the mainstream Indian market. 

Secondly, these technical constraints had at least two 
effects on the production of a century of South Indian 
portraiture. On one hand, Tamil studio photography is 
characterized by the great endurance of its equipment 
and processes that were replaced long-back in other 
parts of the world. For instance, photographic cham-
bers and glass plates were common currency for many 
studios until the 1980s. This longevity caused a very 
long lasting stability of the photographic style for a 
large part of the production of photo studios, some-
times making it difficult to distinguish a portrait from 
the 1900s from one from the 1950s. For others, more 
inclined towards innovation and creativity, these tech-
nical constraints resulted in a huge proliferation of 
attempts to create ‘new’ portraits with old equipment.

Studios rivaled each other to provide their clientele 
with varied painted backdrops to choose from with 
themes ranging from beach fronts, rivers sides, moun-
tain ranges as well as luxurious home interiors. Cata-
logues of British manufactured backdrops have been 
found in a few studios, but most relied on local painters 
to design a backdrop on large pieces of canvas. 

	Í 3 �Display�of�the�photographic�equipment�in�Sathyam�Studio�(Chennai),�©�stars�archive.�
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	Í 4 �Portrait�of�a�woman.�Overpainted�gelatin�print.�R.�Dasen�Studio.��
[Stars�Archive-KARAIKUDI_3A_R�DASEN�STUDIO_2016_00054].
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Sets of accessories (costume jewelry, watches, pens 
to be fitted in men’s breast pocket, reading glasses 
and sun glasses, western shirts, etc.) were proposed 
to the clients and various stage props rearranged to 
vary the composition of each portrait (potted plants, 
flower vases, books and newspapers, rugs, tables 
and chairs, etc).

The very rich repertoire of technical manipulations 
which were used by studio photographers to control 
their production costs, to rectify unsatisfactory shots 
and to compete for clients in this niche market by pro-
posing innovative photographic products despite the 
very limited technical improvements available to them 
was very rich and diverse. Manual manipulations of 
portraits occurred at one, two, three or all five of the 
stages of production of the image: (1) at the moment 
of setting the scene, (2) at the moment of the shooting, 
(3) while developing the negative, (4) on the processed 
negative and, finally, (5) on the print. Among the many 
manipulations I will highlight here only a handful: 
 multiple exposures which occurs at the moment of 
shooting), pink-wash (applied on the negative before 
printing) and vignetting (a post-facto manipulation  
of a print to produce a new portrait). 

The use of multiple exposures (a photographic tech-
nique that combines several different images into a 
single image) is abundant in the archives of Tamil stu-
dios. We can distinguish between those only visible 
on the negative and those intended to be visible on 
the final print. Many studios chose, when possible, to 
save on the costs of negatives and use them “twice”, 
that is to use the double exposure process not for 
esthetic purposes (as is often the case) but simply for 
economic ones. These are found both on glass plate 
and celluloid negatives.

The use of the double exposure also served sceno-
graphical creations such as the theme of ‘master and 
servant’ where the same sitter is shot twice, or to 
create atmospheres less paradigmatic of the colonial 
setting: Multiple exposures destined to a single final 
print are a form of delicate manipulation, and there 
were often debates during interviews in a given locality 
over whose (great/great/ grand) father/uncle was the 
first to invent/propose a ‘new image’ which was rapidly 
‘duplicated’ by the local competing studios. 

The practice of touching up negatives in order to 
improve the appearance of the sitter at the moment 
of printing was widespread. Facial features such as 
the eyes and mouth were made more pronounced with 
sharp penciling (a practice also applied on the print) 
and the skin tone (face, neck, arms and hands) made 

to appear lighter by the application of »pink wash«, 
a diluted pink colored tint. This manipulation, imme-
diately detectable on negatives, less so on prints, 
was extremely frequent. 

It originates, according to the studio photographers 
interviewed, from the necessity to correct daylight 
 portraits. Until the arrival of electricity (broadly the 
mid-1930s for the large towns and small hill stations 
favored by the British), studios depended on sunlight 
either by shooting outside (and at different locations 
depending on the time of the day) or by adapting 
the roofs of the studio (removal of tiles, installing 
a glass roof, etc.)5. The overhead sun created strong 
shadows under the nose and neck of the sitters which 
was considered unaesthetical. Despite the arrival of 
electricity, which allowed a controlled lighting inside 
the studio, the use of pink wash continued to be used 
massively, not to correct inelegant shadows but to 
lighten skin tone, i.e. on the face, neck, arms and hands 
(and sometimes the bare feet) of the sitters. As several 
photographers put it, they were doing Photoshop long 
before the invention of computers!

It was not uncommon that customers would ask 
studios to create a ‘fresh’ portrait from an older print. 
It could be either a straightforward reshoot of an aging 
print or the more complex creation of a new portrait. 
The practice of ‘vignetting’ allowed the creation of the 
latter. At the first stage, either the client handed in his 
print to first be reshot or, if the studio was the same 
one which shot the original photo, they would pull it 
out of their archive. Indeed, most if not all studios, kept 
their negatives for ten, twenty and sometimes thirty 
years allowing customers to come by for reprints.

From the original or reshot negative the chosen 
sitter or couple would be delineated and the back-
ground ‘removed’ by pasting a blank sheet of paper 
around it in order to remove undesired subjects in view 
for a second re-shoot. The negative of the vignette 
would then be reprinted and the blank background 
filled in and embellished by painting over it. 

The rich and vast heritage of Tamil studio photo-
graphy is in danger of disappearing. On the one hand, 
Tamil Nadu is not conducive to the conservation of 
 photographic materials, be it glass plate negatives, soft 
negatives or prints. Indeed, the tropical climate of 
South India, with humidity levels reaching 80 % or even 
90 % for a good part of the year, accelerates the deteri-
oration of this rich heritage of the world’s visual history. 
On the other hand, the advent of the mechanization 
of the development process and printing as well as the 
arrival of color film and, shortly afterwards, the massive 
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	Í 6 �Portrait�of�a�man�using�double�exposure�with��
changed�clothing.�Celluloid�negative.�Date�unknown��
© Vasen�Studio�(Karaikudi).�[Stars�Archive-�
EAP737_coll4_SP_GP_B18_002]

	Í 5 �Portrait�of�a�man,�using�a�triple�exposure�and�pink��
wash�over�the�face.�Celluloid�negative.�Date�unknown�
© Saraswati�Studio�(Tanjore).�The�negative�is�shown�
here�in�positive,�hence�the�pink/red�looks�blue/green.�
[Stars�Archive-EAP946_TPJ_SD_SATI_00276].

√
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adoption of digital technology (late 1990s) dealt 
a severe blow to the activity of the studios. A large 
number of studios closed their doors. The majority 
of studio owners then got rid of their archives, both 
due to a lack of space to keep them but also because 
of the lack of interest of the younger generation in 
non-digital material. 

Moreover, the ethnographic surveys revealed a more 
gradual destruction of these studio archives. Indeed, 
the glass plates and soft negatives contain silver salts. 
Many studios were gradually selling their archives to 
one of the silver extractors who jealously guarded the 
secret of this lucrative know-how. To realize the extent 
of the destruction, it is necessary to know that it takes 
about 500 kilos of negatives to extract 2 kilos of silver. 
And finally, a last factor, perhaps more discreet but 
no less significant, contributes to the  disappearance of 
a very specific part of this archive, the prints. These 

	Í 7 �Two�separate�portraits�of�men�(double�exposure�of�the�negative).�
The one�on�the�right�displays�the�technique�of�vigneting.�Glass�plate�
negative.�Date�unknown�© Sathyam�Studio�(Chennai).�
[Stars�Archive-EAP946_MAS_SD_SAAM_00013]
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were never kept by the studios since they were inten
ded for clients. However, the morpho- sociological 
transformations of the family structure, notably its 
recent and rapid nuclearization, the progressive 
 in  crease in geographical mobility (notably for profes-
sional reasons), and the transformation of the living 
spaces (from the ancestral family home to the rental 
apartment) are all reasons that were given during 
the surveys to explain why so many families have dis-
carded their »old photos«. 

The images scattered in the studios, homes and 
shops offer a perspective of Tamil photographic 
 productions, far more diverse than the ubiquitous 
 ‘vintage’ studio portrait presented here. Indeed, the 
demand, use, function and circulation of photography 
diversified and increased throughout the period 
under study (1880–1980). A preliminary walk-through 
of the 42 000 images of the STARS archive reveal that 
 studios were not only producing the ubiquitous family 
portrait but were commissioned, and to a lesser 
extent  personally engaged in, six others genres of 
 photographic productions (life-cycle photography, 
institutional photography, photojournalism, state- 
sponsored photography, forensic photography and 
candid photography) which deserve closer scrutiny.

1 In this ritual, a camphor flame is lit on a plate and circulated 
around the  representation of a deity. Thereby the light 
acquires the power of the deity and is passed on to the devo-
tee who cups his hands over the flame and then over his face 
to obtain purification.

2 The most prominent photographer of the early period is 
Linneaus Tripe (1822–1902). Between 1857 and 1860 Tripe 
was appointed official photographer of the Madras Presidency.

3 These compendious publications constitute a precious source 
of reference for the study of the British administration in the 
Madras Presidency. Each yearly volume covers a very wide 
 variety of topics: the civil, military and religious establishments, 
including salaries; the legal administration; professional regu-
lations; post office regulations and charges; ship arrivals and 
departures; births, deaths, marriages and estates probated 
within the Presidency; as well as commercial listing organized 
by according to the different categories of trade. In 1799 it 
was called the Madras Register, from 1860 to 1861 the New 
Madras Almanac and from 1862 to 1935 the Asylum Press 
Almanac. From the beginning it was printed and published 
at the Asylum Press, Madras, for “the benefit of the Military 
Male Orphan Asylum”.

4 The STARS project, Studies in Tamil Studio Archives and Society 
(CEIAS-IFP-EAP), proposes to contribute to the world history 
of photography by studying the practices, codes and skills of 
popular photography studios in the southern Indian subconti-
nent between 1880 and 1980. STARS has constituted a digital 
archive of over 42,000 photographs, coordinated from the 
CEIAS (CNRS-UMR 8564) since 2015 thanks to funding from 
the Endangered Archives Programme (EAP-British Library) 
and a technical team of the French Institute of Pondicherry 
(IFP-CNRS USR 330). On the one hand, a physical archive of 
5,000 studio prints hosted by the French Institute of 
Pondicherry. On the other hand, a digital archive of 37,000 glass 
plates, soft negatives & studio prints consisting of studio 
archives, family collections, private collections and funds held 
by antique and second-hand dealers who have accepted the 
onsite digitization of their collections. 

5 The architecture of several studios visited during the project 
still bear witness to the necessary use of sunlight at the time of 
exposure and numerous others recall the logistical adaptations. 
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The Madras Art Movement was a regional phenome-
non, which began forming its special characteristic 
from mid 1940’s in initiating search for authenticity in 
modernism rooted in its region’s cultural heritage. 
The College of Arts and Crafts [a colonial period estab-
lished art institution] became the locus for the emer-
gence of this modern art movement in the South in 
the 1960s. This art institution was the only one offering 
comprehensive art education in South India. Conse -
quently, many students aspiring to be artists gravitated 
here from the four states of Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 

Concept of Nativism

The agenda of ‘regionalism’ or/and ‘nativism’ in the 
South had became operational within the post-inde-
pendence milieu. In a way nativism or regionalism was 
an attempt to battle the invasion of alien sensibilities 
namely the influence of European modernists within 
visual arts. With vernacular culture thus strategically 
opening space for artistic negotiations of forms and 
idioms by artists with modern sensibility, it dynami-
cally set the stage for past traditions to become major 
 players. This is because the artist explored art forms 
that belonged to higher canonical traditions as well as 
to folk and tribal arts. These included kōlam or the 
floor decorations, Amman goddesses, grāmadevatā 
(village deity, often female), the puppet art forms, 
wooden toys, dance masks, ritualistic tantric yantras 
(ritual mandalas), astrological diagrams, the textile 
designs such as kalamkari, iconography, temple carv-
ings as well as epic and religious texts thus served 
the purpose. Hence the valorization of regional cul-
tural art forms in art and its representation within 
the Madras Art Movement was largely responsible 

for setting the momentum of its growth and develop-
ment. In this respect a meaningful dialogue was created 
between the past and the present, setting the stage 
for the future. 

Within the Madras Art Movement, it is possible to 
broadly draw out two strands of visual language that 
the artists engaged with. One was figurative and the 
other was abstract. The artists who expressed in figura-
tive language were K. Sreenivasulu, Sultan Ali, Redappa 
Naidu, A. P. Santhanaraj, Alphonso Doss, Anthony Doss, 
K. Ramanujam, R. B. Bhaskaran, S. G. Vasudev, M. 
Senathipathi, K. Muralidharan, C. Douglas, P. Perumal, 
S. K. Rajavelu, M. Suriyamoorthy et al. Those who prac-
ticed abstraction were L. Munuswamy, K. V. Haridasan, 
V. Viswanathan, Achuthan Kudallur, K. M. Adimoolam, 
P. Gopinath, Jaypal Panniker, A. P. Paneerselvam, K. S. 
Gopal, Rm. Palaniappan among others. These were a 
core group of artists who made a significant contribu-
tion towards the development of Madras Modern. 

It also mandates to mention that women artists 
were able to carve an identity for themselves within 
a patriarchal milieu. These women artist were Arnawaz 
Vasudev, Rani Nanjappa, T. K. Padmini, Premlatha 
Seshadhri and the sculptor Anila Jacob. These artists 
contributed to the enhancement of the Nativist agenda 
through their works except for Padmini whose works 
could be attributed as autobiographical, centered on 
the feminine gender, rooted in her cultural tradition 
of Kerala.

It necessitates to draw out the threads of the 
 history of the Madras Art Movement particularly in 
the growth, development and establishment of its 
Modernity with a regional character, through artists 
with pioneering vision such as K. C. S. Paniker in paint-
ing and S. Dhanapal in sculpture, supported by the 
 artists mentioned, whose contribution would remain 
seminal. Paniker possessed an aggressive and dynamic 
vision with qualities of leadership evident as an Admin-
istrative head/Principal, remained largely responsible 
for giving a different and distinct creative push. K. C. S. 
Paniker [1911–1977] was a visionary, pedagogue, 
artist and a theorist, initiating a regional modern art 
movement that today is recognized as the Madras Art 
Movement. It was his initiation of the dialogue with 
the past, in  fluenced by the visual folk vocabulary of 
Jamini Roy [He was the pioneering artist who engaged 
with the folk art and culture tradition with his modern 
sensibility to create a visual language that was to influ-
ence generations of artists after him] that led him to 
investigate the regional art form and tradition. At the 
institution he had a core group of intelligent, sensitive 

	Í 1 �“The�Boat”,�S.�Nandagopal,�2015.�Copper�and�brass,�
silver-plating,�enamel,�61×58 cm.�Linden�Museum�
Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07585�L.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

√
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and work oriented students with whom he debated, 
argued and discussed the status of modernity in India 
from the position of a post-colonial nation. Paniker in 
his breakthrough series of Words and Symbols played 
upon the abstraction of the words and scripts as well 
incorporated mathematical formulas, algebraic equa-
tions and diagrams of horoscopes. Paniker is also cred-
ited with the establishment of the artists’ commune 
known as the Cholamandal Artists Village in 1966.

S. G. Vasudev’s [1941] inspiration for his pictures came 
from literary sources. His collaborative efforts were 
with the poet, linguist and folklorist A. K. Ramanujan, 
the playwright Girish Karnad as well as craftsmen learn-
ing the art of metal relief and wood inlay to create 
 contemporary designs. He negotiated his creativity 
through Indian mythologies, legends and folklore. 
The form of his work and the powerful metaphors con-
sciously employed are the mithunas or the erotic cou-
ples and later the vriksha the Tree of Life. The idea 
of kalpa vriksha or the imaginative Tree of Life derived 
from the poetry of Bendre remained as a dominant 
continuous symbol, image and metaphor through 
which, he celebrated life in its vivacity, and termed 
it as the kalpa vriksha. Vasudev created a dialogue 
with ‘self’ and ‘experiences’ moving fluidly between 
various themes to his lived experiences in terms of 
‘Humanscapes’, ‘Earthscapes’, ‘Theatre of life’ ‘He and 
She’ and his recent works show juxtaposition of these 
various themes within one canvas.

R. B. Bhaskaran [1942] is another seminal artist of 
the Madras Modern. He could not reconcile to project-
ing ‘Indianness’ only through symbols or mythical nar-
ratives. Through various medium whether painting, 
graphics, murals or drawings, the centrality was to 
focus on the expression of form and its relation to 
space leading him to work on themes from ‘Life Cycle’, 
‘Evolution’, ‘Cats’, ‘Marriage Photos’ to ‘Still Life’. 
The subject of cat was indulged to explore and solve 
artistic problems. His art foregrounded the phenome-
nology of perception, empirical experiences and the 
deep-seated philosophy of life as one of continuous 
birth, growth, development and death. 

C. Douglas [1951] is well acclaimed nationally and 
internationally. A brilliant artist, an intense intellectual, 
incisive in his perceptions, conceptually strong, skilled 
and deft in his artistry and an avant garde modernist 
whose art marked a different and distinct signpost 
amongst the Madras Modern. Literature, philosophy 
and art are three dominant pillars that have shaped his 
works including his interest in theatre. As a seminal 
artist of the Madras Modern his works do not fit the 
Nativist ideology of drawing resources from local cul-
ture but shared the commonality in his engagement 
with line and creating aesthetic decorative textures that 
remains at the heart of his work. In Douglas’s ideology 
‘Fragmentation and whole’, ‘fragility and resilience’, 
‘presence and absence’ positive and negative life and 
death, tragedies and celebrations work as binaries. 
The darker aspects of these binaries held vulnerability 
and susceptibility which attracted him. Douglas’s 
oeuvre is centered in the fragmented human form. His 
visual vocabulary of symbols and metaphors constitute 
ubiquitous elements and forms from his contemporary 
reality as mannequins, decorative birds, keys, key holes, 
ladders, cups, bandaged heads, books, mobile num-
bers, strapped lips, floating wires, and distorted ears. 

	Í 2 �“She�and�Bird”.�S. G.�Vasudev,�2004.�Oil�on�canvas,�
96×96 cm.�Private�collection.�Photo:�E.�Koelnsperger.
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K. Muralidharan [1954] His art has the appeal of naïve 
and calculated spontaneity. His subject matter centered 
on the mythical gods and goddesses, birds, animals 
and hybrid creatures, which he dredges out from his 
subconscious. Muralidharan’s imagery is rooted in 
the stockpile of repertoire from Indian mythology that 
today has become his signature. His subconscious 
explores the native tradition that invariably is rich in its 
cultural topography allowing him to mine mythic narra-
tives that are suitably transformed to be postmodern 
in their characterization with a play on parody. Through 
the collective subconscious, Muralidharan enters the 
world of popular culture by constructing his mythic 
material to contextualize within contemporary milieu 
the garish colours, inscribed texts and popular imagery. 
He nevertheless creates an aura of surreal ambience 
with floating alphabets, decorative flowers or birds and 
animals. His method of building compositions was 
through layers of paint and materials like sand saw 
dust, jute, impasto color, distempers, plastic, industrial 
paints that resulted in palpable textures. 

	Í 3 �“Blind�Poet�and�Butterflies”,�C.�Douglas,�2017.��
Various�materials�on�paper�and�fabric,�122×92 cm,�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07154�L.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

	Í 4 �“Āṇṭāḷ”,�K.�Muralidharan,�2015.�Acrylic�on�canvas,�
107×107 cm,�Linden�Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA 07153�L.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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K. V. Haridasan [1937–2013] was one of the pioneer-
ing artists to work with Tantric images in the South. 
Tantra essentially is a broad philosophical concept con-
flating the trichotomy of mantra, yantra and Tantra. 
Mantra is the sound formulation of a particular syllable 
which when chanted repeatedly invests it with power. 
Yantra is the design and patterning. Tantra established 
the system of relationship between the two. This dra-
matically was an Indian concept of looking at man and 
nature in a single vision. The dominant motif in the con-
figuration of Tantra art were the yantras or geometric 
diagrams. These are highly personalized as envisioned 
by Haridasan for his narrative based on certain funda-
mental concepts from Tantric religion like ‘bija’ the seed 
or source of life; ‘jiva’ or life; ‘matter’ or the male prin-
ciple; ‘energy’, or the female principle and the fusion 
of matter and energy. The seed Haridasan symbolized 
by a central dot, the point of energy which had ‘exist-
ence but no dimension’. The triangles that have been 
used by many Neo-Tantric artists indicated the male 
and female energies symbolized by downward pointing 
to be female and upward pointing to be male. This is an 
Indian concept.

The Nativist indigenism reinforced Haridasan’s 
importance within the movement. His compositions 
revolved around select symbols namely sun, moon, 
mother goddess, fertility and śakti. 

Of all the shapes Haridasan had a strong predilec-
tion for the oval, which he considered as a potent 
Tantric motif, as it was suggestive of ‘sunya’ or nothing-
ness, the egg or the ‘bija’ the seed, which in his usage 
was highly personalized. He interpreted human aspects 
in terms of natural phenomenon as man was fire and 
woman the petal form. His first group of Tantric paint-
ings entitled ‘Yantra’ was exhibited in Madras in 1968. 
His predominant works were in the Yantra series titled 
as ‘Madhyanna Surya Yantra’, ‘Bija Yantra’, ‘Maya 
Yantra’, ‘Jyotir Yantra’, ‘Nivrirti Yantra’ and ‘Mohan 
Yantra’. Varying the monotony of these titles he had 
introduced the “Brahma Sutra” series.

 

Rm. Palaniappan [1958] is a leading internationally 
acclaimed graphic artist from the South. His aesthetics 
was a challenging interface between perception and 
intuition. His approach explored the complex relations 
between perception [time], memory [space] and iden-
tity; communicated through arrangements of lines and 
textures, evolving in the process an intuitive idea of line 
as representing the concept of flight and hence move-
ment. Palaniappan initiated his career as a graphic artist 
in 1982. His first series was “The Flying Man”, 1982. 
In the series that followed after “The Flying Man”, were 
the “Space Drawing”, “Documents”, and “Alien Planet”, 
it brought him national and international acclaim. In the 
“Space Drawing” series of 1982–83, he had employed 
etching and mixed media. “Documents” was mixed 
media graphics created between 1984 to 1988. This 
series was extensive having created many different 
prints and equally complex, successfully integrating 
experiences of his lived reality with his imagined mental 
topography. 

	Í 5 �“Untitled”,�K.�V.�Haridasan,�year�unknown.�Lithograph,�
72×55 cm,�private�collection.�Photo:�Ernst�Kölnsperger.
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Sculpture within the Madras  
Art Movement

When Paniker initiated his Nativist argument in paint-
ing, a parallel agenda was also operating in sculpture, 
experimented by the well-known teacher and sculptor 
at the institution S. Dhanapal. 

S. Dhanapal [1919–2000] was a sculptor, who worked 
along with Paniker in a search for a style that was per-
sonal, contemporary and traditionally inspired. In early 
1957 he experimented with the folk idiom in his terra-
cotta sculpture of a Mother and Child. In 1961 he 
arrived at a synthesis of the East and the West in the 
bronze sculpture titled “Three Figures”. The latter 
recalls the style of contemporary English sculptor Henry 
Moore, particularly in large heavy body and small knob
like head in beaten metal. The silhouette like figures 
is bound together by a sharp, sweeping, unbroken line. 
The flatness and two-dimensionality were to be later 
extended by other sculptors in what came to be two- 
dimensional pictorial sculptures.
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	Í 7 ��“Ganapati”,�P. S.�Nandhan,�2016.�Bronze,�h:�45 cm,�
Linden�Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07150�L.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

P. V. Janakiram [1930–1995] was responsible for popu-
larizing the two-dimensional or exclusive frontal sculp-
ture initiated through the efforts of Dhanapal, Kanayi 
Kunhiraman and Vidyashankar Sthapathy. Through 
study of traditional sculpture, he discovered metal 
draped temple doorways or the kavachas. The next 
step he was required to do was to extend this tech-
nique to adapt to his individual needs. This required 
working on sheet metal and in this mode, he combined 
repousse with construction. On the surface of the 
metal, he welded wires and cables and in a playful com-
bination and juxtaposition worked out interesting and 
related shapes and forms to create his flat or pictorial 
sculpture. Janakiram, as he worked on his metal sculp-
tures, maintained the vocabulary of indigenous imagery 
closely approximating Paniker’s pictographs. 

S. G. Vidyashankar Sthapathy [1938 –] A pioneer along 
with Dhanapal and Janakiram, Sthapthy’s innovations 
and experimentations lay in casting himself out of the 
traditional mould of an icon maker into a contemporary 
artist by inscribing his sculptures with modern sensibili-
ties. His presence on the campus in many ways served 
as a catalyst for experimentation. Since he belongs to a 
lineage of legendry Raja Raja Perumthatchan, designers 
of famous Brihadiśvara temple at Thanjavur, he carries 
within his consciousness the knowledge of prescriptive 
canons. Stapathy’s place among the Madras Group is 
indeed unique. His works are dominantly iconic i.e., 
single images of the bird-like god Garuda or goddess 
Devi with decorative stylizations that appear simultane-
ously traditional and modern. In creating the works 
Sthapathy does not allow any rituals or dogmas to 
intervene, rather he creates freely without any preoc-
cupation to proportions of form or other canonical pre-
scriptions. Not only iconic, but also abstract composi-
tions form part of Sthapathy’s body of works. According 
to the sculptor Sthapathy, »My shapes and forms are 
modern. But my subjects are drawn from the rich reso-
nances of the past in my images of Karaikka, Vinayaka, 
Kumar or the rain goddess Renuka Devi.« 

	Í 6 �“She�and�Bird”,�S.�Dhanapal,�year�unknown.��
Bronze,�h:�69.85 cm.�DAG�Gallery,�New�Delhi.��
Photo:�Ashrafi�S.�Bhagat.
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P. S. Nandhan [1940 –] who lives and works at 
Cholamandal Artist Village visualizes his sculptures 
from the matrix of the material by establishing first 
the contour or the silhouette of the form as it begins 
to emerge through his minds inner eye Nandhan pro-
fessed no faith in painting though he graduated with 
a diploma from College of Arts and Crafts. He naturally 
gravitated towards sculpture, driven by inner urges 
and needs. In working the stone, Nandhan’s personal-
ized traces are the contrasts in texture i.e., working the 
material to its absolute finish or leaving it rough with 
variety of chisel marks, creating vibrancy and dynamism 
allowing for a silent dialogue to operate between the 
object and the viewer. Nandhan’s inspiration is nature, 
i.e., its rhythm, dynamism, movement and capricious-
ness, which moves him intensely. Though his sensibility 
is grounded in folk art and indigenous traditions, they 
instinctively remain with him unconsciously guiding his 
hand in evolving forms and texture. 

S. Nandagopal [1946 –] was inspired by the concept 
of monumentality as well as the ‘Viragal’ or hero stones 
belonging to the folk tradition inscribed with the deeds 
of the dead or a martyred warrior. In addition, he also 
studied modern western masters like Antony Caro, 
Tinguely, Rauschenberg and Michael Puryear. The 
coming together of Western and traditional permitted 
him to draw out a thread of individual statement. His 
artistic inspiration was also the shape of the all pervad-
ing gopurams or the temple gateways that dotted the 
skyline of South India. The inspirational aesthetic he 
drew out was to emphasize and play upon its duplicity. 
This is to imply that sculpture should project a strong 
shape and form, eliciting enough interest to allow a 
close scrutiny, which would reveal a rich myriad play of 
figurative and decorative details. Nandagopal thus 
extended the concept of frontal imagery inspired from 
Janakiram. Nandagopal’s body of works in 70s and 80s 
ranged in their thematic content from iconic images, 
trees, encounter of man and the beast or the concept 
of hero stone. The ‘form’ in his works of mid 70s inva -
riably assumed the shape of naga or the snake and 
within it he constructed his dynamic imagery creating 
tension and aggression with an interplay of light and 
shade. The surface ornamentation was painstakingly 
and assiduously worked enhancing the tactile feel of 
sensuousness and richness. 

	Í 8 �“Tirumaḻicai�Āḻvār”.�Vidyashankar�Sthapathi,�1981.�
Copper�sheet,�bronze�and�iron�parts,�h:�92.8 cm,�Linden-
Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07007.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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	Í 9 �“Avvaiyār”,�S. Murugesan,�2013.�Murugesan,�born��
in�1933,�shaped�the�beginnings�of�the�Madras�Art�
Movement�together�with�with�K. C. S.�Panicker�and��
S.�Dhanapal.�Granite,�h:�55 cm,�Linden-Museum�Stutt-
gart,�inv.-no.�SA�07151�L.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

Conclusion

The central premise of the modernity of the Madras Art 
Movement was the ambivalence of tradition and mo -
dernity that is subsumed within it and the definition of 
regional modern. The latter was consequential to the 
heterogeneous character of the group coming together 
on a common ground and conceptually working with 
the Nativist agenda as interpreted by their modern 
 individual sensibility. This was the sourcing of regional 
or local art forms in affiliations with western modern 
visual language and the efforts at projecting itself into 
the national mainstream from the Southern confines of 
the country. The artists within the constellation of the 
Madras Art Movement broadly categorized as figurative 
and abstract also developed a commonality of decora-
tive character, arising out of their engagement with 
handicrafts and its inherent design patterning. The col-
ours, lines and space were interfaced through simplicity 
or the abstraction of forms, which dominantly con-
veyed the artists’ perception and its translation accord-
ing to their modern sensibility. Whether figurative or 
abstract, the paintings or prints had the resonance 
of the local or the vernacular culture. 

Sculpture which developed along with painting 
also had the dominant agenda of Nativism at its core. 
The sculptures were flat frontal narratives that are not 
three dimensional in the conventional sense but pro-
duced with planar effect or two dimensionally. The idea 
was to concentrate the decorative effects frontally only. 
In many ways these frontal sculptures contributed to 
the enhancement of India’s modernity particularly in 
the 1970s and 1980s, a pioneering effort by the artists 
of the Madras Modern.
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Religious Diversity

மத ேவறுபாடு
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C R I S P I N  B R A N F O O T

Buddhism and Jainism in Tamil Cultural History

Buddhism and  
 Jainism in  
Tamil Cultural History

தமிழ் கலாச்சார 

வரலாற்றில் ெபளத்தமும்  

  சமணமும்
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	Í 1 �Jain�Tirtankara.�Granite,�h:�107 cm.�South�India,�
c. 13th – 14th�century.�Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�
Museum�für�Asiatische�Kunst,�inv-no.�I�5882.��
Photo:�Iris�Papadopoulos.

√

In recent years, many small yellow signs have been 
erected alongside the roads going past the dramatic 
rock outcrops around the southern city of Madurai. 
These direct curious visitors through the fields and up 
long flights of roughly hewn steps to some of the ear-
liest archaeological sites in Tamilnadu, caves in which 
Jain ascetics lived over two thousand years ago. Many 
of these natural caves and crevices, have traces of 
 man-made modifications that date between the second 
century BCE to the second century CE: a smooth floor 
with a raised platform, a polished wall or overhang 
with rows of inscribed characters, a sculpted relief of 

	Í 2 �Natural�cave�with�50�Jain�‘beds’�carved�into�the�floor.��
Kongar�Puliyangulam�near�Madurai.�Photo:�Crispin�Branfoot.

a standing or seated Jain teacher (tīrthaṅkara, ‘ford-
maker’). Inscriptions written in Tamil brāhmī in these 
caves are among the earliest examples of the Tamil 
 language known. Furthermore, these Jain caves are 
a reminder that the religious landscape of the  
Tamil country, like South Asia as a whole, has always 
had a diverse mixture of faiths and communities,  
with some beliefs and practices shared, and others 
in conflict. Jains and Buddhists have not only left 
traces of their past presence in the landscape, but 
also made significant contributions to Tamil literature 
and other arts.



Jains and Buddhists in Tamil  
Literary History

In 1887, U. V. Swaminatha Iyer (1855–1942) published 
a critical edition of the tenth century Cīvakacintāmaṇi, 
a long narrative Tamil poem attributed to a Jain poet, 
that until 1880 in spite of his deep erudition and schol-
arly training he had never seen. Seeking help from 
scholars within the small Jain community who still read 
and revered the text, this early encounter would lead 
him on a journey of literary discovery that occupied the 
remainder of his life. Together with C. W. Damodaram 
Pillai (1832–1901), Swaminatha Iyer rediscovered and 
published many classical Tamil literary works, including 
the poems of the Caṅkam anthologies, the earliest 
grammar, the Tolkāppiyam, and longer narrative poems 
such as the Cilappatikāram and Maṇimēkalai (Cutler 
2003: 272–75). The Cilappatikāram (The Tale of an 
Anklet) is a long narrative poem composed in around 
the fifth-sixth century and attributed to Ilankovatikal  

a Jain monk. A tale of love and loss, violent death and 
injustice leading to the transformation of the tale’s 
 heroine from devoted wife to fierce goddess, the story 
moves between the territories of the three kings 
(mūvēntar) of the Tamil country: the Cōḻa, Cēra and 
Pāṇṭiya. It is for this reason that some proponents of 
modern Tamil cultural nationalism have understood the 
text as a potent symbol of Tamil identity and power 
(Cutler 2003: 300). The Maṇimēkalai dates to around 
the same time but within a Buddhist milieu. It is a long,  
sophisticated and beautiful poetic narrative of the young  
girl Maṇimēkalai, the daughter of a cour tesan, who 
gradually draws away from the life of  sensual pleasure 
to become a renunciant in search of liberation. The 
publications stemming from this ‘Tamil Renaissance’ 
between the 1880s and 1920s not only demonstrated 
the early roots of classical Tamil literature and culture. 
It also highlighted the influential and enduring presence 
of Jains and Buddhists to the shared religious and 
 literary culture of early south India, a  contribution that 
had been overlooked if not actively distorted by the 
later dominance of Śaivism and Vaiṣṇavism.
In the Tēvāram, the collection of Tamil Śaiva bhakti 
poetry, the poet-saints Appar and Campantar both 
 condemned the Jains and the Buddhists for their doc-
trines and practices. Jains were consistently portrayed 
as hated ‘others’ and anti-Jain polemic was an element 
in the rise of Tamil Śaivism as the dominant religious 
affiliation of the Tamil population from at least the 
 eleventh century through to the present (Peterson 
1998: 163–64). One of the most popular and enduring 
narratives of the Śaiva treatment of the Jain community 
is the conflict between Campantar and the Jains in 
Madurai, the Pāṇṭiya capital. In a series of miraculous 
competitions, the superiority of devotion to Śiva over 
Jain teachings is demonstrated: the king is cured of an 
illness by sacred ash and the recitation of a mantra; a 
manuscript of Campantar’s hymn in praise of Śiva 
emerges untouched by a fire while the Jain manuscript 
is burnt to ash. Defeat in this religious contest resulted 
in the mass impalement of the Jains on stakes, an event 
celebrated in the twelfth century Periyapurāṇam, the 
site-myths and festivals of Madurai and occasionally 
depicted by artists. Though there is no historical record 
of such an event, within the Tamil Śaiva community  
it demonstrated the superiority of devotion to Śiva and 
the loss of Jain economic or political power within the 
city of Madurai.

	Í 3 �Tamil-Brāhmī�inscription,�Kongar�Puliyangulam�near�
Madurai,�1st�century�BCE.�Photo:�Crispin�Branfoot.
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Alongside the rediscovery of early Jain and Buddhist 
Tamil literature in the late nineteenth century, other 
discoveries gradually revealed the contribution of Jains 
and Buddhists to the formation of Tamil culture. The 
publication of translations of the Chinese pilgrim 
Xuanzang’s travels through India in the seventh century, 
first in French (1853) and later English (1884), revealed 
that the temple-city of Kanchipuram had a substantial 
population of Buddhists. This was reported to include 
one hundred monasteries and 10,000 monks as well as 
a monumental stūpa reputedly built by the third- 
century BCE king Aśoka, legendary for his support for 
Buddhism. The discovery in 1906 of a large two-metre 
high standing stone image of the Buddha within the 
Kāmākṣī temple in the city seemed to confirm that 
Buddhism had indeed been a more significant part of 
Kanchipuram’s early history before the rise of 
 devotional Hinduism. Further finds and excavations 
have confirmed the early Buddhist presence in the city 
and environs.

The world depicted in the Cilappatikāram and 
Maṇimēkalai was one with rulers and merchants sup-
porting Jains and Buddhists in inland cities such as 
Kanchipuram and Madurai, as well as flourishing ports 
such as Puhar (Poompuhar or Kaveripumpattinam) on 
the eastern coast. Other archaeological discoveries 
seemed to confirm the emerging picture of Buddhism’s 
contribution to early Tamil history. The publication in 
the 1880s of some copper-plate inscriptions in Leiden 
University library in the Netherlands not only estab-
lished a more detailed genealogy of the Cōḻa kings 
than previously known but also recorded that a 
Buddhist monastery had been established at the Cōḻa 
port of Nagapattinam in the eleventh century. Only 
twenty years earlier in 1867, many had lamented the 
demolition of the last remains of what may have been 
part of this monastery. The recognition of the signifi-
cance of Nagapattinam as an important centre of Tamil 
Buddhism with connections across Maritime Asia has 
increased since the beginning of the twentieth century. 

	Í 4 �Three�seated�Buddha�images,�granite,�9th    –    10th�century,�
Pallur�near�Kanchipuram.�Photo:�Emma�Natalya�Stein.
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Jainism and Buddhism in the 
 Monumental Landscape

Over the past century many more finds of Buddha 
images in Tamilnadu have demonstrated that Buddhism 
was much more widespread on the coast, such as at 
Nagapattinam but also at many inland sites, in the first 
millennium CE: over one hundred sites have been iden-
tified. Seated stone Buddhas are often still in situ in vil-
lages, sometimes under worship, or placed alongside 
later Hindu temples. These granite images are usually 
seated in ardhapadmāsana (‘half-lotus posture’, with 
the right leg resting upon the left) and with the hands 
placed in meditation in the lap or more rarely with the 
right touching the earth (bhūmisparśamudrā). From the 
1920s to ’30s, over 350 Buddhist bronze images were 
excavated in Nagapattinam, many dated from the tenth 
to thirteenth centuries at the height of Cōḻa power 
across southern India. The style of production with 
 features such as the right shoulder bare and the tall 
flame-like uṣṇīṣa on the Buddha’s head are shared with 
images produced in the same period in neighbouring 
Sri Lanka, demonstrating the close contacts between 
monastic centres and shared religious culture across 
the narrow stretch of sea. 

The smaller seated or standing copper alloy Buddha 
images dated to the tenth-twelfth centuries were 
sometimes gilded; the prongs on each side of the base 
were for a separately cast ornamental surround (prab
hāvalī). Though not as common, a few metal images of 
the future Buddha Maitreya and others of bodhisattvas 
have also been found. In common with their Hindu 
counterparts, metal Buddhist images were occasionally 
carried in procession during periodic festivals. Surviving 
metal images are now in museum and private collec-
tions, but many seated and standing stone Buddha 
images, especially the large ones up to two metres in 
height, remain in situ though often now in the open. 
With the exception of some excavated remains of a 
monastery dating no earlier than the fourth century CE 
at the former port of Pukar, there is little surviving evi-
dence for the buildings – the monasteries, the stupas, 
the temples – within which these Buddhist images were 
used, not only in Nagappattinam on the coast but 
across the Tamil region at inland sites. Many may have 
been built in brick rather than stone. Explanations for 
the disappearance of Buddhist architecture from the 
archaeological record in the Tamil region have ranged 
from decay through neglect to destruction, conversion 
or replacement by later Hindu temples. Given the simi-
larities between images found in South India and Sri 

	Í 5 �Seated�Buddha.�Granite,�h:�102 cm.�Nagapattinam,��
7th�century.�Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,�inv.-no.�RVI�221.�
Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger.
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	Í 6 �Standing�Buddha.�Bronze,�h:�54.5 cm.��
South�India�or�Sri�Lanka,�c. 11th – 12th�century.��
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�Museum�für��
Asiatische�Kunst.�Photo:�Iris�Papadopoulos.

	Í 7 �Standing�Buddha.�Bronze,�h:�20.5 cm.�Nagapattinam,��
c. 13th�century.�Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,��
inv.-no.�RVI�517.�Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger.
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Lanka, in addition to the known circulation of Buddhist 
monks and images between the neighbouring regions, 
Tamil South India and Sri Lanka should be considered as 
one cultural sphere within wider maritime Buddhist 
Asia, until the gradual disappearance of Buddhism in 
the Tamil country by the sixteenth century.

Jainism and Buddhism were present in the Tamil 
country from the second century BCE, reaching their 
greatest popularity in the fifth-sixth centuries when 
most of the poetic works produced in Tamil were 
 written by either Buddhists or Jains. The rise of devo-
tional bhakti alongside the expansion of Pallava, Pāṇṭiya 
and Cōḻa dynastic authority from the seventh century 
onward has suggested the rapid disappearance there-
after of Buddhism and Jainism. Yet the sectarian image 

of the triumph of Śaivism over Jainism and Buddhism 
is not supported by other evidence – from inscriptions, 
monumental remains, archaeological finds – that 
demonstrates the continued presence of these religious 
communities and interaction with Hindus until at least 
the fourteenth century, and for the Jains as a minority 
community into the present.

In the ninth-tenth centuries many of the earliest 
known Jain sites, such as the caves and rock-shelters 
with brāhmi inscriptions in the hills around Madurai, 
were still occupied. New inscriptions in cursive 
vaṭṭelutu script record donations alongside the inclu-
sion of sculpted reliefs of seated tīrthaṅkaras and 
female guardian yakṣīs. Other sites were established 
by Jains, perhaps in response to the migration of Jains 

	Í 8 �Seated�Buddha,�granite,�9th – 10th�century,��
Vīraṭṭaneśvara�(Śiva)�temple,�Tiruvadigai.��
Photo:�Crispin�Branfoot.
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south from the Deccan. Although many have disap-
peared, around 350 inscriptions recording donations by 
Jain in the period from the eighth to the thirteenth cen-
turies have survived (Orr in Cort ed. 1998). Jain inscrip-
tions are widely distributed across Tamilnadu though 
concentrated in the north between Kanchipuram and 
Tiruvannamalai and south of Madurai. Around one hun-
dred of these inscriptions are from Kalugumalai alone, 
located alongside the c. 150 images sculpted in relief 
in the ninth-tenth centuries across a huge rock surface 
(Owen 2010). The inscriptions record the individual 
commission of these Jain images by lay and monastic 
donors, including many women, from as far afield as 
Kanyakumari to the south and Kanchipuram 300 miles 
to the northeast. In addition to the rows of seated and 
standing Jinas are images of the goddess Ambikā with 
her children, the ‘wish-fulfilling’ mango tree and her 
lion mount. The site may originally have been occupied 
by Buddhists, as the name Kalugumalai (‘Vulture Hill’) 
is suggestive of the hill outside Rajagriha where the 
Buddha preached (Dundas 1992: 108). Today it remains 
a site of pilgrimage for Digambara Jains1.

Around 450 archaeological sites have been identi-
fied as Jain across the state, though only a few are ritu-
ally active today. These include the main ancient rock 
shelters as well as structural temples built between 

the eighth and thirteenth centuries within cities and 
remote villages. These include the eighth-century 
temple in Tirupparutikundram or ‘Jina Kanchi’, a suburb 
of the former Pallava capital and later pilgrimage centre 
of Kanchipuram. At Tirumalai south of Vellore, a Jain 
temple was established by Kundavai, the sister of the 
Cōḻa king Rājarāja, in around 1000 CE; another nearby 
shrine was built around a five metre-high austere, 
smooth-limbed standing figure of the tīrthaṅkara 
Neminātha, sculpted in relief from the rockface. Two 
further temples were built in the sixteenth-seventeenth 
centuries around this sacred hill, demonstrating the 
continued presence of Jains in the region. Magnificent 
bronze images of seated and standing Jinas were cre at-
 ed during the Cōḻa dynasty’s rule over the south in 
the tenth to twelfth centuries, alongside those made 
for Hindu and Buddhist communities.

Modern Movements

Although Buddhism had died out in Tamil south India 
by the late nineteenth century, the rediscovery of Tamil 
Buddhist literature including Maṇimēkalai and the 
re-evaluation of religious traditions within the colonial 
milieu led to its modest revival. In 1898, the anti-caste 

	Í 9 �Jain�cave�with�9th�century�relief�of�Mahāvīra,�
�Kilakuyilkudi�near�Madurai.�Photo:�Crispin�Branfoot.
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	Í 10 �Reliefs�of�seated�and�standing�Jinas,�9th    –    10th�century,�Kalugumalai.�
Photo:�Crispin�Branfoot.

activist C. Iyothee Thass (1845–1914) converted to 
Buddhism with the help of Henry Olcott and the 
Sinhalese monk Anagarika Dharmapala, the leaders of 
two modern religious movements, the Theosophical 
Society and the Mahabodhi Society. Iyothee Dass had 
previously promoted the cause of the Paṟaiyar 
(‘untouchable’, Dalit) community as the original 
Dravidians and argued that as early Tamil religion was 
Buddhism, Paṟaiyar should convert. Though the Sakya 
Buddhist Society or Indian Buddhist Association that he 
founded in 1898 had only a limited impact in expanding 
the numbers of Buddhists in south India in subsequent 
decades, he was an important precursor to the post-In-
dependence Dalit leader Dr. B. R. Ambedkar’s promo-
tion of Buddhism in the 1950s. Within Tamilnadu 
Iyothee Dass may also be regarded as one of the pio-
neers of the twentieth-century Dravidian Movement.

Unlike Buddhism, a small Jain population survived 
into the colonial period (Emmrich 2020). Today, the 
population of Jains in Tamilnadu remains small at 

around 80,000, about half of whom are Śvētāmbara 
Jains from Rajasthan and Gujarat, entrepreneurial 
migrants to colonial Madras who began to arrive in 
the 1820s. Tamil Jains remain concentrated in rural 
northern Tamilnadu with smaller numbers in Chennai. 
Though only a few of the many Jain sites remain ritually 
active today, community organisations have recently 
begun to run ‘ahimsa [non-violence] Walks’, visiting 
archaeological sites, sponsoring the renovation of 
 dilapidated structures and revitalising public interest 
in Jainism’s distinct contribution to Tamil heritage.

1 In Jainism, there are two schools whose followers are divided 
into Digambaras, “sky-clad”, and Śvētāmbaras, the “white-
clad”. The Digambaras are characterized by their adherence to 
“ahimsa”, complete non-violence, usually living in complete 
nudity and seclusion and moving mindfully through their envi-
ronment. These groups are found in the southern regions of 
the Indian subcontinent, while the Śvētāmbara are mostly 
found in the northern Indian states. They also follow the path 
of nonviolence but tend to describe themselves as lay people 
and also participate in social life.
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	Í 1 �Śiva�conferring�blessings�on�saint�Caṇḍeśa.�Stone�relief�
on�the�wall�of�a�temple�built�by�King�Rājendra�Cōḻa�I.��
(r.�1012–135)�in�Gangaikondacholapuram.�Photo:�
Georg�Noack.

√

In south India, the term Cōḻa is synonymous with 
sophistication in every field of cultural activity, espe-
cially those centering around the sacred. Temple archi-
tecture and sculpture reached great heights, as did 
the art of casting portable sacred images in bronze, 
while sumptuous gold jewelry embedded with precious 
stones was created to adorn these bronzes. Music and 
dance, performed by skilled and proficient experts, 
were part of the celebrations of the festival cycle, while 
the literary arts of prose, poetry, and drama vied with 
the accomplishments of institutions of religious learn-
ing. The innovative Cōḻa irrigation network of canals 
and reservoirs led to agricultural prosperity that, in 
turn, provided the foundational wherewithal for the 
lavish patronage of sacred structures. Women, royal 
and aristocratic, but also those of more modest cir-
cumstances, played a significant role in the world of 
the Cōḻas. All in all, it was a period of great allure.

This efflorescence in art and cultural activities 
started quietly around the year 855 when an astute 

chieftain named Vijayalaya captured the town of 
Thanjavur and established the Cōḻa dynasty. He had the 
chutzpah to take the name of a renowned line of rulers 
who had vanished from the scene several centuries ear-
lier, and he claimed to have taken Thanjavur as easily as 
he would take, by the hand, his own wife! The lineage 
he founded was centered on the Kaveri basin and 
reached its greatest territorial extent during the reigns 
of Rājarāja Cōḻa (985–1012) and his son Rājēndra 
(1012–1035) when the Cōḻa realm included much of 
south India, the northern part of Sri Lanka, and the 
Maldive islands. Additionally, naval expeditions, admit-
tedly of limited reach, were dispatched to the island 
of Sumatra and to the southern Malay peninsula, both 
controlled by the kingdom of Srivijaya. 

	Í 2 �The�copper�plate�inscription�issued�by�Rājēndra�Cōḻa,�
documents�not�only�the�kings�donation�of�Land�to�a�
Buddhist�site�but�also�a�genealogy�of�the�Cōḻa�kings.�
Leiden�University�Library,�inv.-no.�Or.�1687.

	Í 3 �The�Śiva�temple�of�Pullamangai.�Photo:�Vidya�Dehejia.
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Early Cōḻa temples, like the Śiva shrine of Pullamangai, 
are small exquisitely proportioned structures with 
 elegant sacred sculptures in the niches of both the 
sanctum and the hall that fronts it. A masterpiece of 
granite construction is the Nāgeśvara temple at 
Kumbakonam that carries images of royalty in addition 
to those of the gods. These temples were constructed 
early in the reign of Parāntaka Cōḻa whose lengthy reign 
extended from 905–956. The second half of the 10th 
century witnessed the emergence of an amazing 
woman patron, queen Sembiyan Mahādevi, who came 
into her own during the reign of her son Uttama Cōḻa. 
She emerged on the scene in her role as a young 
 princess in the year 941 when she first participated in 
donations to a temple near Trichy, and she remained 
active until the year 1002 when she made a temple gift 

during the reign of her grand-nephew, the famous king 
Rājarāja. She converted several earlier brick temples 
into stone structures and, in order to ensure that gifts 
to the earlier structure would not be forgotten, she  
had them re-engraved upon her stone temple. She 
patronized an extraordinary bronze workshop that 
 created elegant and heart-wrenching images, mostly  
of Śiva and Umā, but also of other deities. One such is 
the bronze Sītā from the Stuttgart collection whose 
consort Rāma is missing today. Sītā’s stately elegance, 
svelte torso, slender long limbs, her exquisite face and 
enchanting hairstyle, all speak to the hand of an artist 
from what one might term the Sembiyan bronze work-
shop. 

	Í 4 �Depiction�of�a�queen�in�the�Nāgeśvara�temple�at�
Kumbakonam.�Photo:�Vidya�Dehejia.

	Í 5 �Sītā.�Bronze,�h:�66 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 980 AD.��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�33610�L.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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	Í 6 �The�Brihadiśvara�temple�in�Thanjavur.��
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 7 �Inscriptions�at�the�Brihadiśvara�temple.��
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

The Cōḻa capital of Thanjavur was a brandnew city in 
the sense that it was not one of the many sites of hal-
lowed stature that had been sung of by the Nāyaṉmār 
saints of the Tamil country. There was no ancient brick 
temple at Thanjavur to convert into stone, and it was 
left to Rājarāja Cōḻa to build a Śiva temple, known in its 
inscriptions as the Rājarājeśvara temple (the Lord of 
Rājarāja), that was the skyscraper of its time. Earlier 
temples, exquisite as they were, were small structures, 
roughly 35 feet in height; Rājarāja’s Śiva temple was six 
times the size of any built thus far in the Tamil country 
and rose to a height of 210 feet. Once he had pro-
claimed his valor in battle by capturing territory, he 
apparently had the urge to demonstrate his devotion to 
Śiva by building this grand temple, known today as the 
Brihadiśvara temple, or temple of the Great Lord. 
Niches around the exterior of the sanctum glorify god 
Śiva by featuring large sculpted images of his many 
manifestations on both a lower and upper level. While 
the niches of the lower level feature different forms of 
Śiva, all 32 upper niches feature Śiva as Victor of Three 
Forts (Tripura-Vijaya). It would appear that  
Śiva who destroyed the forts of three major demonic 
forces served as an inspiration for Rājarāja, and that  
the  repetition of such images was an expression of  
the monarch’s thanksgiving to Śiva for having enabled 
his victories.

A remarkable feature of Rājarāja’s Thanjavur temple are 
the inscriptions in the Tamil script that cover the tem-
ple’s base moldings, as well as various sections of its 
 pillars and walls, to give us astounding details about 
the temple’s bronzes, the jewelry given to adorn the 
bronzes, the temple’s ritual vessels of gold and silver, 
as well as extraordinary details of temple administra-
tion. We read, for instance, that every village in Cōḻa 
territory, including those in newly captured Sri Lanka, 
had to send a certain amount of rice to the temple; 
that villages were required to send stated amounts 
of food ingredients to be used in the temple kitchens 
for food (tiruamudu or sacred nectar) that was offered 
first to the temple images and then distributed to 
a range of stake-holders; that villages were required 
to send priests and watchmen for temple service. 
We learn that the temple employed 800 persons to 
fulfil a range of requirements, including 400 dancers 
to  perform for the god, a range of musicians to accom-
pany them, and an appraiser of jewels to keep track, 
no doubt, of the jewelry given to the sacred bronzes. 
The inscriptions provide details of the gems included 
in each item of adornment, giving us the exact number 
of diamonds, rubies and pearls in every piece of jew-
elry, as well as the quality of each gemstone, whether it 
was flawed, cracked, or of secondary quality. We learn 
that the temple had as many as 66 sacred bronzes 

√
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	Í 8 �Śiva�as�Ardhanārī�–�Ardhanārīśvara�from�the�temple�of�
Tiruvenkadu,�c. 1020�AD.�Collection�of�the�Government�
Museum�of�Tamil�Nadu,�Chennai.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 9 Detail.�Photo:�Christine�Guidolotti.

gifted by Rājarāja, his queens, his sister, and select 
highly placed temple officials; we read too of the com-
plete sets of jewelry given to these images to adorn 
them from head to toe. Several accountants, assisted 
by a range of sub-accountants, kept track of temple 
funds, and we learn too of Śiva’s own accountant, saint 
Caṇḍeśa, in whose name all temple transactions were 
made. The Thanjavur inscriptions provide astounding 
details of the operation and supervision of a royal 
temple a thousand years ago.

Outstanding bronzes were created during the reign 
of Rājarāja and Rājēndra, and while we have little 
 information about individual artists, the Tiruvenkadu 
Master whom I have named after the temple that 

commissioned many of his sacred bronzes, created 
 several spectacular images. Tiruvenkadu is some sixty 
miles (99.3 km) from the capital of Thanjavur and lies 
just north of the mouth of the Kaveri river. One among 
the Master’s many exciting bronzes is an impressive 
image of Śiva as Ardhanārī or Half-woman, a conjoint 
form of Śiva and his consort Umā, that captures the 
essence of his mastery. Taking up the challenge of dis-
playing bodily perfection in so unusual a form,  
the Master was able to successfully fuse the straight, 
broad, firmer masculine aspect of Śiva with the soft 
femininity of Uma to create a harmonious image that 
is sensuous and captivating in its portrayal. 
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	Í 10 �Śiva�Naṭarāja�“King�of�the�Dance”.��
Bronze,�h:�108 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 12th –  13th�century.�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�36293�L.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

In the last quarter of the 11th century, the Cōḻa line 
established by Vijayālaya came to an end, and a new 
line of Cōḻas, sometimes referred to as the Chālukya
Cōḻas, came into power. Eastern Chālukya prince 
Rājēndra, whose mother and grandmother were both 
Cōḻa princesses, assumed the Cōḻa throne in 1070, 
taking the title of Kulottunga or “Pinnacle of the 
Dynasty”. While the Kaveri delta and the town of 
Thanjavur remained important, this period witnessed a 
dramatic rise in architectural activities at Chidambaram, 

home of Dancing Śiva. It was during the rule of 
Kulottunga and his successor Vikrama Cōḻa, between 
1070 –1135, that this sacred center was dramatically 
expanded to become one of the first of Tamil Nadu’s 
expanded temples. While Chidambaram had been a 
sacred center for several centuries, it owed its expansion 
and consolidation in stone primarily to the impetus  
of minister Naralokaviran who served both monarchs. 
He built the innermost wall enclosing the sacred shrine, 
and to its west he built a temple to the goddess, sur-
rounding it with a wall entered through a single gateway. 
He lined the sacred tank with stone steps and corridors, 
and built an independent hall for the recitation of  
the hymns of the Mūvar or Revered Three, the saints, 
Campantar, Appar, and Cuntarar. He constructed  
the outer third wall to enclose the entire, expanded 
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	Í 11 �Śiva�Naṭarāja.�Bronze,�h:�117 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�
c. 12th – 13th�century.�National�Museum�of�Denmark,�
inv.-no.�Da.�161.�Photo:�John�Lee.

	Í 12 �Śiva�Candraśekhara.�Bronze,�h:�75.5 cm.�Tamil��
Nadu,�c. 12th – 13th�century.�Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,��
inv.-no.�RVI�506.�Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger.

temple, providing a western gopuram gateway for 
access from the priestly residences, and an eastern 
gopuram for access from the town. And he made major 
provisions for the festival that took Dancing Śiva to the 
ocean-front in the month of February-March, providing 
lamps outside the south gateway through which the 
procession left the temple, clearing a road to the beach 
where he built a pavilion for the image, and providing 
a garden, water tank, and a shade-giving banyan tree 
for the devotees who accompanied the Dancing Lord 
on this sacred festival outing. 

The 13th century witnessed unrest in Cōḻa territories, 
and inscriptions in a number of temples speak of the 
unsettled conditions of the time; it would appear that  
a medieval tsunami further added to the fall in temple 
fortunes. At Tiruvenkadu, for instance, we read of  
lands lying fallow for years due to extensive flooding; 
returning such land to cultivation required substantially 
more funds than needed for the original land purchase. 
By 1280, inscriptions in temple after temple that 
speak of gifts from Pāṇṭiya rulers indicate that Cōḻa 
power was a thing of the past.
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	Í 13 �Śiva�and�Umā�with�their�son�Murukaṉ�(Sanskrit:�Skanda).�Bronze,�h:�58 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 12th�century.�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,�inv.-no.�Da.156.�Photo:�John�Lee.

Visitors to museums will notice a green patina on many 
bronzes, that were originally coppery in color and later 
darkened by exposure to the air during centuries of 
worship. The patina is a clue to the fact that the 
bronzes have been buried for centuries, most likely in 
the year 1310, when the approach of armies of the 
Delhi sultanate caused concern to Tamil temples about 
possible desecration of their beloved bronzes. The plan 
to unearth, reconsecrate, and return the bronzes to 
worship had to be postponed when a sultanate was 
established in Madurai for an extended period of time. 
The location of the secret burials was not passed on  
to the next generation, with the result that sacred 
images remained buried until recent times. The famous 
Tiruvenkadu bronzes, for instance, emerged as four 

separate buried hoards – in 1925, 1951, 1960, and 
1972 – during a successive series of temple renovations 
and expansion. New bronzes, created for Tamil temples 
during the time of the Vijayanagar dynasty, are in 
 worship today in this and other temples that witnessed 
a similar story. The miracle is that magnificent Cōḻa 
bronzes, once presumed lost, have re-emerged to 
speak of the mastery and virtuosity of the artists of the 
Cōḻa period.

For further exploration of this subject, see Vidya 
Dehejia, The Thief Who Stole My Heart: The Material 
Life of Chola Bronzes, 855–1280 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2021).
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	Í 1 �Goddess�Māriyammaṉ�made�of�papier-mâché�for�
presentation�at�the�kolu�display�on�the�occasion�of�the�
Navarāttiri�festival.�H:�48 cm.�Chennai,�2018.�Linden-
Museum,�inv.-no.�SA�07171.�Photos:�Dominik�Drasdow.

√

Every year during the waxing moon in the month of 
puraṭṭāci (September/October), Tamil Nadu – like the 
rest of India – celebrates a festival that lasts nine nights 
and ten days. This festival can justifiably be called the 
most popular Hindu festival. It is known by different 
names depending on the region: as Durgāpūjā in 
Bengal and generally in the north of India, as Dasarā 
(»Dussehra«) in Karnataka and especially in Mysore, or 
as Navarāttiri in Tamil Nadu. This is the Tamil version 
of the Sanskrit word Navarātri and means »the festival 
that lasts nine nights«. Although this festival, which  
is celebrated all over India, is understood to be one  
and the same festival, not only the name but also the 
specific form of the celebration varies greatly from 
place to place. The focus here is on this festival, 
Navarāttiri, as it is celebrated in Tamil Nadu.

The duration of the festival alone indicates its 
importance. So, it is not surprising that many house-
holds are in a state of excitement for ten days during 
this time. But the festival is not only celebrated in the 

home, but also in many temples. These two aspects of 
the festival complement each other: while the annual 
battle of good against evil is fought out in the temple, 
the auspicious aspects of the festival are in the fore-
ground in the house: here the positive power of 
the goddess and femininity is celebrated (Fuller and 
Logan 1985).

Both aspects of the festivities are closely linked 
through the great goddess and her mythology. The 
 goddess is worshipped under many names and in many 
identities – as Kāmākṣī, Mahātripurasundarī, Durgā, 
Kālī, Ampāḷ, Cāmuṇḍī or as Paṭavēṭṭammaṉ. The associ-
ated mythological narratives are about the goddess’s 
struggle and victory over a demon that threatens the 
order of the world. Although the pan-Indian myth from 
the Sanskrit text Devīmāhātmya describes the demon 
as a buffalo demon, a look at local narratives shows 
that other demons are also called to battle here. In the 
South Indian text Kāmākṣīvilāsa, for example, the »play 
of Goddess Kāmākṣī«, Goddess Kāmākṣī, the patroness 
of the South Indian city of Kanchipuram, defeats a 
demon called Bandhaka (Ilkama 2018).

This battle is not only described in the relevant 
texts, but also ritually performed in the Kāmākṣī temple 
every evening during the festival of Navarāttiri. On 
this occasion, the goddess Kāmākṣī leaves the inner-
most part of her temple and, riding on a tiger, fights 
the demon Pantacura. The battle continues night after 
night, but only on the last night does Kāmākṣī finally 

	Í 2 �Goddess�Kāmākṣī�riding�a�tiger�during�Navarāttiri��
in�the�Kāmākṣī-temple�in�Kanchipuram.�Photo:�Ute�
Hüsken,�2006.
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defeat this demon. This battle every evening is a popu-
lar spectacle during the Navarāttiri festival, which is not 
only popular with the devotees of the goddess, so that 
they travel from far and wide, but is also fun for the 
children from the neighbourhood.

In the goddess’ temples that follow non-Bahman 
ritual traditions, the goddess personally intervenes by 
“taking possession” of various ritual participants. Thus, 
she takes possesion of the priest who “kills” the demon 
present in a young banana tree with a single powerful 
stroke of the machete (Ilkama 2018). Furthermore, the 
fact that those participants in the so-called pālkuṭam 
processions, who have skin piercings performed on 
them, do not feel any pain shows that the goddess is 
with or in them.

Navarāttiri is also often described as the “festival 
of women” in southern India. This is firstly due to the 
prominence of the goddess, whose śakti – female 
energy – is shared by all female beings. Further, this 
perception is based on the Navarāttiri celebrations in 
the domestic sphere, where women and girls play 
 central roles in the rituals. The rituals are therefore 
understood to be “feminine”. Like many of the rituals 
performed primarily by women, this ritual tradition 
does not invoke a written tradition (Hüsken 2013) and 
no normative texts exist that record or prescribe the 
specific performance of these rituals. Rather, the festive 
tradition is passed on orally and performatively within 
families from one generation to the next. 

	Í 3 �Children�from�the�neighbourhood�embodying��
the�demon�Pantacura.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2006.

	Í 4�|�5 �Milkpot-procession�and�piercings�in�honor�of�goddess�
Māriyammaṉ.�Photos:�Ute�Hüsken,�2009�and�2011.
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In Brahmin homes in Tamil Nadu, Navarāttiri celebra-
tions focus on the so-called kolu, which means “court”. 
This is an arrangement of figures and puppets made  
of different materials, which are set up and displayed 
on a multi-tiered pedestal (it has always an odd number 
of steps) for the duration of the nine days of the festi-
val. If it is a smaller ensemble with only a few figures, 
this kolu is often placed near the house shrine. 
However, if the kolu includes many figures, it often 
occupies the central space in the room where guests 
are usually received. These figures that populate the 
multi-tiered pedestal are very diverse. Here one finds 
figures of gods, representations of mythological scenes 
from the Purāṇas or from the epics, scenes of an 
imagined and idealised village life, but also various 
 figures brought back from journeys, cricket teams, 
mickey mouse and zoos with dinosaurs. The actual 

	Í 6 �Kolu:�Divine�figures�and�dolls�are�displayed�on�a�
multi-tiered�frame.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2008.

	Í 7 �Cricket�teams,�mickey�mouse�and�entire�zoos�can�also�
be�placed�on�a�kolu.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2008.
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	Í 8 �Marappācipommai:�a�pair�of�wooden�dolls�dressed�like�
royalty.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2006.

design of the kolu is usually left to the women of the 
household, while the men are responsible for bringing 
out the wellpacked boxes with the dolls and, if neces-
sary, providing the appropriate lighting.

Kolu was probably primarily a Brahmin ritual tradi-
tion for a long time. In Brahmin families, young women 
traditionally receive the first kolu dolls from their 
mother as a wedding gift. These first two dolls are 
called marappācipommai. They are a pair of wooden 
dolls dressed as royalty. Kolu actually literally means 
‘court’ and the origins of this festive tradition may be 
around the court of Mysore (Ikegame 2013). Many fam-
ilies make an effort to buy at least one new doll for the 
kolu every year. Thus, the collection of dolls grows over 
the years.

The arrangement of the various figures on the steps 
does not follow a universally established pattern. 
Nevertheless, the central position (although not always 
the highest) in the kolu is usually occupied by a rep-
resentation of the goddess: This is a pot (kalaca) filled 
with water and other ingredients, in which the goddess 
was invoked, i.e. made present through rituals. Often 
this is the household’s preferred goddess, or, as in 
Kanchipuram, a goddess of primarily local relevance. 
The rituals performed at the kolu are also addressed to 
this representation of the goddess. For kolu is not a 

	Í 9 �A�pot�filled�with�water�and�closed�with�a�coconut�repre-
sents�and�contians�the�goddess.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2008.

mere exhibition of figures, but the goddess is under-
stood to be present in the kolu. Accordingly, she is also 
honoured with rituals of worship in the morning and 
evening, which are performed by the women in the 
household. This is in contrast to many ritual perfor-
mances in the context of other festivals in the course of 
the year, in which men are the ritual actors.

Despite the lack of explicit norms, deity figures are 
usually placed in the upper third of the kolu. The lower 
levels, on the other hand, are often left to the children 
to decorate. But in many households, the floor in front 
of the kolu is also decorated with religious scenes such 
as temple processions or depictions of pilgrimage sites. 
Mostly, therefore, it is individual creativity that shapes 
the order of the dolls on the kolu.
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	Í 11 �The�worship�of�a�young�girl�(kanyāpūjā)�is�an�import-
ant�ritual�during�Navarāttiri.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2015.

	Í 10 �Scantily�clad�western�female�tourists�pose�on�cultural�
monuments�and�temples�–�the�scene�here�depicts�
Mahābalipuram.�Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2015.

This lack of strict norms also offers room for subversion 
and criticism within the framework of this ritual. While 
traditionally mainly religious or village scenes are 
depicted on the kolu, kolu is sometimes also used to 
point out perceived grievances. This is the case in the 
scene depicting the coastal town of Mahabalipuram: 
Here, scantily clad Western tourists pose on cultural 
monuments and temples.

Apart from the fact that during Navarāttiri it is 
mainly women who are responsible for the rituals on 
kolu, the festival is also an opportunity to question the 
everyday hierarchy of the sexes in other respects. 
This is particularly evident in the evening, when the 
houses where kolu is performed open up to visits, 
 especially of women and children. While in everyday 
life it is not common for women and girls to go out 
after dark without a male escort, this is the rule on 
Navarāttiri evenings. The women and girls visit each 
other to admire the kolu and exchange stories about 
the various figures. Devotional songs are sung, and 
small gifts are received from the host family. At the 
same time, the visiting women and girls are worshipped 
as goddesses themselves, because there is a belief that 
the goddess comes to visit with the women and girls. 
Here, parallel ideas overlap: the women and girls come 
to worship the goddess in the kolu, but at the same 
time they are worshipped as goddesses themselves.

The Navarāttiri celebrations also include a formalised 
mode of this worship, the so-called kanyāpūjā and 
suvāsinīpūjā. This involves the worship of specifically 
invited prepubescent girls (kanyā) and married women 
who have children (suvāsinī). Such worship is per-
formed both in goddess temples and in private house-
holds. The girls and women are formally worshipped as 
goddesses and given gifts: they receive food, new 
clothes, glass bangles and the like.

In recent decades, more and more women from 
non-Brahman castes are also seen performing kolu. 
Here, this ritual tradition can also be understood as a 
mode of social mobility, part of a process often referred 
to as sanskritisation – that is, an ascent of castes within 
the caste hierarchy by adopting rituals of higher castes. 
In fact, the practice of kolu  primarily marks material 
prosperity. Kolu gives families the opportunity to 
demonstrate the economic prosperity of a household, 
through the volume and quality of the kolu itself, as 
well as through gifts given to guests to take home.  
All of this expresses class membership or even the 
ambitions of a household. Parallel to the appropriation 
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of the Brahman kolu ritual by non-Brahman house-
holds, a »de-Brahmanisation« of the kolu usually takes 
place in the same process – for example, when 
non-vegetarian food and alcohol are given as an offer-
ing to the goddess in the kolu.

Specific to non-Brahman households, kolu often 
becomes a means of wish fulfilment. Thus, dolls or 
entire sets are often bought to function as votive 
 offerings. Depictions of the god Kṛṣṇa as an infant in 
a cradle, for example, express the wish for children, 
while wedding scenes imply the wish for the daughter 
to marry soon. When these wishes come true, kolu 
is understood to be effective and is maintained and 
nurtured for years. 

	Í 13–16 �Representations�of�the�deities�Durgā,�Mīnākṣī,�
Gaṇapati�and�Śiva,�made�of�papier-mâché�or�clay��
for�presentation�at�the�kolu.�Chennai,�2018.��
Linden-Museum,�inv.-no.�SA�07173�(papier-mâché,��
h:�46 cm),�SA�01758�(papier-mâché,�h:�40.4 cm),��
SA�07156�(clay,�h:�59 cm)�and�SA�07157�(papier-
mâché,�h:�45 cm).�Photos:�Dominik�Drasdow.

	Í 12 �Wedding�scenes�express�the�wish�for�the�daughter�
to�marry�soon.�papier-mâché,�c.�35×35×20 cm.�
Chennai,�2018.�Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�
SA�07179�a – t.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.
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	Í 17 �Divine�and�semi-divine�beings�populate�a�kolu�similar�
to�a�gopuram.�Gopuram�of�the��Mīnākṣī-temple�in�Madu-
rai.�Source:�https://upload.wikimedia.org/wiki��pedia/
commons/3/36/Madurai_meenakshi_temple.jpg�

Kolu takes place in the home and in this respect is both 
a parallel and an antithesis to the ritual in the temple, 
also because kolu allows women direct access to the 
world of the gods: there is no need for (male) priests 
to mediate between worshippers (especially women) 
and the deity. In fact, during Navarāttiri, the otherwise 
stricter boundaries between public and private space 
fade away: the house becomes a (semi) public space  
as guests come and go unannounced. This is even 
expected – if one does not visit the kolu of neighbours 
or friends at least once, it is considered an affront. 
Women in Tamil Nadu who celebrate Navarāttiri with 
kolu often say »A kolu is like a temple at home« or even 
»during Navarāttiri, this is not a house, it is a temple!« 
This equation is also expressed in the construction of 
space: not coincidentally, a kolu is very similar to a 
 gopuram, the tower above the entrance gate to a South 
Indian temple: here as there, divine and semi-divine 
beings cavort on an odd number of steps. Thus, space 
changes within the framework of Navarāttiri, or parallel 

levels of space become apparent. It is precisely this 
temporary equation of house and temple, of domestic 
ritual and temple ritual, that releases creative forces 
that can also develop special dynamics.

As mentioned, a process of appropriation of the 
practice of kolu by non-Brahman actors has taken 
place in recent decades. This is sometimes accompa-
nied by a fundamental transformation in the meaning 
and  function of kolu. For example, Ilkama (2022) 
reports of a lady who has been practising kolu for sev-
eral years and is regularly possessed by the goddess: She 
becomes a goddess and interacts as a goddess with her 
guests. She gives the visitors of the house divinations 
and advice for their worries and problems and uncovers 
the roots of internal family difficulties. In the context 
of this extreme case of »nonBrahmin« appropriation 
and reinterpretation of the kolu ritual, here the house 
becomes even more explicitly a temple and the hosting 
landlady becomes both goddess and priestess. Unlike 
in Brahmanic kolu, however, the effectiveness of the 

	Í 18 �Kolu�in�a�Brahmin�household�in�Kanchipuram.��
Photo:�Ute�Hüsken,�2008.



	Í 19�|�20 �The�hostess�becomes�a�goddess�and�interacts�with�her guests.�Photos:�Ute�Hüsken,�2015.

 rituals is of extraordinary importance here: the guests 
come primarily because the goddess is able to solve 
their problems here and now.

The Navarāttiri festival for both, a reconfirmation 
of tradition as well as its innovation and adaptation. 
As a festival with a number of stable elements that can 
be used, updated and interpreted in very different 
ways, Navarāttiri opens up new spaces (also for criticism 
and subversion) and thus facilitates the renegotiation 
of many aspects of social interaction.
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KO M B A I  S .  A N W A R  ·  T O R S T E N  T S C H A C H E R

Tamil Muslims – Children of the Spice Route

Tamil Muslims –  
  Children of the 
Spice Route

தமிழ் இசுலாமியர்கள்:  

     நறுமண வணிகப் 

பாைதயின் வாரிசுகள்
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	Í 1 �Praying�students�of�the�Arabic�College�run�
by the Qādirīya�Sufi�order�at�Kayalpatnam.��
Photo:�Georg�Noack.�

√

Among the ancient trade routes, the maritime Spice 
Route, played a significant role in shaping the econo-
mies and lives of people living along the coasts of the 
Indian Ocean. The traders are believed to have sourced 
cinnamon from Ceylon and western Sumatra, clove 
from the Moluccas, nutmeg and mace from what 
came to be known as the Spice Islands and pepper and 
cardamom from southern India. The Spice trade that 
connected Asia, Africa and Europe over 2500 years ago 
was not just about exchanging goods but also ideas 
and technology.

The ancient Tamil Caṅkam literature has quite a few 
references about the maritime Spice trade and the 
‘Yavaṉas’ who were an integral part of it.

“The Muziri that prospered
by the arrival of the ships of the Yavaṉas,
who brought gold and
took back Pepper in exchange”
 Translated Verse from Akanāṉūṟu (149), a 2000 year  
old ancient Tamil Sangam poem

The term Yavaṉa, misinterpreted as representing only 
Greeks and Romans, in reality meant any outsider. 
While Greeks and Romans did frequent the Indian ports 
at the height of their civilizations, West Asian traders 
had been calling at Indian shores much before and after 
the Romans, a fact clearly established by the discovery 
of artifacts originating from Mesopotamian and 
Sassanid origin at the ongoing ‘Pattanam excavations’ 
by the Kerala Council for Historical Research, near 
Kochi, in Kerala.

Around the beginning of the Common Era, a greater 
understanding of the seasonal change in the direction 
of the monsoon winds led to a direct and shorter sea 
route from Arabia to India and beyond. As a result, 
when the Southwest Monsoon was active, it took just 
40 days to travel from Arabia to the West Coast of the 
ancient Tamiḻakam. Similarly, the distance between 
Tamiḻakam and the Southeast Asian archipelago was 
also reduced.

As Islam spread across the Arabian Peninsula in the 
7th  century, Arab traders brought Islam to the Tamil 
country. Around the same time the Tamil country itself 
was going through religious strife. Jainism, Buddhism, 
Śaivism and Vaiṣṇavism were fighting with each other. 
This strife which ended in persecution of the Jains and 
Buddhists is supposed to have led to the initial mass 
conversions to Islam, according to community historian 
A. K. Rifaye. Many of the words such as paḷḷi(vācal), 
nōṉpu, toḻukai and perunāḷ, currently used by the Tamil 
Muslims were part of the Tamil Jaina Vocabulary. 
Moreover Śabdatārāvali, generally considered the most 
authoritative Malayalam dictionary, by Sreekanteswaram 
G. Padmanabhapillai, later revised and enlarged by 
P.  Damodaran Nair, and originally published in 1923, 
says bauddhan has two meanings: buddhamatakkāran 
(Buddhist), and māppiḷa (generally meaning Muslim). 
A more recent, and equally authoritative, dictionary, 
Abhinava Malayāḷa Nighaṇṭu, by C. Madhavan Pillai, 
says the word has three meanings: Buddhists, muham
madīyar (Muslims) and atheists. What these two dic-
tionary entries mean is that the word bauddhan is gen-
erally accepted in Kerala as denoting Muslims as well. 
This fact only reinstates the belief that the Buddhists 
fleeing persecution embraced Islam, however even 
after they became Muslims, the locals continued to 
address them by their earlier faith, even as late as the 
19th Century.

Among the various trade guilds of the medieval 
period operating in India, scholars have identified añcu
vaṇṇam (considered a corruption of the Persian word 
anjuman) as one of the West Asian Maritime merchant 
guilds trading in coastal South India, Sri Lanka and 
Southeast Asia. The 9th century ‘Terisāppaḷḷi Copper 
Plate’, meaning ‘The Copper Plate of Teresa’s Church’ is 
an indisputable piece of evidence indicating the pres-
ence of West Asian traders and Muslims in particular in 
the Cēra1 country. The Pahlavi, Kufi Arabic and Hebrew 
script on the copper plate leave us in no doubt about 
the composition of the merchant guild. Other copper 
plates and inscriptions found in South India and Java, 



gives us a better understanding of the merchant guild. 
The Tamil Muslims are largely considered as the inheri-
tors of this guild, with many localities inhabited by Tamil 
Muslims bearing the name añcuvaṇṇam in Tamil Nadu. 

With such active trade, it is not surprising that the 
Arab dirham has been found in various inscriptions as 
dhrammam in Tamil Nadu. Among the detailed inscrip-
tions at the Big Temple of Thanjavur, built 1000 years 
ago by Rājarāja, we not only find mention of the 
dhrammam, one of the coinages used for day-to-day 
transactions, but also reference to cōṉakaṉ. By the time 
the Big Temple was being built, the word yavaṉa was 
slowly being replaced by the word cōṉakaṉ, which 
scholars identify more closely with Tamil speaking 

Muslims. Rājarāja’s illustrious son Rājēndra Cōḻa issued 
the historically significant Anaimangalam copper plate 
(The Leiden Grant), which records the grant of the 
Anaimangalam village to a Buddhist vihāra built by King 
Sri Māṟavijayōttuṅkavarmaṉ. One of the signatories to 
this deed is Turukkaṉ Akamatu, or ‘Aḥmad the Turk’, 
clearly establishing the presence of Muslims in the 
Rājēndra Cōḻa country. A few centuries later the 
Venetian traveller Marco Polo, who came to Tamiḻakam 
on his way back from China to Venice, records the pres-
ence of Muslim traders in Tamiḻakam. 

	Í 2 �The�first�page�of�the�Ānaimangalam�copper�tablet�inscription.�Leiden�University�Library,�
inv.-no.�Or.�1678�(cf.�fig. 2�on�p. 178�and�cat.-no. 69,�p. 250).

	Í 3 �Bas-relief�in�the�Aḻakiya�Nampi�temple�in�Thirukurungudi.�Photo:�Kombai�S.�Anwar.
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The Muslim traders were highly respected for the 
 enormous wealth they brought to the Tamil country. 
The Tamil rulers along with other privileges granted 
them places to build mosques, as many inscriptions 
indicate. In Islam there are no specific rules as to how  
a mosque has to be built. So wherever Islam spread  
it adapted the local architectural tradition, be it Mali  
in Africa or China in Asia. In Tamil Nadu, it adapted  
the widely prevalent Dravidian architectural tradition  
of using granite to build a place of worship. Since the 
Tamil mosques were built of stone, they came to be 
known as kalluppaḷḷi. There are thousands of such 
mosques built of stone masonry all over Tamil Nadu. 
The Jagannathaswamy temple at Thirupullani near 
Ramanathapuram has a 13th-century inscription of the 
Pāṇṭiya king Māṟavarma Cuntarapāṇṭiyaṉ II, detailing 
the grant of land to a mosque called the ‘Mosque of 
the Muslim vassal’ (cōṉakacāmantapaḷḷi). There are 
many such grants by various Pandya rulers and their 
successors, like the Vēṇāṭu Kings, Nāyaks and the 

Cētupatis. One of the finest examples of Dravidian 
Islamic architecture is the mosque built by Cītākkāti 
Maraikkāyar, a great maritime trader and philanthropist 
of the 17th Century at Kilakarai in Ramanathapuram 
 district of Tamil Nadu. 

Similarly in Kerala, the mosques have been built in 
the local architectural tradition, mostly using timber. 
The Cēramāṉ Jummā Paḷḷi, built anywhere from 800 CE 
to 1100 CE at Kodungallur, which scholars identify as 
the Muziris, the Miṯqāl Paḷḷi built in Calicut by Nāḫudā 
Miṯqāl an Arab merchant in 14th century or the 
Cempiṭṭappaḷḷi in Mattanchery, Kochi, there are hun-
dreds of such mosques all over Kerala in the native 
architectural style  

	Í 4 �The�Paḻaiya�Jummā�Paḷḷi�of�Kilakarai�is�said�to�be�one�of�the��
oldest�mosques�in�India.�Photo:�Kombai�S.�Anwar.
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Tamil Islamic Literature

One of the most important legacies of Islam in the 
Tamil world is a rich body of literature spanning almost 
five centuries in both Tamil and Arabic, consisting of a 
wide array of treatises on doctrines and legal matters, 
hymns and praise poems, mystical songs, and long epics 
about events in the life of the Prophet Muhammad and 
other prophets, saints, and rulers. Some of these 
poems were composed under the patronage of rich 
merchants, while others were the works of poets 
expressing their devotion and piety by eschewing sup-
port from the wealthy and powerful. Many of these 
poems are still regularly recited on special occasions, 
and play an important role in the memory of Muslim 
communities to this day.

Already under the rule of the Pandya-kings in the 
13th century, Muslim traders from the Middle East may 
have patronized the composition of Tamil literature. 
Some verses of a poem known as Palcantamālai survive 
which praise a certain Viṉṉaṉ, “King of the yavaṉas”, 
“who come and worship ... by calling out ‘Allah’”.2 But 

	Í 5 �The�entrance�of�the�Odaikarai�Masjid�in�Kilakarai,�
flanked�by�granite�pillars�as�in�a�Tamil�Hindu�temple.�
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 6 �Book�of�the�Muslims�of�Pulicat:�Tamil�in�Arabic�script.�
Photo:�Kombai�S.�Anwar.

a larger tradition of Muslim literature in Tamil beyond 
such isolated examples began to develop only in the 
late-sixteenth century, after Portuguese attacks on 
Muslim trade in the Indian Ocean had diminished the 
immediate connections to the Middle East. The first 
major work of Muslim literature in Tamil was the 
Āyiramacalā (“1000 Questions”), a kind of catechism 
written in 1572/73, followed in 1590 by Ālippulavar’s 
Mikuṟācumālai (“Garland of the miʿrāj”), a poem on 
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	Í 7 �A�Dargah�shrine�was�built�over�the�tomb�of�the�Sufi�
Natherwali�(969–1039)�in�Tiruchirappalli,�Tamil�Nadu,�
which�is�visited�daily�by�numerous�pilgrims.��
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

the Prophet Muhammad’s nightly journey to the heav-
ens (Arabic miʿrāj). The most important Muslim poem 
in Tamil literature was composed around 1700. 
Umaṟuppulavar’s Cīṟāppurāṇam is an epic poem of 
more than 5000 quatrains narrating the life of the 
Prophet Muhammad, which is popular among Tamil 
Muslims in India and Sri Lanka to this day. The mission-
ary Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg noted in 1708 that Tamil 
poems like the Āyiramacalā were memorized by chil-
dren in Muslim schools, but that they were also cher-
ished for their aesthetic value. In vocabulary and 
imagery, Muslims followed the general customs and 
practices of Tamil literature. Thus, the Quran is referred 
to as “Veda”, the angels as tēvar (a term often trans-
lated as ‘gods’ in a Hindu context), and poets commonly 
express their veneration for the Prophet’s “lotus-feet”. 
The greatest overlap between Muslim and Hindu 
 terminologies and images is found in mystic poetry, 
such as the songs of Kuṇaṅkuṭi Mastāṉ Cākipu (early 
19th century), which are popular among Muslims and 
Hindus alike.

This rich trove of Tamil literature existed alongside 
an extensive tradition of Arabic texts. Like Muslims 
everywhere, Tamil Muslims cultivated a knowledge of 
Arabic to access the Quran and other works of religious 

learning, among which texts by Abū Ḥamid alĠazzālī 
(d. 1111) and Ibn ʿArabī (1165–1240) were particularly 
popular. But not only Arabic religious treatises were 
known among Tamil Muslims, but also praise poetry, 
which is to this day often recited on holidays and during 
religious ceremonies. Some of these Arabic poems 
were composed by South Indian authors, whereas 
others are popular poems to which verses have been 
added by local poets. As different as Tamil and Arabic 
literature may appear in their aesthetics and imagery, 
they were cherished by the same audiences. A result 
of the common use of both languages was the adoption 
of a modified version of the Arabic alphabet to write 
Tamil, often referred to as “Arabic-Tamil” or “Arwi”. 
Especially religious prose treatises, with their frequent 
Arabic quotations, were written in the Arabic script,  
but no effort was ever made to replace the Tamil script 
completely. Rather, both scripts existed side by side, 
sometimes on the same pages. The introduction of 
both letterpress and lithographic printing in the 
19th century led to a new efflorescence of Islamic litera-
ture in both Tamil and Arabic scripts, not only in India 
and Ceylon, but also in the diaspora in Burma and 
Malaya. It was during this period that the first complete 
translations of the Quran into Tamil were published.
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	Í 8 �The�Dargah�of�Nagore,�one�of�the�largest�Muslim�
pilgrimage�sites�in�India,�was�built�over�the�grave�of�
the Sufi�Nagore�Sahul�Hamid.�Hindus�and�Christians�
also�make�pilgrimages�to�this�Sufi�shrine�in�the�hope�
of healing.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 9 �Pilgrims�on�their�way�to�the�Dargah�of�Nagore.�
Photo:�Torsten�Tschacher.

	Í 10 �In�front�of�the�Dargah,�traders�sell�metal�reliefs�
depicting�body�parts.�Pilgrims�buy�these�and�thus�lay�
an�image�of�an�ill�body�part�with�a�request�for�healing�
at�the�Sufi’s�grave.�Photo:�Torsten�Tschacher.

With the introduction of public schooling and the 
 progressing integration of Tamil Muslims into wider 
Tamil society, “Arabic-Tamil” came under sustained 
 criticism. Interestingly, it was Muslim reformers critical 
of the influence of Hindu practices among Muslims who 
campaigned most vociferously for abandoning “Arabic-
Tamil” and adopting modern styles of Tamil writing, like 
the controversial publisher P. Daud Shah (1885–1969). 
However, while the contribution of Muslims to older 
Tamil literature was increasingly recognized among 
scholars, it took until the 1980s and the publication of 
Thoppil Mohammed Meeran’s (1944–2019) novel 
The Story of a Seaside Village (Oru kaṭalōra kirāmattiṉ 
katai), for Muslim authors writing about Tamil Muslim 
society to be noted by their non-Muslim peers. Today, 
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	Í 11�|�12 �On�the�grounds�of�the�Dargah�of�Nagore.���
Photos:�Torsten�Tschacher.

a new generation of Muslim authors in India, Sri Lanka, 
Malaysia, and Singapore enriches Tamil literature, not 
least through the controversial works of women writers 
Rajathi Salma (*1968) and Sharmila Seyyid (*1982) and 
through literary critics and political commentators such 
as M. A. Nuhman (*1944) and Kalanthai Peer Mohamed 
(*1953).

Kinship 

One of the unique aspects of the Tamil Muslim com-
munity is the kinship they share with other religious 
communities in Tamil Nadu.3 The Hindu Pirāṉmalai 
Kallar community addresses elderly Muslims as cīyāṉ, 
a term they only reserve for their maternal grandfather. 
Interestingly the Pirāṉmalai Kallars have no such kin-
ship with any other community. Muslims also in recip-
rocation address elderly Pirāṉmalai Kallars as cīyāṉ. 
The Telugu speaking (Hindu) Naidu community similarly 
addresses elderly Muslims as māmā (maternal uncle) 
and it is reciprocated in the same way by the Muslims 
too. The Christian Bharathar community addresses 
the Muslims as cāccā (paternal uncle), and the Muslims 
in turn address the Bharathar women as citti (paternal 
aunt) and men as cittappā (paternal uncle). Across 
Tamil Nadu such kinship exists between the Muslims 
and other communities. This kinship could be very 
unique to Tamil Nadu alone, exemplifying how inte-
grated the Muslims were with the rest of the Tamil 
community. 

The Tamil Muslim Community Today

The Arabs, along with their spice trade, brought Islam 
to Tamiḻakam. People fleeing the social and religious 
conflicts that began in the 7th Century in the Tamil 
country and the caste-based oppression found refuge 
in Islam. The inter marriages, the work of Sufis like 
Natherwali, Nagore Sahul Hameed and later conver-
sions lead to the evolution of the Tamil Muslim commu-
nity over a period of time. 

The Tamil Muslim community can be broadly 
 classified into three categories – Maraikkāyar, Rāvuttar 
and Leppai – based on their professions in the olden 
days. “Maraikkāyar is the title given to maritime trad-
ers, mostly found in coastal Tamil Nadu, who also 
 doubled as the naval guardians of the local rulers. 
The most famous among them were the Kuññāli 
Maraikkāyar of the 16th Century. Cītakkāti Maraikkāyar, 
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	Í 13 �“Kapitan�Kling�Mosque”,�Penang,�Malaysia.�“Kapitan�Kling”,�whose�real�name�was�
Cauder�Mohudeen,�was�appointed�by the�British�as�a�governor�of�Penang�in�1801�
to�head�the�Tamil�Muslims�there�and�had�the�mosque�built�for�his�community.�
Photo:�Torsten�Tschacher.

who lived during the reign of Kiḻavaṉ Cētupati of 
Ramanathapuram, was known for his philanthropy.

The Rāvuttars were inland traders, mainly dealing 
in horses, who also doubled as local cavalry. So famous 
was their valour that the Hindu God Murugan, much 
revered in Tamil Nadu, is referred to as the ‘Rāvuttaṉ 
who killed the demon Sur’ in the Kantapurāṇam.4 
The title Leppai is associated with religious function-
aries. It should be noted that these are not caste 
 divisions as found in Hinduism.

More than a millennium old maritime trade has 
ensured that the community is spread across Tamil 
Nadu, Kerala, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and much of South 
East Asia. In Southeast Asia, the community was often 
referred to as ‘Chulia’ or as ‘Kling’, the latter a term that 
was also used for Tamil Hindus. Those Tamil Muslims 
closely integrated into Malay society, or of mixed par-
entage, were also known as Jawi Peranakan. The 
advent of Western colonialism found the community in 
conflict with the interests of the colonial powers, which 
were determined to rule the seas. The arrival of the 
large steam ships with the opening of the Suez Canal, 
and the colonial policy of deliberate high taxation of 
native shipping, lead to the decline of the Tamil Muslim 
shipping and thereby trade. 

Despite such adversities, the Tamil Muslim community 
continued to play a significant role in the economic 
activity of the region that were touched by the spice 
route. The Tamil Muslims, because of the deep roots 
and bonds created not just in Tamiḻakam, but far and 
wide, across the seas and along the Spice route over 
centuries can be called as Children of the Spice Route.

1 One of the three major royal dynasties of ancient Tamiḻakam, 
the other two were the Cōḻa (cf. Dehejia) and the Pāṇṭiya. 
The Cēra ruled the western part of the region, i.e. essentially 
present-day Kerala.

2 iyavaṉa rācaṉ... (Palcantamālai 5); ...allā eṉa vantu...toḻum... 
(Palcantamālai 7; both quoted in Uwise and Ajmalkhan 1986–
97: vol. 1, 67–68).

3 This does not necessarily refer to kinship relations that have 
been established through marriage or descent; rather, address-
ing others with terms that stand for kinship relations serves to 
express and shape social relations between the communities 
concerned.

4 A narrative work, possibly written around 1400 CE by 
Kacciyappa Civācāriyar, that describes in more than 
10,000 verses the deeds of the god Murukaṉ.
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Tamil Christians
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Tamil Christians
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	Í 2 �Cross�stone�which,�according�to�legend,�was�carved��
by�the�Apostle�Thomas.�He�is�said�to�have�suffered�
martyrdom�while�kneeling�in�prayer�before�this�cross�
on what�is�now�Saint�Thomas�Mount.�The�cross�in�
this particular�form�is�the�identifying�mark�of�the�Saint�
Thomas�Christians�of�South�India,�who�trace�their�
tradition�back�to�the�first�centuries�of�our�era.��
Photo:�Fr.�Arulraj.

	Í 3 �In�the�crypt�of�the�Basilica�of�St. Thomas�in�Mylapore,�
Chennai,�that�was�built�in�1893�on�the�site�of�an��
older�church,�the�tomb�of�the�apostle�is�venerated.�
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

√

The spread of the Christian faith in South India begins 
with the St. Thomas legend: In Chennai there is a hillock 
where the apostle Thomas is said to have been killed 
and buried. There are oral traditions that St. Thomas 
prayed on a rock in the sea at Cap Comorin. Near 
Punnaikayal in Tuticorin district is a church built in 
honour of Thomas as people believe that he stayed 
there. 

There are number of sources, such as the 9th cen-
tury Tharisapalli copperplate inscription, that document 
a strong Christian presence in the western parts of 
ancient Tamiḻakam (today’s Kerala), but less so for the 
east coast. An old Malayalam palm leaf manuscript 
states that due to persecution under Cōḻa rule, 
Christians escaped to Cochin (Kochi) on the Malabar 
coast. 

In 16th century, the Catholic tradition took root on 
the southern coast of Tamil Nadu with the help of  
the Portuguese. In the 18th century, with the arrival of 
German Lutheran missionaries in Tranquebar, protes-
tant churches were also established.

While writing on Tamil history, no historian can 
leave out the Christian presence, but often Christian 
contributions are not duly acknowledged. Tamil litera-
ture, for instance, is by and at large associated with the 
contributions of Śaivite and Vaiṣṇavite authors, the 
implication being that their presence is “natural” to 

	Í 1 �Nighttime�procession�at�Velankanni.�Velankanni,�
located�near�the�former�Portuguese�tradepost�of�Naga-
pattinam,�is�said�to�have�been�the�site�of�three�Marian�
apparitions�in�the�17th�century.�Today,�it�is�the�largest�
Christian�pilgrimage�site�in�India,�attracting�over�
20 million�pilgrims�annually.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.
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Tamil tradition, whereas the contribution of Jains, 
Buddhists, Muslims and Christians are somehow 
 “foreign”. However, while European missionaries played 
an important role in the history of Christianity in Tamil 
Nadu this never meant that those who chose to follow 
the Christian faith became Europeans. Tamil Christians 
inherited and integrated a wealth of traditions, both 
local and from abroad. 

Most Tamil people identify the Christian presence 
in Tamil Nadu with literary works in Tamil like the 
famous epic poem Tēmpāvaṇi by the Jesuit P. Costanzo 
Giuseppe Beschi SJ (1680 –1747), with Bartholomäus 
Ziegenbalg (1682–1719) and his printing press in 
Tranquebar, with Anglican Bishop Robert Caldwell 
(1814–1891) who first developed the theory of a 
Dravidian family of languages rooted in an ancient 
Dravidian civilization – a theory that laid the founda-
tions for the Tamil renaissance, with the scholar and 
missionary G. U. Pope and his widely acclaimed English 
translations of classical Tamil literature, with the 
 introduction of printing in Tamil, with the founding  
of some of Tamil Nadu’s most prestigious schools,  
and with the many Christian orphanages in the region. 
Christian presence is also seen active as the protest 
voice of  discriminated people (Dalits), the forces 
 creating  counter-culture. 

Different Approaches to the Tamil 
 Christian Presence

The question of Tamil Christians can be approached in 
different ways: First, one can take a historical approach 
tracing when exactly members of the Tamil community 
embraced Christian faith and how it developed down 
the centuries; for this approach, however, historical 
data are wanting. Secondly, one could also see this 
question from the angle of the missionaries who 
preached Christian faith in this part of India with all 
their strategies and writings. Thirdly, it is also possible 
to highlight the history of Christianity among the Tamils 
from the records of the Christian converts themselves 
who integrated their new faith with their traditional 
cultural values. Fourthly, it would be very revealing to 
look into the iconographic evidences how the Christian 
faith took root among the Tamils, as exemplified by the 
Christian symbols being made part of their day-to-day 
objects for use as well as in their public life. Finally, the 
Christian presence in Tamil Nadu was not an isolated 
phenomenon. It also had an impact on Tamil Hindus 
and Muslims, such as writers and artists.

Origins of Tamil Catholicism

When did Tamil Christianity become a local Religion of 
South India? Here the Jesuits played a major role. So 
the focus here is on the Jesuit mission to the Tamil hin-
terland inaugurated by Roberto de Nobili (1577–1657) 
in 1606. Whilst there had been Christians in the coastal 
region before this time, from the ancient Syrian 
Christian communities of Mylapore to the Paravar 
 fishermen who converted under the guidance of Saint 
Francis Xavier (1506–1552) and other Jesuits on the 

	Í 4 �Roberto�de�Nobili:�Engraving�from:�Alfred�Hamy:�
Galerie�illustrée�de�la�Compagnie�de�Jésus,�1893.
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Coromandel coast in the sixteenth century, the Madurai 
mission was the beginning of a sustained Catholic 
 presence in the Tamil hinterland. 

The historian Ines G. Županov (1999) shows, how 
the Jesuit accommodation strategy required missionar-
ies to make the distinction between what they consid-
ered neutral acts, and the religious beliefs and practices 
they encountered in the Tamil country. 

Paolo Aranha (2014) describes, how missionaries 
authorized converts in southern India to retain a 
 heterogenous set of local rites: These included rites of 
caste reproduction, but also adaptations of the Catholic 
liturgy, like the avoidance of saliva during baptism,  
to comply with norms of purity and caste separation. 
Jesuit missionaries like Beschi dressed and behaved  
like local spiritual teachers, practiced the specific local 

Malabar rites, and wrote letters to their superiors in 
Rome, kept in contact with intellectuals all over Europe, 
and signed petitions in favour of their missionary 
 strategy. 

Jesuit missionaries studied the languages of the 
people they lived with, wrote grammars of those 
 languages, and used them to compose catechisms, 
 theological treatises, sermons in them. Were the texts 
they wrote in Tamil considered literary texts by local 
scholars? Margherita Trento in her recent welldocu-
mented study Writing Tamil Catholicism: Literature, 
Persuasion and Devotion in the Eighteenth Century 
(2022) gives a new perspective about the Jesuit writers 
like Beschi who contributed greatly to the creation of 
Tamil Catholicism and the  catechists they trained to 
continue the mission.  
The following overview owes a lot to her research.

	Í 6 �Statue�of�Constanzo�Beschi�at�the�Church�“Our�Lady�of�
Periyanagi”�in�Konakuppam.�Photo:�Anand�Amaladass.�

	Í 5 �Entrance�to�a�cave�near�the�fishing�village�of�Manapad,�
where�the�Spanish�Jesuit�Francis�Xavier�is�said�to�have�
lived�in�1542–44�to�preach�Christianity�to�the�fisher-
men.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.
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Missionary Contributions to the Growth  
of Tamil Christianity

Henrique Henriques (1520–1600) was the first Jesuit 
missionary to write in Tamil. He worked among the 
newly converted Paravar fishermen of the Coromandel 
Coast in the second half of the sixteenth century. The 
conversion of the Paravars as an entire caste at once, 
had been a strategic decision to create bonds with the 
Portuguese against competing Tamil Muslim traders on 
the Coromandel Coast. The first Tamil book ever to be 
printed was Henriques’ Tampiran Vanakkam, a short 
catechism. Henriques also translated the “Lives of 
Saints” meaning it to serve as a source book of 
Christian names. In his introduction to this work he 
writes: “When Jesus was born, there were no Muslims. 
That is why the angels appeared to the Jewish shep-
herds and the star appeared to the Tamil kings.” Here 
the word gentile is translated as Tamil, which is a ‘politi-
cal translation’: It pleased the Paravar community who 
claimed to have royal ancestry and were happy to iden-
tify with the biblical narrative. Moreover, if the Tamils 
were included in the Biblical narrative, they could also 
ignore the European claims to superiority and assert 
their belonging to the Biblical tradition. 

	Í 7 �The�church�“Our�Lady�of�Snows”�in�Thoothukudi�is��
the�most�important�spiritual�centre�of�the�Paravars.��
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 8 �Title�page�of�a�reproduction�of�the�Tampiran�Vanakkam,�
the�first�book�printed�in�Tamil�script.
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Roberto de Nobili (1577–1656), the founder of the 
Jesuits’ Madurai mission, introduced the strategy of 
“accommodation” in South India. He himself adopted 
and encouraged social and ritual practices that 
attempted to reconcile Christianity with Brahmanical 
culture. De Nobili’s strategy left out culturally condi-
tioned frameworks and sought to plant a form of 
Christianity in India that did not require giving up one’s 
cultural identity. The result was a clear distinction 
between culture and religion. However, de Nobili first 
did what colonial officers and indologists would do 
later: coming to knowledge about India through a rela-
tionship with Brahmins and their view and theorizing 
of society (Mosse 2012: 9).

Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi (1680–1747), also 
known by his Tamil name Vīramāmunivar, understood 
the Tamil fondness of poetic language and the impor-
tance of Tamil literature for his mission. He exhorted his 
colleagues to learn Tamil poetics and read Tamil classics 
like Cilappatikāram and Cīvakacintāmani. He translated 
the Tirukkuṟaḷ into Latin, wrote a Tamil grammar, a dic-
tionary and composed the Christian epic Tēmpāvaṇi 

	Í 10 �Procession�cars�similar�to�those�used�in�Hindu��
temple�festivals�next�to�the�church�“Our�Lady�of�
Ranson”�in�Kanyakumari.�Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 9 �Title�page�of�Constanzo�Beschi’s�Grammar�of��
the�Tamil�Language.�Franckesche�Stftungen�Halle,�
inv.-no.�BFSt:Miss:�C69.



according to classical Tamil poetics and on par with  
the religious epics of other Tamil communities – the 
Śaivites, Vaiṣṇavites, Jains, Buddhists, and the Muslims 
each had their own verse epics in Tamil. Many of the 
Tamil Christian devotional practices were first intro-
duced by him: singing Hindu style devotional songs, 
performing temple car processions, and enacting folk 
dramas on the passion of Christ. The Government  
of Tamil Nadu has erected his statue on the beach 
promenade in Chennai and honours him every year  
on his birthday (8 November) by garlanding it.  
A Śiva temple (Acalāttaman Kovil) in Nungambakkam, 
Chennai, also honours Beschi with a statue of him  
as a siddha. 

The Catechists 

The Jesuits aimed to spread the faith with the help of 
Tamil catechists. They were trained by the missionaries, 
but they constantly traveled, preached, evangelized and 
celebrated Sundays on their own. These men were in 
charge of local Christian communities and took part in 
the administration of villages, an important role they 
retained well into the nineteenth century. 

Missionaries chose catechists who belonged to the 
various caste-groups, where there were Christians, and 
gave them spiritual jurisdiction over those populations. 
The family records of the catechists of the village of 
Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam offer an example of a lineage from the 
Vēḷāḷar1 caste constituting their identity in relationship 
with this occupation. They recognized Ñāṉappirakācam 
as their ancestor, a catechist who had instructed the 
Nayar chieftain, Catholic convert, and recently 
“blessed” Tēvacakāyam Piḷḷai (1712–1752). The author-
ity of Ñāṉappirakācam originated from his close rela-
tionship with this saintly figure. He dared to defy the 
wrath of king Marthanda Varma (1705–1758) of 
Travancore, in order to recover the mortal remains of 
Tēvacakāyam – his turban and his sword – and take 
them back to Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, where they have been 
preserved until today. In this way, Ñāṉappirakācam and 
his descendants became leaders of the village, until 
their authority was overthrown in the late nineteenth 
century (Bayly 1989).

The Ñāṉamuyaṟci

The Ñāṉamuyaṟci (“Spiritual Exercises”), was first 
printed in 1843 and the title page of this edition identi-
fies the author as Ñāṉappirakācar Cuvāmiyār – the 
Tamil name of Jesuit missionary Carlo Michele Bertoldi 
(1662–1740). In the Ñāṉamuyaṟci, the Tamil landscape 
seems to speak the language of Catholicism, and the 
nature surrounding the catechists is taken as revealing 
universal Catholic truths. On the other hand, the 
Ñāṉamuyaṟci itself trains and “Christianizes” the eyes 
of the catechists to look at the Tamil landscape as a 
code to be deciphered according to Catholic truths.  
Yet, the text does not only bring into being for the 
 catechists a Christianized natural environment, it also 
contributes to the creation of a new textual environment. 
This is achieved through frequent intertextual references 
to Tamil proverbs and passages from the Tirukkuṟaḷ.

213	Í 11�|�12 �Christian�prayer�book�in�Tamil.�Strips�of�palm�
leaf,�8.7×3 cm.�South�India,�18th�century.��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�051085.��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.�
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	Í 13 �Statue�of�Bartholomäus�Ziegenbalg�in�Traquebar�
(Tarangambadi),�erected�by�the�Lutheran��
Church�of Tamil�Nadu�at�the�place�of�his�work.��
Photo:�Georg�Noack.

	Í 14 �Ziegenbalg’s�translation�of�the�Gospel�of�Luke�
into Tamil,�on�palm�leaf,�dated�1711.�Franckesche�
Stiftungen�zu�Halle,�inv.-no.�AFSt/P�TAM�16.

	Í 16 �Ziegenbalg’s�translation�of�the�New�Testament�into�
Tamil,�printed�in�1714�in�Tranquebar.�Franckesche�
Stiftungen�zu�Halle,�inv.-no.�BFSt:�Miss:�C�61.

	Í 15 �Ziegenbalg�initially�had�the�types�for�his�printing�press�
made�in�the�headquarters�of�his�missionary�society�
in Halle/Saale.�Such�slips�of�paper�were�used�to�order�
the�required�printing�types�in�Halle.�Franckesche�
Stiftungen�zu�Halle,�inv.-no.�AFSt/M�2�B�6:42.
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The Vētiyar Oḻukkam

The Vētiyar Oḻukkam (“Instruction for Catechists”)  
was a manual written by Beschi that explained their 
 occupation, the duties and privileges connected to it.  
It has often been printed together with a short list of 
eight instructions on how a catechist should behave 
towards God, his own self, his family, the missionaries, 
the Church, non-believers, people in extreme need,  
and in time of difficulty. 
Traditionally, spiritual teaching was reserved to 
Brahmins and the title “Vētiyar” was used only for 
them. Beschi’s definition of the role of the catechist 
(and his use of the title “Vētiyar” for them) must be 
read against this background and as part of a more 
 general tendency of certain castes – especially the 
Vēḷāḷars – to become protagonists of spiritual and 
 cultural life. Catechists were not simply imitating the 
claims of contemporary Vēḷāḷar Śaivite teachers, who 
were their brothers, friends, and neighbours. Those 
claims were very much their own. Beschi suggests in 
the last chapter of the Vētiyar Oḻukkam that the cate-
chists should read his book often in order to under-
stand their role and remain humble. This suggestion 
provides evidence that the catechists were a literate 
élite within the Madurai mission, and the literature 
composed by missionaries was meant chiefly for them. 
By the early eighteenth century, the catechists had 
at their disposal a whole corpus of devotional and 
 theological literature that had a pivotal role in tying 
 catechists together into a spiritual and social group. 

Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg (1682–1719)

The German Lutheran missionary Bartholomäeus 
Ziegenbalg was another significant figure in the history 
of Tamil Christianity. He translated the New Testament 
into Tamil and established a commercial printing press 
in Tranquebar to support his parishioners. This allowed 
the mass printing and wide distribution of various kinds 
of literature in Tamil for the first time. Both the printing 
press and the prose storytelling of his Bible translation 
are said to have had a strong impact on the development 
of modern Tamil literature.

Tamil Christian Poets and Writers

Works by Tamil Christian writers illustrate how their 
faith inspired creative expression. Some came to be 
acknowledged as outstanding scholars and poets by  
the larger public in Tamil Nadu: 

Antonykutty Annaviyar (18th century) wrote poems 
articulating the Christian faith in a way that appealed  
to the Paravar community (Gomas: 2014). 

Vedyanayaka Sastri (1773–1864) was a student of 
the Halle mission in Tranquebar and Thanjavur. He 
 composed 141 works, including prose treatises and 
even a Tamil textbook of arithmetic, but his main works 
were in poetic, literary and musical genres, including 
Lutheran hymns in the keys and rhythms of classical 
Carnatic music. He became headmaster of the catechist 
school in Thanjavur, where he taught, among other 
 subjects, theology, mathematics and astronomy.

Samuel Vedanayagam Pillai (1826–1889) was a 
poet, novelist and social worker who is remembered 
for writing first Tamil novel. It reflects Vedanayagam’s 
own ideas of women’s liberation and education. He 
also published Catholic devotional poetry (Ebeling 
2010: 202).

Devaneya Pavanar (1902-1981) was a prominent 
Tamil writer and proponent of the Pure Tamil 
Movement. He and initiated an etymological dictionary 
project primarily to bring out the roots of Tamil words 
and their connections and ramifications. Devaneya 
Pavanar also composed many musical pieces (Isaik 
 kalambakam) and poems.
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	Í 18 a – d �Oil�lamps�with�Christian�motives�on�the�back�mirror.�
Copper�alloy,�h:�10–20 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�2018,�2020.�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no.�SA�07588,�SA07589,�
Sa�07591,�SA�07019.�Photos:�Dominik�Drasdow.

	Í 17 �Tāli�for�Christian�Tamil�women,�with�a�dove�as�symbol�
of�the�Holy�Spirit.�Gold,�5×5 cm.�Tamil�Nadu,�21st cen-
tury.�Linden-Museum-Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07592.�Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow.

Popular Hindu Practices Incorporated 
in the Christian Traditions

Tamil Christians share many symbols and practices with 
Tamils of other religions but they Christianized these 
symbols and practices. For instance, Hindu married 
women wear the tāli, the “marriage thread”, which the 
bridegroom ties around the neck of the bride during 
the wedding ceremony as mark of their promise to 
each other. This chain or thread contains a multifaceted 
symbol, which incorporates their ethnicity, caste and 
religious identities. Christians continued this tradition 
but replaced Hindu religious symbols with Christian 
ones. 

The oil lamps people use in their houses are placed 
in a niche in the wall. Hindu families inscribe a Hindu 
deity – like Ganesh, Parvati or Saraswati; the lamps of 
Christian families might feature a cross, Mary or other 
Christian symbols. Other popular practices that Tamil 
Christians share with Tamils of other faiths include 
 processions with temple chariots, pilgrimages to the 
sacred shrines, building churches in the architectural 
style of Hindu temples and painting Christian narratives 
in similar painting styles and aesthetics. 
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Hindu Artists’ and Writers’ Fascination 
with Christian Themes

Beyond the Christian community, it is significant that 
many Tamil Hindu artists of the 20th century have cre-
ated images of Christ and many Hindu writers have 
been fascinated with Christian themes. To many artists, 
the cross or the agony of Christ has been particularly 
appealing and the suffering of Jesus seems to inspire 
non-Christian artists more than the glorious or royal 
portrayal of Christ preferred by many Christian painters. 
They were often moved by the image of the cross and 
the way Christians have integrated the suffering of 
humanity with the Divine through Christ.

Subramania Bhārati (1882–1921), considered the 
most important Tamil poet of 20th century, wrote a 
poem summarizing the message of Jesus and address-
ing the way to become his disciple. Bhāratidāsan 

(Kanaka Subburattinam, 1891–1964) another great 
Tamil poet, playwright and prose writer narrates in one 
of his poems why Jesus has not found a place among 
the Hindus:
“Who has profited by the path shown by Jesus?”
“All people except the Indians”.
“Why?” 
“Because they accept the laws of Manu who pro-
claimed the four varnas with 4000 sub-castes. Jesus 
said all are equal and all are brothers. But his own fol-
lowers praise the rich and put down the poor, dividing 
the people into high and low castes”.
“Who then can become his disciple?” 
“Those who do not speak in terms of ours and 
 out siders.”

Kannadāsan (A. L. Mutthaiya. 1926–1981) another 
very popular writer and author of poems and film songs 
– transcribed the New Testament into Tamil verse, 
Yesukāvyam.

Conclusion

With the St. Thomas shrine, the Tamil lands have been 
a centre of Christian presence in India from the begin-
ning. The Tamil Nadu coast was occupied by western 
traders and colonizers – Portuguese, Dutch, Armenians, 
Danes, French and British from the 16th century. The 
missionaries who came along with them gradually 
established Catholic and Protestant Christian communi-
ties. The number of churches in cities like Chennai and 
down to the South along the coast bear witness to the 
longstanding and intense Christian presence. 

The Christian presence and Christian contributions 
to Tamil cultural history are also testified to by the 
Hindus and Muslims who have found meaning in 
Christian values and have honoured Christian mission-
aries such as Beschi, Caldwell and G. U. Pope by 
 erecting statues for them along the marina beach in 
Chennai. It is also significant that Christianity played an 
important role in shaping ideas of Tamil identity and, 
through its criticism of the caste system, contributed 
significantly to the liberation movement of the Dalits, 
who were oppressed as “untouchables”.

1 The Vēḷāḷar (also spelled Vellalars or Vellalas) were originally  
an an elite caste of Tamils and landowners in Tamil Nadu and in 
Tamil Nadu and Kerala as well as Sri Lanka. They maintained 
relations with various royal dynasties.

	Í 19 �A�statue�of�Mother�Mary�dressed�like�a�Tamil�woman�
in�the�Dialogue�Centre,�Loyola�College,�Chennai.�
Photo:�Anand�Amaladass.
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Legend has it, that an ancient 
sage named Akattiyar (or 
Agasthya) composed a grammar 
of the Tamil language, thereby 
making it speakable and come 
alive. He is also said to have 
founded the first Caṅkam, an 
academy of poets who were 
masters of the language and 
the highest moral authority of 
ancient Tamil society. Poetry 
from the mythic age of the 
ancient caṅkams survives in 
anthologies, studies of which 
became an important impulse for 
conceptions about what it means 
to be Tamil. Tiruvaḷḷuvar and 
Avvaiyār are among the best 
known and most loved caṅkam 
age poets. Their works and love 
for the language connect speak-
ers of Tamil across all boundaries 
of states, castes and religions 
today. Tamil historians are proud 
to highlight connections between 
archeological findings and liter-
ary traditions about the caṅkam 
age. Today, all around the world, 
Tamil caṅkams have been 
founded to promote the beauty 
of the Tamil language.

G E O R G  N O A C K

Tamil –  
A Language  
Gives Birth  
to a Civilization  
of Poetry

	Í 1

Chandru:�“Tiruvaḷḷuvar”
Statue�by�the�artist�G.�Chandrasekaran�
(“Chandru”),�Tirunelveli�2019�
Pañcalōkam�(metal�alloy�of�5�ingredients),�
81×25×25 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�donated�by�
the Tamil�Heritage�Foundation�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

There are many legends about the life of the 
poet Tiruvaḷḷuvar. He is said to have lived in the 
legendary caṅkam age; his work, the Tirukkuṟaḷ, 
is dated by modern philologists to the 2–6th 
centuries. It contains profound insights into 
 human nature. | GN

	Í 2

S. Murugesan:�“Avvaiyār”
Statue�by�the�artist�S.�Murugesan,���
Chennai,�2016�
Granite,�55×27×8 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07151�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Avvaiyār, or Auvaiyār, literally “venerable 
woman” was the title of not one, but rather, 
several women poets who merged into one a 
single legend. Because of her passion for Tamil 
and the art of poetry, she did not want to get 
married and asked the god Ganeśa to grant  
her the appearance of an old woman. 
Kings appreciated her wisdom and asked her  
to stay in their courts, but she refused to be 
bound. Her moral principledness gave her the 
courage to speak to kings at eye level and cor-
rect them whenever they were wrong. King 
Athiaman Neduman Anji of Dharmapuri, was 
particularly fond of Avvaiyār. When he was given 
a rare gooseberry that was said to bring about 
long life, he gave the fruit to Avvaiyār because 
he believed she would be of greater benefit to 
society. Some attribute Avvaiyār’s continued 
presence over the centuries to this fruit.
Literary scholars, however, believe that there 
were at least three women poets of this name 
who made important contributions to Tamil 
 literature in different centuries. | GN
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	Í 3

The Tirukkuṟaḷ
Printed�1812.��
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,�Chennai,�
inv.-no. 094492�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

An early printed edition of the Tirukkuṟaḷ by 
Tiruvaḷḷuvar. The Tirukkuṟaḷ is considered a 
 common cultural heritage and identity symbol 
of Tamils of all castes and religious affiliations  
in India, Sri Lanka and the worldwide diaspora. 
Quotations from the Tirukkuṟaḷ are now an 
 integral part of Tamil popular culture and even 
serve as guidelines for politics and business.   
| GN

	Í 4

Poems�on�Palm�Leaf
Palm�leaves�(Corypha�umbraculifera),�
44×3 cm�
Tamil�Nadu,�1735�
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,�
�inv.-no. AFSt/P�TAM�89�A-G�
Photo:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

This palm leaf manuscript, copied in 1735, 
 contains poems by a poet named Avvaiyār,  
that were probably written between the 9th  
and 10th centuries CE. | GN
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	Í 5

The Mūturai�of�Avvaiyār�
Paper�
Tamil�Nadu,�1822�
Franckesche�Stiftungen�Halle,��
inv.-no.�BFSt:�Miss:�C�38:15�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

The Mūturai of Avvaiyār is one of her most 
 popular works and consists of teaching verses 
or phorisms in a unique Tamil verse form. | GN 

	Í 6

Songbook:�Avvaiyār
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,��
Chennai,�inv.-no. 043123�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

Songbook with the songs of a blockbuster of 
Tamil cinema: “Avvaiyār”, 1953. | GN

65

	Í 7

Ceramic�Vessels�from�
�Adhichanallur�
Adhichanallur,�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 6–4th�
century�BCE�
Ceramic,�height:�7–  8.3 cm,��
diameter:�11–19.8 cm�
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�Museum�für�
Asiatische�Kunst,�inv.-no.�I�728,�I�730,�
I 732,�I�804,�I�880�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

These ceramic vessels were excavated by the 
German scholar Fedor Jagor in 1876 during ex-
cavations at Adhichanallur, Tamil Nadu. The 
quality of the vessels and their great age, origi-
nally estimated at 3000–4000 BCE, confirmed 
for many the existence of an early high culture 
during the age of the caṅkams. Today they are 
dated to the 6–4th centuries BCE. | GN

	Í 8

Two�Shards�from�Arikamedu�
Arikamedu,�Puducherry,�1–2nd�century�
Ceramic,�c. 7×10 cm�
Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�–�Guimet,�
Paris,�inv.-no.�MA�2100,�MA�2498�
Photo:�Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�
–�Guimet

Arikamedu on the Coromandel Coast was 
known as a trading port from ancient times, 
 visited by Greek, Roman and Arab ships as early 
as 2 000 years ago. These shards excavated 
there by French archaeologists are probably of 
local origin, but imitate Greco-Roman gemstone 
 intaglios, thus testifying to relationships of trade 
and cultural exchange maintained by the society 
of ancient Tamiḻakam. | GN
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Tamil social movements revolving 
around bhakti, the Tamil renais-
sance, the Indian independence 
struggle and Dravidian politics, in 
retrospect, show amazing conti-
nuity of underlying themes and 
goals. They all sought to establish 
a casteless, classless, egalitarian 
society where women were 
emancipated and treated equally. 
If we were to position the 
ancient Tamil Caṅkam age poet-
ics of akam (love, interior) and 
puṛam (war, exterior) as a central 
axis and run it through the social 
movements, we would see akam 
(love) being directed at God in 
the bhakti era, Tamil antiquity 
during renaissance, mother India 
(Bhāratmāta) in the time of the 
Indian Independence Struggle 
and Tamil language as the politi-
cal Dravidian Movement 
unfolded. As a corollary, one 
would surmise that Tamils would 
or would have gone to war for 
the sake of love in the Caṅkam 
age, for God during the bhakti 
era (the Śaivite and Vaiṣṇavite 
bhakti movements vanquished 
Jainism and Buddhism in Tamil 
Nadu) for the nation (against 
the British rule in India) and for 
Tamil language against the impo-
sition of Hindi. 

M .  D.  M U T H U K U M A R A S WA M Y

Social  
Movements 
between Love 
and War

	Í 9

Campantar
Cōḻa�empire,�South�India,�c. 12th�century�
Bronze,�43×25×15 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33588�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The child Śaivite poet saint Campantar 
(c. 7th century CE) is one of the first three (the 
other two being Appar and Cuntarar) of the 
63 Nāyaṉmārs, Tamil Śaivite bhakti saints who 
lived between the sixth and tenth centuries CE. 
Campantar’s hymns to Śiva were compiled into 
the first three volumes of canonical texts of 
Tamil Śaiva Siddhāntā, known as Tirumuṛai. 
Campantar as a three-year-old child was breast 
fed by none other than Pārvatī, the consort 
 goddess of Śiva, when the child was crying in a 
Śiva temple. As a wise child he started compos-
ing hymns to Śiva. By the time he attained salva-
tion (Mukti) at the age of 16, he was believed 
to have composed more than 10 000 hymns, 
out of which 384 survive. Nampiyāṇṭār Nampi 
compiled them as Tēvāram  in the 12th century. 
Singing of Tēvāram, after the daily rituals in 
Śiva temples, continues to be a vibrant practice 
today. The exquisite Cōḻa bronze of child poet 
Campantar stands testimony to the Tamil 
 cultural value of celebrating youth and prodi-
gies. | MDM

	Í 10

Māṇikkavācakar
Cōḻa�empire,�South�India,�c. 11–12th�
century�
Bronze,�54×23×20 cm��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33908�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Māṇikkavācakar was a 9th century poet who 
composed the Tiruvācakam, a book of hymns to 
Śiva. Tiruvācakam is full of descriptions of expe-
riences of God and is considered so powerful 
 poetry that, according to a Tamil saying, if your 
heart does not melt by the recital of Tiruvācakam, 
nothing can melt it ever. Devotees of Śiva recite 
Tiruvācakam as an everyday  practice either at 
their homes or at temples. Devotees also gather 
in groups to recite Tiruvācakam in full. Ilayaraja, 
a Tamil film music composer, set Tiruvācakam 
to a symphony to be played with a western 
 philharmonic orchestra. The popularity of 
Tiruvācakam is so widespread that some parts 
of it have become popular film songs too. 
Though not included in the group of revered 
63 Nāyaṉmārs, Māṇikkavācakar is often ac-
corded the place of honour along with the first 
three (Mūvar), Appar, Sambandhar and Cuntarar 
in ceremonial processions. Māṇikkavācakar’s 
twenty songs of Tiruvempāvai and ten songs of 
Tiruppaḷḷiyeḻucci are sung all over Tamil Nadu in 
the pre-dawn hours in the Tamil month Mārkaḻi 
(December – January). | MDM
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	Í 11

Vidhyashankar�Sthapathi:�
“Tirumaḻisai�Āḻvār”
Sculpture�by�the�artist�Vidhyashankar�
Sthapathi,�Kumbakonam,�1981�
Copper�sheet,�bronze,�iron,��
92.8×43×21 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07007�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Vidhyashankar Sthapathy’s depiction of Tiruma-
ḻisai Āḻvār (believed to have lived between 
4203 BCE and 297 CE), one of the twelve Vaiṣṇa
vite bhakti poet saints, combines traditional ico-
nography with the contemporary metal etching 
techniques to bring out the grace and reverence 
the bearers of Srivaiṣṇava tradition hold for 
Tirumaḻisai Āḻvār. The word āḻvār means “one 
who dives deep into the ocean of the countless 
attributes of Viṣṇu”. Born in the small village 
Tirumaḻisai, the poet saint declared himself to 
be beyond all castes. His devotion to Viṣṇu was 
so deep and his songs so profound that – as the 
legend goes – Viṣṇu would roll up his snake bed 
and walk along with Tirumaḻisai Āḻvār whenever 
he was asked to do so by him. | MDM

	Í 12

A.�Selvaraj:�“Kanakanden ...”�
Painting�by�the�artist�A.�Selvaraj,�Chennai,�
2018�
Acrylic�on�canvas,�157.5×157.5 cm��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07152�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Selvaraj’s contemporary rendering of Āṇṭāḷ  
(a female Vaiṣṇavite bhakti poet) is true to her 
famous poem; ‘I had a dream oh my friend’. 
Āṇṭāḷ’s devotion to Viṣṇu is in the form of lover’s 
discourse doused deeply in lust and longing. 
Selvaraj uses the green parakeet and rose 
 garland associated with Āṇṭāḷ’s traditional 
 iconography against the red floor and violet 
wall to enhance the dreamlike quality of this 
image. | MDM

12
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Three�Vaiṣṇava�Saints:�
Nammāḻvār,�Ramānuja,�and�
Manavāḷamunikal�
South�India,�c. 14–17 th�century�(?)�
Bronze,�height:�14 cm,�20 cm,�11 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Nammāḻvār, a Vaiṣṇavite bhakti poet saint of the 
8th century, Ramānuja, a Vaiṣṇavite philosopher 
and theologian (c. 1017–1137 CE) and 
Manavāḷamunikal (a Vaiṣnavite commentatator 
and compiler of sacred texts, c. 1370–1450) 
are revered as the three great teachers of 
Vaiṣṇavism. All Tamil Viṣṇu temples have icons 
of these three teachers near the main entrance 
facing Viṣṇu in a worshipful gesture. | MDM

	Í 14

Kaṇṇappar�
South�India,�c. 12–13th�century�
Bronze,�43×17×13.2 cm�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,��
inv.-no.�Da.168�
Photo:�John�Lee

Kaṇṇappar Nāyaṉār was a staunch devotee of 
Śiva who is believed to have plucked out his eye 
and placed it on a Śivaliṅga to stop its eyes from 
bleeding. He is one of the 63 revered Śaivite 
Nāyaṉmārs. Kaṇṇappar’s violent and passionate 
devotion is considered to be more truthful than 
empty and mechanical repetition of mantras 
and ritual forms of worship. Kaṇṇappar being 
a hunter also shows that the Śaivite bhakti 
saints came from all walks of lives regardless 
of caste. Kaṇṇappar is depicted as a hunter in 
this statue. From the collection of Peter Anker 
who served as governor of Tranquebar 
(Danish India, now Tharangambadi, Tamil Nadu), 
from 1788–1806. | MDM
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	Í 16

Kaṇṇappa�Nāyaṉār�Plucking�out�
his�Eyes�
South�India,�c. 18–19th�century�
Wood,�26×18 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Kaṇṇappa Nāyaṉār plucking out his eyes to 
stop the bleeding of the eye of the Śivalinga 
was a passionate act of devotion no other 
 ritually trained worshippers of Śiva would have 
been  capable of. Since Kaṇṇappar was born a 
hunter, he did not know the proper ritualised 
form of Śiva worship. No rule is to be followed 
for  worshipping Śiva if the bhakti, that is the 
passionate devotion to the God, is true and 
pure. | MDM

15�

16

	Í 15

Kaṇṇappar�
South�India,�c. 12th�century�(?)�
Bronze,�height:�11.3 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The inner corridors of Śiva temples, usually, 
 feature the 63 Nāyaṉmārs either as stone 
 statues or as bronzes. Kaṇṇappar’s statue has 
the elegance and finish of the famous Cōḻa 
bronzes. The worshipful gesture and the stand-
ing posture of Kaṇṇappar are typical of statues 
of Śaivite bhakti saints. | MDM
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	Í 17

K. M.�Adimoolam:�“U. Ve. Sa.”�
Painting�by�the�artist�K.�M.�Adimoolam�
(1938–2008),�Chennai,�year�unknown�
Ink�on�paper,�reproduction�
Artist’s�family�collection�
Photo:�Aparajithan�Adimoolam�

Uttamadhanapuram Venkatasubbaiyer 
Swamainatha Iyer’s (1855–1942) relentless 
 efforts to collect, edit, and publish palm-leaf 
 manuscripts of ancient classical Tamil literature, 
spanning over a period of five decades, earned 
him the affectionate name Tamil Thatha 
(Tamil grandfather). U. Ve. Sa., as he was also 
known, published over 90 books and collected 
nearly 3 000 manuscripts in his lifetime. 
The force of his work, along with that of C. W. 
Damodaram Pillai motivated many other Tamil 
scholars to search for, collect and publish an-
cient Tamil literary works including Caṅkam 
 literature. The compendium of rediscovered 
works thus generated social imaginaries on 
the uniqueness of Tamil identity and literary 
heritage that came to be known as the Tamil 
 renaissance of the nineteenth century. 
U. Ve. Sa.’s publications of Cilappatikāram, 
Pattuppāṭṭu and Eṭṭuttokai contributed to the 
understanding of ancient Tamil music and led 
to the Tamil music movement. U. Ve. Sa’s auto-
biography serialized in a popular weekly from 
1940 to 1942 further cemented his legacy in 
Tamil popular culture.
K. M. Adimoolam’s strong lines effectively em-
phasize the seriousness of U. Ve. Sa.’s quest to 
preserve Tamil literary heritage. | MDM

	Í 18

U. V.�Swaminatha�Iyer�(ed.):�
Puṛanānūṛu� 
and�Ainkuṛunūṛu
First�printed�editions,�1894,�1903�
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,�Chennai,�
inv.-no. 006253,�046117�
Images:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

The poetics of Caṅkam Tamil classical literature 
classified as Akam (interior) and Puṟam (exte-
rior) came alive with U.V. Swaminatha Iyer’s 
publication Puṛanānūṛu (1894) – Puṟam litera-
ture celebrating the ethics of war and  bravery 
and Ainkuṛunūṛu (1903) – Akam  literature 
 detailing the nuances of love and its contours.  
U. V. Swaminatha Iyer’s publication of the 
 anthologies of Caṅkam poetry provided the aes-
thetic and historical tools to understand core 
concepts that constitute Tamil identity. | MDM

	Í 19

U. V.�Swaminatha�Iyer�(ed.):�
Cilappatikāram
First�printed�edition,�1892�
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,��
Chennai,�inv.-no. 26580�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

U. V. Swaminatha Iyer’s publication of 
Cilappatikāram (“Story of an anklet”, an epic 
 attributed to a Tamil Jain author who is said 
to have lived between the 2nd and the 5th cen-
tury CE) in 1892 marks a significant moment 
in contemporary Tamil history. The story of 
the Cilappatikāram – about a single widowed 
woman, Kannagi, fighting for justice against an 
all-powerful King and the state after the unjust 
killing of her husband Kovalan – may have 
 universal appeal. The text of the Cilappatikāram 
contains numerous detailed descriptions and 
notes on ancient Tamil music, which U. V. 
Swaminatha Iyer was diligent to highlight. | 
MDM

17
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K. M.�Adimoolam:�“Subramania�
Bharathi”
Painting�by�the�artist�K. M.�Adimoolam�
(1938–2008),�Chennai,�year�unknown�
Ink�on�paper,�reproduction�
Artist’s�family�collection�
Photo:�Aparajithan�Adimoolam

Subramania Bharathi (1882–1921) was a 
Tamil writer, poet, journalist, Indian independ-
ence activist and social reformer. Often referred 
to as Mahakavi Bharathi (Great Poet Bharati) 
he was a harbinger of modern poetry in Tamil 
and considered to be the greatest Tamil literary 
figures of all time. Bharathi’s influence on 
 modern and contemporary Tamil literature is 
phenomenal. 
Adimoolam draws on iconic images of Bharathi 
etched in popular memory to capture the 
 romantic nationalist as he truly was. | MDM

	Í 21

Movie�songbook:�Kappalōṭṭiya�
Tamiḻan
Madras�(Chennai),�1961��
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,��
Chennai,�inv.-no. 45213�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

Kappalōṭṭiya Tamiḻan (Translation: A Tamil who 
ran ships) is a 1961 Tamil film that fictionalized 
the extraordinary life of V. O. Chidambaram Pillai 
(1872 to 1936) who devoted his life to the cause 
of India’s freedom. V. O. Chidambaram Pillai 
started a national shipping company in competi-
tion with the British liners and ran it successfully 
for some time. He participated in and organized 
mass strikes against British rule in India. 
V. O. Chidambaram was arrested and sentenced 
to life imprisonment. | MDM
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Historic�Photograph�of�Periyar�
and�C. N.�Annadurai
Madras�(Chennai),�1948�
Archives�of�the�Dravida�Kaḻakam,�Chennai

E. V. Ramasamy (1879–1973) popularly known 
as Periyar (“the Great One”) founded the Self 
Respect Movement and the Dravida Kaḻakam 
(Dravidian Movement) to fiercely oppose caste 
hierarchies based on Brahminism and gender 
 inequality. Periyar called his movement and 
 association a social reform movement and he 
refused to participate in the electoral politics  
of Tamil Nadu. Periyar advocated a rational 
 approach to life and religion and proclaimed 
atheism. Periyar opposed the imposition of 
Hindi in Tamil Nadu and Dravida Kaḻakam vehe-
mently fought for the abolition of untouchability 
against Dalits, the liberation of women, women’s 
 education, and widow remarriage. Though C. N. 
Annadurai (1909–1969), his trusted lieutenant 
shared Periyar’s principles and ideals he differed 
with Periyar on the issue of participating in  
the electoral politics and formed a separate 
party called Dravida Munnetra Kaḻakam (DMK)  
in 1949. Under the leadership of Annadurai,  
the DMK won a landslide victory in 1967 and  
he became the chief minister of Tamil Nadu. 

	Í 23

Movie�Songbook:�Parasakthi
Madras�(Chennai),�1952��
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,�Chennai,�
inv.-no. 87555�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

Scripted by DMK leader M. Karunanidhi (who 
later became the chief minister of Tamil Nadu) 
and with the lead role performed by Sivaji 
Ganesan this 1952 Tamil film became a block-
buster and a landmark event in the history of 
Tamil cinema. The film was regarded as a propa-
ganda vehicle for the newly launched DMK as 
the political party of the Dravidian Movement. 
The powerful moral appeal of the story of a 
young widow with a baby facing the cruelties  
of society finally prevailed and the film acquired 
a cult status. | MDM
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	Í 24

Movie�Songbook:�Marmayogi
Madras�(Chennai),�1951�
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,�Chennai,�
inv.-no. 45175�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

Marmayogi (“The Mysterious Sage”) was a 1951 
film, which had M. G. Ramachandran as the 
hero. An adaptation of Marie Corelli’s novel 
‘Vengeance’ and Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’,  
the film became a box office hit. This film is an 
important milestone in the career of M. G. 
Ramachandran who went on to become the 
chief minister of Tamil Nadu as the leader of  
the second Dravidian party, AIADMK. | MDM

23
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	Í 25

Pushpakanthan�Pakkiyarajah:�
Two�Paintings�from�the�Series�
“The�Disappearance�of�
�Disappearances”
Paintings�by�the�artist�Pushpakanthan�
Pakkiyarajah,�Batticola,�Sri�Lanka,�2018�
Acrylic,�Japanese�ink�and�pencil�on�paper�
Private�collection�
Photos:�Eva�Ambos

Pakkiyarajah’s works of this series explore disap-
pearances that occurred during the civil war in 
Sri Lanka. They address the emotional torture 
experienced by families, whose questions about 
the fate of their loved ones remain unanswered. 
Memories and imagination cause suffocating 
emotions that strangle those imagining the 
 suffering of their family members and their  
own inability to help them. They are trapped 
 between surrealism and reality through these 
memories. While ever-present to those left 
 behind, deeply ingrained in the everyday lives  
of mothers, wives and children searching for 
their loved ones, disappearances themselves 
disappear. They vanish from political discourse 
as they are appropriated for political agendas, 
from  collective memory as the public moves  
on to other topics, and from communities as 
those unaffected go on with their own lives. 
Pakkiyarajah’s drawings seek to articulate the 
 disappearance of disappearances by filling a 
white space that signifies the void left by the 
whitewashing of history, of landscapes, of 
 everyday lives. The discarded traces of everyday 
life and the roots that stand for the bodies of 
the disappeared, sown in the ground, are 
 mediators between the happiness and suffering 
of today and that what has been shattered  
and burnt by the war. The drawings seek to  
give the viewer the opportunity to render the 
 suffering of others visceral, others who may  
be divided by nationality, ethnicity or religion  
but who are incarcerated by the same trauma  
of disappearance. | GN (based on a written 
 description of the series by the artist)
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Aspects of daily life such as dress, 
cooking, illness, health, family 
and social relations are regional 
in character and reflect regional 
identity. Thus, Tamil cuisine is 
known beyond the borders of 
India with it’s special dishes 
based on rice, fresh chutneys 
and regional products. The 
 manufacture of clothing also has 
a long tradition in Tamil Nadu. 
Famous cotton and silk fabrics 
from the region were early 
export products to Asia, North 
Africa and the Near East. 
Clothing, like jewellery, tells us 
in its own language of colours, 
 patterns and shapes about the 
phase of life and the social role 
of the person wearing it. Subject 
to fashions and influenced by 
local traditions and the spirit of 
the time, they can also express 
the religious and political identifi-
cations of wearers. 

L I S A  P R I E S T E R - L A S C H

Typically Tamil? 
Aspects of 
 everyday life 

	Í 26

Golden�Ear�Ornaments
Tamil�Nadu,�19–20th�century�
Gold,�length:�4.5 cm,�2.5 cm,�4.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�39620�a+b,�SA�39632�a+b,��
SA�39633�a+b�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Gold ear ornaments worn by Tamil women ex-
hibit intricate design work and serve as fashion 
statements reflecting a period and subregion  
in Tamil Nadu. While some designs persist  
over a long time, many last only for two festive 
seasons. The exhibited ear ornaments are  
from  bygone times and are no longer in vogue. 
The heavy gold ear ornaments on the left 
(known in Tamil as ‘Pampadam’) are sometimes 
still worn by older women. The heaviness of  
the ornaments elongates the perforation in the 
earlobes to such an extent that sometimes they 
 almost touch the shoulders of the wearers. 
The practice of wearing Pampadam is becoming 
rare and today it is to be seen only in rural 
 areas. | MDM

	Í 27

Gold�Pendant,�depicting�Siva�
and his�consorts
Tamil�Nadu,�19–20th�century�
Gold,�rubies,�rock�crystal,�10×5.5×3 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�35788�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

It is a commonplace practice in Tamil Nadu to 
wear a gold pendant with a God of choice 
 intricately carved. Both men and women wear 
these pendants on long gold chains in such a 
way that the god of their choice is always near 
their heart. | MDM
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	Í 28

Kanchipuram�Sāṛī�for�Festive�
Occasions
Kanchipuram,�Tamil�Nadu,�2018�
Silk,�gold�thread,�c. 120.5×660 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�35788�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Sāṛīs like this one, made in Kanchipuram,  
a city known for the production of silk sāṛīs,  
are worn on festive occasions and weddings. 
Kanchipuram sāṛīs with interwoven gold 
threads (zari) are cherished as wedding sāṛīs 
and worn on other festive occasions all over 
India. | LPL

	Í 29

Silk�Sāṛī�from�Kanchipuram
Kanchipuram,�Tamil�Nadu,�2018�
Silk,�c. 109×660 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07011�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The long fabric is wrapped around the hips and 
one part is worn across the shoulder. The blouse 
(colī) and petticoat are also included. Opulent 
colouring and ornamentation of the sāṛī indicate 
that a woman is newly married. Gold is consid-
ered auspicious and this auspiciousness is said 
to transfer to the wearer. | LPL

29 31
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	Í 30

Silk�Sāṛī�from�Kanchipuram
Kanchipuram,�Tamil�Nadu,�2018�
Silk,�c. 125×660 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07012�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Silk sāṛīs are preferred by women for festive 
days only, because cleaning the fabrics is 
time-consuming and involves giving them away 
for ironing. Additionally the sleek silk fabrics are 
not considered fit for everyday use. | LPL

	Í 31

Cotton�Sāṛī
Kanchipuram,�Tamil�Nadu,�2018�
Cotton,�c. 120×660 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07015�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The sāṛī is first mentioned in writing around 
1500 BC in the Hindu hymn collection Ṛgveda, 
but was worn as a single garment, leaving the 
woman‘s breast partially uncovered. Only 
in the 19th century, under British rule, was 
the  garment extended to include a blouse and 
a petticoat. 
Simple patterns and muted colours show that 
this model was meant to be worn by older 
women. However, because of the long drying 
and ironing time, even the cotton sāṛī is no 
longer considered suitable for everyday wear. 
Many women today prefer easy-to-care sāṛīs 
made of synthetic fabrics. | LPL

	Í 32

White�Cotton�Sāṛī
Kanchipuram,�Tamil�Nadu,�2018�
Cotton,�c. 125×660 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07016�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The simple, white cotton sāṛī is classically 
worn by widows. During the course of their 
marriage, most women gradually reduce the 
colour and ornamentation of their sāṛīs until, 
when they are widowed, they take off all 
 jewellery and wear only white. | LPL
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Tamil cultural identities are 
strongly expressed in various 
forms of art, whether music, per-
formance traditions, Tamil lan-
guage cinema, photography, or 
modern art movements. In the 
run up to and in the years after 
Indian independence, artists and 
cultural practitioners in Tamil 
Nadu embraced new forms of 
expression such as photography 
and cinema, while at the same 
time adapting traditional forms 
– through efforts at revival as 
well as appropriation – either in 
service of a newly self-confident 
Indian nation or within move-
ments asserting a Tamil or 
Dravidian identity distinct from 
the Hindi-speaking North. As this 
section shows, within the Tamil 
cultural sphere, artistic expres-
sions and the value assigned to 
them (folk versus classical, for 
example) differ based on divi-
sions and inequalities of caste 
and religion, among other fac-
tors. Equally, however, they are 
united by a shared sense of an 
ancient, glorious, cosmopolitan, 
and egalitarian past, by myths 
and motifs that are continuously 
renewed across a wide spectrum 
of cultural expressions, from 
 classical dance to modernist 
sculpture.

N A N D I N I  T H I L A K

Tradition and 
Innovation in 
the Arts and 
Popular Culture

33

34

35

	Í 33

Sarasvatī�Vīṇā�
South�India,�20th�century�
Wood,�brass,�steel�strings,�wax,�
113×27×17 cm��
Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,��
inv.-no. 2009.1219�
Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger

Vīṇās are traditional plucked lutes of south India 
and are one of the main solo instruments for 
South Indian classical, that is, Carnatic music. 
The Sarasvatī vīṇā is named after the Hindu 
 goddess Sarasvatī, patron of learning and the 
arts, who is usually depicted playing the instru-
ment. The current form of the Sarasvatī vīṇā 
is said to have evolved in Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu, 
during the reign of Raghunatha Nayak (who 
ruled 1600–1634 and was an avid patron of 
Carnatic music) and it is for this reason some-
times called the Thanjavur vīṇā or the 
Raghunatha vīṇā. 
It has a large resonator carved out of a log of 
jackfruit wood, a hollow neck with 24 brass frets 
set in wax on wooden tracks, and a tuning box 
culminating in an ornamental mythical yāḻi 
head. The four main strings are tuned to the 
tonic and the fifth in two octaves and reach to 
four pegs on the upper end of the neck, three 
drone strings tuned to the tonic, fifth, and up-
per tonic cross a side bridge leaning against the 
main bridge, to three pegs on the side of the 
neck. All seven strings today are of steel. | GN
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	Í 34

Nātacuvaram
Tamil�Nadu,�2018��
Wood,�nylon�cord,�reeds,�length:�86.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07009�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

In Tamil culture the nātacuvaram (Tamil), also 
known as nādasvaram (Hindi), is considered to 
be very auspicious, and is a key musical instru-
ment played at Hindu weddings, ceremonial 
processions of gods and goddesses and gener-
ally in temples. The instrument is usually played 
in pairs and accompanied by a pair of drums 
called tavil. It is a double reed instrument with  
a conical bore that gradually enlarges toward 
the lower end. The top portion has a metal 
 staple into which is inserted a small metallic 
 cylinder which carries the mouthpiece made of 
reed. Besides spare reeds, a small ivory or horn 
needle is attached to the instrument, and used 
to clear the reed of saliva and other debris  
and  allows free passage of air. A bell forms the 
bottom end of the instrument. Nātacuvaram is 
a concert instrument as well. T. N. Rajarathinam 
Pillai, Karukurichi Arunachalam, Sheik Chinna 
Moulana and Namagiripettai Krishnan are a few 
of the legion of legendary nātacuvaram players.  
| MDM 

	Í 35

Tavil�with�Drumsticks
Kattucheri,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007�
Jackfruit�wood,�goat�skin,�synthetic�
drumskin,�steel�frame,�cloth,��
diameter:�36 cm,�height:�45 cm�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,��
inv.-no.�D.6081 c�
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna

The tavil is a barrel-shaped percussion instru-
ment from Tamil Nadu. It is also widely used in 
the neighbouring states of South India and plays 
an important role in temple, folk and classical 
South Indian Carnatic music, often accompany-
ing the nātacuvaram. The loud and pungent 
tavil and Nātacuvaram are essential compo-
nents of all traditional festivals and ceremonies 
in South India. | GN

	Í 36–39

Folk�Drums�
36:�Paṟai
Kattucherry,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007
Wood,�goatskin,�cotton�cord
diameter:�35.5 cm,�height:�7 cm
inv.-no.�D.6072 a    –    c

37:�Satti�
Kattucherry,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007
Burned�clay,�goatskin,�cotton�cord
diameter:�24.5 cm,�height:�13 cm
inv.-no.�D.6075 a    –    c

38:�Ravanai
Kattucherry,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007
Wood,�goatskin,�cotton�cord
diameter:�22 cm,�height:�19 cm
inv.-no.�D.6082 a    –    c

39:�Pampai�
Kurangu�Puthur,�Tamil�Nadu,�2007
Wood,�goatskin,�cotton�cord
diameter:�25 cm,�length:�41 cm
inv.-no.�D.6084 a    –    c

National�Museum�of�Denmark�
Photo:�Roberto�Fortuna

All over South India, the sound of drums is used 
to chase away malevolent spirits during funerals 
and religious festivals. The paṟai drums (36) 
symbolise death and danger and are thought  
to be ritually polluting—just like the drummers 
themselves. For centuries, men from the 
 ‘untouchable’ Paṟaiyar caste have been obliged 
to play the drums for the higher caste Hindus 
against minimal remuneration. Typically, the 
paṟai drum is played by a band of five drummers 
with one person playing the smaller satti (37) 
drum. In most villages, Paṟaiyars today refuse to 
do the ritual drumming to heighten their social 
status and avoid the association with ritual 
 pollution. In some places, Paṟaiyar bands now 
play the respectable tavil and ravanai (38) 
drums with nayanam wind instruments instead. 
The pampai (39) is a typical instrument of the 
Paṟaiyar folk bands, but these drums (like the 
tavil and the ravanai) do not have the power  
to chase away malevolent spirits and are not 
 associated with any of the negative properties 
that adhere to the paṟai drum. | CJL

40�|�41 ®
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	Í 40

Thanjavur�Painting:�Śiva�Naṭarāja
Thanjavur�district,�19th�century�
Wood,�Wasli�(or�canvas?),�paint,�gold�leaf,�
glass,�paper,�metal,�76×60 cm�
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente�Munich,��
inv.-no. 87-308�529�R�309�
Photo:�Nikolai�Kästner

Thanjavur painting has a documented history 
dating back to c. 1600 CE. A popular art form 
 today Thanjavur paintings are characterised by 
rich and vivid colors, simple iconic composition, 
glittering gold foils overlaid on delicate but 
 extensive gesso work and inlaid glass beads and 
pieces of precious gems. | MDM

√ √ 	Í 41

Thanjavur�Painting:� 
The�Coronation�of�Rāmā
Thanjavur�district,�19th�century�
Wood,�paint,�gold�leaf,�glass,�paper,��
metal,�70×55 cm�
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente�Munich,��
inv.-no. 87-308�530�R�310�
Photo:�Nikolai�Kästner

Of all the scenes from Rāmāyaṇa, the corona-
tion of Rāmā is considered to be the most 
 auspicious one. Blurring the distinction between 
decorative art and a ritual icon of worship, 
Thanjavur paintings command a very vibrant 
 domestic market. | MDM

	Í 42

Thanjavur�Painting:�Child�Kṛṣṇa
South�India,�late�18th�century�
Wood,�paint,�gold�leaf,�glass,�paper,��
metal,�103×77 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�35357�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The chubby faced child Kṛṣṇa surrounded by 
doting Gopīs is a favourite subject of Thanjavur 
paintings. The motif has been reproduced innu-
merable times. | MDM

	Í 43

Thanjavur-Painting:�Pradośa�Śiva�
South�India,�18–19th�century�
Wood,�paper,�paint,�gold�leaf,�glass,��
paper,�metal,�44×38.5 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The representation of Śiva and his consort 
Pārvatī on Nandī (Śiva’s bull) is known as 
Pradośa Śiva. Worshipping Pradośa Śiva is 
 believed to remove all sins. | MDM
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	Í 44–45

Thanjavur�Art�Plates�
Thanjavur�district,�19th�century�
Copper,�brass,�silver,��
diameter:�23.8 cm,�39.5 cm��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no. 001429,�SA�31244�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Thanjavur art plates are a famous handicraft 
from the Thanjavur region of today’s Tamil 
Nadu. The art was introduced during the 
Maratha rule in Thanjavur following a stipula-
tion of King Serfoji II (1777–1832) who wanted 
to present such objects as exclusive gifts.  
The plates were crafted by a community of 
Vishwakarmas (artisans) consisting of a group of 
goldsmiths in the region. Promoted as one of 
the traditional handicrafts of Tamil Nadu today, 
Thanjavur plates are popular gifts. | MDM
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	Í 46

Shankar�Nandagopal:� 
“The�Boat”�
Sculpture�by�the�artist�Shankar�Nandagopal�
(1946–2017),�Chennai,�2015�
Copper,�metal�parts,�silver,�enamel�
61×58 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07585�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Welded in copper and discarded metal parts, 
 silver coated and painted selectively with 
enamel to achieve a jewelry like effect, Nanda-
gopal’s sculpture “The Boat” balances on two 
spatulas. In the classical Tamil classificatory sys-
tem of Akam (interior, love) and Puṛam (exterior, 
war) one would place Nandagopal’s contempo-
rary sculptures in the Puṛam, the genres of the 
exterior. The public display of mastery of skills 
conforms to the ethos of the genre. | MDM

	Í 47

P.�S.�Nandhan:�“Gaṇapati”�
Sculpture�by�the�artist�P. S.�Nandhan�
(* 1940),�Chennai,�2016�
Bronze,�45×15×12.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07150�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

This modernist sculpture of the elephant god 
Gaṇapati (Ganeśa) is by the artist P. S. Nandhan, 
who belongs to the Madras Art Movement. 
Nandhan‘s sculptures work through the play 
of presence and absence and are characterised 
by strong lines. As a sculptor and painter, 
P. S. Nandhan has influenced many young artists 
and, according to Indian art critics, his work in 
particular is an important key to understanding 
the entire Madras Art Movement. Gaṇapati 
means lord (pati) of the multitudes (gaṇa, the 
army of semidivine beings belonging to Śiva).  
| LPL | GN

	Í 48

K. Muraliadharan:� 
“Āṇṭāḷ”
Painting�by�the�artist�K.�Muraliadharan�
(*1954),�Chennai,�2015�
Acrylic�on�Canvas,�107×107 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07153�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

K. Muralidharan’s modernist rendering of the 
Vaiṣṇavite poetess Āṇṭāḷ presents an alluring im-
age and masks its mastery of portraiture with its 
naïve pretense. Looking closely at the familiar 
features of Āṇṭāḷ – the side hair bun, the para-
keet and the flower garland one becomes aware 
of the rich texture of the painting. Her figure 
stands out against the verses of the Tiruppavai 
written as if the canvas was an inscribed 
stone. | MDM

	Í 49

C.�Douglas:� 
“Blind�Poet�and��Butterflies”�
Painting�by�the�artist�C.�Douglas�(* 1951),�
Chennai,�2017�
Mixed�media�on�paper�mounted�on�cloth,�
135.5×110.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07154�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The metaphor of the fragmented self and 
maimed body assume new expression in 
Douglas’s series of paintings titled “Blind Poet 
and Butterflies”, which he began in 2011. 
Considering that the world’s greatest poets such 
as Homer and Milton were blind, Douglas’s 
blind poet wanders through canvases filled with 
colorful patterns of butterfly wings and floating 
words. | MDM
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	Í 50

S. G.�Vasudev,� 
“She�and�Bird”�
Painting�by�the�artist�S. G.�Vasudev,�
Chennai�and�Bangalore,�c. 2004�
Oil�on�canvas,�96×96 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Ernst�Kölnsperger

S. G. Vasudev’s inspiration for his paintings 
comes from literary sources, poetry, Indian my-
thologies, legends and folklore. Vasudev’s more 
 recent works often deal with real and fictional 
 experiences of the “self” and bear titles such  
as “Humanscapes”, “Earthscapes”, “Theatre  
of Life” or “He and She”. This painting entitled 
“She and Bird” also comes from this creative 
phase.  | GN

	Í 51

K. V.�Haridasan:� 
Untitled�
Lithograph�by�the�artist�K. V.�Haridasan�
(1937–2013),�Chennai,�year�unknown�
Lithograph�on�paper,�72×55 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Ernst�Kölnsperger

Haridasan used tantric yantras (ritual, geometric 
diagrams of Hindu Tantrism that resemble 
Buddhist mandalas) in his paintings to explore 
and highlight how a base energy (bīja) creates 
ripples of intersecting points and permeates 
the whole universe. In this untitled painting, 
Haridasan depicts a single line with only one 
 intersecting point that creates interesting half 
circles of expansion and selfcontainment. | 
MDM
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5352

	Í 52

Movie�Songbook:�Nantaṉār 
Madras�(Chennai),�1942�
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,��
Chennai,�inv.-no. 43132�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

Nantaṉār was a 1942 Tamil film, based on the 
story of Nandan, a low-caste farmhand, and his 
deep devotion to the Śiva Naṭarāja of the tem-
ple in Chidambaram. The movie by director 
Muruga Dossa, which was produced in the fa-
mous Gemini Studios in Madras (Chennai) was 
a huge success, partly because cinemas were 
decorated as temples and watching the movie 
thus became a religious experience for audi-
ences. As the hero has a Dalit (“untouchable”) 
background and Śiva raises his status in the eyes 
of his high caste employers, the movie also 
 addresses issues of caste inequality. | GN

	Í 53

Movie�Songbook:�Karṇaṉ
Madras�(Chennai),�1964�
Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library,�
Chennai,�inv.-no. 43643�
Image:�Rojah�Mutthiah�Research�Library

Karṇaṉ was a 1964 Tamil film, based on a story 
from Hindu mythology. Karṇaṉ was considered a 
milestone in Tamil cinema as it brought together 
the then leading actors of South Indian cinema, 
Sivaji Ganesan and N. T. Rama Rao, and was 
a major step in their careers. Along with 
Ganesan’s later film Tiruviḷaiyāṭal (1965), it 
was responsible for a resurgence in Hindu 
 mythological films. | GN

	Í 54

Movie�Poster:�Nāṭōṭi�Maṉṉaṉ
Madras�(Chennai),�1958�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07375�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Nāṭōṭi Maṉṉaṉ (“Nomad King”) was a very suc-
cessful Tamil action movie featuring the star of 
Tamil cinema, Dravidian political leader and 
later Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, “M. G. R.” 
(Maruthur Gopala Ramachandran, 1917–1987) 
in the lead role. Nāṭōṭi Maṉṉaṉ was a turning 
point in M. G. R.’s career as both an actor and a 
politician and is considered a propaganda film 
for the Dravidian Movement. The poster – fea-
turing M. G. R. – was created for the 2006 re 
release of the restored original movie in Tamil 
Nadu. | GN
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	Í 55

Movie�Poster:�Carasvati�Capatam
Madras�(Chennai),�1966�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07398�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Carasvati capatam (Sarasvatī’s oath) was a 
1966 Hindu mythological movie. It features Sivaji 
Ganesan, one of the majors features of Tamil 
cinema in the lead role. He also appears on 
the poster. | GN

	Í 56

Movie�Poster:�Taṅkaikkāka
Madras�(Chennai),�1971�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07386�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Taṅkaikkāka (“For the Sister’s Sake”) was a  
very successful 1971 Tamil-movie, directed 
by D. Yoganand and starring Sivaji Ganesan, 
 depicted on the poster, as a hero. | GN

	Í 57

Movie�Poster:�Kaḷḷaḻakar
Chennai,�1999�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07380�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Kaḷḷaḻakar is a 1999 Tamil-language action 
drama directed by K. Bharathi and featuring the 
actors Vijayakanth and Laila in the lead roles. 
Vijayakanth (featured on the poster) is best 
known for low-budget films that showcased 
gravity-defying stunts in which he would sin-
gle-handedly dispatch his enemies. Most of his 
films revolved around corruption, honesty and 
keeping up promises. Vijayakanth later founded 
his own “Progressive Dravidian Party” (DMDK) 
and served as a leader of the opposition in Tamil 
Nadu’s state legislative assembly. | GN
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60

	Í 58

Movie�Poster:�Āṟu
Chennai,�2005�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07376�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Āṟu (“Six”) is a 2005 Indian Tamil-language ac-
tion gangster drama written and directed by 
Hari Gopalakrishnan. It stars “Suriya” (Saravanan 
Sivakumar, one of the most popular and best-
paid actors of current Tamil cinema) and Trisha 
Krishnan (a former Miss Chennai who is often 
referred to as “Queen of South India” for her 
popular performances across movies in all South 
Indian languages) in the lead roles. | GN

	Í 59

Movie�Poster:�Subramaniapuram 

Chennai,�2008�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07399�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Subramaniapuram is a 2008 Tamil-language 
crime drama produced, written, and directed by 
Mahalingam Sasikumar. The story takes place in 
the Subramaniapuram quarter of Madurai. The 
low-budget film received critical acclaim for its 
original script, screenplay, music, and accurate 
sets and costumes that resurrect Madurai from 
the 1980s. Sasikumar cast new actors and shot 
the movie in only 85 days, yet it became a 
“blockbuster” and one of the biggest commer-
cial successes of the year. | GN

	Í 60

Movie�Poster:�Ārampam
Chennai,�2013�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07373�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Ārampam (“The Beginning”) is a 2013 Tamil-
language action thriller directed by Vishnu-
vardhan Kulasekaran. Ārampam tells a fast-
paced story of corruption, betrayal and  revenge 
happening in various regions of India and the 
Middle East at a very fast pace. The movie was 
not only hugely successful in Tamil Nadu, but 
was also screened successfully in other parts of 
India, Malaysia, the USA and the UK. | GN
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	Í 61

Movie�Poster:�Kapāli
Chennai,�2016�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07396�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Kapāli is a 2016 Tamil-language action drama di-
rected by Pa. Ranjith. The film follows Kapāli, an 
aged gangster who, once freed from prison, 
goes on to exact revenge while also looking for 
his wife and daughter. Pa. Ranjith has been a 
major influence on a new wave of Tamil Cinema 
in the decade 2010–20. He is known to use 
symbolism in his movies to address ongoing so-
cial problems which otherwise have trouble 
reaching mass audiences due to government re-
strictions on actual references to caste based 
exploitation in movies. Ranjith also founded the 
Neelam Cultural Centre that, in collaboration 
with the label Madras Records formed a band 
called “The Casteless Collective” that includes 
rappers, instrumentalists and traditional Tamil 
folk musicians. | GN

	Í 62

Movie�Poster:�Mercal
Chennai,�2017�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07397�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Mercal is a 2017 Tamil-language action thriller 
by Atlee Kumar. The story revolves around two 
brothers: one is a magician avenging his par-
ents’ deaths, and the other, a reputed doctor 
who charges meagre amounts from his patients. 
The cast includes Vijay (Joseph Vijay 
Chandrasekhar) one of India’s most popular ce-
lebrities as well as several other very popular 
actors. Filming took place in Gdańsk, Poland and 
in Rajasthan (North India). The highly acclaimed 
soundtrack was composed by A. R. Rahman 
 (often referred to as the “Mozart of Madras”), 
arguably India’s most successful composer of 
movie scores. | GN

	Í 63

Movie�Poster:�Vaṭa�Chennai
Chennai,�2018�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07368�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Vaṭa Chennai is a 2018 Tamil-language action 
movie created by director Vetrimaaran as the 
first part of a planned triology. It was very 
 succesful and received unanimously positive 
 reviews by India’s leading film critics who 
praised the story, screenplay and the actors 
 performance. | GN
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Religious objects form the core 
of Indian collections in many 
museums and spiritual traditions 
are often at the heart of 
European fascination with India. 
The wealth of Tamil religious 
diversity therefore forms the 
largest part of our exhibition in 
Stuttgart as well as this book. 
Buddhists, Jains, Hindus, 
Christians (present in South India 
since the 3rd or 4th century), and 
Muslims (since the 8th century), 
particularly Sufis, all contributed 
much to Tamil culture. Art forms, 
spiritual practices and ways of 
sharing spiritual knowledge 
developed through the intermin-
gling of these various traditions. 
To this day, holy places and heal-
ing miracles attract not only 
members of their own faith, but 
draw pilgrims of all religions.  
Yet, it proved impossible to find 
objects representing the local-
ized, Tamil traditions of Islam 
and Christianity in the collections 
of our European lenders. While 
the work of European missionar-
ies is well documented in the 
archives of mission societies, few 
references to the significant cul-
tural contributions of Tamil 
Christians and Muslims can be 
found there. While this could be 
compensated for in the exhibi-
tion through visual media, a void 
must remain in the catalogue, 
which also stands for the clichéd 
thinking and blindness of 
European collectors.

G E O R G  N O A C K

Religious 
Diversity
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65

	Í 64

Tīrthaṅkara
South�India,�c. 13–14th�century�
Granite,�107×72×36.5 cm�
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�Museum�
für Asiatische�Kunst,�inv.-no.�I�1193�
Photo:�Iris�Papadopulos

This granite relief from medieval South India 
shows a Tīrthaṅkara (“ford maker”), i. e. a sav-
iour and spiritual teacher of the Jains. The word 
Tīrthaṅkara refers to the founder of a “ford” 
that allows passage across the sea of infinite 
 rebirths and deaths, the Saṃsāra. Jains believe 
that a Tīrthaṅkara is a person who has over-
come the Saṃsāra himself and created a path 
for others to follow to salvation. Even though 
Jains, who were once widespread and influential 
in ancient Tamiḻakam, became a small minority 
from the time of the medieval Cōḻa dynasty  
 (9–13th centuries) onwards, they continued to 
create impressive works of art.
This Tīrthaṅkara sits in meditation posture on a 
throne underlaid with lotus petals. Behind him, 
on the right and left, are frond bearers who 
 signify his dignified status, as does the three-
tiered umbrella above his head. | GN

	Í 65

Bāhubali
South�India,�c. 13–15th�century�(?)�
Bronze,�26×9×9 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Bāhubali (“One with strong arms”), is much re-
vered among Jains. According to legend, he was 
the son of the first Tīrthaṅkara. It is said that he 
meditated standing motionless for a year and 
that during this time creepers grew around his 
legs. After a year of meditation, Bāhubali is said 
to have attained omniscience. | GN
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	Í 66

Seated�Buddha
Nagapattinam,�Tamil�Nadu,�7th�century�
Granite,�102×59 cm�
Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,�inv.-no.�RVI�221�
Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger

This meditating seated Buddha comes from the 
port city of Nagapattinam, Tamil Nadu’s most 
famed Buddhist monastic center. Nagapattinam 
is considered to have been one of the last 
strongholds of Buddhism in South India, where 
Buddhist monasteries flourished through the 
height of Cōḻa rule before disappearing around 
the 16th century. Monasteries in Nagapattinam 
were embedded in maritime networks of 
Buddhism that connected the South Indian 
coast to neighbouring Sri Lanka and parts of 
East and South East Asia. | NT

	Í 67

Standing�Buddha
South�India�or�Sri�Lanka,��
c. 11–12th�century�
Bronze,�54.5×20.3×17.5 cm�
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�Museum��
für�Asiatische�Kunst,�inv.-no.�I�5882�
Photo:�Iris�Papadopoulos

In this gilded bronze sculpture, the Buddha’s 
hands are raised in a gesture that offers 
 protection and dispels fear, called abhaya 
mudrā. This bronze was produced either in 
Tamil Nadu or Sri Lanka at the height of Cōḻa 
rule. Like many Hindu bronzes produced at  
the same time, it is a processional image that 
was carried out during festivals.
There were constant exchanges between 
Buddhist centers in the South Indian coast and 
Sri Lanka. As a result, scholars consider these 
two regions, nominally separated by a small 
stretch of sea, to have been part of the same 
Buddhist cultural sphere (see Crispin Branfoot’s 
essay in this volume). Buddhist images found  
in coastal Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka share many 
iconographical features, such as the flaming 
topknot (uṣṇīṣa) seen in this sculpture. | NT

	Í 68

Standing�Buddha
Nagapattinam,�Tamil�Nadu,�c. 13th�century�
Bronze,�20.5×8.5 cm�
Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,�inv.-no.�RVI�517�
Text:�Nandini�Thilak�
Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger

Recovered from Nagapattinam, one of the last 
bastions of Buddhism in South India, this bronze 
sculpture depicts the Buddha with his hands 
raised benevolently in abhaya mudrā (the ges-
ture dispelling fear and offering protection). 
Hundreds of such Buddhist bronzes produced 
between the 10th and 13th centuries have been 
recovered from Nagapattinam since the early 
20th century, illuminating Tamil Nadu’s vibrant 
Buddhist past. | NT
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	Í 69

Copper�Plate�Inscription�of�
Rājendra�Cōḻa I.
Cōḻa�Empire,�11th�century��
Copper,�bronze,�c. 54×38 cm,�individual�
plates�c. 35×12 cm�
Leiden�University�Libraries,��
inv.-no.�Or. 1687�
Photos:�Leiden�University�Libraries

This copperplate charter issued by King 
Rājendra Cōḻa I (r. 1012–1042) is a very impor-
tant source for studies in Tamil history, including 
many contributions to this volume. Its inscrip-
tions have been engraved in twenty-one copper 
plates that are held together by a massive 
bronze ring closed with the seal of Rājendra 
Cōḻa. Five plates contain text in Sanskrit in 
Grantha script, 16 plates contain text in Tamil. 
The Sanskrit part explains in detail the 
 genealogy of the Cōḻa dynasty, beginning with  
a  mythical ancestor, the Hindu god Viṣṇu. The 
part in Tamil records the great achievements of 
Rājendra’s father, king Rājarāja I (r. 985–1012). 
A long passage recounts how, in the 21st year  
of his reign, Rājarāja I declared that the entire 
 revenue of a village was to be donated in order 
to build a Buddhist shrine (vihāra). The vihāra 
was commissioned to be built in Nagapattinam, 
a port town on the Coromandel coast, by  
the Buddhist king of the Kingdom of Sriwijaya 
(in  today’s Indonesia, far across the sea). 
Thereafter Nagapattinam long remained an 
 important center of Buddhist learning and art 
production. | GN 
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	Í 70

Śiva�Naṭarāja
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 11–13th�century��
Bronze,�117×80 cm�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,��
inv.-no.�Da. 161�
Photo:�John�Lee

The temple town of Chidambaram is considered 
a centre for the worship of Śiva in the appear-
ance of the divine dancer Naṭarāja. The Cōḻa 
king Vira Cōḻa is said to have had a vision of Śiva 
performing his cosmic dance near a shrine. He 
then had a golden shrine built for the Naṭarāja.
From the collection of Peter Anker who served 
as governor of Tranquebar (Danish India, now 
Tharangambadi, Tamil Nadu), from 1788–
1806. | LPL

	Í 71

Śiva�Naṭarāja�“King�of�the�Dance”
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 12–13th�century�
Bronze,�108×85×37 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�36293�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The “King of the Dance” symbolises the cosmic 
cycle of becoming and decaying. With one hand, 
he beats the rhythm of life with the hourglass 
drum ḍamaru; in another the flame of destruc-
tion appears. Triumphantly, he crushes the de-
mon of ignorance, who denies people the path 
to salvation from this cycle, under his feet. 
The river goddess Ganga can be seen entangled 
in Śiva’s hair. | GN

	Í 72

Śiva�Tripuravijaya
Cōḻa-Empire,�10–11th�century�
Bronze,�21.2×13.5×5.5 cm�
Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,��
inv.-no.�RVI�509�
Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger

This bronze produced under the imperial 
 patronage of the Cōḻas depicts Śiva as 
Tripuravijaya, the destroyer of three cities. 
According to legend, three powerful demons 
 inhabiting three orbiting celestial cities had 
threatened the world. Called on to help,  
Śiva  destroyed all three of their cities with a 
 single arrow as they converged in the sky. This 
form of Śiva was beloved by Cōḻa kings whose 
imperial ambitions would have found  reflection 
in this image of a triumphant divine conqueror 
of worlds. | NT
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	Í 73

Śiva�Candraśekhara
Tamil�Nadu,�13–14th�century�
Bronze,�75.5×31×21.3 cm��
Museum�Rietberg�Zürich,�inv.-no.�RVI�506�
Photo:�Rainer�Wolfsberger

This bronze depicts Śiva as Candraśekhara or 
“lord crowned with the moon”. The moon in its 
crescent form can be seen perched atop the 
icon’s crown of dreadlocked hair. In two of his 
arms, Śiva holds a battle axe and an antelope. 
The antelope is traditionally associated in Hindu 
iconography with the moon god. It also repre-
sents Śiva’s role as protector of the animal 
 kingdom (Paśupati). This bronze was used as a 
processional image, as evidenced by the hooks 
on its base. | NT

	Í 75

Śiva�and�Umā
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 12th�century�
Bronze,�Śiva�52×33×28 cm,��
Pārvatī�38×23×20 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�32509�L�a+b�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The two, together with the now lost figure of 
their son Murukaṉ (Skanda), once formed a 
Somāskanda group. However, many of the 
 ancient bronze statues were buried for safety 
during times of war and insecurity and were 
only rediscovered many centuries later. Some 
– like this one – suffered damage over time or 
during the excavation work. | GN

73

	Í 74

Somāskanda�
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 12–13th�century�
Bronze,�58×93.5×30.5 cm��
National�Museum�of�Denmark,��
inv.-no.�Da.156�
Photo:�John�Lee

The Sanskrit name Somāskanda stands for Śiva, 
Uma (Pārvatī, Śiva‘s wife) and Skanda (called 
Murukaṉ in Tamil), the divine family trinity 
(Skanda missing here). The deities are en-
throned on Kailāsa, the holiest mountain in 
the Himalayas for Buddhists and Hindus. 
From the collection of Peter Anker who served 
as  governor of Tranquebar (Danish India, 
now Tharangambadi, Tamil Nadu), from 1788–
1806. | GN
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Pārvatī�
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 11th�century�
Bronze,�67×25×25 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33587�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

In Hindu mythology, Pārvatī (she who belongs 
to the mountains) is the wife of God Śiva. She 
is considered to be the reincarnation of Satī, 
Śiva’s first wife. Pārvatī is born, in some narra-
tives, to dissuade Śiva from asceticism so that 
he may  father a son capable of killing a demon. 
In her devotion, she performs the most difficult 
austerities (standing on one leg for years) until 
Śiva consents to the marriage. | LPL

	Í 77

Gaṇapati
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 11th�century�
Bronze,�height�c. 38 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33586�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

A legend about Śiva and Pārvatī’s son explains 
how he got his elephant form. When Śiva was 
away staying on a mountain as an ascetic, 
Pārvatī‘s desire for a child was so great that she 
created a son out of earth. On his return, Śiva 
encountered the boy, who claimed to be his 
wife’s son. In blind rage and jealousy, Śiva cut off 
the boy’s head and, when Pārvatī clarified the 
situation, replaced it with that of the next living 
creature that passed by. | LPL

	Í 78

Aiyaṉār�with�his�consorts
South�India,�c. 17–18th�century�
Bronze,�19×22 cm�
National�Museum�of�Denmark,��
inv.-no.�Da.156�
Photo:�John�Lee

Aiyaṉār is considered to be the son of Śiva and 
Viṣṇu, the latter having taken the form of the 
beautiful woman Mohinī, with whom Śiva fell in 
love and from whose union Aiyaṉār is born. He 
is worshipped with his two consorts Puranai and 
Putkalya as a tutelary deity. Aiyaṉār shrines are 
found on the outskirts of villages throughout 
South India, where a terracotta or plaster image 
of the god is surrounded by a host of male 
 terracotta servants, horses and elephants.
From the collection of Peter Anker who served 
as governor of Tranquebar (Danish India, 
now Tharangambadi, Tamil Nadu), from 1788–
1806. | LPL

	Í 79

Nandi
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 12–13th�century�
Bronze,�height�c. 30 cm��
Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�–�
Guimet,�Paris,�inv.-no.�MA2100�
Photo:�Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques –�
Guimet

This unusual bronze depicts Śiva’s mount, the 
majestic bull Nandi, in a zoo-anthropomorphic 
form. At Śiva temples across South India, Nandi 
is usually depicted as a seated bull (see no. 82) 
placed facing the sanctum where Śiva resides. 
Here however, he is depicted with a youthful 
human body sporting a crown and bearing a 
conch shell and a spotted antelope in two of his 
hands. | NT
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Śiva�Bhikṣāṭana
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 12th�century�
Granite,�104×48×23 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�01266�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

In his Śiva Bhikṣāṭana form, Śiva, as a mendicant 
walks to Varanasi with the body of Brahma, 
whom he has killed, to find absolution from his 
mortal sin in the waters of the Ganga. A dog 
 accompanies him. Bhikṣāṭana is a popular form 
of Śiva in South India. Although there are no 
temples dedicated to him as a main deity, in 
many places he is worshipped as a minor deity 
carved as a granite relief on temple walls, or as 
a bronze statue carried by processions on the 
occasion of temple festivals. Many hymns in the 
Tamil language sing of Bhikṣāṭana‘s wanderings 
and often tell of the longing of those who follow 
him in love. | GN

	Í 81

Śiva�Dakṣiṇāmūrti
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 12th�century�
Granite,�86×38×33 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�31287�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Sitting to the south (dakṣiṇā) on a mountain, 
the ascetic god proclaims his doctrine of salva-
tion. This aspect of Śiva, as the original guru is 
considered the embodiment of supreme con-
sciousness, understanding and knowledge. 
This form represents Śiva as the teacher of yoga, 
music and wisdom in general. Those who do not 
have a guru should consider and worship Śiva 
Dakṣiṇāmūrti as their guru – he will bless them 
with an accomplished human guru. The right 
foot of the statue tramples the demon of igno-
rance, which his teaching conquers, opening the 
path of salvation for people. | GN
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Nandi
South�India,�c. 13–15th�century�
Granite,�85×70×40 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33589�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The bull is Śiva’s symbolic animal and vehicle. 
His name means “the friendly one”. The bull 
Nandi is often found in South Indian Śiva tem-
ples as a free stone sculpture in a small pavilion 
facing the residing deity of the temple in the in-
ner sanctum. Many women who wish to have 
children visit Nandi, painting him with red paint 
and circling him. | LPL

	Í 83

Viṣṇu
Late�Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 1300�
Bronze,�78×36×30 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33589�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Viṣṇu is depicted as a monarch, being “born 
among humans for the preservation of 
Dharma”. In this form, he upholds the morality 
of the Hindu social system and its hierarchical 
institutions. | LPL

	Í 84

Sītā�
Cōḻa�Empire,�c. 980�
Bronze,�66×20 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�33610�L�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Sītā is an incarnation of the goddess Lakṣmī and 
means “furrow”. She was ploughed out of the 
ground by her father Janaka during a sacrificial 
ritual. In the epic Rāmāyaṇa, Sītā is the wife of 
the seventh Viṣṇu incarnation Rāma the model 
of marital fidelity and purity (although nowa-
days this model is often rebelled against).
This masterpiece of Cōḻaperiod bronze art is 
 attributed to the workshop of the Cōḻa queen 
Sembiyan Mahādevi (see p. 179). | LPL
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Śivarātri�Relief
South�India,�c. 16–17th�century�
Granite,�150×39×24 cm�
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,��
Museum�für�Asiatische�Kunst,��
inv.-no.�I�403�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

This granite relief is an architectural fragment 
which likely once stood on the inner or outer 
walls of Śiva temple, along the route followed  
by devotees circumambulating the shrine.  
It depicts the tale of a hunter who unwittingly 
becomes a recipient of Śiva’s grace and is  
a  testament to the great auspiciousness of 
Mahāśivaratri, for Śaivites the holiest of nights, 
when even an accidental act of devotion to Śiva 
is immensely pleasing to the god. A festival night 
marked by fasting and prayers, Mahāśivaratri is 
celebrated in the month of Phalgun (February –
March) in the Hindu calendar and is considered 
to be the night when Śiva performs his cosmic 
dance. The story depicted can be found in the 
great Hindu epic, the Mahābhārata, and is 
 revealed in the text by the King Citrabhānu, an 
ardent devotee of Śiva, as he describes his pre-
vious life as a hunter. The hunter, a poor man, 
was out in the forest shooting deer when he lost 
his way. As night fell and wild predators began 
to lurk, he climbed atop a Bilva tree (Aegle mar
melos) with the carcass of a deer he had shot 
that day. As night fell and predatory creatures 
circled him, the hunter shed tears, fearing for 
his life and thinking of his hungry family at 
home. To keep himself alert at night, he started 
plucking leaves and fruits from the Bilva tree – 
all parts of which, though unknown to the 
hunter, are especially pleasing to Śiva – and 
dropping them down. In a happy accident, the 
leaves as well as falling fruits fell on a Śivaliṅga 
hidden in the thickets below the tree. Moreover, 
the night that the hunter passed on the tree 

happened to be Mahāśivarātri, the most auspi-
cious night in the year to worship Śiva. Pleased 
by these offerings, Śiva, manifest in the liṅga, 
drove away the wild animals, and calmed the 
hunter’s fears. No longer afraid, the hunter 
came down, and discovered the Śivaliṅga.  
He then proceeded to worship it in earnest, 
 before returning to his family at daybreak. 
Many years later, at the time of his death, two 
messengers from Śiva appeared to the hunter  
to escort him to Kailasa, the abode of Śiva. The 
messengers told him of the great merit he had 
earned on the night of Mahāśivaratri when he 
had unwittingly worshipped Śiva all night by 
washing the Linga with his tears and showering 
it with thousands of Bilva leaves. The hunter 
then spent many delightful years in Kailasa 
heaven in the company of Śiva, before being 
 reborn as an illustrious king. 
The frieze enacts the legend in three parts, 
each iconic scene separated by architectural 
 pillar motifs. 1. The hunter with bow and arrow. 
2. The night atop the Bilva tree, with the 
Śivalinga below. 3. Worship of the linga. 
Especially charming here is the central scene, 
which shows the hunter clinging on to the Bilva 
tree for dear life.
This frieze was likely intelligible only to those 
 already familiar with the tale, which like 
other Hindu legends, has passed orally from 
generation to generation for millennia. Placed 
within temple walls, such a frieze would have 
acted as a prompt for story-telling and remem-
brance by worshippers. | NT 
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Wood�Relief:�Śiva�Naṭarāja.
South�India,�probably�Kerala,�17th�century�
Wood,�69×43 cm��
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente,�Munich,��
inv.-no. 75-9-1�
Photo:�Nicolai�Kästner

Śiva as Naṭarāja creates, sustains, and destroys 
the world with his cosmic dance. He defeats  
the demon of ignorance, who is stamped under 
his foot, thus granting release from delusion. 
Śiva is pictured with his characteristic attributes, 
such as trident, drum, snake and antelope. With 
the drum (ḍamaru), he beats the rhythm of life. 
The flame that circles him represents the cosmic 
force that destroys in order to create anew. |  NT  

	Í 87

Wood�Relief:�Śiva�Ekapādamurti
South�India,�18th�century�
Wood,�55×26 cm�
Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�–�
Guimet,�Paris,�inv.-no.�MG20904�
Photo:�Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques –�
Guimet

As a “onefooted deity”, this aspect of Śiva, 
 worshipped mainly in Odisha and South India, 
stands for the protector of the universe, who 
supports it on his one leg. This is the form in 
which he was worshipped by Śaivite devotees. 
Brahma and Viṣṇu are depicted emerging from 
his body and worshipping Ekapādamurti. | LPL

88

89

	Í 88

Wooden�Relief:�Śiva
South�India,�19th�century�
Wood,�65×33 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

A wood relief with a depiction of Śiva, recognis-
able by his trident and jug, the sacred thread, 
his hairstyle and the snakes that often surround 
him. Such panels were, for example, part of 
temple chariots or were used in the temples 
themselves. | GN

	Í 89

Wood�Relief:�Śiva�as�Śarabha
Tamil�Nadu,�c. 18–19th�century�
Wood,�54×26×12 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Śarabha is an eightlegged creature, partman, 
partlion, and partbird. According to Śaivite 
 legends, Śiva takes the form of Śarabha to 
 subdue Narasiṃha, a partman, partlion avatar 
of Viṣṇu. Narasiṃha is seen here trapped within 
Śarabha’s grasp. The origin of Śiva Śarabha  
is closely tied to the rivalry between Śiva and 
Viṣṇu worshippers in South India over the 
 superiority of their gods. | NT
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Ardhanārīśvara�
South�India,�19th    – early�20th�century�
Bronze,�59×23.5×23.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�31531��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

“God who is half woman”, usually composed of 
Śiva (on the right with matted curls and tiger 
skin) and the female Śakti or Śiva‘s consort 
Pārvatī (on the left with combed hair, breast, 
dress with belt). The deity is believed to be the 
creative and procreative force from which all 
creatures originate. | LPL

	Í 91

Madurai�Vīraṉ
South�India,�17–19th�century�
Bronze,�29×15×11 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

During his short life, Madurai Vīran (“the war-
rior of Madurai”) broke conventions, constantly 
moving between wilderness and social space. 
Thus, he became the guardian of the goddess 
Mīnākṣī in Madurai. Madurai Vīran gained par-
ticular fame through the film of the same name, 
in which M. G. Ramachandran (M. G. R.), actor 
and long-time chief minister of Tamil Nadu, 
played the role of Madurai Vīran. | LPL

	Í 92

Murukaṉ
Thanjavur,�2018,�after�a�17th�century�model�
Bronze,�59×23.5×23.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�31531��
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Śiva has two sons, Gaṇapati (or Gaṇeśa) and 
Skanda. The latter is known in Tamil Nadu by the 
Tamil name Murukaṉ. He is one of the most 
popular deities among Tamil-speaking Hindus. 
Murukaṉ is considered the embodiment of the 
Tamil Renaissance; his pilgrimage sites are 
among the most popular in South India.
Made by the bronze artisan Dass Nathan in 
Thanjavur, based on a historical model (15–16th 
century) that can be found in the Art Gallery of 
the Nayak Palace in Thanjavur. | LPL

	Í 93

Bhṛṅgī�–�Devotee�of�Śiva
South�India,�19th�century�(?)�
Wood,�paint,�38.4×10×9.5 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�37546�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The ascetic (ṛṣi) Bhṛṅgī, a dedicated Śiva devo-
tee, travelled to Kailasa, the abode of Śiva and 
his wife Pārvatī. At Kailasa, he paid homage to 
Śiva by circling the god in prayer (a ritual of cir-
cumambulation known as pradakṣiṇa). However, 
ignorant of the unity between Śiva and his fe-
male counterpart, Śakti, he refused to show re-
spect in the same manner to Pārvatī, who is an 
incarnation of Śakti. To make Bhṛṅgī realise the 
truth, Pārvatī sat on Śiva’s lap, preventing him 
from circling her husband alone. Stubborn in his 
ignorance, Bhṛṅgī took the form of a snake and 
passed through the gap between the two divine 
bodies, avoiding Pārvatī. Śiva and Pārvatī then 
merged into one – forming a revered halfmale 
and half-female form known as Ardhanārīśvara – 
to demonstrate that they were indeed one and 
the same. Undeterred, Bhṛṅgī, taking a form of 
a beetle, tried to burrow through the body of 
the Ardhanārīśvara to avoid circumambulating 
Pārvatī. Angered by this, Pārvatī cursed Bhringi, 
saying “may you lose parts of your body that 
you inherited from your mother”. 
According to traditional Tantric beliefs, a human 
being inherits the soft parts of their body, such 
as flesh and blood, from their mother, while the 
bones and other hard parts are inherited from 
the father. Bhṛṅgī thus collapsed into an emaci-
ated bag of bones. At this point, Bhṛṅgī realised 
the truth and paid his respects to Pārvatī. Śiva 
took pity on his devotee and propped up 
Bhṛṅgī’s body by granting him an extra leg for 
support – rendering Bhṛṅgī a tripod. 
In this wooden sculture, Bhṛṅgī’s long dread-
locked hair, beard, rudrākṣa beads, and the ash 
marks on his forehead identify him as an 
 ascetic. | NT 
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Wood�Relief:�Bhṛṅgī
South�India,�19th�century�(?)�
Wood,�54×23×12 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The ascetic Bhṛṅgī, a devotee of Śiva, was 
cursed by the goddess Pārvatī for his impudence 
in refusing to acknowledge her inseparability 
from Śiva (see cat.no. 92). Pārvatī’s curse trans-
formed Bhṛṅgī into an emaciated, ghoulish fig-
ure devoid of muscles and flesh. In this wooden 
wooden panel (?), the sculptor has used the 
grain of the wood to great advantage in depict-
ing Bhṛṅgī’s hollowed out body. | NT

	Í 95

Wood�Relief:�Kālī�
South�India,�17th�century�
Wood,�paint�residues,�36.5×16 cm�
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente,�Munich,��
inv.-no. 69-12-81�
Photo:�Nicolai�Kästner

Kālī is “the black one” or “the one who rules 
over time”. She arises from the forehead of the 
wrathful goddess Durgā, armed with a sword, a 
noose and a staff with skulls. She wears a gar-
land of skulls and a tiger skin. As a village god-
dess, she protects and fulfils wishes and as a 
tantric goddess of death and transcendence or 
as a loving mother she gives salvation. | LPL
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Viṣṇu�Nārāyaṇa
Tamil�Nadu,�c. 17–18th�century��
Basalt,�length:�100 cm�
Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�–�
Guimet,�Paris,�inv.-no.�MA�218527�
Photo:�Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques –�
Guimet

In a particularly well-known depiction, 
Nārāyaṇa, “the one coming out of the water”, 
rests in human form between two world peri-
ods. He lies on the snake god Śeṣa in the cosmic 
ocean, the ocean of milk, while Brahmā brings 
forth a new creation on his behalf. | LPL 

	Í 97

Wood�Relief:�Matsya�Avatār�
North�Arcot�District,�Tamil�Nadu,��
18th�century�
Wood,�soot,�48.5×22 cm��
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente,��
Munich,�inv.-no.�Kr. 67�
Photo:�Nicolai�Kästner

Viṣṇu saves the impoverished king Satyavrata 
from the dissolution of the universe by mani-
festing as a fish (Matsya Avatār). The Matsya 
Avatār warns the king and sends him a large 
boat, which the king is to load with plants and 
seeds of all kind. The boat is attached to the 
fish’s horn with the help of the snake Vāsuki and 
thus saved from disaster. | LPL
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	Í 98

Wood�Relief:�Kurma�Avatār
North�Arcot�District,�Tamil�Nadu,���
18th century�
Wood,�soot,�48.5×21.5 cm�
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente,�Munich,��
inv.-no.�Kr. 68�
Photo:�Nicolai�Kästner�

The Viṣṇu Purana narrates that when the world 
was in chaos, order was restored on the advice 
of Viṣṇu by the gods and demons joining hands 
and churning the milk ocean. In the process,  
the serpent Vāsuki was placed around Mount 
Mandāra and pulled alternately at both ends. 
When the mountain threatened to slide into  
the ocean due to the twirling, Viṣṇu, in the form 
of the turtle Kurma, ensured that the mountain 
remained at the bottom of the ocean. | LPL

	Í 99

Wood�Relief:�Varāha�Avatār
Tamil�Nadu,�c. 17–18th�century�
Wood,�81×41 cm�
Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�–�
Guimet,�Paris,�inv.-no.�MA�17872�
Photo:�Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques –�
Guimet

In his third incarnation as a boar (Varāha), Viṣṇu 
rescues the earth goddess (Bhūdevī) from the 
primordial sea where a demon had held her 
captive. In a typical depiction of this myth, the 
god holds the dainty figure of the goddess ten-
derly with his left arm and lets her sit on his 
thigh. Bhūdevī holds her hands together as she 
worships Varāha. | LPL | GN

	Í 100

Wood�Relief:�Kṛṣṇa
Tamil�Nadu,�c. 17–18th�century�
Wood,�81×40 cm�
Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques�–�
Guimet,�Paris,�inv.-no.�MA�17466�
Photo:�Musée�national�des�arts�asiatiques –�
Guimet�

The eighth avatār of Viṣṇu. Krishna, depicted 
here as Gopāla, the divine cowherd, invites male 
(gopa) and female (gopi) cowherds to join him 
in devotion with his sublime flute playing. 
Different from this role as a divine cow herd, in 
the epic Mahābhārata, Krishna plays the role  
of the crafty strategist who crushes his enemies 
and proclaims himself the ultimate destroyer of 
the universe. | LPL
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Viṣṇu,�Śrīdevī�and�Bhūdevī.�
South�India,�c. 19th�century�
Bronze,�40.2×26×13 cm�
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�Museum�für�
Asiatische�Kunst,�inv.-no.�I�375�a    –    j�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Lakṣmī appears in two forms, Śrīdevī and 
Bhūdevī, framing Vēṅkaṭēśvara, an aspect of 
Viṣṇu. Bhūdevī represents the totality of the 
 energy of the material world and is considered 
Mother Earth. Śrīdevī is the spiritual energy 
of the world. The umbrellas are auspicious sym-
bols and considered the embodiment of royal 
dignity. | LPL 

	Í 102

Garuḍa
South�India,�c. 15–16th�century�
Bronze,�40×33×21 cm��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�36798�S�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The eagle Garuḍa is Viṣṇu’s mount and at the 
same time the lord of the birds. As Viṣnu’s loyal 
servant, he kneels with his hands clasped to-
gether in a gesture of devotion. His wings are 
spread, ready to take flight. | NT
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Vimāna�of�the�Śri�
Ranganāthasvāmi�Temple�in�
Srirangam.
South�India,�c. 14–18th�century�(?)�
Bronze,�17×16×12 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

A bronze model of the dome (vimāna) of the 
central sanctum of the Śri Ranganāthasvāmi 
Temple of Srirangam, near the town of 
Tiruchirappalli. The temple complex, dedicated 
to the god Viṣṇu, is the largest active Hindu 
temple today, with numerous shrines and tem-
ple towers (gopurams). In medieval times, it was 
an important centre of the Viṣṇu bhakti move-
ment. The Vimāna, which in reality is covered 
with gold, encloses the the sanctum sanctorum, 
accessible only to Brahmin priests, where 
Ranganātha, a form of Viṣṇu popular in South 
India, is worshipped. The dating and purpose 
of this very detailed model is not known pre-
cisely. | GN

	Í 104

Vimāna�of�a�Śiva�temple
South�India,�c. 14–16th�century�(?)�
Bronze,�height:�15 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The bronze model of the roof over the sanctum 
sanctorum of a Śiva temple shows the dancing 
Naṭarāja with devotees and attendants. Also 
 depicted on other sides of this model are his 
wife Pārvatī and their son Gaṇapati. | GN

104
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	Í 105

Temple�Portal
Wood,�metal�
Madurai,�17th�century�
Wood,�metal�161×69.5 cm�
Staatliche�Museen�zu�Berlin,�Museum�
für Asiatische�Kunst,�inv.-no.�I�9891�
Photo:�Susanna�Schulz

This wooden gateway probably originates from 
a temple and shows depictions of the Avatāras 
(descents) and manifestations of the god Viṣṇu 
in reliefs framed by floral vines and birds. At the 
top of the frame is the auspicious GajaLakṣmī, 
i.e. Lakṣmī, the consort of Viṣṇu, accompanied 
by elephants. | GN

	Í 106

Yāḻi
South�India,�18th�century�
Ivory,�14×8×3 cm�
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente�Munich,��
inv.-no. 87-308�562�R�14�
Photo:�Nikolai�Kästner

Yāḻis are mythical creatures that are often seen 
as decorative elements in Tamil architecture; 
 often, for example, as granite sculptures on 
temple pillars. Yāḻis are very prominent in South 
Indian temple architecture, especially from the 
16th century onwards, and can now be seen in 
almost every temple. This small yāḻi carved from 
ivory, however, probably decorated a piece of 
furniture. | GN

	Í 107

Image�of�a�Processional�Chariot�
from�Kumbakonam
South�India,�early�18th�century�
Etching�on�paper�
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,��
inv.-no.�KNK�R�no. 1065�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

During temple festivals, processions are held in 
honour of the gods, whose statues are placed 
on enormous, magnificently decorated chariots 
like the one depicted here. Many of the wood 
reliefs on the previous pages were probably 
once part of such a chariot. The chariots are 
pulled with long ropes by numerous devo-
tees. | GN
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	Í 108�|�109

Wood�Carvings
Tamil�Nadu,�19th�century�
Wood,�each�c. 73×36.5×14 cm��
Museum�Fünf�Kontinente�Munich,��
inv.-no.�87-308�567�R�329,��
87-308�568�R�330�
Photo:�Nikolai�Kästner

These carvings originate in the hall of the palace 
of a Rāja of Chettinad (a region in the south of 
Tamil Nadu). They are two examples of a whole 
series of similar wooden decorations from the 
interior of the palace that is now in the collec-
tion of the Museum Fünf Kontinente in Munich. 
Both motifs – riders on rearing horses and 
 representations of the mythical yāḻi – are often 
found in very similar forms in Tamil temple 
 architecture – often several metres high and 
made of granite. | GN

	Í 110

Wood�Carving
Tamil�Nadu,�19th – early�20th�century�
Wood,�c. 94.3×28×9 cm��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no. 120784�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Another example of a common architectural 
decoration – a combination of a rider on a 
 rearing horse and a yāḻi. Here carved in wood, 
but elsewhere often made of granite in a much 
larger size. The origins of this object – from the 
residence of a wealthy person, from a temple  
or perhaps from a temple chariot – are not 
known. | GN

	Í 111

Snake�Stones
Tamil�Nadu,�20–21st�century�
Granite,�18.5×8×7.5 cm,�25×15×10 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA 01268,�SA�07020�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

When the primordial female energy Ādiśakti 
creates worlds, it takes the form of a snake. 
Snakes are associated with rain and water and 
they spread their protective hood over deities 
and saints. They represent renewal (they shed 
their skins again and again) and immortality, 
but also fertility. In connection with a desire for 
children, women place such snake stones under 
pipal and neem trees. | LPL
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	Í 112�

Kāmadhenu�–�the�Wish-Fulfilling�
Cow
Tamil�Nadu,�19–20th�century�
Wood,�each�88×77×35 cm�
Private�collection�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The wish-fulfilling, nurturing cow is depicted 
here as a hybrid creature with the body of a 
cow, the wings of an eagle, the tail of a pea-
cock, and the breasts and head of a beautiful 
woman – but with cow horns. Called the 
“mother of all cows”, she is known to fulfill the 
wishes of her devotees. | LPL

	Í 113�|�114

Viḷakku 
Tamil�Nadu,�2018�
Brass,�16×14×12 cm,�10×7×5.9 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07018,�SA�07590�
Photos:�Dominik�Drasdow

Oil lamps, called viḷakku in Tamil, are used in 
temples but also in house shrines. Most of the 
lamps used in temples are circular and have 
space for five wicks to be inserted from all sides. 
In house shrines, the shape of the lamp is usually 
different and contains only one wick, but there 
is a brass mirror at the back with the image of  
a deity on it, who thus receives an offering of 
light, but also casts its light on the family of the 
house. In many houses such lamps burn all day; 
in others, they are lit at sunset. However, out of 
respect for the deity, the lamp in the house 
shrine should be lit before other lights. Viḷakku 
are also commonly found in mosques, Jain 
 temples and Christian churches, but they are 
then decorated with different motifs. | GN
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	Í 115–135

Kolu
During the festival of the “Nine Nights of the 
Goddess” (Navarāttiri), celebrated in October, 
many people in Tamil Nadu set up stair-shaped 
pedestals in their houses on which a colourful 
selection of papier-mâché figures are displayed 
(see the article by U. Hüsken on Navarāttiri, 
pp. 186–194). Various deities may be repre-
sented, but also wedding scenes, Thanjavur 
dolls reminiscent of toys and much more. 
During the festival, many towns and shopping 
centres hold kolu markets where artisans offer 
their handmade figures to families that want to 
add a few more of them to their collection every 
year. Department stores also offer a variety of 
brightly coloured figures each season. The figu-
rines shown here were acquired for the Linden-
Museum from several different artisans at a fair 
in Chennai in October 2019. Depicted figures, 
recognisable by their attributes, are:

� 115��
A�Gaṇapati�band:�six�manifestations�of�the�
god�playing�drums,�stringed�instruments,�
flute�and�cymbals.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�each�
approx. 20×14×10 cm,��
inv.-no.�SA�07177 a    –    f.

� 116��
The�god�Gaṇapati�(Gaṇeśa).��
Terracotta,�colours,�59.5×32×26 cm,�
inv.-No.�SA�07156.�

� 117��
Daśāvatāra�–�the�Āvatāras�of�Viṣṇu:�Matsya�
(the�fish),�Kurma�(the�turtle),�Varāha�(the�
boar),�Narasiṃha�(the�man-lion),�Vamana�
(the�dwarf),�Paraśurāma�(a warrior�sage,�
literally�“Rāma�with�the�axe”),�Rāma�
(the hero�of�the�Rāmāyaṇa),�Kṛṣṇa,�Bala-
rāma�(Kṛṣṇa’s�brother),�Kalki�or�Hayagrīva�
(the expected,�horse-headed�tenth�Āvatār.��
Paper�mache,�paint,�each�
approx. 32×13.5×10 cm,��
inv.-no.�SA�07166 a    –   j

� 118��
The�goddess�Lakṣmī.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�41.5×22×18 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07163

� 119��
The�goddess�Durgā.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�46×31×16 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07173

� 120�
The�goddess�Māriyammaṉ.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�48×22×15 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07171

� 121��
Atti�Varatarāja�Perumāḷ,�a�representation�
of�Viṣṇu�made�of�fig�wood,�which�rests�in�a�
temple�in�Kanchipuram�and�emerges�from�
its�chamber�under�the�temple�pond�there�
only�once�every�40�years�–�last�time�in�
August�2019,�the�next�time�will�be�in�2059.�
Replicas�of�the�original,�also�in�fig�wood,�
were�made�to�commemorate�the�occasion�
for�the�devotees.�Fig�wood,�paint,�
�textile garlands,�47×18×10 cm,�
�inv.-no. SA 07175

� 122��
Thanjavur�dolls:�A�pair�of�riders.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�34×28×14 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07169 a+b

� 123��
Thanjavur�dolls:�An�old�couple.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�25×18×14 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07176 a+b

� 124��
The�bhakti�poet�Āṇṭāḷ�with�her�lover,��
the�god�Viṣṇu.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�35×25×11 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07008

� 125��
The�god�Śiva�as�a�Liṅga.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�45×31×13 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07157

� 126��
The�goddess�Mīnākṣī.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�40.5×21×8.5 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07158

� 127��
The�god�Murukaṉ.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�46.5×25×14 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07159

� 128��
Viṣṇu�Viśvarūpa�(“the�all-pervading,�
all-knowing�one”).��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�47.5×48×14 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07161

� 129��
The�goddess�Sarasvatī.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�42×28×16 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07162

� 130��
The�goddess�Mīnākṣī.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�36×23×12 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07164

� 131��
Mīnākṣi�Sundarēśvar,�or�Śiva�and�Pārvatī�
riding�on�Nandi.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�64×43×18 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07165.

� 132��
The�poet�Tiruvaḷḷuvar.�
Papier-mâché,�paint,�33×26.6×16 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07167

� 133��
The�sun�god�Sūrya�–�or�the�Āvatār�Kalki?��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�52×38×23 cm,�
inv.-no.�SA�07174

� 134��
A�wedding�party:�priest,�bride,�groom,�
parents,�guests,�musicians,�stage,�fire�altar,�
pots�and�lamps.��
Papier-mâché,�paint,�stage:�35×35×15 cm,�
figures:�height�12–20 cm�each,��
inv.-no.�SA�07179 a  –  t

� 135��
Illuminable�model�of�a�temple�chariot�for�
the�god�Gaṇapati.��
Wood,�textile,�plastic,�colours,�glas�case,�
45×25×25 cm,�inv.-no.�SA�07181�
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	Í 136

Palmleaf�Manuscript�Containing�
Christian�Prayers
South�India,�18th�century�
Palm�leaf,�soot�8.7×3 cm�
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,�inv.-no. 051085�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

This prayer book, presumably written by a new 
convert or a missionary still learning the Tamil 
language, contains prayers to Mary, the mother 
of Jesus, but also uses the Tamil word “Civaṉ” 
(Śiva) for God. There are also terms derived 
from the tradition of Vaiṣṇavism and references 
to hybrid forms of healing – among other things. 
Palm leaf strips inscribed with prayers were tied 
to the necks of sick people in order to heal 
them. Used as amulets, they were supposed to 
ward off danger and ensure abundant offspring 
for both humans and animals. | GN

	Í 137

Constanzo�Beschi:�Grammatica�
Latino-Tamulica�
Tharangambadi,�1738��
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,��
inv.-no.�BFSt:�Miss:�C�69�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

Constanzo Beschi, an Italian Jesuit missionary, 
lived in what is now Tamil Nadu from 1711 to 
1747. He was a gifted student of Tamil language 
and literature, and translated many of the Tamil 
classics into Latin. Out of respect and admira-
tion for classical Tamil poetry, he composed po-
ems and even entire verse epics in the classical 
Tamil style, which are considered important 
contributions to the history of Tamil literature. 
His pioneering Grammar of Tamil, presented 
here in the form of a copy printed in the 
Protestant missionary printing press of 
Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg in Tranquebar, served 
generations of missionaries and scholars. 
Beschi, to whom the government of Tamil Nadu 
has erected a monument on the seafront in 
Chennai, is known there by his adopted Tamil 
name Vīramāmuṉivar. | GN
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Carlo�Michele�Bertoldi:�
Ñāṉamuyaṟci
Pondicherry,�1843��
Roja�Muthiah�Research�Library��
Image:�Roja�Muthiah�Research�Library

The Ñāṉamuyaṟci, according to its cover written 
by Ñāṉappirakācar Cuvāmiyār, was actually 
penned by the Jesuit Carlo Michele Bertoldi, 
who adopted this Tamil name. As a treasured 
spiritual text of Tamil catechists who, as spiritual 
teachers rooted in local society, contributed 
 significantly to the success of the Jesuit mission, 
the Ñāṉamuyaṟci was an important milestone 
in the history of Tamil Christianity. | GN

139

	Í 139

Bartholomäus�Ziegenbalg:�
�Grammatica�Damulica
Tharangambadi,�1716��
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,�
inv.-no.�BFSt:�52�C�12�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg was a Lutheran 
 missionary from eastern Germany who was 
commissioned by the Danish king to establish 
Protestantism in the area around the Danish 
 colony of Tranquebar (today Tharangambadi). 
To  this end, he learned Tamil and wrote a 
 grammar of Tamil, which was used for a long 
time by later missionaries and scholars to study 
Tamil. | GN
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Views�of�Tranquebar
Colour�Images�from�the�Mission�Reports,��
book�1,�installment�3.�Leipzig,�1864–1869.�
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,��
inv.-no.�BFSt:�Miss:�H�151�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

Tranquebar, now Tharangambadi, was a Danish 
colony. This illustration from the mission reports 
shows the colonial town and the missionary 
 successes of Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg, who is 
also depicted. | GN

	Í 141

Bartholomäus�Ziegenbalg:� 
The�Gospel�According�to� 
Luke�on Palm�Leaf
Tharangambadi,�1711��
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,��
inv.-no.�AFSt/P�TAM�16�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

In true Lutheran fashion, Ziegenbalg set about 
translating the Bible into the local language 
 immediately after learning it. He created 
 astonishingly polished prose in everyday Tamil 
language, which was also a literary novelty  
at the time and is said to have inspired later 
 authors. Until then, prose fiction had hardly 
played a role in Tamil literature. | GN
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Bartholomäus�Ziegenbalg:� 
The�Bible�in�Tamil
Tharangambadi,�1714�
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle,��
inv.-no.�BFSt:�Miss:�C�61�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

Ziegenbalg established a printing press in 
Tranquebar that made it possible to distribute 
the Bible and spiritual tracts in the local 
 language. The press was also intended to offer 
converts, who often lost their jobs as a result  
of conversion, a way to earn a living. The  
mass printing of not only Christian but also 
 secular texts in Tamil created a new form  
of disseminating information, news and 
 knowledge, and indeed a new kind of public 
sphere. | GN

	Í 143

Order�form�for�Tamil�Printing�
Types
Franckesche�Stiftungen�Halle,��
inv.-no.�AFSt/M�2�B�6:�42�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

Ziegenbalg had the types for his printing 
press made at the headquarters of his mission-
ary  society in Halle, Germany. Such slips were 
used to order the required printing types in 
Halle. | GN

143
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	Í 144

Aaron,�Lutheran�Preacher� 
of Tranquebar
Digital�reproduction�of�a�coloured�copper�
engraving�by�G. A.�Gründler�(1710–1775)�
Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle�
Image:�Franckesche�Stiftungen�zu�Halle

As with the catechists in the Catholic Jesuit 
 mission, it was gifted Tamil converts like Aaron, 
the first native preacher of Tranquebar 
(1698/99–1745), who contributed far more 
than the foreign missionaries to the acceptance 
of the missionaries’ new ideas among the local 
population and their integration into the local 
way of life. | GN 

	Í 145

Tāli�–�Pendant�Worn�by� 
Married�Women
Tamil�Nadu,�2019�
Gold,�5×5 cm�
Linden-Museum-Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07592�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

Tāli are traditional pendants for married 
women, comparable to a wedding ring. Through 
their design, however, they often also indicate 
the caste and religious affiliation of the wearer. 
This example with the depiction of a dove as  
a symbol for the Holy Spirit was intended as a 
wedding gift for a Christian woman. However,  
it was acquired for the Linden-Museum directly 
from a jeweller, unused. | GN

	Í 146,�147

Viḷakku�with�Christian�motifs
Tamil�Nadu,�2018,�2020�
Brass,�height:�10–20 cm��
Linden-Museum�Stuttgart,��
inv.-no.�SA�07588,�SA�070191�
Photo:�Dominik�Drasdow

The tradition of lighting oil lamps at home and 
at places of common worship has also existed 
among Tamil Christians since ancient times. 
However, the mirrors of such lamps are not 
adorned with a Hindu deity, but with a cross  
or the image of the Marian apparition of 
Velankanni (“Vēḷāṅkaṇṇi Mātā”). Velankanni is 
the largest Marian pilgrimage site in India. 
Vēḷāṅkaṇṇi Mātā is widely venerated beyond the 
borders of Christian communities. | GN

√  144
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Glossary Ādivāsi 
Ādivāsi (“original inhabitants”) is a self-designa-
tion of indigenous groups in India and Sri Lanka.

Akam 
Akam means “inward, intimate, tender, con-
cerning love” and denotes a category relevant 
to many forms of Tamil art since the Caṇkam 
period and to this day.

Āḻvār 
A vaiṣṇavite bhakti poet or saint.

Ampāḷ 
Tamil name of the “great goddess” (Devi, Śakti).

Annadurai, C. N. 
C. N. Annadurai (1909–1969) was a scriptwriter, 
politician and, as a close confidant of Periyar 
(E.V. Ramasamy), a central figure in the 
Dravidian movement. He founded the Dravida 
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) in 1949 and led the 
Dravidian movement to political power in 1967.

Āratti 
Ceremony of worship. This involves lighting a 
camphor flame on a plate and passing it around 
the representation of a deity or the image of a 
deceased family member.

Ardhanārī  
Literally, “half-female” – refers to a representa-
tion of Śiva in which he appears as half man, 
half woman. One half shows Śiva, the other his 
consort Pārvatī.

Arwi 
A modified version of the Arabic script used 
to write Tamil.

Avatāra 
Avatāras (literally “descents”) refer to incarna-
tions or manifestations of Hindu deities on 
earth. For example, the god Vishnu’s avataras 
include Kṛṣṇa and Rāmā. 

Avvaiyar 
Avvaiyar (“respectable woman”) was the title 
of several historical women poets who made 
significant contributions to Tamil literature 
at different times. In legends, they merge into 
a mythical figure who sacrificed her beauty and 
youth in order to avoid marriage and devote 
herself entirely to poetry.

Bhakti 
Bhakti, in Hinduism and in mystical currents of 
Islam in South Asia, refers to love of god and 
complete devotion as a path to salvation.

Bharata Nāṭyam 
South Indian dance form that originated from 
traditional temple dance forms.

Calvār Kamīs (Shalwar Kameez) 
Trousers and tunic, women’s clothing of 
Islamic origin.

Cāmpār (Sambar) 
Cāmpār is a typical Tamil sauce based on lentils 
and is served with rice, Tōcai or Iṭli.

Cāmuṇḍī 
The goddess Cāmuṇḍī embodies the most fear-
some aspect of the “Great Goddess” (Devi, 
Śakti).

Caṇkam (Sangan) 
Caṅkam, literally means “assembly”, “council” or 
“academy”. According to legends, there were 
three caṅkams of Tamil poets in mythical times. 
The first took place in “southern Madurai”, 
which today lies under the sea, and lasted for 
4400 years. The second, in the city of Kabada pu-
ram, also engulfed by the sea, lasted 3700 years. 
The third took place in present-day Madurai and 
lasted 1850 years. The caṅkams literature includes 
the oldest layer of poetic literature in Tamil. 
In histories of South India, the term “caṅkams 
period” stands for a mythical early period.

Cēra (Chera) 
Ruling dynasty that ruled the area of present- 
day Kerala from ancient times to the 15th cen-
tury. One of the three famous South Indian 
 ruling dynasties of antiquity (the others were 
the Cōḻa and the Pāṇṭiya).

Chālukya 
The Chālukya were a dynasty that ruled 
 northwestern Deccan (central India) from  
550–757 and 973–1190. 

Cilappatikāram 
Jain epic poem in Tamil, attributed to the 
monk Ilankovatikal (5–6th century). 
The Cilappatikāram is considered one of the 
classics of Tamil literature.

Cīṟāppurāṇam 
Epic poem about the life of Prophet Muhammad, 
written in Tamil by Umaṟuppulavar (1642–1703). 
The Cīṟāppurāṇam is considered one of the 
 classics of Tamil literature.

Cōḻa (Chola) 
The Tamil Cōḻa empire was one of the largest 
Indian kingdoms and lasted from the 9th century 
to the 13th century. A predecessor dynasty of 
the same name ruled the territory of Tamil 
Nadu several centuries earlier.

Dalit 
Dalit, literally “crushed” or “trampled down” is 
the self-designation chosen by many groups 
placed lowest in the hierarchy of Hindu caste 
 society who are considered “impure”, “untouch-
able” and “casteless”.

Dargah 
A dargah is an islamic shrine built over the grave 
of a Sufi saint or dervish. Dargahs are said to 
have healing powers and they attract many pil-
grims from other religions.

Dhoṭī 
Sarong-like lower garment for men.

Divya Prabandham 
Anthology of 4 000 verses of Vaiṣṇavite bhakti 
poets (Āḻvārs).
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Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) 
Dravidian movement political party  
(Tirāviṭa Muṉṉēṟṟak Kaḻakam).

Dravidian 
Dravidian is a term often used to refer to people 
who speak one of the Dravidian languages  
(e.g. Tamil) spoken in southern India and Sri 
Lanka. The term was coined in the 19th century 
by R. Caldwell. He drew on the word drāviḍa, 
which, in ancient times, referred to the deep 
south of India. Caldwell developed the theory of 
a dichotomy between the Dravidians, who were 
the original inhabitants of India, and the Aryas, 
who migrated to India later. Tamil intellectuals 
soon took up this theory. In the 20th century, the 
theory led to the emergence of a political for-
mation known as the Dravidian Movement.

Durgā 
Durgā, “the inaccessible”, “the hard to grasp”, 
is probably the most popular form of the 
“great goddess” (Devi, Śakti) in Hinduism.

Gītaṃ 
Exercises for learning Carnatic music.

Isai 
Tamil for “music”.

Iṭli (Idli) 
Popular breakfast or snack dish. Steamed rice 
cakes made from a batter of fermented rice 
and lentils.

Iyal 
Tamil for “literature”.

Jayaram, Jayalalita 
Jayalalitha Jayaram (1948–2016) was a star of 
Tamil cinema, a partner of M. G. Ramachandran 
and his successor as head of the Tamil Nadu 
government. Referred to as Ammā, i.e. 
“mother”, she is revered by many.

Kālī 
Kālī, “the black one” is the goddess of death and 
destruction. She is a manifestation of the “great 
goddess” (Devi, Śakti).

Kāmākṣī  
“Love eyed”, also interpreted as “The one who 
reads wishes from the eyes”: One of the Tamil 
names of the “great goddess” (Devi, Śakti).

Carnatic music 
Elite South Indian music tradition; flourished in 
the time of the Vijayanagara empire in pres-
ent-day Karnataka. Today, however, the centre 
of the Carnatic music scene is Chennai.

Karunanidhi, Muthuvel 
Muthuvel Karunanidhi (1924–2018) was a suc-
cessful scriptwriter for the Tamil film industry. 
His works helped make Tamil cinema a vehicle 
for DMK party propaganda. He succeeded party 
founder C. N. Annadurai as head of government 
and party leader after his death.

Kattiyankaran 
The clown in Bharathakoothu Theatre.

Kīrai 
Leafy vegetables of local origin, often with 
 medicinal properties.

Koḻampu / Kuḻampu (kozhambu) 
A gravy dish. Mīn (fish) koḻampu is a popular 
dish along the coasts of Tamil Nadu.

Kolu 
Dolls used to decorate many homes in Tamil 
Nadu for the festival of Navarāttiri.

Kuruṇchi 
One of the five “inner” landscapes (tiṇai) or the-
matic categories used in Tamil literature and art. 
The term kuruṇchi, referring to the peaks of 
high mountains, stands for the romantic experi-
ence of secret, premarital love. The symbol for 
kuruṇchi is a purple flower of the same name 
(Strobilanthes kunthiana), which only blooms en 
masse every twelve years.

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) 
The LTTE was an organisation that fought for the 
independence of the Tamil-dominated north 
and east of Sri Lanka during the Sri Lankan civil 
war from 1983 to 2009. In the area they con-
trolled until 2009, they exercised sole state 
power. The supreme commander of the group 
was Velupillai Prabhakaran (1954–2009).

Luṅgī 
Lower garment for men. Generally used to refer 
to checked dhoṭīs of Islamic origin

Mahābhārata  
An Indian epic depicted often in theatre, dance, 
and visual arts.

Maṇimēkalai 
Buddhist epic poem in Tamil, attributed to 
Cītalai Cāttanār and written around the 5th to 6th 
centuries. The Maṇimēkalai is considered one of 
the classics of Tamil literature.

Marutam 
One of the five “inner” landscapes (tiṇai) and 
thematic categories used in Tamil literature and 
art. Marutam, the farmland, represents jeal-
ousy, infidelity and marital strife. The symbol for 
marutam is the pink flower of the giant crepe 
myrtle (Lagerstroemia speciosa).

Mullai 
One of the five “inner” landscapes (tiṇai) and 
thematic categories used in Tamil literature and 
art. Mullai, the forest land, stands for the long-
ing for reunion with a beloved. The symbol of 
mullai is the fragrant jasmine flower.

Muppini  
The three components of human physiology in 
Siddha medicine: Vāddham, Pittham, Kapam.

Mūvar 
Mūvar (“the three”) is the name given to the au-
thors of the Tēvāram, the bhakti poets 
Tiruñāṉacampantar, Appar and Cuntarar.

Nālāyira Divya Prabandham 
The Nālāyira Divya Prabandham is a collection 
of 4 000 verses of the Āḻvārs, the vaiṣṇavite 
bhakti poets.

Nāṭakam 
Theater (Sanskrit)

Nāṭṭu maruntu 
“Village medicine” traditional folk medicine 
found in rural regions.

Navarāttiri (Navaratri) 
“Nine Nights”: Hindu festival in honour of the 
“great goddess” (Devi, Śakti).

Nāyak 
The rulers of Vijayanagara appointed local ad-
ministrators with the title of “Nāyak”, in territo-
ries including Keladi, Madurai, Thanjavur and 
Gingee. These became independent local ruling 
dynasties after the demise of Vijayanagara em-
pire (1565).

Nāyaṉmār 
Bhakti poets and mystics of the śaivite tradition.

Neytal 
One of the five “inner” landscapes (tiṇai) and 
thematic categories used in Tamil literature and 
art. Neytal, the coast, represents the pain of 
 losing a lover or spouse. The symbolic flower of 
neytal is the blue water lily.

Pālai 
One of the five “inner” landscapes (tiṇai) and 
category of Tamil literature and art. Pālai, the 
desert or wasteland, represents the separation, 
dangers, trials and adventures of the hero 
 separated from the beloved. The symbolic 
flower of pālai is the dyer’s oleander (Wrightia 
tinctoria). 
Other meaning: Tamil musical scales and modes.

Paḷḷi 
Mosque

Paṇṇ 
A term from Tamil music theory. Melodic units 
with characteristic notes used in sequences with 
fixed combinations and ornaments and tradi-
tionally intended to evoke certain emotions in 
the connection between paṇṇ and tiṇai.

Pāṇṭiya (Pandhya) 
One of the three famous Tamil ruling dynasties 
of antiquity (along with the Cōḻa and Cēra). The 
dynasty experienced two periods of rule, first 
from the 6th to 10th centuries and then again 
from the 13th to 14th centuries. The Pāṇṭiyas 
temporarily ruled large parts of southern India 
and northern Sri Lanka.

Paṟai 
Drums used by Dalit musicians, which are them-
selves considered to be “untouchable”.

Paṟaiyar 
A caste that was once considered “untouchable” 
by Hindus, the Paṟaiyar make and play the paṟai 
drum. The English term “pariah” (for outcast or 
outsider) is derived from this caste name.

Paratakūttu (Bharathakoothu) 
Tamil folk theatre that performs episodes from 
the epic Mahābhārata.
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Paravar 
A fisher caste who converted to Christianity in 
1537 in order to secure Portuguese protection 
amidst a conflict with Muslim traders. Today, 
they are one of the largest Tamil Christian com-
munities in India and Sri Lanka.

Pārvatī 
Pārvatī, also called Umā, is a Hindu goddess who 
is believed to be the wife of Śiva and the mother 
of Gaṇapati (Ganeśa) and Murugan.

Periyapurāṇam 
Hagiographic work from the 12th century on the 
śaivite bhakti poets (Nāyaṉmārs) and the his-
tory of the bhakti movement.

Periyar (E. V. Ramasamy) 
E. V. Ramasamy (1879–1973), known as Periyar 
(“the Great”) was a founding figure and long-
time spokesman for the Dravidian movement.

Pirasangiyar 
The narrator in Bharathakoothu Theatre

Prabhakaran, Vellupillai 
Velupillai Prabhakaran (1954–2009) was the 
leader of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam 
(LTTE) and a key figure in the armed struggle for 
an independent Tamil state in Sri Lanka.

Puṛam 
Puṛam means “outward, public, heroic, pertain-
ing to war” and denotes a category relevant 
to many forms of Tamil art since the Caṇkam 
period and to the present day.

Rāga 
Scale and melodic mode in the classical music 
of North India.

Ramachandran, M. G. (M. G. R.) 
M. G. Ramachandran (1917–1987) was a film 
star and head of government of Tamil Nadu. 
His dispute with M. Karunanidhi led to the split 
of the Dravidian Party in 1972. After his death, 
a temple for him was built where he is now 
 worshipped as a god.

Śakti 
Śakti refers to the primordial female power of 
the universe. The “great goddess” (Devi) and 
her numerous manifestations are seen as em-
bodiments of Śakti.

Satyāgraha 
Satyāgraha is an attitude propagated by Gandhi, 
which is based on appealing to the reason and 
conscience of an opponent through non-vio-
lence and the willingness to take on pain and 
suffering. The aim is to win over opponents as 
allies for one’s own cause.

Siddha 
Siddha medicine is a school of traditional 
 medicine that originated in southern India. 
Practitioners are called Siddhas.

Śaivism 
The worship of Śiva as the supreme god;  
one of the schools of Hinduism.

Sowa-Rigpa 
Healing medicine of Tibetan origin.

svadēśī (swadeshi) 
Svadēśī is a term propagated by Gandhi that 
means “of one’s own country”. Behind this was 
the idea of renouncing imported goods in favour 
of locally produced things.

Swaminatha Iyer, U. V. 
U. V. Swaminatha Iyer (1855–1942) was a 
scholar whose “rediscovery” of Caṇkam 
 literature and classical Tamil epics triggered the 
Tamil Renaissance.

Tāḷaṃ 
Cyclically repeated rythm in Indian music.

Tamil Isai 
“Tamil music”, often equated with attempts to 
reconstruct an “original Tamil music” without 
North Indian influences.

Tamiḻakam 
Term for the historical settlement area of Tamil 
speakers (extending beyond the present-day 
state of Tamil Nadu).

Tamiḻttāy 
The goddess “Tamil”, in whom the Tamil lan-
guage appears personified and who functions 
as the protective deity of Tamil speakers.

Tēmpāvaṇi 
Epic poem in Tamil by the Jesuit Constanzo 
Guiseppe Beschi (1680–1747). Counted among 
the classics of Tamil literature.

Tēvāram 
Part of the Tirumuṛai; the collected poems of 
the bhakti poets (Nāyaṉmārs) Campantar, Appar 
and Cuntarar.

Tiṇai 
The tiṇai are internal landscapes and genres of 
Tamil literature and art; however, they also have 
physical equivalents (mountain peaks, forest land, 
farmland, parched wasteland, coasts) whose fauna 
and flora appear in the respective genre as met-
aphors for certain experiences and emotions.

Tirāviṭa Muṉṉēṟṟak Kaḻakam 
(Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam/DMK) 
“Dravidian Progressive League” is a political 
party in Tamil Nadu. Originally it fought for an 
independent Tamil state; today its demands are 
limited to the preservation of Tamil identity and 
culture within the Indian nation.

Tīrthaṅkara 
The leaders of Jainism, including Mahavira, 
the founder of the community, are called 
Tīrthaṅkara (“ford makers”).

Tirukkuṟaḷ 
The Tirukkuṟaḷ is attributed to the poet 
Tiruvaḷḷuvar and dates from the first centuries 
of our era. It is a didactic poem on the right 
way of life and comprises 1330 aphorismlike 
double verses. Today, the Tirukkuṟaḷ is one of 
the most important icons of Tamil culture.

Tirumuṛai 
An anthology of bhakti poems by the śivaite 
 poets and mystics, the Nāyaṉmārs.

Tiruvaḷḷuvar 
The author of the Tirukkuṟaḷ, the importance of 
which as cultural icon is transferred to the au-
thor, who is revered as a kind of Tamil national 
saint. The government of Tamil Nadu has offi-
cially established the Tiruvaḷḷuvar Era, which has 
his assumed birth year (31 BC) as its starting date. 

Tiruvāymoḻi 
Work of the Vaiṣṇavite bhakti poet Nammāḻvār; 
considered the most important work of 
Vaiṣṇavite bhakti poetry in Tamil.

Tōcai (Dosai) 
Popular Tamil dish. A type of pancake made 
from a fermented dough of rice flour and lentils. 

Tolkāppiyam 
The Tolkāppiyam is the oldest extant longer 
work of Tamil literature. It is a comprehensive 
text on the Tamil language and includes sections 
on orthography, phonology, etymology and 
 sentence structure. Written between the 
2nd century BC and the 5th century AD.

Umā 
Umā, also called Pārvatī, is a Hindu goddess who 
is considered the wife of Śiva and mother of 
Ganeśa and Murugan.

Unani 
Healing tradition of Islamic-Greek origin.

Varna 
Unit of division of society into four main groups 
(varnas); part of the caste system that has sur-
vived to the present day.

Vēḷāḷar 
The Vēḷāḷar are a Tamil caste and have tradition-
ally been large landowners in Tamil Nadu, Kerala 
and neighbouring Sri Lanka.

Vētiyar 
Title referring to spiritual teachers. Originally 
 reserved for Brahmin priests; later also used for 
Christian catechists.

Vettiyan 
Drummers who play at death rituals.

Vijayanagara 
Kingdom in South India, existing from 1336/46 
to 1565. South Indian fine art music called 
“Carnatic music” reached its heyday in the 
Vijayanagara empire.

Vaiṣṇavism 
The worship of Viṣṇu as the supreme god; one 
of the schools of Hinduism.

Yāḻ 
A harp-like musical instrument which was once 
widespread in South India.

Yavaṉas 
Ancient Indian term for foreigners landing on 
the coasts of India from the west; e.g. Arab, 
Greek and Roman traders.
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